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This dissertation focuses on American foreign policy toward the Nigerian Civil War, a
conflict most famous for the images of starving women and children from the secessionist
state of Biafra. In response to this unprecedented humanitarian crisis, more than 200
nongovernmental and voluntary organizations emerged in the United States alone, all
calling for the U.S. government to intervene in the Nigerian Civil War. Despite this
immense public pressure, policymakers in Washington were reluctant to violate Nigerian
sovereignty and become involved in the conflict. This dissertation looks specifically at how
American policymakers responded to this challenge from below and constructed a policy
for the humanitarian problem that was designed above all to placate concerned citizens at
home.
By analyzing the American involvement in the Nigerian Civil War, this dissertation
argues that the push for humanitarian intervention in the United States stemmed from a
crisis of morality in American foreign relations during the 1960s. It reinterprets the 1960s
as a period of moral crisis when many Americans questioned the morality of U.S. foreign
policy and sought an alternative moral framework for America’s role in the world. For
activists concerned about the Nigerian Civil War, humanitarian intervention represented a
path for overcoming the perceived immorality of the Cold War. This dissertation, then,
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argues that humanitarian intervention abroad was primarily a domestic battle, one that
revealed the fault lines of two competing conceptions of what should guide the future of
American foreign policy.
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Introduction
A Moral Paralysis
British Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart watched the evening news in despair on April
17, 1968. The broadcast covered a farrago of international issues—student violence,
Vietnam, the Greek junta—that presented “a depressing picture” of the world, the foreign
secretary wrote in his diary. Stewart’s diagnosis of the problem at the heart of the situation
discouraged him the most. He lamented that the troubles of the late 1960s stemmed from
the “moral deficiencies of what should be the free world.”1
American CIA Director Richard Helms shared this melancholy view. At a 1968
Cabinet meeting, Helms agonized over a younger generation that questioned the leadership
of the U.S. government and challenged nearly every aspect its foreign policy. Disappointed
with the status quo, many Americans, Helms said, were “deeply engrossed in the search
for some newer means of arriving at moral values,” and conceived of themselves and their
value system as different from mainstream society because it affirmed “the dignity of the
individual.”2
In 1969, Charles Lucet, France’s ambassador to the United States, made a similar
observation. He wrote to French Foreign Minister Michel Debré that American activists
were upset with the immorality of the U.S. foreign policy establishment. It seemed to these

Michael Stewart, Diary, 17 April 1968, STWT 8/1/5, Churchill Archives Centre,
Churchill College, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England.
2 “Dissident of Youth: The Dynamics of Protest,” Minutes of Cabinet Meeting, September
18, 1968, Cabinet Meeting 9/18/68 [1 of 3], Box 15, Cabinet Papers, Papers of Lyndon
Baines Johnson, President 1963-1969, The Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, Austin, TX,
USA [hereafter LBJL]. Also quoted in Jeremi Suri, “The Rise and Fall of an International
Counterculture, 1960-1975,” American Historical Review, no. 114 (Feb. 2009), 59.
1
1

activists that the United States, obsessed with winning the Cold War, had lost its way. They
were, Lucet argued, “animated by the desire to moralize ‘politics’” in the United States and
sought to transform the ethical core of American society.3
While these three powerful, prominent, and no doubt privileged men came from
different countries and cultures, they were all calling attention to a clear correlation
between dissent, morality, and American foreign policy during the 1960s. The International
Peace Brigade, an organization based in New York City, also noted this linkage when it
suggested that neither side of the East/West divide promoted a humane foreign policy.
Whether it be the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, the misguided Bay of Pigs invasion
by the United States, or the human suffering in Biafra, the organization claimed that such
events were linked and demonstrated that “no government in the world today has any
interest or ability to act from other than purely political motivations.” It further argued that
the Cold War had created a “moral paralysis” among governments in which the most
“amoral maneuverings” were justified in the name of defeating an opposing ideology. 4
For the foreign policy establishment in the Western world, the 1960s was a
distressing time when the moral clarity of the early Cold War years seemed like ancient
history. “One of the things that gives me the greatest pride is our moral position before the
world,” President Harry S. Truman had boasted in November 1951, when reflecting upon

Charles Lucet to Michel Debré, 5 March 1969, AG/5/FPU/699, Fonds du Secretariat
General pours les Affaires Africaines et Malagaches, Archives Nationales, Paris, France.
4 International Peace Brigade: Explanation of Purposes, undated, New York City, Box 9,
Clearing House for Nigeria/Biafra Information Records, 1968-1970 (hereafter CHNB),
Swarthmore College Peace Collection, Swarthmore, PA (hereafter SCPC).
2
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America’s expanding role in the world.5 Indeed, in the late 1940s Truman had constructed
a vision of morality based on Cold War thinking and assumptions that not only provided
the rationale for U.S. foreign policy but also brought a sense of moral assurance to the
American public for waging the Cold War against the allegedly immoral Eastern bloc. But
blunders abroad and botched attempts at reform at home had created a loss of governmental
legitimacy that had eroded the moral high ground that early cold warriors had cultivated
for themselves and their foreign policy positions. By the 1960s, many Americans were
unsure if their government still represented their values and understanding of America’s
place in the world. Citizens began to ask how American policymakers, who claimed to
represent a moral code and system, could initiate such immoral policies. Was there such a
large ethical gulf between the East and the West as their leaders claimed? And, perhaps
most urgent, how could they break the impasse and overcome the moral paralysis of the
Cold War?
Yet a few years later that sense of moral paralysis had seemingly vanished when
morality in American foreign relations made a dramatic comeback. During his inaugural
address to the nation on January 20, 1977, President Jimmy Carter proclaimed “a new
dedication within our Government, and a new spirit among us all” that was guided by the
principles of human dignity, human rights, and the transcendence of politics through
morality.6 Even before Carter came into office, Congress had taken unprecedented steps of
Harry S Truman, “Address before the Women’s National Democratic Club,” 20
November 1951, Public Papers of the Presidents: Harry S. Truman, 1951 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1999), 634.
6 Jimmy Carter, “Inaugural Address,” 20 January 1977, Public Papers of the Presidents:
Jimmy Carter 1977 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1977), 1-4.
3
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foreign policy atonement by investigating allegations of CIA malfeasance through the
Church and Pike Committees and creating the Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs.7 To borrow a phrase from Samuel Moyn’s provocative book on the history of
human rights, by the 1970s “the moral world had changed.”8 More specifically in the
United States, the moral world of American foreign policy had changed from a limited
conception of morality tied to the Cold War to include a much broader moral realignment
of American grand strategy that featured a humanitarian vision of morality. This new
notion of morality, activists hoped, would infuse the United States with a new sense of
national purpose. It was an extraordinary moral revision that clashed with and sought
legitimacy over the Cold War status quo constructed by the Truman administration in the
1940s and that had been accepted prima facie by the majority of American foreign
policymakers ever since.
How did this new humanitarian vision emerge? Or, put another way, how did the
moral underpinning of American foreign policy change in a way that not only questioned
the legitimacy of governments but also transcended the very fabric of cold war morality by
offering an alternative vision for organizing international politics?
This dissertation, sitting at the intersection of domestic politics and great power
diplomacy, focuses on morality and American foreign policy during the 1960s. It analyzes
Barbara Keys, “Congress, Kissinger, and the Origins of Human Rights Diplomacy,”
Diplomatic History, Vol. 34, no. 5 (November 2010), 823-51; David F. Schmitz and
Vanessa Walker, “Jimmy Carter and the Foreign Policy of Human Rights: The
Development of a Post-Cold War Foreign Policy,” Diplomatic History, Vol. 28, no. 1
(January 2004): 113-144.
8 Samuel Moyn, The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press, 2010), 4.
4
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the controversy over humanitarian intervention during the Nigerian Civil War to explore
the emergence of this new moral conception of international politics.9 Throughout the
1960s, questions about morality took on new significance and represented a fundamental
transformation of what many citizens expected from the foreign policy of their government.
This changing relationship became strikingly clear during the Nigerian Civil War, a
conflict that was defined by the images of starving women and children and accusations of
genocide against the Federal Military Government of Nigeria.10 In response to these ghastly
visuals, nongovernmental and voluntary organizations sprouted across Western Europe and
North America to pressure their governments to intervene in the civil war in order to allay
the suffering in the secessionist state of Biafra. In the United States, for example, what
started out as a small chorus of voices calling on President Lyndon Baines Johnson’s
administration to provide relief to the Biafrans soon crescendoed into a cacophony of
alarms, alerting the United States that the Nigerian government was starving the Biafrans
into extinction.11 In order to offer succor to Biafra, however, the United States government
would not only have to turn its back on the demands of its traditional allies Great Britain
and Nigeria but would also have to advocate the violation of the most fundamental right a
government possessed under international law: state sovereignty. To activists during the
On the historiography of the Nigerian Civil War, see Brian McNeil, "The Nigerian Civil
War in History and Historiography, 1967-1970," in Africa, Empire, and Globalization:
Essays in Honor of A.G. Hopkins, eds., Toyin Falola and Emily Brownell (Durham, NC:
Carolina Academic Press, 2010), 541-554.
10 On genocide and the Nigerian Civil War, see especially the special issue of the Journal
of Genocide Research vol. 16, nos. 2-3 (2014).
11 Over 200 of these groups formed in the United States alone. A list of these organizations
can be found in “Citizens Committees and Individuals Concerned with Nigeria/Biafra,” 28
February 1969, Clearing House Bulletins, Box 1, CHNB, SCPC.
5
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1960s, state sovereignty was morally and politically irrelevant in the face of a humanitarian
disaster. For the United States and its allies, it was the bedrock of the Cold War
international system. Analyzing how and why the United States attempted to untie this
dilemma between serving broader humanitarian ideals and protecting its geo-political
interests—what American Under Secretary of State Nicholas Katzenbach called the
“Gordian knot” of the Nigerian Civil War—is the focus of this dissertation.
More than that, this dissertation argues that the Nigerian Civil War marked a
turning point in American foreign relations. Many activists in the United States made
successful appeals beyond the framework of the nation-state to pressure the American
government to alleviate suffering abroad. In doing so, I argue, the American drive for
humanitarian intervention during the Biafran War arose out of a unique crisis of morality
in U.S. foreign policy in the 1960s. The question can be framed like this: why did Biafra
become the center of a debate over the role of morality in American foreign policy during
a decade when the political decisions and policies of governments were increasingly
questioned on moral grounds? Or, more simply, why Biafra? Historian Jan Eckel has
recently asked a similar question in regard to the rise of international human rights activism
that galvanized against Augusto Pinochet following the September 11, 1973, military coup
in Chile. “In much of the historiography,” Eckel writes, “the fact that the Pinochet regime
was targeted for international action has not provoked much explanation. Historians have
tended to describe the worldwide public concern as a kind of natural reaction to the
atrocities committed, which by their horrendous nature forced politicians and private

6

individuals into immediate action.”12 Eckel’s message is that we cannot simply assume that
an event will provoke international action. Instead, we must first establish the historical
context. For humanitarian intervention in the late 1960s, I contend, that context was a
domestic battle over the future moral direction of American foreign policy. With many
Americans searching for a moral alternative to the political status quo, humanitarian
intervention in Biafra provided an opportunity to put into practice a more humane foreign
policy guided by a humanitarian vision of morality. The debate over humanitarianism in
the Nigerian Civil War, I argue, laid out the conceptual battleground of competing visions
of international politics by pitting one vision based on the rights and privileges of nationstates under international law against another vision rooted in a more vague and idealistic
notion of morality. This battle would endure throughout the Cold War and beyond.
MORAL DISSENT & THE SIXTIES
The push for humanitarian intervention in Biafra was a form of moral dissent against U.S.
foreign policy, and historians have so far not adequately addressed the role of foreign
affairs—Vietnam excluded—in the development of moral dissent during the 1960s.13
Jan Eckel, “‘Under a Magnifying Glass’: The International Human Rights Campaign
against Chile in the Seventies,” in Stefan-Ludwig Hoffman, ed., Human Rights in the
Twentieth Century (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 326. Simon Stevens
asks a similar question about the anti-apartheid movement. See, Simon Stevens, “Why
South Africa? The Politics of Anti-Apartheid Activism in Britain in the Long 1970s,” in
Jan Eckel and Samuel Moyn, eds., The Breakthrough: Human Rights in the 1970s
(Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014), 204-225.
13 Some notable exceptions are Jeremi Suri, Power and Protest: Global Revolution and the
Rise of Détente (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005) and Martin Klimke The
Other Alliance: Student Protest in West Germany and the United States in the Global
Sixties (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2011). The historiography on the 1960s
is vast, and a good place to start is with M.J. Heale, “The Sixties as History: A Review of
the Political Historiography,” in Reviews in American History, vol. 33, no. 1 (March 2005):
7
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Historians of the United States have primarily analyzed the sixties through domestic
politics, and their analysis often leads in a singular direction toward 1968.14 Indeed, for
many historians the disruption of 1968 paradoxically marked both the pinnacle moment of
the decade that represented the logical culmination of years of frustration with the direction
of the United States at home and abroad and the dénouement of sixties political activism.15
Analyzing the development of this moral vision, I argue, calls into question the primacy of
1968 as the ultimate manifestation of sixties dissent and allows historians to see that the
political radicalism of 1968 in the United States obscured the longer lasting moral critique
of American foreign policy that was initially pushed forward at the beginning of the decade.
It was after 1968 and following the conservative response from American leaders toward
135-152. As is Maurice Isserman and Michael Kazin, eds., America Divided: The Civil
War of the 1960s (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011).
14 The historiography of the New Left can be divided between those who were active in the
movement and those that came after. For those who were there, see especially Todd Gitlin,
The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage (New York: Bantam Books, 1987); Maurice
Isserman, If I had a Hammer: The Death of the Old Left and the Birth of the New Left (New
York: Basic Books, 1987); Jamie Miller, “Democracy in the Streets”: From Port Huron
to the Siege of Chicago (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987). For the best work of the
younger generation, start with Doug Rossinow, The Politics of Authenticity: Liberalism,
Christianity, and the New Left in America (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998);
and Kenneth J. Heineman, Campus Wars: The Peace Movement at American State
Universities in the Vietnam Era (New York: NYU Press, 1994). On liberalism during the
sixties, the best place to start is Allen J. Matusow, The Unraveling of America: A History
of Liberalism in the 1960s (New York: Harper & Row, 1986). Van Gosse seeks to move
beyond these debates and periodization of the sixties. See, Van Gosse, Rethinking the New
Left: An Interpretative History (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005).
15 Some historians have moved beyond this paradigm, especially when dealing with gender
and identity politics. See especially Alice Echols, Daring to be Bad: Radical Feminism in
America, 1967-1975 (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1989); Sara M.
Evans, Personal Politics: The Roots of Women’s Liberation in the Civil Rights Movement
and the New Left (New York: Knopf, 1979). See, too, Simon Hall, “Protest Movements in
the 1970s: The Long 1960s,” in Journal of Contemporary History vol. 43, no. 4 (October
2008): pp. 655-672.
8

domestic instability that the moral critique of U.S. foreign policy reemerged as the
definitive alternative to the political status quo.16
Of course, activism during the 1960s was diverse, and activists were driven by a
number of issues and causes of which a humanitarian vision of morality was one. But
without an understanding of this moral vision, I contend that we might believe that 1960s
activists, as one historian has claimed, were little more than nihilists, “rebelling over
disparate issues and had in common only that desire to rebel.”17 By analyzing the 1960s
through a moral framework we are led to a very different conclusion. Many activists were
making connections between various social movements because they bundled their causes
within what I call a moral package. This moral package was wrapped with a humanitarian
vision of morality that called on governments to be concerned with the promotion of human
welfare at large and not just with an individual nation’s national security, economic system,
or political sovereignty. By opening this package, apostles of this moral vision for
international affairs offered a critique of contemporary society that aimed at overcoming
the moral paralysis of the Cold War and breaking through to a new epoch of global politics.
Key to this analysis is that the 1960s was a decade of anti-politics. Anti-political
activists understood that the Cold War had created a knowledge structure that ordered
American society, politics, and morality.18 Thus, it became impossible to challenge the

On détente as a conservative reaction to sixties dissent, see Suri, Power and Protest.
Mark Kurlansky, 1968: The Year that Shocked the World (New York: Random House,
2004), xvii.
18 This is built on a Foucauldian reading of power. See especially Michel Foucault,
Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Second Vintage Books Edition,
1995), 21-31.
9
16
17

existing Cold War order on its own terms; the game was rigged. Anti-political activists in
the 1960s sought, then, not to engage with the politics of the Cold War directly but to enact
broad sweeping changes to the political order by transcending politics and offering a vision
of morality as an alternative to it. This is not to suggest that anti-political activists were not
political. Rather, anti-political activists came to conceive of themselves, their actions, and
their policy prescriptions as moving beyond the politics of the period—especially the
programmatic political battle of the Cold War—and, in doing so, operating in an ethical
space that offered a clear moral alternative to the international politics of the Cold War.19
This dissertation offers a fresh look at the 1960s by explicating the role that a new
notion of morality played in the call for humanitarian intervention during the Nigerian Civil
War. As historian Jeremi Suri has posited, during the 1960s there was an international
language of dissent that allowed activists across the world to express their discontent with
contemporary society.20 It is worth exploring the fact that that language was continuously
infused with morality and allusions to ethical values. The causes and social movements
that dominated the sixties, such as the fight to eradicate nuclear weapons, win civil rights
for African-Americans, and end the Vietnam War, shared, in part, a vision of morality—a

On distinguishing between anti-politics as an actor’s category, as I am defining it here,
and an analytical category, see especially Samuel Moyn “The Continuing Perplexities of
Human Rights,” Qui Parle, vol. 22, no. 1 (Fall/Winter 2013): 95-115. See, too, Moyn, The
Last Utopia, 161-66. Anti-politics has become a major influence on the critique of
development theory. On this, the best and most influential work is James Ferguson, The
Anti-Politics Machine: Development, Depoliticization, and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1994). For anti-politics and
humanitarian aid, see Nicholas Guilhot, “The Anthropologist as Witness: Humanitarianism
between Ethnography and Critique,” Humanity vol. 3, no. 1 (2012): 81-101.
20 Suri, Power and Protest, 88-130.
10
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clear picture of how the world ought to be—that served as a connective tissue for these
movements and helped to create a social milieu concerned with the morality of the Cold
War and the human consequences of foreign policy decisions. The argument here,
however, is not just that the Nigerian Civil War must be studied alongside other events of
the decade, but that the same general forces of moral dissent that propelled many of the
other social movements during the sixties also motivated advocates of humanitarian
intervention during the Biafran War. It was only after the Nigerian Civil War transformed
from a political issue of self-determination to a moral humanitarian crisis that activists took
notice of the conflict and placed humanitarian intervention in Biafra into the moral package
of the 1960s. Once inside, humanitarian intervention gained legitimacy as an alternative to
the status quo. Moreover, humanitarian intervention was viewed as being a different kind
of interference in the sovereign affairs of states than the typical political or military
intrusion that had defined the American response to crises in the developing world during
the Cold War.
The story of the Nigerian Civil War highlights many of the challenges the United
States faced in an increasingly complex post-colonial world. Many of them, including the
tension between local autonomy and global universalisms, have yet to be reconciled.
However, I argue that the main challenge to American foreign policy was domestic. Many
activists in the United States saw a crisis of morality in American foreign policy, and
humanitarian intervention during the Nigerian Civil War offered a way to overcome moral
paralysis. Most of these activists did not appeal to human rights. Put simply, human rights
was still too ambiguous a concept in the late 1960s for activists to rally around. What these
11

activists did have was a moral vision for a better world. It was not viewed as an ending
point but as a beginning. Coming to grips with the emergence of this humanitarian moral
vision offers a broader and more inclusive view of dissent during the 1960s. It also suggests
that the moral legacy of the sixties movement was, in the end, perhaps more important and
even longer lasting than the political dissent of the soixante-huitards. While it is certainly
true that the global disruption of 1968 was a significant impetus for détente, I argue that
the emergence of a competing humanitarian framework of international politics provided
the preliminary moral scaffolding of the human rights regime that remains with us today.
Indeed, in its attempt to stabilize the Cold War international system that many American
believed to be immoral, détente failed to grapple with the moral critique of American
activists. This is not to suggest that we can draw a straight line from moral dissent in the
Nigerian Civil War to the human rights revolution of the late 1970s.21 The timeline of
history is as crooked as the timber of humanity. Nevertheless, part of that line must include
an understanding of how many Americans during the 1960s turned away from the Cold
War and began to search for a more humane diplomacy.
THE NARRATIVE OF THE CIVIL WAR
It is impossible to understand how the United States government approached the civil war
without first appreciating Nigeria’s unique position in America’s vision for the African
continent. In the first three chapters of this dissertation, I explore how the United States
Barbara Keys argues persuasively that it was not until after the end of the Vietnam War
that American politicians looked to morality and human rights as a way to restore
America’s role in the world. This study suggests that congressman were playing catch up
to their constituents. See, Barbara Keys, Reclaiming American Virtue: The Human Rights
Revolution of the 1970s (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014).
12
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engaged with Nigeria during the Kennedy years and then slowly backed away from the
country in 1966 following two military coups. The United States had a special relationship
with Nigeria, and there have been surprisingly few works on the relations between
Washington and Lagos. The scarcity of scholarship by diplomatic historians on the United
States and its most important ally in West Africa is striking.22 During the 1960s, Nigeria
had the second largest Peace Corps contingent in the world, received the lion’s share of the
total technical and economic assistance allotted to the continent, and was labeled by the
Kennedy administration in 1961 as “the most important country in Tropical Africa.”23
This is not to suggest that there are no works that, in part, analyze the relations between
the United States and Nigeria. See, Bassey E. Ate, Decolonization and Dependence: The
Development of Nigerian-U.S. Relations, 1960-1984 (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press,
1987); Robert B. Shepard, Nigeria, Africa, and the United States: From Kennedy to Regan
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1991); George A Obiozor, Uneasy
Friendship: Nigeria/US Relations (Enugu, Nigeria: Fourth Dimension Publishers, 1992);
John A. Ayam, “The Development of Nigeria-U.S. Relations,” in Journal of Third World
Studies 25, no. 2, pp. 117-134; John de St. Jorre, The Brothers’ War: Biafra and Nigeria
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1972); John Stremlau, The International Politics of
the Nigerian Civil War, 1967-70 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977);
Suzanne Cronje, The World and Nigeria: The Diplomatic History of the Biafran War,
1967-1970 (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1972), 321-24; Thompson, American Policy
and African Famine: The Nigeria-Biafra War, 1966-1970 (New York: Greenwood Press,
1990); Daniel Sargent, “From Internationalism to Globalism: The United States and the
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Through Nigeria, we can see American planners putting their hopes in modernization and
federation as a way to cure Africa’s ills. We can also see those dreams crash when Nigeria
devolved into a bloody civil war.
The nature of the Nigerian Civil War shifted dramatically from a pedestrian
political conflict over self-determination in Africa to an international humanitarian crisis
during the summer of 1968 when Western journalists discovered the starving children
inside the Biafran enclave. The fourth chapter looks specifically at the development of
nongovernmental organizations that formed in the United States in response to the Nigerian
Civil War. Advocates for an American-led relief effort called for their leaders to abide by
a normative standard of international relations that was driven not by upholding state
sovereignty but by transcending borders through humanitarianism. The delicate political
issues surrounding state sovereignty under international law mattered little to proponents
of humanitarian intervention in Biafra. “The politics of this dispute is not germain [sic],”
one concerned American wrote to President Johnson. “What matters is that these people
are dying and nothing is being done to help those in a position to alleviate their plight. This
nation prides itself on being humanitarian; that is the difference between us and the
Russians and Chinese. We are supposed to care about every individual on earth.”24
Reflecting not only the frustration of a citizen concerned about the priorities of his
government that placed politics before humanitarianism, this letter to the president also
extolled the view shared by many Americans during the Cold War that the United States
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was supposed to exist on a separate and higher moral plane than its rivals—at least that
was what American leaders had explained as a justification for waging an international
Cold War against the ostensibly immoral Soviet Union. If any nation should rise to the
humanitarian challenge of the Nigerian Civil War, these citizens said it should be the
United States. For proponents of humanitarian action, advocating intervention would not
be an affront to American interests but a fulfillment of a global promise and mission.
Humanitarianism, they claimed, represented American values.
The final four chapters analyze how the Johnson and Nixon administrations
responded to this humanitarian challenge from below. Despite immense public pressure to
intervene in the Nigerian Civil War, policymakers in Washington were reluctant to support
humanitarian intervention. Johnson, after trying to steer clear of the conflict completely,
finally made a concrete effort to provide relief by selling airplanes to relief organizations.
Nixon did more, but his concern for Biafra was often a confused mix of genuine care for
those suffering inside the enclave and a desire to use humanitarian intervention for
domestic political gain. More often than not, it was domestic politics—not humanitarian
sensibilities—that drove Nixon’s strategy toward the Nigerian Civil War. Even when the
president made the decision to fully support a humanitarian intervention in Biafra, his
efforts were stymied by bureaucrats in the State Department who did not want to offend
the sensibilities of the Federal Military Government of Nigeria. The tension was never
reconciled, and by the time the war ended the Nixon administration had never fully
committed itself to humanitarianism. Instead, bureaucrats in the State Department pushed
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for incremental gains that would do just enough to placate and contain the critics at home
who were clamoring for the United States to intervene further with humanitarian relief.
This is a story of morality, U.S. foreign policy, and the Nigerian Civil War. It seeks
to understand the 1960s and America’s role in the world through a drive for humanitarian
intervention. It is a story of idealistic Americans, Swedish counts, and starving children; a
story of pragmatic relief workers, charismatic leaders, and bureaucratic middle men; it is
story of high hopes and broken promises. But above all, it is a story of ordinary people
struggling to deal with real human problems but feeling stifled by politics and the perceived
immorality of governments. If it is true, as at least one historian has suggested, that the
nineteenth-century Progressive Era was a search for order, then my study claims that the
1960s was a search for morality in American foreign policy. Only by finding and
reclaiming that moral space for the United States could American activists overcome the
moral paralysis of the Cold War.
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Chapter 1
The Struggle for Nigerian Unity
Decolonization changed the territorial and political landscape of the globe, creating
inviolable borders and independent countries where they had not existed and morphing
colonial subjects into citizens of states. While decolonization was a complex global
phenomenon that gained prominence shortly after the Second World War, for many states
the changing of the flag marked the most significant date of decolonization. In subSaharan Africa, the formal transfer of power started with the Gold Coast on March 6,
1957. At the stroke of midnight, the Union Jack slowly descended the flagpole at Accra
for the last time and was replaced by a new standard that featured red, yellow, and green
horizontal stripes with a lone black star in the center. The raising of new flags, waving
defiantly in the air as a repudiation of over one hundred years of formal imperial
subjugation, was more than a symbolic gesture; the changing of flags represented the
beginning of a new era as much as the closing of an old one. In 1960—Africa’s year of
independence—seventeen colonies replaced their flags with new African banners. This
astounding, and in many ways shocking, achievement embodied the “wind of change”
that British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan had described as sweeping through the
continent and carrying with it the transformative current of African independence. 1
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Decolonization in general, and the hoisting of new flags in particular, signaled to the
world that Africans would now be in control of their future.
The climax of Africa’s year was on October 1, 1960, when Nigeria raised its
green and white flag over its capital Lagos for the first time.2 Roughly one-third larger
than Texas, Nigeria was not exceptional in terms of territory. But its population—with an
estimated thirty five million people at independence, one out of every six Africans was
Nigerian—and economic potential made Nigeria the “Giant of Africa.”3 As the Cold War
turned global and the parameters of the conflict shifted away from an East-West struggle
to a North-South dynamic, American and British officials heralded this African giant as a
model of stability, moderation, democracy, and development that the rest of Africa could
emulate. 4 Nigeria had, after all, achieved its independence at a contentious period in
African decolonization that challenged the Cold War international system. With
independence seemingly secured at home, new African states turned their attention to
South Africa and denounced the racist regime in Pretoria while placing the apartheid
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debate within a broader framework of black unity and African nationalism.5 In Ghana,
Kwame Nkrumah suppressed political dissent at home and vigorously rallied African
states toward a more “radical” position in regional and international affairs.6 And, above
all, the Congo crisis seemed to confirm the growing American suspicion that the transfer
of power in Africa would not be as orderly as some had hoped.7
It was out of this environment of perceived instability in Africa that American
officials turned to Nigeria as a beacon of stability and progress on the continent. Yet
halcyon dreams of Nigeria as a stabilizing force in Africa soon proved a chimera. By the
end of 1967, 10 of the 38 independent African states were under military rule—including
Nigeria—and there had yet to be a democratic change of government in all of Africa. The
situation for former British colonies seemed worst of all, where armed coups proved to be
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the rule, not the exception. The predominance of military leaders led one British
journalist to remark that intellectuals were no longer at the vanguard of African
nationalism. “Where ex-British Africa is concerned,” he wrote, “Sandhurst seems to have
replaced the London School of Economics as the training ground for future national
leaders.”8 The story of Nigeria’s development from colonial rule through 1967 was one
of a struggle to create a united Nigeria—an endeavor to construct a center that could
stitch together Nigeria’s rich and diverse ethnic tapestry. Despite the best effort by many
Nigerian politicians, British administrators, and American officials, the fissures that had
been present before independence widened into canyons that led to a military coup d’état
that overthrew Nigeria’s first republic in January 1966 and then yet another military
takeover in July.
The reasons why Nigeria fell apart are diverse.9 The most common explanation
traces the roots of Nigerian instability to 1914 following Lord Lugard’s decision to
amalgamate Lagos Colony and the Northern and Southern protectorates into one
administrative unit.10 The British colonial system, one Nigerian historian remarks, left a
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political and economic structure with “so much inequality and injustice” that the civil war
might as well have been predetermined.11 While it is certainly true that much political
and economic inequality lingered after colonial rule, interpretations that make this claim
only do so with the gift of hindsight. Proponents of this interpretation make Nigeria a
victim of its own past and create a teleological narrative in which Nigerians had little
choice but to accept their fate. The Nigerian Civil War becomes less of an avoidable
tragedy and more of an inevitable formality. Seen in this way, the historiography on the
Nigerian Civil War has much in common with the American Civil War literature. David
M. Potter, one of the preeminent historians of the American Civil War, notes that
hindsight has clouded how historians viewed the uniquely troublesome 1850s in the
United States. Knowing what happened in 1861, Potter explains, historians “have treated
the decade not as a segment of time with a character of its own, but as a prelude to
something else.”12 In the Nigerian Civil War historiography the conflict itself is treated as
a given, as if no other choices could have been made and no alternative paths existed.13
What was the best way to maximize Nigeria’s economic and political potential while
minimizing ethnic rivalry? What was the proper form of political association to ensure
Nigerian unity? How Nigerians responded to these questions explains how Nigeria went
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from being a beacon of stability in the minds of American and British foreign
policymakers to one of the many test cases of political turmoil on the African continent
during the 1960s.
ETHNICITY IN NIGERIA
Nigeria is tucked in the underside of Africa’s western bulge, sharing borders with four
African states: Cameroon, Chad, Benin, and Niger. Ranging from semi-arid desert in the
northern half of the country to dense, green forests in the southern, Nigeria’s topography
is as diverse as its people. With more than two hundred ethnic groups living within its
borders, Nigeria is one of the most ethnically heterogeneous nations in all of Africa.
Nigeria is also a product of British colonial rule. Great Britain first established a foothold
on what would become Nigeria around 1826, and in 1861 Britain annexed Lagos,
proclaiming it a Crown Colony. Great Britain took advantage of infighting in the
hinterland to seize the northern and southern halves of the colony by the close of the
nineteenth century. For around 50 years Nigeria was divided into two halves, southern
and northern, and the British ruled these two distinct territories separately. This
bifurcated arrangement ended on January 1, 1914, when Lord Frederick Lugard, governor
of the two territories, amalgamated the northern and southern halves of the territory into
one administrative unit, thereby creating the territorial boundaries of modern Nigeria.
Nigeria owes its name to Flora Shaw, Lugard’s companion and future wife, who
in 1897 proposed the appellation “Nigeria” as way to differentiate it “from the British
colonies of Lagos and the Niger Protectorate on the coast and from the French territories
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of the Upper Niger.”14 The British carved Nigeria out of crowded territory, and its name,
size, and boundaries demonstrate the fact it was a colonial creation whose shape was
determined as much by the territorial claims of other European powers as any other
influence. There was no internal logic to Nigeria’s boundaries, and British colonial
officials never undertook any determined effort to create a territory filled with a
homogenous people. Nigeria was, according to historian Margery Perham, “an arbitrary
block of Africa.”15 Nigeria’s southern boundary, however, was well defined, as the Gulf
of Guinea shaped Nigeria’s coast and acted as an outlet for the Niger River, the famous
snake-like waterway that runs like a crescent through five West African states before
heading south to form the oil rich Niger Delta. The Niger River streams from the
northwest of the country and meets the eastern flowing Benue River near the middle
country, cutting a Y-like shape through Nigeria that roughly divides the nation into three
unequally sized sections.
Nigeria’s largest region, Northern Nigeria, encompassed over one-half of the
territory and according to the 1953 census had the largest population in the colony.
Predominantly Muslim and dominated by the Hausa-Fulani ethnic group, Northern
Nigeria was religiously, culturally, and linguistically different from the southern half of
the country. Throughout the colonial period Northern Nigeria played a special role in
Lord Lugard’s administration since it was there that the English governor developed and
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implemented the practice of indirect rule.16 Because of its distance from the coast and the
hostility of its Muslim emirs to Christian missionaries, the North did not have the same
amount of Western influence as the rest of Nigeria. As a result, Northern Nigeria lagged
behind the South in education and literacy. British colonial officials did not completely
ban Christian missionaries from Northern Nigeria, but Lugard dissuaded them from
proselytizing in the North. “The premature teaching of English,” Lugard maintained,
“inevitably leads to utter disrespect of British and native ideals alike, and to a
denationalized and disorganized population.” 17 Unlike in the southern half of Nigeria,
Lugard could control the rate of acculturation and assimilation in the North, which
allowed the English governor to make allies amongst the Muslim elite and further British
interests in the region.
A lack of missionaries and Western education was not a problem in the southern
half of Nigeria. By 1957, missionaries and British colonial officials had created 13,473
primary schools and 176 secondary schools in both the Eastern and Western Regions. In
comparison, only 2,080 of the former and 18 of the latter existed in the Northern
Region. 18 Still, neither religion nor education served as an adhesive that could bond
together the South. Instead, British colonial officials divided the southern region into two.
In Western Nigeria, the Yoruba peoples were the predominant ethnic group. While all
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Yoruba share a common origin story, they were known as much for political fracture and
infighting as for unity and uniformity within their culture. The traditional Yoruba system
of government was highly centralized, resembling the courts of European kings during
the Middle Ages and Renaissance era. For example, the Alafin, or king, of the Oyo
Empire during the eighteenth century ruled over a vast kingdom and exercised control
over much of what became the Western Region in colonial Nigeria. Centralized rule
helped spark urbanization in the Western Region, which had no parallel in the rest of
Nigeria. In 1953, Ibadan, the West’s largest city, had three times the population as Kano,
the most populous city in the North. Owing in large part to the trans-Atlantic slave trade
that flourished on the Western coast of Africa, the Yoruba maintained the longest and
most sustained contact with Europe. The missionary influence was profound, especially
when comparing literacy levels with Northern Nigeria.19 While only eighteen percent of
the population of Western Nigeria could read English in the 1950s, a paltry two percent
could in the North. While still a small percentage of the total population, the discrepancy
between the two regions was what mattered, especially since the educated classes in the
southern half of the colony provided the base for anti-colonial nationalism in Nigeria
before and after the Second World War.20
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The British came later to Nigeria’s Eastern Region, but by the 1930s the twin
pillars of the British Empire in Africa—indirect rule and Christianity—were firmly
entrenched in the East.21 Politics in the Eastern Region largely followed Igbo customs
and traditions, as the Igbo were the most populous group in the region.22 Unlike the West,
eastern society and political structures were exceedingly decentralized with authority
usually coming from consensus among chiefs or a group of elders. With small-scale
societies that tended to be no bigger than a village or town, no kings comparable to the
northern emirs ruled over the Eastern Region; no empires that defined the Western
Region stretched over the densely populated East. The lack of centralization also explains
why urbanization did not develop in the East as it did in the West. The largest eastern city
in 1953, Onitsha, would have been just the eighth largest in the Western Region23
Despite the ethnic and religious differences within the colony, Nigerians traveled
freely throughout the territory during colonial rule and transplanted themselves in other
parts of the colony. However, the Igbo uprooted from the Eastern Region and settled
across the colony more than any other Nigerian ethnic group. The emergence of an Igbo
diaspora in Nigeria grew out of a combination of factors. Partly because of
overpopulation and relatively poor soil in the East, but mostly because of increased
economic opportunity in the growing urban centers outside of the region, the Igbo
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migrated to other parts of the colony where they accounted for more than one-third of the
non-indigenous population in northern and western cities. Many outside of Nigeria
praised the Igbo for their skill, resourcefulness, and adaptability within Nigeria, which
earned the Igbo the nickname the “Jews of Africa.” Within Nigeria, however, the Igbo
were often seen as a threat because they tended to have well-paying clerical and skilled
technical positions throughout the colony. This was especially true in the North where
there was a lack of an indigenous educated workforce.24 “We look at them as invaders,”
one Northern Nigerian said in 1948 in response to a high concentration of Igbo living and
working in the North.25
The creation of an Igbo diaspora within Nigeria also explains why the Igbo
obtained a much broader sense of nationalism and national identity than most other ethnic
groups in Nigeria, which placed them at the forefront of the anti-colonial and nationalist
movements leading up to independence. Creating a pan-Nigerian nationalism that could
transcend ethnic difference and create unity within the colony was the great task facing
Nigerians during the colonial period. What was, after all, a Nigerian? For many the idea
of a “Nigerian” was a foolhardy proposition. In 1947, the Yoruba philosopher statesman
Obafemi Awolowo declared, “There are no ‘Nigerians’ in the same sense as there are
‘English’, ‘Welsh’, or ‘French.’ The word ‘Nigerian’ is merely a distinctive appellation
to distinguish those who live within the boundaries of Nigeria from those who do not.”
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Northerner and future Prime Minister of Nigeria Abubakar Tafawa Balewa agreed. “The
Nigerian people themselves are historically different in their backgrounds, in their
religious beliefs and customs and do not show themselves any sign of willingness to
unite,” Balewa said. “Nigerian unity is only a British intention for the country.” 26
Without a united nationalism, the prospects of an independent Nigeria seemed dim.
Parochialism was the greatest obstacle in the struggle for Nigerian unity.
THE POLITICAL CRISES OF THE 1950s
Regional and ethnic division widened in Nigeria during the colony’s march toward
independence. While there were attempts at creating broad-based pan-Nigerian political
parties that would place ethnicity aside in the name of anti-colonialism and Nigerian
independence, regionalism and ethnic identity became the de facto organizing feature of
Nigerian politics following the Second World War. 27 There were two reasons for the
regional turn. First, during the 1940s Nigerians reacted to the internal changes within the
colony and flocked toward organizations that promoted regional cultures, languages, and
politics. 28 Second, in 1947 Arthur Richards, the British governor of the colony,
introduced constitutional reforms that strengthened the regional governments at the
26
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expense of the central government.29 Richards explained that his aim was “to encourage
the regions to develop each along its characteristic lines” and “by that very process the
unity of Nigeria will be strengthened.” 30 Achieving the second objective, however,
largely undermined the first. While laws passed by the Legislative Council in Lagos
trumped those adopted by the Regional Houses, political power in Nigeria started at the
regional level and worked its way to the center. Richards did not view this process of
legislative devolution as troublesome for a nation struggling for unity, but in the end the
Richards Constitution served paradoxical purposes of promoting both national unity and
regionalism in the colony.31
James Macpherson followed Richards as governor, and Macpherson, too,
introduced constitutional reforms that exacerbated regional politics and encouraged the
creation of regional political parties that had to run only on parochial-minded platforms
for political power at the center. The Macpherson Constitution called for the first general
election in the history of the Nigerian colony, and in response to the announcement of an
election, regional and cultural organizations mobilized into full-on political parties. In the
Eastern Region, the National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons (NCNC), which had
previously aspired to be a truly national party in Nigeria, became an Igbo dominated
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faction. In the Western Region, Obafemi Awolowo transformed a Yoruba cultural
organization into the Action Group (AG), a Yoruba controlled party that had little pull
outside of its home region. And in the North, a group of Muslim leaders turned the
Northern People’s Congress (NPC) into a conservative political party that looked to
preserve northern cultural, religious, and political hegemony. Regionalism had always
been a reflection of ethnicity in Nigeria, but now, following constitutional reforms that
attempted to solidify Nigerian unity, political parties became a reflection of ethnicity.
Without a national political system in which parties fought and campaigned at a
national level for scarce resources, Nigerian politics remained local, parochial, and noncompetitive outside of their home regions. Even before independence, Nigeria found
itself in a political situation very similar to the United States before the American Civil
War: there was very little national party competition and political parties served sectional
interests. 32 The development of political parties in Nigeria following the Macpherson
Constitution revealed a structural problem in Nigerian politics. Formed out of ethnic and
cultural organizations, the major political parties in Nigeria neither seriously attempted to
campaign outside of their home regions nor produced national platforms that appealed
across the whole of Nigeria. The NCNC came the closest and did win some votes in the
Western Region in the 1952 election. But its close relationship to Igbo nationalism meant
that it found little traction in the West and absolutely no support in the North. Far from
creating a nationalist-minded political system in which parties campaigned vigorously
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over national issues, constitutional reform in Nigeria produced a political system that did
not promote party competition at a national level and rewarded politicians for pandering
and inflaming ethnic politics. The results were undeniable. In the 1952 election, the NPC
took all of the seats available in the North. The NCNC won all but a few seats for the
East. In the West, where some party competition was present but was on the whole
negligible, the Action Group held a solid majority. Regional interests and parties
controlled the mechanisms at the center and used the power of the central government to
further regional interests on behalf of the parties. It was a vicious cycle that was built into
the Nigerian political system.
Lacking political parties that could transcend ethnicity and create cohesion
throughout the country, Nigeria’s future as an independent state remained in doubt. With
Nigerian politics so fractured, how could Nigeria unite and press forward toward
independence? Why would an Igbo, Yoruba, or Hausa view themselves as Nigerian?
These questions bubbled to the surface on March 31, 1953, when Anthony Enahoro, a
Yoruba Action Group member of the Central Legislature, forwarded a motion that called
for full Nigerian self-government in 1956. 33 After the Northern People’s Congress
proposed a change in the language from the definitive “in 1956” to the noncommittal “as
soon as practicable,” a deep divide emerged between the northern and the southern
representatives over independence. Indeed, many southerners questioned whether the
North wanted to be part of an independent Nigeria. During a recess in the negotiations,
mobs formed in the crowded streets of Lagos and accosted members of the NPC.
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Northern representatives intimated that they would never return to Lagos for
deliberations on Nigeria’s future. The Sarduana of Sokoto, the leader of the NPC,
referencing the amalgamation of Northern and Southern Nigeria, said, “the mistake of
1914 has come to light.” Clearly, there were still doubts about Nigerian unity.
Ethnic tensions became violent on May 23, 1953, in Kano when a riot led to the
death of 36 Nigerians. With the Kano riot as a backdrop, Nigerian leaders took to further
constitutional reform as a way to soothe tensions within the colony and foster unity.
Nigerians held conferences in London in late 1953 and Lagos in 1954, and the talks
produced the Lyttleton Constitution, named for the mediator of the talks, British
Secretary of State for the Colonies Oliver Lyttleton. At these negotiations, Nigerians
finalized a plan for a federal system of government, but it was a federalism that lacked a
strong center and allowed most of the residual powers to remain at the regional level.
Nigerians brokered this deal in order keep Nigeria together and protect regional interests.
That Nigerians made this decision is a crucial point, as the influential pan-African and
Lagos-based West African Pilot noted. “The revised constitution is the handiwork of
Nigerians. Whatever may be the fault of the British, they cannot be accused of having
influenced the decisions of the London and Lagos Constitutional Conferences.” 34 The
Lyttleton Constitution also allowed for individual regions to become self-governing,
which meant that once a region became independent British officials would no longer be
involved in legislative issues in the regions and would only continue administer at the
center. While an odd development on the surface, the power of the regional governments
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conferred by the constitution made regional self-government a prerequisite for national
independence. Both Eastern and Western Nigeria chose self-government in 1957, and in
1959 the Northern Region followed suit.
The year 1957 was a turning point in the final push toward Nigerian
independence, as Nigerians finally seemed to be working together to achieve that goal.
Ghanaian independence on March 6, 1957, played a large role in driving Nigerians
toward a quicker path to independence. Sir James Robertson, the final British governor of
Nigeria, noted that it was more than a “coincidence” that at the date of Ghana’s
independence an upswing in “emotional utterances by our politicians that do not
accurately reflect their true thoughts,” emerged in the central legislature at Lagos.
Realizing that they must work together to achieve independence, Nigerians selected
northerner and vice-president of the NPC Alhaji Abubakar Balewa as Prime Minister in
1957.35 Balewa’s first act as prime minister was to invite members of the NCNC and
Action Group to form a united national government. By demonstrating a commitment to
Nigerian unity through a loose federation, the Balewa-led government believed that
Britain would have no choice but to grant independence soon.
The formation of an inclusive government that incorporated all of the major
parties was a major step in the struggle for Nigerian unity, but the results of the 1959
federal elections once again demonstrated that regionalism in political parties would
remain a strong component of Nigerian politics well after independence. 312 seats in the
35
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central legislature were divided, according to population, between the three regions. With
174 seats promised to the Northern Region, the NPC could form a majority government
by itself if it took all of the seats. Realizing this, both of the major southern parties
succeeded in forming political alliances with minority groups in the North that helped
pull away support from the hegemonic NPC. The dominant northern party could only
muster 134 seats: enough to be the leader in a parliamentary coalition but not enough to
form a majority in its own right. In the East, the NCNC won 58 of a possible 73 seats,
and in the West the Action Group, which was internally divided, took 33 of 60 seats. The
NCNC, Action Group, and other minority parties had enough votes throughout the entire
territory to enter into a coalition against the NPC. But rather than forming a southern
majority, the NCNC joined with the NPC to create a government. The conservative NPC
and progressive NCNC were strange bedfellows, but their cooperation at the federal level
did not trickle down to the regional level and did not lead to more cooperation between
the North and the East. Instead, the alliance was a marriage of convenience. In exchange
for northern political dominance and Balewa as prime minister, NCNC leader Nnamdi
Azikiwe became the first president of Nigeria and many top-level federal positions went
to Easterners. How long this fragile political coalition could last remained to be seen.
THE WEST
In the aftermath of the 1959 elections that decided the political makeup of postindependence Nigeria, Yoruba politicians grew increasingly frustrated over the place of
the Action Group in the national government. Since the Yoruba-led party did not join in
the coalition with the conservative Northern People’s Congress, the AG found that its
34

chief southern rival, the NCNC, reaped all of the spoils of political patronage following
independence. The Action Group’s inability to find a place in Nigerian politics led to a
schism within the party. Two factions, one led by the progressive Obafemi Awolowo and
the other by the more conservative Western Premier Samuel Akintola, battled over
control of the Western Region.36 Akintola, hoping that a move closer to northern political
parties would be bring more power to the Yoruba, pushed for an alliance with Balewa
and the NPC. When the Awolowo-led faction of the Action Group attempted to
overthrow Akintola in May 1962, widespread violence erupted in the Western Region. In
a discussion with American Ambassador to Nigeria Joseph Palmer, Prime Minister
Balewa said he placed “responsibility for the present situation at Awolowo’s door.” 37 On
May 29, Balewa declared a state of emergency in the West, which brought an influx of
northern troops into the Western Region. A few days later, hoping to alleviate tensions in
the West and promote Akintola’s hold over the region, Balewa disbanded the Action
Group as a political party. At the same time, Awolowo and members of his faction were
found guilty of “treasonable offenses” for their roles in the attempted overthrow of
Akintola. Six months after Balewa initiated the state of emergency, Akintola returned as
premier of the Western Region, this time as a member of the newly formed United
Peoples’ Party (UPP). After gaining the necessary political support within the Western
Region, Akintola ousted rival members of the UPP and formed a new party, the Nigerian
36
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National Democratic Party (NNDP),that openly courted the conservative NPC as a
possible coalition partner for the upcoming 1964 election.
In anticipation of the 1964 vote, Nigeria held a census in 1963. There had been a
count the year before, but all parties in the country agreed that the results were
fraudulent.38 The 1963 census did little to end accusations of dishonesty related to the
census. According to the new count, Nigeria now had a population of 55,653,821, which,
if true, meant that since 1953 Nigeria had grown at a staggering rate of 5 and a half
percent a year. “Besides being unheard of,” The Times reported in shock, “such an
increase would be disastrous: Nigeria’s economic development is geared to an increase of
2 ½ percent.”39 More importantly, the 1963 census triggered a crisis that awakened fears
of domination by one region over another. Eastern Premier Michael Okpara immediately
protested the results of the census and warned both the United States Embassy and the
UK High Commission at Lagos that there was a strong “possibility of bloodshed and
disorder over the census.”40 The Eastern Nigerian Government, arguing that the count
was inaccurate, filed a writ in the Nigerian Supreme Court to suppress the census figures.
It was an uphill battle since all of the other regions accepted the results. This is not to
suggest that other Nigerian leaders were not suspicious of the results. Dennis Osadebey,
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premier of the newly created Mid-Western state, consented to the census results not
because of the accuracy of the count but “for the sake of national unity.”41 On June 29,
1964, the Nigerian Federal Supreme Court rejected the suit brought by the eastern
government, claiming that the Eastern Region did not have the legal right to bring
forward the case.42 The British government was relieved that the census crisis was over at
last because it had the potential to rip Nigeria apart at the seams. According to Sir Francis
Cumming-Bruce, the British High Commissioner to Nigeria, “the cohesion of the
Nigerian Federation has been more severely strained by the results of the census than by
any issue since independence.”43
In the wake of the census crisis, Nigerians went to the polls to vote for their
political future. The alliance between the North and the East was growing acrimonious,
and both the northern-led NPC and the eastern-backed NCNC saw the Western Region as
the key battleground where they would campaign against each other over the future of the
country. In some ways the battle over the Western Region was a remarkable moment in
Nigerian national politics. Here were two major political parties running on national
platforms and competing for votes on a national basis with hopes of restructuring the
Nigerian government. Still in other ways, the same parochialism that had defined
Nigerian political parties remained during the 1964 election. Both parties continued to
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play up fears of domination from the other side, and northern and eastern members of the
parties largely dictated the terms of the party platforms. Two political alliances formed in
the battle for the West. Akintola’s Nigerian National Democratic Party joined forces with
the Northern People’s Conference to create the Nigerian National Alliance (NNA). The
NNA’s major rallying cry was national unity through equal representation of all of
Nigeria’s ethnic groups. Not to be outdone, the NCNC, Awolowo’s remaining supporters
in the Action Group, and various minor progressive parties merged and formed the
United Progressive Grand Alliance (UPGA). The UPGA’s main goals were restructuring
the federation and creating new states to more closely reflect the diversity of the Nigerian
state, reinstalling the AG as the predominant political party in the West, and, finally,
ending the northern dominance of national politics.
The parties that formed for the 1964 election were built out of convenience and
expediency. There was no love lost between easterners and westerners in the newly
formed UPGA, and the CIA reported that “the antagonism between Ibo and Yoruba is
exceeded only by their distaste for the Fulani-Hausa of the North.”44 But in order for a
party system to be successful there must be fair elections. In the Western Region,
Akintola and the NNA actively intimidated UPGA candidates campaigning in the West
and barred many from competing on the ballot. Through threats and thuggery the NNA
hoped to have as many of its candidates run unopposed in the Western Region as
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possible, and in this they were highly successful: 30 percent of the NNA candidates in the
Western Region ran for office uncontested.45
NCNC members of the southern coalition party immediately called for a UPGA
boycott of the federal election, which was scheduled for December 30, 1964. The boycott
was implemented unevenly, and the Action Group agreed to the restriction too late to
stop the election from going forward. The result was a sweeping victory for the northernled NNA. Yet, when Prime Minister Balewa called on President Azikiwe to reinstate him
as prime minister, the stalwart Azikiwe refused. There were two overriding factors that
motivated Azikiwe’s decision. First, the violence, obfuscation, and voting in the Western
Region violated his sense of fair play. More importantly, by acquiescing to Balewa’s
demands Azikiwe would have turned his back on his party, his region, and his ethnic
group. The Nigerian president did leave the door open for further negotiations, and the
eventual compromise between the two, known as the “Zik-Balewa” Pact, gave the
election to the NNA but required that the northern prime minister include UPGA
members wherever possible in the national government and allow fresh elections in the
Eastern and Western Regions.
It did not take long for the Nigerian cauldron to boil over again, and once more
the West furnished the heat. Under the Zik-Balewa Pact, the Western Region was
scheduled to have a new election in October 1965 to determine the seats at the
Legislative Council in Lagos. The Western Region was still simmering following the
1962 disturbances and the 1964 election, and the violence leading to the 1965 vote
45
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proved to be even worse. With little doubt that the UPGA was more popular in the
Western Region, the Akintola-led NNA again used force to intimidate those that wished
to vote for UPGA candidates. There were also widespread reports of NNA officials
stuffing ballot boxes in favor of their candidates. After the election, in which both sides
claimed victory, violence continued in the West by both sides.46 Action Group supporters
attacked Hausa settlers throughout the West and destroyed property in “Operation
Wetie,” which literally meant “wet with petrol and burn.”47 As the West burned, Balewa
did not declare a state of emergency in the Western Region as he did during the 1962
crisis. Instead, he sent troops to support his ally, Samuel Akintola, while simultaneously
claiming that all was well in the Western Region.48
Balewa’s action seemed a vindication for many Nigerians who had been accusing
the Balewa government of corruption and un-democratic practices since 1962. It
particularly infuriated a small group of army officers who had, until now, stood by.
THE COUPS
Two days before announcing his decision to not intervene in the Western Region, Balewa
hosted the Commonwealth Conference on January 11, 1966, the first such meeting held
outside of London. Lagos was a curious choice for the conference since riots continued to
be a problem in the Western Region and reports “of people being sprayed with petrol and
burned, and of houses and other property being destroyed” persisted around the federal
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capital despite extra security measures.49 Rhodesia was the major topic of discussion.50
Just two months earlier, Ian Smith had announced the independence of Rhodesia from the
United Kingdom, a move that the British government and the Commonwealth ruled
illegal. The debate was often heated, but the conference ended with nothing more than a
benign statement condemning Rhodesia’s Unilateral Declaration of Independence. 51 In
Nigeria, sectarian violence continued in the Western Region just as it had every day. This
seemed to be the norm for the Western Region; this seemed to be the norm for Nigeria.
On January 15, 1966, a group of majors in the Nigerian army overthrew the First
Republic of Nigeria. The documentary evidence for the military coup is lacking, and the
memoir of one of its ringleaders, Major Emmanuel Ifeajuna, was lost and has never been
published. 52 While there is some debate as to who masterminded the coup—Ifeajuna
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The genesis of the Commonwealth Conference at Lagos was a meeting of the
Organization of African Unity that took place from December 3-5 at Addis Ababa. It was
at the Ethiopian capital that the OAU denounced Rhodesia’s Universal Declaration of
Independence and called for an economic blockade of the breakaway country. More
troubling for the British, however, was the resolution that called for the members of the
OAU to “sever diplomatic relations” with the United Kingdom if it refused to act against
Rhodesia. Prime Minister Balewa, ever the pragmatist, expressed to Francis CummingBruce, the UK high commissioner at Lagos, that he “deplored the extreme resolutions
adopted at the OAU meeting” and regretted that his Minister of External Affairs had
signed on to the agreement. Balewa insisted that the minister did not in a way that was
“consistent” with his instructions. To help calm the waters, the Nigerian prime minister
proposed a Commonwealth meeting at Lagos as a “face-saving way out for the OAU
states.”
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claimed that he concocted the plan and the others followed his lead—most historians
agree that Major Chukwuma Kaduna Nzeogwu pulled the strings.53
Chukwuma Nzeogwu was an Igbo Catholic born in the northern city of Kaduna
on February 26, 1937. He was 20 years old when he joined the military, and he trained at
the storied Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in England. In the early 1960s, Nzeogwu
had served in the United Nations Peace Keeping Operations in the Congo under the
leadership of Major-General Johnson Aguiyi-Ironsi. The younger Nzeogwu was known
for having a rebellious streak. A rumor floated that he had singlehandedly disarmed an
entire unit of Congolese soldiers despite being unarmed. While the story was probably
apocryphal, it created an aura around Nzeogwu within the Nigeria military as a
charismatic, and perhaps even dangerous, individual. In some ways Nzeogwu was a
mysterious man, and little is known of him outside of his few proclamations and
interviews immediately following the coup. What we do know is that he had a vision of a
strong and united Nigeria that was not burdened by ethnic and regional differences. He
argued that ethnic rivalry and corruption were the major problems in Nigeria and that
Nigerian politicians and political parties inflamed, rather than mollified, ethnic tensions
St. Jorre, The Brothers War, 31-33. Chinua Achebe obtained a copy of the memoir during
the civil war but decided not to publish it. This was a decision he eventually regretted, yet
at the time he deemed it not worthy because it was an “account was replete with
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History of Biafra (New York: Penguin Press, 2012), 178-79.
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in the country. “Our enemies are the political profiteers, swindlers, the men in the high
and low places that seek bribes and demand ten percent, those that seek to keep the
country divided,” he said after taking over the Northern Region in January 1966. His
enemies, he said, were “the tribalists, the nepotists . . . those that have corrupted our
society and put the Nigerian political calendar back by their words and deeds.” 54
Nzeogwu had a strong moral sense, and the American consul at Kaduna reported that
“anyone who supported the tribalists, the divisionists, anyone who was himself corrupt
and inept was also judged to be evil,” by the major.55
At the heart of the January 1966 military coup was the same question that had
plagued Nigeria since deliberations over independence began: if Nigeria was to remain
united, then what was the best form of political association for the country to maximize
Nigeria’s potential and minimize its ethnic rivalry? Believing that Nigeria’s existing
federal structure, with its unequal regions, political corruption, and built in guarantee of
northern hegemony in politics was at the root of problem, Nzeogwu and his coconspirators sought to “establish a strong, united, and prosperous nation” that was “free
from corruption and internal strife.” To do so, they vowed to suspend the Nigerian
constitution, abolish political parties, and redraw the internal map of Nigeria. 56 The
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country would no longer be burdened with four regions that created an imbalance in
Nigerian politics and profiteering in the country’s political parties. 57 Under a new
military establishment, Nzeogwu envisioned a Nigeria that was born again under a new
association of fourteen states with a strong central government. This new Nigerian state,
Nzeogwu claimed, would more closely align with Nigeria’s ethnic diversity and allow for
more nationally focused political parties.58 To be sure, this rebirth would be a baptism of
blood, and the “revolution,” as the “January Boys” called it, took the lives of many of
Nigeria’s old guard. The Sardauna of Sokoto, Prime Minister Balewa, and Akintola were
but a few of those who died at the hands of the plotters. But for Nzeogwu the loss of a
few of Nigeria’s old, corrupt elite was a small price to pay for the greater goal of
Nigerian unity. “The government and the army must be cleansed” of all corruption and
tribalism, Nzeogwu told American officials. 59 The January 1966 military coup was a
revolutionary attempt to save the unity of Nigeria and dramatically transform the
structure of the Nigerian state.
Journalist John de St. Jorre described the January 1966 military takeover as “the
most violent and bloody coup d’état Africa had ever seen.” Despite the bloodletting, the
coup was successful only in the northern capital of Kaduna where Nzeogwu led the
57
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charge. 60 In Kano, which of all the Northern cities was closest to being a tinderbox,
decisive action by a young Igbo officer named Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu kept
the city from going up in flames. By the evening of January 15, Nzeogwu was isolated in
Kaduna with few options left. Major-General Ironsi, Nzeogwu’s old commander in the
Congo and the head of the Nigerian military, held Lagos and the loyalty from the army.
With Balewa missing (he would be confirmed dead a few days later) and Azikiwe in
London receiving medical treatment, Ironsi took over the government on January 16,
1966. He negotiated an end to Nzeogwu’s rebellion by promising the “Young Turk” that
he and his fellow mutineers would not be executed for the coup. 61 The coup certainly
failed in its major objective of transforming the Nigerian state, but it did decisively kill
the First Republic.
Nigerians reacted to the news of the January coup with a surprising amount of
enthusiasm, which shocked many close observers of the situation. American Under
Secretary of State for African Affairs G. Mennen “Soapy” Williams explained to
Secretary of State Dean Rusk that Nigerian “public support for the new regime appears
overwhelming. . . . This may reflect the belief that the new regime will take more
effective action to deal with problems of corruption, inefficiency, and social discontent
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arising from widespread unemployment.”62 The American consul at Ibadan reported that
the “general attitude toward the coup was one of great relief” and that the coup had
“given a Nigeria a second chance.”63 Even in the North, where British officials predicted
that northerners would retaliate because the majority of those killed in the coup were
from the North, there was a “feeling of relief at the overthrow of corrupt politicians.”64
The West African Pilot captured the sentiment of many Nigerians who had lived through
the high hopes of independence and the depressing lows of the six years under Nigeria’s
First Republic. “This is the Birth of Real Nigerian Freedom,” the headline read.65
Neither the Americans nor the British viewed Major-General Ironsi as an astute
politician, and they questioned whether he would be able to deliver on the high hopes
many Nigerians had for him and the Nigerian Military Government. After discussing
Ironsi with a wide swath of people inside and outside of Nigeria, American Ambassador
to Nigeria Elbert Mathews gathered that Ironsi’s “reputation as an administrator or
military leader among Westerners who knew him in the Congo and elsewhere is very
low.”66 Whitehall officials put it even more bluntly: “We have no high opinion of Ironsi’s
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intelligence or ability to govern a country like Nigeria.”67 Ulric Haynes, a staff member
of the National Security Council, wrote, “the UK consensus is that Ironsi is ‘stupid.’”68
Nevertheless, the new supreme commander did in the beginning instill confidence in
Nigerians that he would unify the country and end corruption. Ironsi suspended parts of
the Nigerian constitution and created the Supreme Military Council to rule over Nigeria.
Perhaps most significant, Ironsi made a number of significant personnel decisions to ease
the transition to military rule. For the second most important position in the Nigerian
military, chief of staff, Ironsi selected a young Christian from the Middle Belt of
Northern Nigeria named Yakubu Gowon. To govern the regions, the supreme
commander chose governors from the ethnic background that matched the majority in the
region. For this, Ambassador Mathews noted, Ironsi “may be more shrewd than
Westerners think.”69 In the West, Ironsi appointed Lieutenant-Colonel Adekunle Fajuyi;
in the Mid-West Lieutenant-Colonel David Akpode Ejoor; in the North LieutenantColonel Hassan Usman Katsina; and finally, in the East, Ironsi chose the young Igbo
officer who had saved Kano during the January coup, Lieutenant-Colonel Ojukwu.
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Of all the military governors none was more enigmatic than Ojukwu. 70 Emeka, as
he was known among his military cadre, was born in 1933 in Northern Nigeria, the son of
a wealthy Igbo businessman, Louis Odumegwu Ojukwu.71 His father’s wealth allowed
the younger Ojukwu to live a privileged life: he attended King’s College, Lagos—by all
accounts the finest boarding school in Nigeria—and at 13 he left for Epsom College in
England. From Epsom, Ojukwu went to study at Lincoln College at the University of
Oxford where he earned an M.Phil in history. While the father hoped that the son would
follow him into business, Ojukwu instead joined the military. Unlike many other
Nigerian officers, Ojukwu trained at Eaton Hall, not Sandhurst. But like many other
members of the Nigerian military, Ojukwu cut his teeth in the UN Peace Keeping
Mission in the Congo where he earned good marks as a soldier and disciplinarian. An
American biographical report prepared on Ojukwu by Robert J. Barnard, the consul at
Enugu, noted that he was the “most intelligent officer in the Nigerian Army.” While
perhaps enamored by Ojukwu’s intelligence, Barnard nevertheless noted that Ojukwu
“required the closest observation due to his obvious ambition and intelligence.” With
Ojukwu “we are dealing with what is still pretty much an unknown quantity,” Barnard
noted.72
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The mystery was not isolated to just Ojukwu. After the initial euphoria among
Nigerians following the coup, many in the country were unsure of the direction Ironsi
would take. Ironsi was not part of the coup and had probably not given any systematic
thought to how he would change Nigeria’s political structure.73 Constitutional issues, it is
fair to say, were not his specialty. Ironsi was a soldier and had been his whole life, and
his military background and statements on Nigerian unity led many to believe that he
would transform Nigeria into a unitary state that would mirror the military chain of
command. Under a unitary state orders would come from the center, and the regional
governments, which had historically played a key role in Nigerian politics, would have
no control over internal development, domestic policy, or the civil service. “All Nigerians
want an end to Regionalism,” Ironsi said in a policy statement in late January 1966, but it
was unclear how the supreme commander planned to end it. 74 Ironsi planned to end
regionalism, many inside of Nigeria believed, by eradicating the regions altogether and
creating a unitary state.
Despite the rumors swirling throughout the country, Ironsi did not issue any
proclamations that would turn Nigeria a unitary state during his first days in office.75

This became strikingly clear during Ironsi’s first news conference, which St. Jorre
recalled. “Asked whether, in the meantime, he would appoint a cabinet, [Ironsi] looked
up at the ceiling for a full minute—and then passed without a word to the next question.
‘Clearly,’ wrote one eyewitness, ‘it had never occurred to him.’” Quoted in St. Jorre, The
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Under the surface, however, unease in Nigeria about potential political changes
reawakened fears of regional and ethnic domination. Northern Nigerians were especially
afraid of any potential change, arguing that the creation of a unitary state would upend
the federal structure, northern political privilege, and, in many ways, the northern way of
life. Usman Nagogo, emir of Katsina, explained to Birney A. Stokes, American consul at
Kaduna, the main fears in the North over a unitary state were “Ibo domination” due to
“the overwhelming southern educational superiority” and that northerners would no
longer be able “to maintain a separate and different way of life” from the South. 76 In the
North, civil servant jobs were handed out through patronage, but under a unified structure
government jobs would be earned on the basis of formal education, merit, and
experience. It was not just the increased competition for jobs but the type of people who
would be the competitors. Northern Military Governor Usman Katsina claimed that a
unitary state would open the North “to southern hordes of job seekers” looking for
increased opportunity under the new unitary government.77 As two Nigerian historians
explain, “the North would be hopelessly disadvantaged” in the new unitary state
system.78 But above all, the rumors of a centralized state reignited claims in the North of
Igbo and southern domination that had been a fixture of Nigerian politics.
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The potential change in political association served as a backdrop for northern
agitation against Ironsi, but it was not just the threat of a unitary state that drove
northerners to question the motives of Ironsi’s regime. Many in the North grew restless
over Ironsi’s refusal to bring to trial the leaders of the January coup. In some ways,
Ironsi’s hands were tied. The instigators of the January coup remained popular in the
South, while in the North calls for the prosecution of the mutineers increased as a result
of Ironsi’s sluggishness on the issue. Talk of unity was pointless until “those murderers
are taken care,” Mallam Lawan, the permanent secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture in
the North, explained to American officials. 79 Indeed, Donald F. Hawley, a political
counselor at the UK High Commission at Lagos, said that “Northerners will not be
reconciled to the [Nigerian Military Government] until those Majors have been
punished.”80 No matter what position he took, Ironsi was sure to upset half of the country,
and his decision to do nothing to the plotters antagonized the North further. At best,
northerners believed that Ironsi was apathetic toward the injustices against their people.
At worst, they thought that Ironsi was sympathetic to the mutineers and supported the
Igbo domination of Nigeria. Ironsi’s promotion of Igbo officers at the expense of other
ethnic groups in Nigeria compounded northern fears of Igbo domination. Northern
newspapers criticized the Ironsi regime in print and questioned whether the goal of
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Nigerian unity would come at the expense of the North. 81 The American Consul at
Kaduna warned in late April 1966 that if Ironsi continued down this path, then his
regime’s policies would, in the North at least, “release more and more of the suppressed
sense of injury, insult, and hostility that was generated in the hearts by the events of
January 15.”82
On May 24, 1966, Ironsi issued Decree No. 34, abolishing the regions and
transforming Nigeria into a unitary state. Ironsi’s decree was a dramatic re-imagination of
Nigeria’s political structure and a rejection of the British model of federal political
association. Ironsi claimed that a unitary state would end regionalism and ethnic rivalry
in Nigeria. As he explained in a radio broadcast announcing the decree, his edict was
“intended to remove the last vestiges of the intense regionalism of the recent past, and to
produce the cohesion in the governmental structure which is so necessary in achieving . .
. national unity.” Ironsi expected all civil servants to “see his function in any part of
Nigeria in which he is serving in the context of the whole country. The orientation should
now be toward national unity and progress.”83 In any other context, these goals might
seem admirable and maybe even moderate. In Nigeria, where every move by a different
The best coverage of the newspapers in the period is Kirk-Greene’s retelling of this
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ethnic group was met with suspicion and the fear of ethnic domination was always close
to the surface, the creation of a unitary state was seen as a tool for southern domination
over the North and confirmed northern fears of Igbo domination of the central
government. In Nigeria, where regional autonomy had been the de facto organizing
principle of politics and identity, Ironsi’s declaration of a unitary state rang as a death
knell to the North’s hope for a separate existence from the South in a federated Nigeria.
The northern response was immediate as the Hausa cry of a raba—let us secede—
could be heard throughout the North. As word of Ironsi’s decree spread, the crowds in the
North grew larger and more hostile. Northern anger turned toward the Igbo living in the
sabon gari, or strangers quarter, of northern cities. Northerners killed hundreds of Igbo in
a pogrom that was met with indifference from local authorities and led to an exodus of
approximately 100,000 Igbo from the North to the Eastern Region. 84 Only the
intervention by Usman Katsina, military governor of the Northern Region, ended the
slaughter. Katsina attempted assured angry northerners that the unification decree was not
intended to give an advantage to any region and did not portend domination from any
ethnic group or region over another.85 Eastern Military Governor Ojukwu, in a move that
no doubt saved countless lives, urged easterners not to retaliate against the Hausa living
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in the East, saying that revenge was against the spirit of unity. 86 No matter the
reassurances given by the military governors, though, Nigerian leaders could not quell the
fears of domination in the country.
The May pogrom ended as quickly as it had begun, and Ironsi interpreted the end
of the violence as acceptance of his unitary plan for Nigeria.87 In reality, it was the work
of Katsina and the exodus of many of the Igbo from the North to the East that quieted the
disturbances. Nevertheless, in July 1966, Ironsi, feeling secure in his position as the ruler
of all Nigeria, went on a tour of all four regions as part of an ongoing campaign to make
“no room for tribe” in Nigeria.88 All across the country, crowds greeted his message of
unity and anti-tribalism with open arms. On July 28, 1966, Ironsi gave a rousing speech
on national development that was met with an enthusiastic response from Nigerians.
Northerners sang the Nigerian national anthem and feted the major-general, perhaps
making him feel like the supreme commander over the whole of Nigeria for the first
time.89 It was a critical moment for Ironsi. Maybe the Igbo leader was turning a corner in
the North? Perhaps a unitary state would work in Nigeria to end regionalism and ethnic
rivalry in a country that had never lived up to the high expectations it set for itself?
Maybe the fear of ethnic domination was a thing of the past?
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The next day Ironsi was murdered in the second coup to rock Nigeria in six
months. His death also killed any plans for a unitary system of government for Nigeria.
As with the first coup in January, we will probably never know exactly what happened or
who all of the major players were. The propaganda pieces put out by the antagonists
during the Nigerian Civil War have done more to obfuscate the facts than to clarify
them. 90 What remains undeniable is that northern Nigerian military officers, seeking
revenge for the first military takeover, led the July coup. In Kano and Kaduna, Northern
rebels shot Igbo officers, and in Ibadan Ironsi and his host, Western Military Governor
Fajuyi, were killed by northern soldiers.91 Nigeria was once again in turmoil.
The country’s attention turned to army barracks at Ikeja, located just north of
Lagos, where a group of military leaders were debating Nigeria’s future. For three days a
power struggle ensued between a group of northerners, led by Murtala Muhammed,
pressing for northern secession, and Brigadier Babafemi Ogundipe who, along with
Army Chief of Staff Yakubu Gowon, representing Nigerian unity and federation. Advice
about Nigeria’s future came from all sides, including from Francis Cumming-Bruce, the
UK high commissioner, and Elbert Mathews, the American ambassador to Nigeria. The
British and American representatives worked in tandem to suggest to Ogundipe and
Gowon that Nigeria remain a united federation, but it is unclear how much influence the
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two foreign diplomats had on the battling Nigerians. As the highest-ranking officer in the
Nigerian army after Ironsi, Ogundipe should have taken over the Nigerian Military
Government. Whatever his intentions, Ogundipe no longer commanded the respect of the
northern soldiers in the army and was unable to rally the secession-minded northern
troops to his side.92 Only Gowon was left advocating federation and Nigerian unity at
Ikeja.93
Yakubu “Jack” Gowon was an unlikely candidate to lead a movement for
Nigerian unity. Born in Lur, a small village in the Middle Belt area of Northern Nigeria,
Gowon’s father was a Christian evangelist who sought to baptize souls in the Muslim
North. After receiving his secondary schooling at Zaria in Northern Nigeria, Gowon
joined the army. Like so many Nigerian officers, the young Gowon trained at Sandhurst
and later joined the United Nations operation in the Congo. Tall and slender with light
brown skin, soft eyes, and a thin mustache, Gowon was the consummate military man. In
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that respect, Gowon was not unlike Ironsi. Both respected the order and the hierarchy of
the army, and both believed in Nigerian unity. That was where the similarities ended.
Where Ironsi was a playboy, Gowon was pious. Where Ironsi drank to excess, Gowon
neither consumed alcohol nor smoked.
But it was not Gowon’s piety that allowed him to calm fears at Ikeja and to pull
the northerners away from the ledge and back to the federation. He was simply a
compromise candidate: the most senior northern military officer that both sides at Ikeja
Barracks could tolerate. Gowon was palatable to Muhammed and his cohorts because he
was from the North, and southern soldiers accepted him because he was not Hausa, was a
Christian, and wanted to restore order to Nigeria. Once Gowon received support from the
majority of those at Ikeja, he assumed command as the new leader of the Nigerian
Military Government.
CONCLUSION
By the time Gowon stepped out of the Ikeja Barracks as the new leader of Nigeria there
still was not a satisfactory answer to the pressing question that had vexed Nigerian
leaders since the political amalgamation under Lord Lugard in 1914. What was the best
form of political association to maximize the Nigeria’s rich economic and human
potential while minimizing ethnic rivalry? There were many alternatives, though not all
were accepted. The first, a federation comprised of large but unequally sized regions with
a weak central government seemed to do more to encourage ethnic rivalry than to
suppress it. The second model, a unitary state with weak regional bodies and a strong
central government had some appeal in the South. But it was unpalatable in the North and
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was the cause of the second military takeover in 1966. The third model seemed to be a
non-starter for Nigerians in July 1966: the breakup of the large regions into smaller states
that better reflected Nigeria’s complex ethnic makeup. This was Nzeogwu’s position and
the justification for the January 1966 coup. Of the three, however, the third plan seemed
to have the most promise. After the second coup in six months that nearly burned Nigeria
to the ground, any and all solutions to the struggle for Nigerian unity were on the table
Out of the ashes of the smoldering July 1966 coup came Yakubu Gowon. He was
neither the most senior military official nor the most qualified.94 He was simply a soldier
who was now head of Africa’s most populous state. Nevertheless, there he sat in Lagos as
the next protagonist in the struggle for Nigerian unity. And there were contenders for the
throne. as the Eastern Military Governor Ojukwu refused to accept Gowon as his
supreme commander.95 The two Nigerians could not have been more different: Ojukwu
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the son of an aristocratic businessman, Gowon of a traveling proselytizer; Ojukwu was
Oxford educated while Gowon’s only training after secondary school was at military
colleges; Ojukwu was gregarious and people were drawn to him, Gowon was more softspoken and reserved. Both had their own ideas about how to lead Nigeria out of its
current crisis. Gowon’s plan would eventually mirror Nzeogwu’s conception of a
federation with many states and a strong center; Ojukwu pressed for a confederation with
a weak center that retained the bulk of political power in the regional bodies. Nigeria’s
fate of the Giant of Africa was in their hands. Gowon was 31 years old. Ojukwu was 32.
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Chapter 2
The Center Cannot Hold
To American officials watching the events unfold at the Ikeja Barracks on July 31, 1966,
it all looked grim. Following the coup that overthrew Major-General Johnson AguiyiIronsi, there still was no clear leader in the military, and, despite protestations on behalf
of Nigerian unity by both American Ambassador Elbert Mathews and UK High
Commissioner Francis Cumming-Bruce, northern secession and the complete
balkanization of Nigeria seemed likely. At a critical moment, Eastern Military Governor
Lt. Col. Odumegwu Ojukwu informed the American side that he had discussed the
situation on the phone with Army Chief of Staff Yakubu Gowon and Northern Military
Governor Usman Katsina. “All agreed to part,” he told Mathews.1 Partition did not occur,
but Gowon’s rise to supreme commander of the Nigerian Military Government did little
to fix the problems inherent in the struggle for Nigerian unity. Yet even at Ikeja,
Mathews had little confidence in Nigeria. The July coup, Mathews said, “leaves little
room for optimism that a reasonable solution can be reached.”2
The pessimism that surrounded the situation in Nigeria in July 1966 was a far cry
from the optimism that American officials had held for Nigeria the previous six years.
Even before Nigeria had achieved its independence on October 1, 1960, policymakers in
Washington had grand ambitions for the country. Here was a poly-ethnic state with an
abundance of natural resources, great human potential, and a democratic tradition that
1
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followed the Western parliamentary model. Its leaders disavowed communism and
rejected radical pan-Africanism in favor of a more limited, regional model of economic
progress for Africa that American policymakers preferred. It was a policy of engagement,
which, as historian Robert Rakove describes, was President John F. Kennedy’s strategy
for working with newly independent states.3 Nigeria seemed a Western-leaning nation
that other African countries could emulate; a model nation-state that others could follow.
Most importantly, Nigeria was not Ghana or the Congo—two African states where the
United States had initiated highly public policy initiatives that ended in failure. On a
continent where things seemed to go repeatedly bad for the United States and where few
policy options existed, Edward Hamilton, a senior staff member of the National Security
Council during the Johnson administration, confided that American policymakers looked
to Nigeria as a source of stability and, indeed, optimism. In Africa, Hamilton said,
“Nigeria was the hope if there was a hope.”4
The assertion that Nigeria was a hope for the United States in Africa seemed to
belie the situation on the ground in the country. How could American policymakers find
optimism in a nation where so many of its citizens identified with ethnicity before
country? Was the American foreign policy establishment aware of Nigeria’s ethnic
problems? The answer to these questions can be found only by placing Nigeria within the
much larger context of American foreign policy toward Africa during the 1960s, a feat
that many recent accounts on relations between United States and Africa have failed to
3
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accomplish. The United States chose Nigeria as one of a handful of states that it would
engage with in the hope of transforming it from a “traditional” state with parochial
concerns to a “modern” state that was capable of overcoming those regional and ethnic
problems. When viewed from this larger perspective, Nigeria’s ethnic trouble was more
of a small nuisance to prevail over than a large obstacle that would get in the way of
America’s objectives on the continent. The United States would preside over Nigeria’s
transfer from a primordial society to a modern nation-state, overseeing Nigerian unity in
a way that would benefit the United States, Nigeria, and the entire African continent.
THE UNITED STATES AND AFRICA
While Nigeria’s internal battle over decolonization was sometimes violent and often
contentious, its relationship with Great Britain remained cordial. Nigeria’s independence
from Britain was not so much fought for in the streets as negotiated in colonial offices,
and the deliberations over independence were peaceful—perhaps even dull—and shaped
the relationship between the two nations after the transfer of power. There was little
acrimony between Nigeria and Britain. “Rarely if ever can the end of empire have been
announced with so much dignity and good will,” commented The Times correspondent
covering the ceremonies from Lagos on October 1, 1966. “Rarely can the relationship of
master and servant have been transformed into partnership with so much understanding,
sincerity, and humility.”5 Prime Minister Alhaji Abubakar Balewa, basking in the glow of
independence, told an audience of celebrating Nigerians that “history will show that the
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building of our nation proceeded at the wisest pace: it has been thorough, and Nigeria
now stands well built upon firm foundations.”6
The explosion of nationalism and the wave of independence in the developing
world was one of the greatest challenges for the Western powers during the 1950s and
1960s, which made maintaining Nigeria’s firm foundations in the Western orbit of the
utmost importance to American policymakers. Cold War considerations trumped
everything else within the Eisenhower administration, and the White House looked to
Nigeria to blow the wind of change in Africa toward the Western world. Eisenhower’s
plan for independent Nigeria was, in effect, one of national emulation and regional
cooperation. By demonstrating Nigeria’s economic and political development, other
African nations would want to imitate the West African state and work more closely with
it. Nigeria, American officials hoped, could be a model both domestically and
internationally for other African states to follow. The United States could sell Nigeria as
a country that overcame its own ethnic strife to develop into a prosperous, stable, and,
above all, Western-leaning nation-state. But more importantly, Nigeria could act as a
counter force to nations like Ghana that had become increasingly hostile to American
policies on the continent. Nigeria, Secretary of State Christian Herter explained in 1960,
could “assert a strong moderating influence on the manner in which cooperation is
achieved” in Africa.7 American President Dwight Eisenhower said as much to Nigerian
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Prime Minister Balewa. “We put great interest and stock in Nigeria,” he told the prime
minister. “We will be depending on Nigeria heavily.”8
Nigeria’s independence came late in Eisenhower’s tenure in office. As a result, he
was never able to fully demonstrate how the United States would rely on Nigeria in
Africa. Before 1960 only two sub-Saharan African countries had achieved independence
from colonial rule, and Eisenhower’s policies toward decolonization have led many
historians to criticize his African policy. In a scathing article on Eisenhower’s policy
toward the developing world, historian Robert McMahon argues, “the Eisenhower
administration grievously misunderstood and underestimated the most significant
historical development of the mid-twentieth century—the force of Third World
nationalism.” McMahon sees the same trend in Africa, where he contends that officials in
the Eisenhower White House viewed Africa through a Cold War lens that did not match
the realities on the ground. Consequently, McMahon contends, the Eisenhower pursued
failing policies in that area. 9 Some scholars point to race as the driving influence for
Eisenhower’s policy toward Africa, and there is much evidence of a racial pattern of
thinking within the Eisenhower White House.10 Still, a much more convincing case can
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be made that Eisenhower’s African policy was part of a fiscally conservative strategy
known as the “New Look.”11 Anxious that unrestrained national security spending could
undermine the fabric of American society, Eisenhower advocated for other nations to foot
the bill in areas such as Africa that were deemed outside of America’s strategic interest.
Eisenhower urged African and European leaders to forge even closer economic and
political ties after independence. In its first policy statement toward West Africa in 1960,
the National Security Council exhorted American officials to “impress” upon the leaders
of Western Europe and Africa that their “well-being depends in large part on a continued
close relationship” with each other.12 A form of economic reciprocity, albeit an unequal
one, between Europe and its former colonies was a trademark of American policy toward
Africa during the Eisenhower years.
Eisenhower’s reluctant use of development aid, which African leaders coveted
more than anything else from developed countries as a way to jumpstart domestic plans
for economic growth and progress, exemplified his administration’s policy toward the
continent. Before the United States would provide financial aid to any African nation,
policy planners in the Eisenhower White House argued that they should first look to
Western Europe, the World Bank, and private capital to fund development projects. Only
still belonged in the trees.” See “Memorandum of Discussion at the 432nd Meeting of the
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if these sources were unavailable or contrary to American interests would the United
States directly fund development projects in Africa.13 In Ghana, for example, Eisenhower
begrudgingly supported the construction of a hydroelectric dam on the Volta River only
after the Ghanaian government had exhausted all other sources of funding. 14 Under
Secretary of State C. Douglas Dillon best explained Eisenhower’s thinking on Africa,
Europe, and fiscal conservatism in an April 1960 meeting with France’s Foreign Minister
Maurice Couvre. “In view of the heavy responsibility which the United States has
elsewhere,” Dillon remarked on the growing worldwide American cold war
responsibility, “it does not wish to do anything it does not have to and, therefore, hopes
that the rest of the free world, particularly the former metropoles, will continue to carry
the major portion of the burden of aiding Africa.”15 For an administration that believed
national security spending should be limited, means were finite, and a strong Europe
mattered most, Africa was simply not the primary responsibility of the United States.
Eisenhower’s successor aimed to change America’s view of Africa. John F.
Kennedy had a strong track record with the continent before taking office that gave hope
to African leaders that more African-centered policies would be considered under the
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new administration. Kennedy had supported Algerian independence against the French as
a senator in 1957, made Africa a central part of his 1960 presidential campaign, and
saved his first State Department appointment for G. Mennen “Soapy” Williams as under
secretary of state for African Affairs.16 Some scholars have considered these moves as
calculated political decisions aimed primarily for domestic political gain, especially as a
way to win over African-American voters during the election.17 And historians bitterly
disagree over how much change in African policy Kennedy actually brought to the White
House. Even with these opposing views, there is no denying the fact that Kennedy came
to office with an energetic and bold vision for America’s role in the world that he claimed
would vary drastically from his predecessor’s administration. Gone forever, Kennedy’s
supporters avowed, would be the aloof general who had occupied the White House for
eight years during the staid 1950s.18 In his place, Kennedy and his cadre of youthful,
mostly Ivy League advisers promised to lead the United States headfirst into the
16
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unknown 1960s. Exuberance and vitality were major parts of his campaign against
Republican challenger Richard M. Nixon.19 At his inaugural address, Kennedy declared
that his election represented something bigger than a transfer of power from one man to
another, one party to another. “The torch has been passed to a new generation of
Americans,” Kennedy said, “born in this century, . . . and unwilling to witness the slow
undoing of those human rights to which this nation has always been committed, and to
which we are committed today at home and abroad.” 20 Where Eisenhower was rigid,
Kennedy said his foreign policy would be flexible; where Eisenhower wasted time on
meetings and bureaucracy, Kennedy proclaimed that he would lead with force and
gravitas. Kennedy, in short, promised to lead the United States toward what he described
as a “New Frontier” where no question would be left unanswered, no provocation left
unchecked, and no challenge left unmet.
NIGERIA AND THE NEW FRONTIER
Africa was one of the places where Kennedy aimed to draw a sharp distinction between
his administration and Eisenhower’s. “We see Africa as probably the greatest open field
of maneuver in the world-wide competition between the Bloc and the non-Communist
world,” New Frontiersmen concluded.21 Africa’s importance to the new administration
stemmed from Kennedy’s vision of America’s ability to execute a global cold war at any
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cost. Unlike his predecessor, Kennedy’s strategy for waging cold war was based on a
Keynesian conception of national security spending. Kennedy argued that spending could
be unlimited, the means for fighting the Soviet threat nearly infinite, and the peripheral
zones of the world, such as Africa, significant to American national security interests. It
was now imperative that the United States actively manage the Cold War in the
developing world and offer suitable and attractive counters to revolutionary trends in the
Global South. Dean Rusk, Kennedy’s Secretary of State, argued the case in early 1961.
“If you don’t pay attention to the periphery,” Rusk cautioned, “the periphery changes.
And the first thing you know the periphery is the center.” 22 Officials in the Kennedy
White House linked peripheral threats to core interests and, in doing so, gave new import
to areas that might otherwise have been of little relevance to American policymakers.
What happened in places like Africa, in other words, mattered much to the new
administration because Kennedy decided that it was a major battleground in the global
Cold War.
More than anything, Kennedy wanted to get away from the perceived inelasticity
of Eisenhower’s cold war strategy that made the United States appear to be a more
reactive, and therefore not a progressive, force in the Third World. With its limited aid
toward the developing world, Eisenhower’s African policy, Secretary Rusk wrote to the
president, limited “unduly the flexibility and freedom of action required for an effective
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United States approach to African developments.” 23 New Frontiersmen claimed that
America’s anti-colonial past could be an asset in the newly independent world, and that
the United States should be a natural ally to Africa and Asia. Eisenhower had dropped the
ball in the developing world, they said early in Kennedy’s tenure, and the new president
could reverse this trend through innovative policies that worked with and promoted the
development of the Global South. Robert Komer of the National Security Council later
recalled that Kennedy wanted to demonstrate “our willingness, indeed our desire, to work
with the less developed countries” of the world. 24 How Kennedy approached the
developing world, especially Africa, would differentiate the youngest president ever
elected from the oldest chief executive to occupy the White House up to that time.
No African country was more important to American cold war calculations on the
continent than Nigeria, and it is impossible to understand the Kennedy administration’s
policy toward Africa without examining the unique place that Nigeria—the only subSaharan African nation labeled as having “significant world power potential”—held
within the Kennedy White House.25 In the guidelines that set American policy toward
Africa, the president effectively separated African nations into two sets with drastically
different priority levels for the United States. The majority of countries were in the first
group, and the American goal was to help these nations remain stable, prosperous, and
out of the hands of the Soviet Union. But unlike Eisenhower, Kennedy found neutrality to
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be an acceptable alternative to formal alliance with the Western world. The objective,
then, was not to win them to side of the West at all costs but to have them not fall under
the communist sphere of influence. 26 The United States would achieve these goals by
continuing the Eisenhower policy of encouraging economic and political links between
newly independent states and former metropolitan nations as well as by promoting
regional cooperation amongst African states. The Kennedy administration had no plans of
supplanting the assistance that European powers provided in Africa. 27 McGeorge Bundy,
the president’s special assistant for national security affairs, saw a modest role for the
United States in this first group of states. He encouraged the United States only to
“supplement Western European support to newly-independent areas whenever such
action is in the United States interest.” 28 Speaking of the former colonial powers,
Secretary of State Rusk said the United States “should make every effort to urge them to
do more,” in the developing world. 29 The policy under Kennedy was not to reduce
Africa’s reliance on Europe but to “maintain the metropole position while inducing a
greater over-all Western effort” in the Cold War in Africa.30
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Regional cooperation between smaller African states was preferable for two
reasons. First, economic and political associations among smaller states acted as support
structures that could prevent balkanization and support larger, seemingly more viable and
self-sustaining economic trading units. Second, regional cooperation was a moderate
response to pan-Africanism ideology that, by American estimates, “proved to be largely a
rallying cry for agitation against the remnants of European colonialism and thus against
the West.”31 The United States would develop trading relationships with these nations
and provide limited amounts of aid, but in the end this first group of African states was
not a high priority to the United States during the Kennedy years. Despite suggestions by
New Frontiersmen that Kennedy would bring much needed change to America’s relations
with Africa, Kennedy’s actual policy toward these countries was not different from
Eisenhower’s.
A second and more important group of African nations to the Kennedy
administration would earn “maximum cooperation” from the United States. This small
group of privileged nations became known as “bellwethers,” and Kennedy placed
“special emphasis” upon these nations. While the Kennedy administration cited up to five
nations as having bellwether potential, only Nigeria and Tunisia were repeatedly
identified as African bellwethers with which the United States would enter into a special
relationship. A bellwether was a “basically Western oriented” country “whose influence
on the continent derives from the example of successful nation-building, with growing
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viable economies and strong domestic institutions based on the consent of the
governed.”32 It was the policy of the United States to assist bellwether countries “toward
positions of economic and international political strength enabling them to serve as
models for constructive development and thus to exert a healthy influence on the African
continent.” By supporting long-range assistance to bellwether countries, the Kennedy
administration would “enable the leaders of these countries to plan with confidence for
the future” and ensure that bellwethers remain on their course toward development and,
ultimately, modernization.33 It was through bellwethers that Kennedy planned to bring
the greatest change to Africa. It was through nations like Nigeria that the Cold War in
Africa would be won.
MODERNIZING NIGERIA
During the 1950s and 1960s, modernization theorists heavily influenced American
foreign policy. 34 For these social scientists and policymakers, historian Michael E.
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Latham has shown, modernization was an ideology that “could accelerate the passage of
societies through evolutionary stages at home and abroad.”35 Modernization posited that
all nations developed along a common path that could be identified through certain
indicators such as progress in technology, economy, and industry. By investing in and
developing bellwether nations in Africa, modernization served a dual purpose of
supporting local African needs and aspirations and creating bulwarks against communism
on the continent. The development of bellwether countries—Deputy Special Assistant for
National Affairs Walt Whitman Rostow described them as “islands of responsibility”—
was a continuation of the policy of emulation that had begun under the Eisenhower
administration. The policy sought to create centers of power on the African continent in
order to combat the influence of more radical countries. 36 Eisenhower unsuccessfully
tried to create a bellwether type of state out of Ghana, but Kennedy greatly expanded the
bellwether policy during his brief period in the White House.37 The crux of the policy
was “to build up certain areas of strength and of maximum cooperation which can serve
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as models to influence others in constructive directions.” The end game, New
Frontiersmen argued, was to use the power of modernization to propel bellwether nations
like Nigeria “toward a position of economic and international political strength enabling
them to serve as models for constructive development and thus to exert a healthy
influence on the African continent.”38
Despite internal divisions, Nigeria had been the model African colony under
British rule, and as an independent nation the United States believed that it would serve
as an ideal test of the transformative power of Western modernization and development
in Africa. While the rest of the continent seemed in turmoil, Kennedy explained to a
group of Nigerian economic advisers, “Nigeria offered great hope in Africa for progress
and for economic and political stability.”39 The Kennedy administration selected Nigeria
as the model bellwether nation for two reasons. First, Nigerian leaders shared Kennedy’s
views of modernization and of Nigeria’s leadership role in Africa. “Nigeria was trying to
provide an example to all of Africa,” Prime Minister Balewa confided to the American
president. “If the United States could assist Nigeria in becoming an example of economic
development, it would be helping not only Africa but the whole world.” 40 Kennedy
prized Nigeria’s willingness to follow the West’s lead and take a leadership role in
Africa. Second, although Nigeria professed non-alignment in the Cold War it was in
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actuality firmly entrenched in the Western camp and supported American initiatives on
the continent.41 Nigeria had supported the United Nations mission in the Congo, even
sending in its own troops, and did not publicly voice its opposition to the racist South
African regime.42 Nigeria was an invaluable ally in the Cold War in Africa. The policy
implications were clear: “Nigeria may serve as a double model for other African states as
a democratic development model and as a responsible international relations model,” one
policy report stated. “Either model would be important, together they are an
overwhelming combination in the free world’s interest.”43
Kennedy based his hopes on Nigeria largely on the work of Arnold Rivkin. A
noted Afrophile, Rivkin began his career as a lawyer and eventually settled at the Center
of International Studies (CIS) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.44 Like nearly
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all social scientists at the Cambridge-based CIS, Rivkin was obsessed with the economic
and political transitions of countries, and he forcefully argued that Nigeria, with the help
of American economic assistance, would “take-off” from a “traditional” society toward
“modernity.”45 After returning from a May 1961 trip to Nigeria taken at the behest of
Deputy National Security Advisor Walt Whitman Rostow, Rivkin explained that Nigeria
was
in transition from colonialism to the development of a state structure compatible
with the social, political, and economic realities of independence, in transition
from tribalism to a Nigerian nationality welding together the three major tribes of
the country, Hausa, Yoruba, and Ibo, as well as a large number of small tribes, in
transition from a traditional subsistence economy to a modern market economy,
and in transition from a state of primitive technology to the advanced jet-age
technology of the 1960’s. It is in the context of these fundamental, even
revolutionary, transformations that the fabric of Nigerian society must be built
and Nigerian economic development efforts mounted.46
Nigeria was to be a proving ground for the Western version of modernization’s nationbuilding potential in Africa.
Could the United States depend on Nigeria, a nation bitterly divided under
colonial rule, as an ally in Africa? American officials understood the challenges with
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Nigeria, even commenting that the country was “subject to divisive tendencies.” 47 Many
within the Kennedy White House shared Rivkin’s optimistic view of Nigeria’s potential.
However, other observers, both within and outside government, questioned Kennedy’s
strategy in Africa and his conviction that Nigeria was the key to cold war success on the
continent. Undersecretary of State for African Affairs Williams grew frustrated with the
funding of a select few bellwethers at the expense of other African nations. He cautioned
Kennedy that the policy of relying on the former metropoles to develop non-bellwethers
would diminish moderate leadership in Africa and had the potential to turn the “Decade
of Development” into the “Decade of Disappointment.”48 More specifically on Nigeria,
many questioned whether the country’s ethnic problems and lack of unity that had so
stifled the independence movement would jeopardize its stability after the transfer of
power. American sociologist Immanuel Wallerstein, aware of the special importance
placed on Nigeria by the Kennedy administration, noted in 1962 “there is a widespread
belief that of all the newly independent African nations Nigeria is the outstanding
example of a fairly stable, relatively pro-Western, liberal democracy. This belief is
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largely an illusion nourished on superficial analysis and self-deception.”49 If these critics
were right, then the American decision to go all-in with Nigeria at the expense of other,
perhaps more domestically stable and united nations in Africa seemed a bad bet. The
decision had the potential to end poorly for both the United States and Nigeria.
Wolfgang Stopler, an economist at the University of Michigan and a former
colleague of Rivkin at CIS, believed that modernization offered a solution to the problem
of Nigeria unity. Stopler had first arrived in Nigeria in July 1960 and immediately saw
divisive tendencies in the country and regional corruption that stifled unity. While
pointing to the usual array of ethnic, cultural, and religious differences in the country,
Stopler identified economic inequality in the regions and a lack of even development
throughout the whole of Nigeria as the real sources of political instability and a lack of
unity in the country. From Stopler’s vantage point, Nigeria, a mere few months from
independence, would not develop into a united and sovereign nation. In the struggle for
Nigerian unity after independence, Stopler contended that modernization through
Western backed development would “help weld the territory into a nation,” and the
United States would benefit from helping to help develop “an integrated plan for the most
important African economy with the biggest and most hopeful future of any African
nation.”50 Through economic planning and development aid the Kennedy administration
believed it could transform Nigeria into a modern state and unify the country.
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Development was not new to Nigeria. The West African state had begun a sevenyear development plan in 1955, but its experience with central planning under colonial
rule was uneven and mirrored the regionalism of its politics. Each region had its own
development plan, which made constructing a uniform central project for the whole
nation nearly impossible. 51 Stopler immediately saw the difficulty with this plan and
recommended to the president significant changes. First, regionally based development
plans were unorganized and led to unequal development throughout the country. Second,
different plans with different goals would not foster unity in Nigeria. Economic unity
begat political unity, modernization theorists posited, and development planning, like
Nigerian unity, must come from the center. In contradistinction to the previous vision of
Nigerian political association that called for a federalist model with a weak central
government, the American plan for development pushed for a strong central government
that had broad powers to set the economic and political future for the entire country.
Modernization called for a transformation in Nigerian political association to a
centralized federation, one that modernization theorists believed would help Nigeria
overcome ethnic and regional problems.
Both Stopler’s and Rivkin’s assessments of the Nigerian situation stemmed from
their views on modernity, development, and the state—views largely shared by
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proponents of modernization during the 1950s and 1960s.52 Within an African context, a
modern state was politically advanced enough to negate ethnic identity in its political
parties, capable of undergoing large scale central economic planning, and fully sovereign
over its territory and people. Economic arrangements within African states determined
political orientations, modernization theorists argued, and until Nigeria reached
modernity through proper economic and development planning, parochialism and
regionalism would reign in the country’s politics and pose a threat to Nigerian unity. This
explains why Stopler, after spending nearly a year in Nigeria, argued for the dissolution
of the economic power held by the regional bodies in favor of a single national
development plan. He believed it would increase the amount of capital that the nation as a
whole could absorb, lead to a fairer distribution of funds across the country, and allow the
central government to supplant the regional bodies as the most important legislative
branch in Nigeria.53
There was a reasona closer to home that explains why Stopler and Rivkin pushed
for a federal model with a strong central government in Nigeria: it mirrored the style of
government practiced in the United States.54 This was no coincidence as modernization
theorists supported development policies and plans that most clearly resembled the
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American model.55 While the United States certainly had its own regionalism in politics,
the Hamiltonian vision of American development and nation-building—a strong central
government, central banking, and extensive trade throughout the entire country—was
finally realized after the American Civil War and facilitated the growth of an integrated
national economy. 56 This sort of economy was impossible without a strong central
government that promoted the construction of infrastructure and the trading of goods.
The most important task for American policy makers, then, was to create a development
plan that took advantage of Nigeria’s greatest strength: its federal structure of
government. By transitioning “the regional development plans to the national framework
for development being formulated at the federal level,” Rivkin concluded that a federal
plan would strengthen the central government and, as a result, foster Nigerian unity in a
nation in desperate need of a strong center and national unity.
Even if American aid strengthened the center, the knotty problem of Nigerian
political parties remained. Would a change in direction of the national economy end the
parochialism in Nigerian politics? Here, again, modernization theorists argued that by
restructuring the Nigerian economy a transformation would take place in the way
Nigerians viewed themselves in relation to the state. This change would, in turn,
transform the nature of Nigerian political parties. American aid funneled toward the
central government in Nigeria would increase the amount of resources available, alleviate
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the strain on the cash-starved federal government, and, ultimately, “go some way toward
absolving the impact of growing internal tensions” in Nigeria. 57 “Political parties,”
Rivkin predicted, “in such a changing environment are likely to shed parochial
orientations and seek to represent views and interests on a national basis.” In such a
situation, where a modern integrated economy would bring forward a united and truly
national Nigerian identity, “the regional, cultural, tribal, and economic differences in the
three regions of the federation are likely to be minimized or even submerged in the
growth of a national economy.”58 Political parties, too, it seemed, would be transformed
in the wake of Nigerian modernization.
To many American policy analysts during the 1960s, the struggle for Nigerian
unity was over modernization. A lack of even development was the problem, and the
promotion of a national development plan offered a solution. Modernization was the
beginning and the end for many social scientists, and they influenced Kennedy’s
approach toward certain African states like Nigeria. Modernization became, in other
words, a panacea for Nigeria’s ethnic divide. The sheer amount of American aid to
Nigeria reflected the perceived transformative power of modernization in the country. On
December 12, 1961, the Kennedy administration approved a development loan of $225
million to facilitate Nigerian development, with $45 million made available immediately.
The choice was a politically calculated consideration that involved Kennedy’s final
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decision to support the Volta River Project in Ghana. 59 British officials at the time
surmised that the decision to fund the hydroelectric dam in Ghana was delayed until the
Kennedy White House could “say at the same time that they are going to do something
also for Nigeria.” 60 While there might be some truth to this, Kennedy had all but
solidified the decision to fund Nigerian development in a meeting with Balewa in July
1961. The president explained to the Nigerian prime minister that he grouped Nigeria
together with other nations like India, Pakistan, and Brazil that were worthy of long-term
economic assistance.61 In the attempt to create a bellwether out of Nigeria, American aid
to that country went up dramatically. In the projected assistance to Africa for the 1962
fiscal year, the Kennedy administration budgeted $46 million for Nigeria, the third
highest on the continent and nearly double the closest competitor in sub-Saharan Africa.62
For the 1963 fiscal year, the Nigerian share increased to $53.8 million, which not only
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made Nigeria the leading recipient of American aid in Africa but also meant that Nigeria
received one out of every five American aid dollars sent to Africa.63
Most of the money earmarked for Nigeria went toward agriculture, infrastructure,
and light industry. The Peace Corps was another important aspect of Kennedy’s plan for
Nigeria. The Peace Corps placed heavy emphasis on teaching English, which New
Frontiersman saw as “one of the most important unifying forces in Nigeria.” 64 However,
as the aid program developed in Nigeria a sense of malaise amongst both Nigerians and
Americans emerged. Nigerian leaders thought that the United States government did not
offer enough money to facilitate Nigeria’s “take-off,” implemented aid too slowly, and
involved private industry inadequately. 65 At a special engagement in New York on
September 13, 1962, Michael Okpara, premier of Nigeria’s Eastern Region, claimed that
the small amount of American private investment in Nigeria was “a serious business and
a political oversight.”66 American officials, for their part, blamed corruption in Nigeria
for the overall failure of Nigeria’s transition to modernity in the early 1960s. Observing
the corruption first hand, Stopler questioned whether profiteering affected development.
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“It isn’t the stealing so much as the effect it has on priorities, on costs, and on the morale
of the people who know. This makes the problem of enforcing the Plan’s priorities so
important, fascinating, and probably impossible.”67 The high hopes that development in
Nigeria would transition the country to a modern state that would help serve American
interests in the country began to fade by the time Lyndon Johnson took office in
November 1963.
By nearly all accounts American modernization in Nigeria was a failure. 68
Historians who argue this point do so because Nigeria neither achieved fiscal
independence nor had its economy “take-off” into modernity. While those points are
certainly true, the much larger problem for Nigeria’s future was that modernization failed
to achieve its much more radical goals: erasing Nigeria’s ethnic problems and
transforming Nigeria’s politics from a parochial and regional-minded model to a national
form of political association. Nigeria was to be the great American ally in the Cold War
in Africa, and through modernization American policymakers believed that Nigeria
would dramatically change into an American-like state in Africa: a multi-ethnic republic
with a homogenous citizenry; a modern nation built upon intensive central fiscal
planning; and a country with a strong central government that had the power to make
substantial changes in the economy. Seen in this way, the specifics of the development
plan in Nigeria, and even the implementation of it, are not as important as the American
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assumptions underlying the theories of modernization and its application in Nigeria. The
United States believed in the transformative power idea that all of Nigeria’s internal
problems could be solved through American aid, development, and modernization. Yet
these presumptions would be challenged in the face of the sheer power of ethnicity,
regionalism, and parochialism in Nigerian politics. Seen in this way, there are some
similarities to the American understanding of Vietnam. If the biggest problem during the
Vietnam War was the tendency of American officials to see the conflict as a military
issue when in reality it was political, then by far the most extraordinary blunder of the
Kennedy administration was to see the struggle for Nigerian unity as an economic
problem and not a political or ethnic one.
MAINTAINING THE MYTH
The failure of modernization to transform Nigeria did not lead to criticism of Kennedy by
Nigerians or other Africans. In fact, after his death Africans grieved his passing,
believing that he, more than any other American, wanted to help the continent succeed
free from external domination. “The assassination of President Kennedy is a setback in
the struggle for fundamental human rights,” Nigerian President Nnamdi Azikiwe wrote.69
While some historians have argued that the remorse from Africans is but one way to
demonstrate that Kennedy’s African policy was unique, or at least dramatically different
from, Eisenhower’s, the evidence presented here points toward more continuity as
discontinuity between the two presidents. There were, to be sure, differences in how the
they viewed Africa. Kennedy, for example, did not have the same aversion to neutrality
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as Eisenhower, used American aid in the developing world in a more robust manner than
his predecessor, and leveraged personal relationships into partnerships with African
leaders even where the United States had little to offer. Yet, in terms of strategy toward
Africa and emphasizing larger nations like Nigeria, there was a logical progression from
Eisenhower to Kennedy that belied the sentiment shown by Africans.
More important to American policymakers was the perception by African leaders
that there were major differences from Eisenhower to Kennedy. If African leaders
believed that Kennedy represented a new hope for newly independent Africa, then U.S.
officials wanted his successor to harness that goodwill in order to further American
interests on the continent. Rick Haynes of the National Security Council recommended to
McGeorge Bundy that Johnson “should capitalize on the increasingly popular ‘Kennedy
myth’ in Africa.” He went on to say that “the myth will constitute part of the reservoir of
U.S. good will in Africa.” 70 The “Kennedy myth”—that the United States supported
African independence and development throughout the continent—would go a long way
toward endearing Africa to the Johnson administration. From the beginning of his
presidency, Johnson and his advisers did not seek to create a new policy toward Africa.
Instead, the Johnson administration attempted to continue the policies that began under
Eisenhower and were carried through by Kennedy. The United States would continue to
follow Europe’s lead in the majority of African countries while heavily investing in a few
key nations and at the same time utilizing interpersonal relations with African leaders to
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persuade them that the United States backed Africa. Maintaining the myth was at the
heart of Johnson’s African strategy.
Johnson, however, was unable to maintain the myth and convince Africans that
he, like Kennedy, was on their side. There were three primary reasons for this. First,
Johnson did not leverage personal diplomacy in the same manner as Kennedy. Where
Kennedy would personally invite African leaders for private meeting at the White House,
write lengthy notes to African leaders, and overall make them feel as if he genuinely
cared about their opinions, Johnson was largely unable to cultivate personal relationships
with the leaders of Africa. 71 As early as March 1965, McGeorge Bundy wrote to the
president that “Africans are not convinced that the U.S. is ‘personally’ concerned at the
highest governmental levels over their welfare.” 72 Personal diplomacy with African
leaders, the instrument that was the most important aspect of maintaining the Kennedy
myth, was largely absent from Johnson’s foreign policy toward the nonaligned world.
The second reason Johnson could not maintain the myth was that his
administration simply did not place the same level of import for Africa as Kennedy did.
“We don’t kid ourselves that Africa is vital,” one policy report stated, which was a
striking reversal from the early proclamations on Africa’s importance made during the
early Kennedy years.73 Development aid to the continent took the biggest hit. For the
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1965 fiscal year, which reflected Johnson’s first budget as president, Africa received
$169 million in economic aid. That was a 33 percent decrease from the 1963 fiscal year
and totaled $252 million. To be fair, the drastic cut in aid was not a unilateral decision
made by the Johnson administration. The reduced aid was driven by a Congress that was
increasingly hostile toward foreign aid, especially in Africa. Democratic Senator William
J. Fulbright of Arkansas wrote that economic assistance to places like Africa, “over a
long period of time, has a debilitating effect on both the recipient and the donor.”74 Many
in the Johnson administration shared Fulbright’s views and were alarmed about the
amount of aid being funneled to so many African countries. “At first glance it may seem
horrifying that we are providing aid to 34 countries in Africa,” one memorandum said
before reassuring its readers that only 8 percent of the total American global aid went to
Africa.75 As a result of Congressional pressure and an uneasiness in the White House
with the efficacy of economic assistance toward Africa, the Johnson administration
repeatedly took a knife to foreign aid to the continent. 76 Africa simply was a lesser
priority than other parts of the world during the Johnson years.
Finally, but most important, Johnson’s inability to maintain the myth stemmed
from a failing policy that reneged on promised development and prosperity for the whole
of Africa. Despite the high rhetoric of development and the promises of progress and
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modernization for the whole continent, the Johnson administration provided economic
aid to less important countries—the non-bellwethers—for “political purposes. We are
trying to maintain a presence and buy or hold influence at relatively little cost.”77 Johnson
continued the policies of his predecessors when it came to giving miniscule amounts of
aid to the minor countries in Africa, and he also followed suit by providing the select few
bellwethers with the majority of development aid.
Like Eisenhower and Kennedy, Johnson doubled down on Nigeria, betting that
the West African state would turn into the valuable card that American officials could
play. Johnson evoked the same justifications as Kennedy did to explain Nigeria’s
importance: it had the largest population in Africa, was a democracy that moved “forward
on a stable basis,” and was “favorably oriented to the West and to the U.S.”78 Of the $169
million in economic support that went to Africa during the 1965 fiscal year, 16 percent of
the total went to Nigeria. 79 While this was a significant drop in both the total and
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percentage of aid from earlier in the decade, it was still the most out of any African
nation by a clear margin.80 For policymakers in the Johnson White House, support for
Nigeria and Nigerian unity was an easy decision “for the simple reason that we regard it
as potentially the most important leader in Africa.” U.S. foreign policy in Africa hinged
on Nigeria’s success. “It is the key,” American officials concluded.81 If that policy did
not work as planned and bellwethers like Nigeria did not lead in the manner American
policymakers hoped, the promise of development and cooperation made by the United
States for Africa would fall apart.
PLAYING THE ODDS
Even before the January 1966 coup that ended the First Republic and brought to power a
military regime, some officials in Washington openly wondered about Nigeria’s stability
and whether the United States should continue its policy of putting all of its eggs in the
Nigerian basket. After all, Eisenhower had begun a policy of leaning on Nigeria to
promote stability on the continent, and Kennedy took that policy further by having the
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United States supplant the United Kingdom as the de facto guarantor of Nigerian unity
through development aid. On January 6, 1965, just as the results of the contentious and
violent federal elections were revealed, John A. McCone, director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, argued that the elections papered over the ethnic tensions in Nigeria
and that the United States should rethink its reliance on and support of Nigeria. “We
think there is a tendency to take too much comfort in the apparent resolution of the recent
Nigerian crisis. At best,” the director noted, “the arrangement seems to us to be a fragile
papering over of a situation which brought the Federation to the verge of breakup.” 82
Nigeria’s potential as a bellwether in Africa, these critics claimed, blinded many
policymakers during the 1960s from the realities facing Nigerian unity. Despite these
views at the top levels of the American intelligence establishment, officials in the
Johnson White House believed that Nigeria would remain united. National Security
Council aide Robert Komer, who watched events in Nigeria closely for the Johnson
administration, argued that “some minor violence” could be in the cards following the
elections, but “odds are against Nigeria falling apart.”83
The American appraisal of the situation was similar to how the British had viewed
previous calamities in the republic. “Nigeria,” Whitehall officials had said, “will muddle
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through this crisis successfully.”84 The belief in the Johnson White House that Nigeria
that would not fall apart came to a head with the January 1966 coup. This odd sense of
ease with Nigeria—that despite its inherent instability Nigeria would remain stable—
explains the shock of the military coup that many in the American foreign policy
establishment expressed at the small hours of the morning on January 15, 1966. Wayne
Fredericks, the American deputy assistant secretary assistant for African Affairs, noted
without any sense of sarcasm or sense of history, that “if Nigeria could fall victim to
military takeover, then it could happen anywhere in Africa.” 85 To the contrary, if any
region in Africa seemed ripe for a military coup d’état it was Nigeria with its open
corruption, economic inequality, and stale political system. But the fact that the second
highest-ranking person in the African Bureau at the State Department seemed completely
oblivious to Nigeria’s internal problems reveals as much about officials at Foggy Bottom
as potential plotters in Lagos. That Fredericks could not fathom a military takeover in
Nigeria reinforces the misunderstanding—perhaps even delusion—that many in
Washington had about Nigeria and its future.
ENDING THE ENGAGEMENT
Since Nigerian independence, the United States had followed a policy of full engagement
with the republic. It had played the odds and gambled that it could help Nigeria overcome
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its ethnic troubles and preserve its unity. Violence in Nigeria, however, forced the United
States to rethink its belief that it could transform Nigeria from a “traditional” country into
a modern state. Put another way, officials in the United States government were unsure
whether they could do much to stop the growing tide of regional, ethnic, and tribal rivalry
in Nigeria and wondered if Johnson should pull back from fully backing the country.
After the January 1966 coup that deposed of trusted American ally Prime Minister
Abubakar Balewa, the Johnson administration began to talk about the limits of American
power and influence in Nigeria. The United States would watch the unfolding Nigerian
situation with interest, National Security Council Staff Member Haynes wrote, but the
trouble in Nigeria would continue “for some time to come with little [American] leverage
to influence the situation.” In response, Haynes recommended that the Johnson
administration begin the process of disengaging from Nigeria.86
The aftermath of the second coup of 1966 that brought Yakubu Gowon to power
did little to instill confidence in the Johnson administration that Nigeria might be turning
a corner toward stability and unity. After Yakubu Gowon assumed power, or as he
phrased it “had the responsibility thrust on him,” his first task was ending the violence in
the country and instilling confidence in the unity of the Nigeria. He was initially
successful in the former, but he stumbled on the latter. During Gowon’s first radio
broadcast to the nation on August 1, 1966, he said that the recent events had proven that
“the basis of trust and confidence in our unitary system of government has not been able
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to stand the test of time. . . . Suffice to say that putting all considerations to test, political,
economic as well as social, the base for unity is not there, or is so badly rocked not only
once but several times.” 87 Gowon would later clarify to Drum magazine that he had
always believed in the unity of Nigeria and that he meant to say that the “basis for unity
in a unitary state no longer existed.”88 Lt. Col. Odumegwu Ojukwu, the military governor
of Eastern Nigeria, did not wait for clarification. Ojukwu took to the radio in response to
Gowon’s gaffe and questioned the supreme commander’s authority as the sole
spokesman for all of Nigeria. The military governor called for Nigeria to “split into its
component parts” with all Nigerians returning to their home region. After splitting,
Ojukwu said, Nigerians could renew discussions on the proper type of political
association for a heterogeneous country like Nigeria.89
Ojukwu had flirted with the idea of secession following the July 1966 coup, but
he was not, as New York Times reporter Lloyd Garrison reported, “dead set” on
partitioning Nigeria. 90 American officials in Nigeria were skeptical of Garrison’s
reporting. 91 The American Consul at Enugu said that the story in the press and other
circles that “Nigeria, largely because of the radical, wild eyed Ibos, is but minutes away
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from utter disintegration” was a fabrication. 92 Indeed, by the end of August, 1966,
Ojukwu no longer talked of secession as the best resolution to the Nigerian crisis. He did,
however, want a political formula that would best safeguard the interests and lives of the
people from Eastern Nigeria.93 This included the protection of ethnic minorities in the
East, and Ojukwu began to lobby for their allegiance in preparation for possible eastern
secession. “This tragedy has befallen off the people of Eastern Nigeria,” Ojukwu said.
The attackers “have not discriminated between groups in our community. The attacks
have been directed against all of us.” 94 By the end of August, secession was not the
preferred choice of Ojukwu and the rest of Eastern Nigeria, but he was not willing to
compromise on any solution that was not favorable to Eastern Nigeria. 95 As American
Ambassador Mathews commented, the Igbo “feel they have been driven to the brink of
secession,” but they were willing to negotiate. Yet, he said, due to their “present mood
they will not stand for anything they consider as an attempt to push them around.”96
Talks at a constitutional conference on September 12, 1966, highlighted the
different positions on political association inside of Nigeria. Gowon explained at the
conference that there were essentially four options open to the republic: a federal system
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with a strong central government; a federal system with a weak central government;
confederation; or “an entirely new arrangement which will be peculiar to Nigeria and
which has not yet found its way into any political dictionary.”97 The eastern delegation
introduced a motion for a confederation of four nearly independent states. Northern
representatives pushed for a similar model that had more ties to the center, and the
western delegation tabled a resolution that called for the creation of eight states and a
strong central government. Officials for the Mid-West Region wanted twelve states with
a weak central government. The easterners at the conference vehemently opposed the
creation of new states, arguing that the action would be premature because the central
government could not provide security to smaller states or protect minorities within the
regions. Moreover, the eastern delegation argued that the creation of new states would
necessitate a strong central government, which they could not presently support. If new
states were to be created, they must be introduced when the present crisis was over and
only at the prerogative of regional governments. 98 On September 24, the conference
adjourned with no final solution for the problem of Nigerian unity, and the delegates
agreed to reopen negotiations on October 24. It was an uninspiring performance by
Gowon and his associates, and the American establishment took notice. “Even more than
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its predecessor,” the CIA noted, “Gowon’s regime has remained shaky and unsubstantial,
incapable of providing effective national government.”99
THE MASSACRES
There would be no other meeting. In late September, American Ambassador Mathews
began to hear reports of an unusual flow of Igbo leaving the North by train and heading
back to the Eastern Region. These “refugees brought stories of atrocities and hundreds of
them were seen at the station completely nude,” Mathews informed the State
Department.100 There had been sporadic violence in the North against the Igbo since the
second coup, but it had been contained and relatively minor. The savagery that ratcheted
up over independence weekend was widespread and extreme. At least 10,000 Igbo were
murdered in the North by the time it was over.101
The mass killing of easterners in the North that began on September 29, 1966,
became known as the September Massacres. The massacres were the definitive moment
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in the run up to the Nigerian Civil War, reigniting fears of ethnic domination, creating a
crisis of confidence amongst Nigerian leaders, and ushering in a new era of political and
ethnic violence that the central government was not able to control. Following the
massacres, American officials traveled across the North to gather stories to explain the
events to a worried State Department. “The violence against Ibos was obviously carefully
planned,” one eyewitness in Jos, a city in the Middle Belt region of Northern Nigeria,
recalled, “although the actual operation probably was not meticulously organized.” One
onlooker in Kano, a British expatriate who had also witnessed the violence that
accompanied Indian partition, said the mob action in Northern Nigeria was worse than
anything he had ever seen. “The terrible aspect of what happened in Kano was the
savagery that accompanied the killing,” he said. Nearly all understood that the Igbo were
the targets, and that northerners attacked them with bloodlust. In Maiduguri, a city in the
extreme northeast of Nigeria, northerners killed at least five hundred Igbo. And the
police, either because of a fear of reprisals, complicity in the attack, or pure apathy,
turned a blind eye to the massacre. The wife of a contract employee for the United States
Agency for International Development recalled “the Northerners in Maiduguri were
jubilant for several days following the violence, extremely pleased with themselves for
having gotten rid of the Ibos.”102
To be sure, there were stories of heroic Hausa who hid many Igbo during the
attack or facilitated their departure to the East in order to avoid death at the hands of
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All of the above quotes can be found in Lagos to State, 8 December 1966, POL 18
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rioting northerners.103 But most witnesses saw indifference toward the plight of the Igbo
in Northern Nigeria. Two American journalists travelling in the North following the
massacres “were struck by the total lack of remorse by some Northerners over the
slaughter of Ibos during the weekend of October 1.” The comments made by Major Abba
Kyari, the commanding officer of the Fifth Battalion in Kano, were particularly
unconscionable to the American journalists. Kyari casually noted that many northern
soldiers under his command joined in the killing spree and that he did nothing to stop
them. “The boys were a bit frisky,” Kyari explained.104 The guide at Kano who helped
American officials collect the stories of massacres against the Igbo in the North
expressed his opinion that the Igbo deserved their fate because they were trying dominate
the whole country. “Everything that has happened can be blamed on Ibos,” he said.105
The American correspondents could do little more than conclude that, “in general, the
Northerners were not sorry that Ibos had been killed and said that what happened was the
inevitable result of the events of January 15.”106
The September Massacres grew out of the fears of elite members of northern
Nigerian society that they were being displaced as a result of the changes to Nigeria’s
political structure. Within Northern Nigeria there was an ongoing political struggle
103
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between an old guard and a younger, more progressive generation who saw a brighter
future within a fully integrated Nigeria. Traditional Muslim emirs represented this old
elite, and through the massacres they hoped, one observer remarked, “to regain the
authority they have been losing since independence.” Another witness was unsure who
planned the attacks, but he was positive that “the old regime politicians and some
traditional leaders probably were responsible. They wanted to rid the North of the Ibos
and at the same time discredit the Federal Military Government, thereby restoring some
power to themselves.” 107 Regardless of motives, from the end of September through
October there was a mass killing aimed at the Igbo living in the Northern Region of
Nigeria. While the killing stopped sometime in October, mostly due to the majority of
Igbo returning to the East, the deportation of the Igbo from Northern Nigeria by northern
authorities continued well into January 1967. The few that remained, the American
consul at Kaduna reported, faced a northern police force “engaged in a sustained effort to
gather and repatriate all remaining Ibos, whether or not the Easterners wish to remain in
the North.” The consul said “that, in fact, it seems to have become de facto illegal for
Ibos, at least, to dwell in the Northern Region.”108
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The massacres in the North were important for a few reasons. First, they set the
stage for further Igbo grievances against the Federal Military Government. Ojukwu had
described the killing of the Igbo that followed the July 29 overthrow of Major-General
Ironsi as a “pogrom” that attempted to “apply the final solution” to Igbos in Nigeria. 109
The September Massacres fortified this claim, and Ojukwu went on the diplomatic
offensive to ensure that the rest of the world understood the eastern point of view. On
October 11, 1966, Ojukwu held a press conference for foreign reporters and invited them
to travel around the Eastern Region to “find out facts on the spot. You have, I believe,
already moved around Enugu and seen some of the people who have been victims to the
callous and inhuman excesses of the people of Northern Nigeria.” Ensuring that the
international press traveled freely for an “on the spot” analysis was important for Ojukwu
because he believed that the rest of the world had not yet received “a fair and sympathetic
assessment” of the Nigerian crisis. It was up to the Eastern Military government to frame
the debate over Nigeria to the world and to explain why so many easterners were dying.
“To this end,” Ojukwu said, “if the world does not want to come to us to find out the
truth, we should go out to them to present our story, our case.”110 At the conference the
Ojukwu promulgated a short booklet, entitled Nigerian Crisis ’66: The Eastern Nigeria
109
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Viewpoint, which became the first of seven tracts laying out Eastern Nigeria’s grievances
against the federal government. Crisis ’66 featured pictures of maimed Igbos on the front
and the back covers. Inside were eight speeches by prominent Igbo leaders and four
newspaper articles telling of the massacres. Altogether, the Eastern Ministry of
Information published Crisis ’66 “to tell the world our story, and call for its
understanding and sympathy”111
Second, the massacres solidified Ojukwu’s political base in the Eastern Region
and made negotiations with Gowon more important and more difficult. Immediately after
the massacre, Ojukwu called for all easterners to return to the East and ordered all noneasterners to leave. With the influx of over one million refugees coming back to the East
as a direct result of the September Massacres, the common shock of the killing united the
Eastern Region behind Ojukwu. Even before the events of September 1966, many
Americans had noted that Ojukwu did little to quell the fears of ethnic domination by the
Hausa in the Eastern Region.112 Moreover, the massacres proved to many Igbo that the
Nigerian federation as currently constructed was unworkable. As historian Margery
Perham noted after the massacre, the Igbo had every right to wonder whether they could
“find secure citizenship and opportunity outside their tribal boundaries.”113 The MilitaryGovernor did not have his sights on just the Igbo, however. While the Igbo had been the
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primary target of northern mobs, some other people of eastern origin were killed as well.
Ojukwu framed the massacres not as a pogrom against the Igbo but as a sustained effort
of extermination by the North against the southern half of Nigeria in general and Eastern
Nigeria in particular. Eastern solidarity was a common and repeated theme in Eastern
Nigeria following the September massacres.114
Finally, the September Massacres officially ended the American policy of active
engagement with Nigeria. While the United States was still on the hook for ongoing
Nigerian development projects and still looked to Nigeria as its chief ally in West Africa,
the United States government distanced itself from the Nigerian political imbroglio. The
confidence in Nigerian unity was no longer present in the Johnson White House. The
people of Eastern Nigeria were “pushed very close to the breaking point by the violence
their people have suffered at the hands of the Northern soldiers and civilians,” Nicholas
Katzenbach, the new undersecretary of state, wrote to Secretary Rusk on October 5,
1966. It was clear to Katzenbach that the massacres made “the possibility of the secession
of the east has become more likely.” 115 Ambassador Mathews, a stalwart defender of
Nigerian unity, did not think that all hope was lost and wanted the United States to retain
its role as the safeguard of Nigerian unity. Mathews proposed a carrot and stick approach
with Ojukwu, telling him that the United States would pull all development funding to
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the East unless he gave assurances that the Eastern Region would not secede.116 Rusk
refused the demarche. The secretary of state did not want the East to secede and thought
that a united Nigeria was best for Africa and for American foreign policy on the
continent. He also did not think that the United States should become involved any
further in Nigeria’s internal affairs. “I think we should very careful about nominating
ourselves as the supervisor of Nigerian federal unity,” Rusk concluded.117
CONCLUSION
Rusk, of course, understood that the United States had acted as the supervisor of Nigerian
unity for the past six years. However, the September Massacres brought about a
fundamental shift in American relations with Nigeria. The United States had planned a
positive, upward trajectory for the Nigerian state, but now, the CIA noted, Nigeria
seemed “to be moving at an accelerating rate along a downward slope with a consequent
diminution of its prospects for unity and stability.” 118 American officials often used
gambling metaphors when discussing Nigerian unity. Now, after the massacres, Nigerian
unity no longer seemed a good bet.
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It was not just the breakdown of law or uncertainty in Nigeria that scared away
the United States. After all, instability had been the story for many parts of Nigeria for six
years after independence. Instead, the September Massacres signaled a new and more
brutal brand of politics and ethnic violence in Nigeria where politicians and the Nigerian
government could no longer control certain elements of society. Americans were
especially concerned about Nigerian Supreme Commander Yakubu Gowon’s ability to
restrain the army. They agreed with Ojukwu when he said that it would be years before
northern and eastern soldiers could fight together, even in the face of a foreign enemy. 119
Hostility and disorganization of the army, American Ambassador Mathews warned,
would make a war between Eastern Nigeria and the rest of the federation “likely lead to
the chaos of genocide and pillage.”120 The threat of violence in Nigeria kept the United
States from getting further involved in Nigeria. To be sure, Johnson wanted Nigeria to
remain united. But in order not to get involved in an ethnic contest in Nigeria, the
Johnson administration disengaged from the country and took a wait and see approach
toward the Nigerian crisis.
If the hope among U.S. officials in 1960 was that Nigeria would become a model
country that other African states could emulate, then the hope after the massacres was
much more modest: that Nigeria would simply stay together. American policymakers
asked many questions about Nigeria, but in the end the questions were irrelevant because
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they already seemed to have the answer. Through development and modernization, U.S.
officials believed, Nigeria would go through a dramatic restructuring that would
transform the country from top to bottom. The one question the Americans never seemed
to ask was what if that plan did not work. Following the September Massacres and the
American disengagement from Nigeria, they were about to find out the answer.
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Chapter 3
Things Fall Apart
“The Northern murderers are certainly making it as difficult as possible for the East to
refrain from secession,” Sir Francis Cumming-Bruce, UK high commissioner to Nigeria,
wrote to the Foreign Office following the September Massacres. The killing of thousands
of Igbo in the North was the defining moment in the lead-up to the Nigerian Civil War,
making discussion and compromise between Nigerian Supreme Commander Yakubu
Gowon and Eastern Military Governor Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu more urgent
and more difficult. The high commissioner’s doubts were not about Ojukwu, however,
but with Gowon. “I am afraid that my main impression of him is that he simply is not up
to his responsibilities,” he concluded. Cumming-Bruce was especially concerned about
the supreme commander’s inability to control the military that had in many places led the
massacres against easterners in the North. Cumming-Bruce declared Gowon “virtually
impotent to take the required steps” to fix Nigeria’s military problems. While this latest
crisis passed without Nigeria falling apart, he warned that, “the difficulties remain
unsolved.”1
From Cumming-Bruce’s vantage point, the problem within the Nigerian Military
Government began with a lack of leadership at the top and trickled down to create a
complete inability of the Nigerian government to understand or to sympathize with the
plight of the people from the Eastern Region. Easterners did not want secession, he
repeatedly told Gowon, but they would break away from the Nigerian federation if they
felt that the Federal Military Government was pushing them out. Moreover, the East
1
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would be a more formidable foe than many within Gowon’s close circle believed. The
threat of secession was real but it could be tempered through negotiations. But as long as
“Gowon and others around him continue to keep their heads deep in the sand and shut
their eyes to any unpalatable realities,” the crisis might indeed result in Nigeria’s
partition. The “first and most difficult problem,” Cumming-Bruce said, “is how to wake
the Military Government up.”2
It was up to the Great Britain to stir the Nigerian government from its slumber.
Cumming-Bruce’s activism following the September Massacres demonstrated a renewed
British commitment to Nigerian internal affairs in the wake of the American
disengagement from the Nigerian crisis. British foreign policy went through three phases
from October 1966 through the early summer of 1968. First, British officials worked
steadfastly to ensure Nigerian unity through backchannel diplomacy. When secret
negotiations failed, the beginning of the civil war following Biafran secession on May 30,
1967, brought about the second phase when British officials in Whitehall openly
questioned whether supporting a united Nigeria was in its economic and political
interests. The third phase, which lasted to the end of the Nigerian Civil War, was a period
of Britain’s unwavering commitment to Nigerian unity.
Through the summer of 1968, Great Britain was able to contain the conflict within
Nigeria’s borders, which was exactly what the Nigerian government and British Prime
Minister Harold Wilson wanted. Indeed, one African-American journalist had described
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the Nigerian Civil War in mid-1967 as “the war between blacks that no one cares about.”3
Once the images of malnourished children became front-page news in the summer of
1968, however, the war was unavoidable throughout the Western world. When the
Nigerian Civil War shifted from a local civil war contained in Nigeria to a global
humanitarian crisis, all bets were off.
WORKING THE BACKCHANNEL
Malcolm MacDonald was the son Ramsay MacDonald, the Labour Party’s first Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom. Like his father, the younger MacDonald found a career
in politics and was first elected to Parliament for Bassetlaw under the Labour banner in
1929. His political career took a sharp turn in 1931 when he followed his father into the
National Labour Organization. The Labour Party expelled both MacDonalds that year,
but Malcolm showed himself adept at foreign affairs. Before and after his retirement from
politics in 1945, Conservatives and Labourites turned to MacDonald to handle delicate
issues within the British Empire. He drafted the 1939 MacDonald White Paper that
sought to create an independent Palestine co-run by Jews and Palestinians, and he was
sent to Ireland in 1940 to negotiate the end of the partition of Ireland in exchange for
Eamon de Valera’s agreement to enter the Second World War on the Allied side. Both of
these initiatives were failures, but political parties in Britain continued to look to
MacDonald for help in foreign affairs. 4 When Ian Smith unilaterally declared the
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independence of Rhodesia on November 11, 1965, Prime Minister Harold Wilson turned
to MacDonald to secretly shuttle between London, Salisbury, and other African capitals
to find a solution. It was because of MacDonald’s previous work and cool temperament
under pressure that Whitehall asked MacDonald to negotiate a political arrangement
between Gowon and Ojukwu that could preserve Nigerian unity. Most important, he
could do all of this quietly. “MacDonald can go quickly and without fanfare,” British
officials told David K. E. Bruce, American ambassador to London.5
MacDonald was first scheduled to come to Nigeria following the September
Massacres, but his arrival in Lagos was cancelled. Cumming-Bruce described
MacDonald’s failure to appear as an “opportunity lost,” which reflected his sense of
urgency that Nigeria would completely fall apart if the two sides did not come together
for talks. 6 As the high commissioner explained to Gowon, “the pogrom changed the
relationship between regions and made it impossible for Eastern Nigerians to associate
with Northerners on the same basis as in the past in federal institutions.” A political
compromise needed to happen soon. The Nigerian federation would not survive unless
Gowon was “prepared to go a considerable distance to meet the views of Colonel
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Ojukwu.”7 As a third party mediator who was acceptable to both Gowon and Ojukwu,
MacDonald could serve as a broker to bring both sides together and help restore
confidence in Nigerian unity.
Using talks about Rhodesia as cover, MacDonald arrived in Nigeria in midDecember 1966 and immediately approached Ojukwu about meeting Gowon.
MacDonald’s appraisal of the eastern military governor was similar to CummingBruce’s. MacDonald believed Ojukwu to be sincere about not wanting secession, but the
British diplomat sensed “a wide gap between Ojukwu and Gowon which seemed to have
more than a touch of personal feeling.”8 Going back and forth between Lagos and Enugu,
MacDonald persuaded Gowon and Ojukwu to agree in principle to discuss their
grievances. However, MacDonald’s backchannel maneuvering revealed divergent
conceptions on the purpose of the talks. Gowon told MacDonald that a hypothetical
meeting, which he wanted to have in Nigeria, should deal only with “urgent financial and
administrative matters” and that this meeting should not dwell on substantive issues.
Gowon hoped that he and Ojukwu would improve confidence in one another and set the
stage for later, more fruitful meetings. 9 Ojukwu, on the other hand, insisted on two
things. First, the talks could not take place inside of Nigeria because he feared that he
would be assassinated.10 Second, the meeting had to have substance and “those attending
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must have serious discussion to make progress in the job that needs doing.” While
Ojukwu also saw the need for more talks on Nigeria’s future political association, he
argued that it was urgent that his fellow military governors agreed to the temporary
separation of the regions and enter into a more elastic confederation. As he explained to
MacDonald, “the events of 1966 make anything but a loose association or federation
impracticable, the only alternative being a break-up of Nigeria.”11
THE SPIRIT OF ABURI
MacDonald’s backchannel diplomacy paid off. On January 4, 1967, Gowon, Ojukwu, and
other Nigerian military leaders met at Aburi, Ghana, to try and work out their differences.
Just an hour north of Accra, Aburi offered a cooler and hopefully more relaxing climate
for negotiations than chaotic Lagos. Lieutenant-General Joseph Ankrah, who had recently
overthrown Kwame Nkrumah to take over the reins of Ghana’s government, told the
Nigerian leaders “the whole world is looking up to you as military men,” and if they
could not come to a settlement, then “the blame will rest with us through the centuries.”12
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It is a convenient literary device to portray the Aburi meeting as a showdown between
Gowon and Ojukwu, but in actuality Gowon was mostly passive during the conference.13
Indeed, Northern Governor Lt. Col. Hassan Katsina and Ojukwu shared the sharpest
exchanges.
“Easterners believe that the North is arming whilst we are just sitting our fat asses
doing nothing,” Ojukwu said to the northern military governor.
“And the Northerners believe the East has armed itself to the teeth and they want
to pass out now,” Katsina replied.
Notwithstanding these occasional flare-ups, the Aburi meeting was on the whole
cordial, and it is not difficult to see why. Despite their differences, the military leaders
had all grown up together within the structure of the Nigerian army and had served
together as part of the UN peacekeeping force in the Congo. They called each other by
their first names, seemed wholly comfortable with a frank discussion of the issues facing
Nigeria, and, occasionally, allowed a wisecrack to cut through moments of tension. 14
Perhaps most important, the military leaders understood the historical importance of the
Aburi meeting. Aburi was the last chance to write a prescription for the “crisis in
confidence” plaguing Nigeria, and Nigerian military leaders were willing “to do
everything possible to generate that confidence” in a united Nigeria.
Government Printer, 1967), located at the London School of Economics Library, London,
England.
13
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Nigeria was attacked from outer space. “Our friends the Ghanaians will save us,” Ojukwu
replied. Ghanaian leader Lieutenant-General Joseph Ankrah responded in the face of such
an extraterrestrial threat, “We will be too glad to send you the whole of the Ghana Armed
forces.”
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In order to restore that confidence, Ojukwu proposed three broad reforms for
Nigerian political association: the regionalization of the army, the restoration of regional
autonomy, and the creation of a Supreme Military Council that would control Nigerian
domestic and foreign policy. Northern and eastern troops could not serve together in the
same barracks, Ojukwu maintained. By returning troops to their home region and having
them serve under the command of the military governors, Ojukwu argued that tension
within the military ranks would be relieved. On the second point, Ojukwu claimed
regional autonomy was necessary due to the lack of confidence by easterners in the
central government’s ability to protect them. Ojukwu admitted that this fear was partly a
“psychological thing,” but “no matter how illogical that fear might appear to some people
the fear still does exist.” Until confidence can be restored in one Nigeria, “it is better that
we move slightly apart and survive, it is much worse that we move closer and perish in
the collision.”15 Ojukwu saw a role for the central government and a Supreme Military
Council, but he said they must be weakened and the majority of power placed in the
hands of the regional governments. The Supreme Military Council would be comprised
of the four military governors and overseen by a titular commander-in-chief—Ojukwu
proposed that Gowon could have this title and position since it had no real power.
Decisions made by the Supreme Military Council would require unanimous consent by
the military governors, which Ojukwu said was necessary for unity. Ojukwu proposed a
confederation as a framework for preserving Nigerian unity in a manner that would
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protect the lives of easterners and bolster the power of the regional government at the
expense of the center.16 The leaders at Aburi agreed to all of these positions.
Consensus, not division, reigned at Aburi, and one of the most striking aspects of
the meeting was that the Nigerian military leaders were of the same mind when it came to
the further regionalization of the country. The widespread agreement amongst Nigeria’s
military elite illustrated the fact that Ojukwu was not the only one dissatisfied with the
political status quo and that a looser form of political association could restore confidence
in Nigeria as a political unit. While there can be little doubt that Ojukwu set the agenda at
Aburi, it is unlikely that, as Ojukwu himself claimed, his fellow military governors did
not fully grasp the consequences of the decisions made at Aburi. 17 They all wanted a
further regionalization of the country with the understanding that in the future Nigeria
might come back together as a strong federation.
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The harmony among the military governors put Gowon in a precarious situation.
Ojukwu consistently called into question Gowon’s command over the army, justification
for being the leader of Nigeria, and control over the central government. Looking directly
at the supreme commander, Ojukwu asserted that Gowon was the head of the government
only “by virtue of the fact that you head or that you are acceptable to people who had
mutinied against their Commander, kidnapped him and taken him away.” When Ojukwu
announced at Aburi that he saw no central government in Nigeria, no one at the meeting
rose to Gowon’s defense; when Gowon said that the army should not be regionalized for
fear of becoming the private armies of the regional governors, no one supported the
supreme commander. Some historians claim that Gowon did not realize what he agreed to
at Aburi, or that he had come to Aburi unprepared. Those historians believe that explains
why he was so willing to go along with the proposals at Aburi. 18 More likely, Gowon
realized he was at a political disadvantage at the conference and did not want to risk
going against his governors. Besides, he saw the Aburi meeting as the basis for future
talks, not as a place where concrete policy decisions were being made. The Aburi
decisions, Gowon believed, were non-binding and did not represent a complete reversal
of the centralization policies that he had been advocating since November 30, 1966.19
Still, the writing was still on the wall at Aburi as the leaders were creating a Nigeria that
would look drastically different than it did before they met in Ghana. Gowon left the
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meeting with high hopes for Nigeria’s future. “Nigeria will definitely remain united,” he
confidently told reporters just before leaving Accra.20
“This looks like another good job of work by Malcolm,” Prime Minister Wilson
wrote with his trademark green-felt pen on the top of a dispatch from Cumming-Bruce.21
The Nigerian press, too, praised the Aburi meeting and held out hope that the feud
between the East and the rest of Nigeria would be put to bed. “Viewed against the
background of men who were virtually not on speaking terms for six months,” a Daily
Times reporter wrote, “[Aburi] was a victory for Nigerians’ proverbial maturity.” 22
Indeed, Nigerians began talking of a new spirit—The Spirit of Aburi—that would
provide light and offer clarity and resolution to any disagreements that might befall
Nigeria. While this radiant spirit enthused many Nigerians with hopes of a scintillating
future, they were still left completely in the dark about what had actually been decided at
Aburi.23 Nigerian political leaders did not help the matter. On January 6, 1967, Ojukwu,
reacting to domestic pressure in Eastern Nigeria to explain what happened at Aburi, said
that he and his colleagues had decided that Nigeria would return to the status quo of
January 14, 1966. Furthermore, Ojukwu maintained they had agreed that the “regions
should move slightly further apart than before.”24 Ojukwu said that the military leaders
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were united behind the East’s conception of a confederal framework for Nigeria: “The
East believes in confederation. I believe that is the only answer.”25
Two weeks later, the Spirit of Aburi was put to the test when Gowon offered his
own interpretation of the Aburi agreement that differed Ojukwu’s account. Gowon agreed
that he would repeal any decree that “tended toward over-centralisation,” but he
emphatically claimed that the military leaders did not consent to confederation.26 In fact,
he said, “I am concerned that people continue to talk of confederation as a solution to the
nation’s problems.” 27 The confusion over Aburi led Nigerian editorialist Sad Sam to
declare that the Spirit of Aburi was in need of a political exegesis. “Even the participants
at the conference give as many interpretations of the Spirit as have so far spoken out,” he
wrote. The Spirit of Aburi, “like the Holy Spirit, passeth all understanding. ‘The Spirit of
Aburi’ means all things to all men.”28
ON ABURI WE STAND
The uncertainty over the Aburi conference—what did the military leaders actually say?
What did they actually decide? Was Gowon’s or Ojukwu’s interpretation right?—hung
like a dark cloud over Nigeria for the next few months. Part of the uncertainty was that
the Aburi decisions were indeed vague, would in fact undermine the entire structure of
Nigeria’s government, and would as a matter of principle lead to more political deadlock
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if put into practice. Cumming-Bruce described Aburi as “woolly on many important
points” and lent itself “to infinite arguments over interpretation.” 29 If every decision
required the consent of all four military governors, then what was to keep one recalcitrant
governor from holding up every decision?30 If the Aburi agreements were implemented in
full, then the military governors would remain in power for the rest of their lives and, in
effect, control a regional fiefdom with a military loyal only to them. While the plan was
for Nigeria to come back together at some point in the future, the leaders at Aburi
provided no roadmap for how the regions would reunite and federate following this
policy of regionalization. Gowon, under pressure from hawks in the Federal Military
Government, backpedaled from implementing the decisions made at Aburi.31
Rather than bringing a new period of harmony between Gowon and Ojukwu, the
aftermath of Aburi drove Gowon and Ojukwu further apart. The Spirit of Aburi, it
seemed, had vanished. As a result, both Gowon and Ojukwu appealed to Cumming-Bruce
for MacDonald’s return to Nigeria, viewing him as the only mediator in whom they both
had confidence.32 The British were wary of sending MacDonald back for another round
of negotiations. While MacDonald was able to work in complete secrecy during his first
trip, Whitehall officials were not confident that he could accomplish that feat again. The
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British also wanted to have an African, perhaps General Ankrah, take the lead in starting
negotiations so that they were not accused of meddling in Nigeria’s internal affairs.33
As Britain mulled its options, Ojukwu announced that the East could no longer
wait while the Nigerian Military Government decided whether to enact the Aburi
program. In a provocative speech on February 25, 1967, Ojukwu proclaimed “the
survival of this country, its normalcy and peace, hinge on the implementation of the
Aburi agreement.” He then gave an ultimatum: if the Federal Military Government did
not execute the Aburi agreement by March 31, 1967, he would unilaterally put them into
effect in the East. This would be tantamount to eastern secession. “It is not the intention
of the East to play the aggressor,” Ojukwu said. “Nonetheless it is not our intention to be
slaughtered in our beds. . . . On Aburi we stand. There will be no compromise.”34
Yet it was compromise that Gowon offered. On March 17, 1967, after a meeting
of the Supreme Military Council—Ojukwu refused to take part because the Aburi
agreements had not been implemented—the Federal Military Government issued Decree
No. 8 of 1967. The decree implemented the majority of the decisions made at Aburi
related to Nigeria’s decentralization. One crucial exception was that the Supreme Military
Council would pass laws for the country without the consent of all four regional
governors. “It was never the intention that any Military Governor should have the power
to veto decisions taken by the Supreme Military Council,” Gowon said, despite the fact
that was exactly what was agreed to at Aburi. In the end, Decree No. 8, while giving
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many consolations to the regions, solidified real power at the center and maintained
Nigeria as a federation.35
Ojukwu’s March 31, 1967, deadline for the implementation of the Aburi Accords
passed with no action, and on April 1 he ordered that all revenues procured from the East
should be placed in the Eastern Regional Government’s coffers. The Eastern Region
would be in full control of all of the infrastructure, transportation, and communications in
the region. Most important, it also meant that oil companies would have to pay royalties
directly to the regional government if they wanted to continue doing business in the East.
Undeterred by this act, which Northern Governor Katsina described as an act of de facto
secession, the Supreme Military Council met in late April to discuss a program for
returning Nigeria to civilian rule. The cornerstone of this plan was the creation of new
states that would break-up northern hegemony and better reflect Nigeria’s ethnic makeup. The Eastern Region had previously rejected a similar plan on the basis that the
creation of new states would not solve the underlying fear of ethnic domination and the
lack of confidence in a centralized government. 36 In addition, the Supreme Military
Council enacted a blockade against the recalcitrant Eastern Region. Ojukwu had
previously stated that a blockade of eastern ports would be tantamount to being “pushed
into” secession by the Nigerian government. “The East will secede if attacked—a
physical attack or an economic blockade,” Ojukwu said. “We all know that when you
“Gowon’s Private Address to Heads of African Diplomatic Missions in Lagos, 1 March
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pick up a pistol and shoot somebody it is called murder—and equally so when you
strangle him.”37
By the end of April 1967, the Federal Military Government had implemented a
full economic blockade on the Eastern Region, with the only exception being oil tankers
were allowed free passage to and from Port Harcourt. Cyprian Ekwensi, the director of
the Eastern Ministry of Information, declared that the Nigerian Military Government
could not defeat the Eastern Region on the battlefield. Instead, he said, the Federal
Military Government was attempting to “strangle the East.” 38 Gowon, for his part,
prepared for eastern secession. “I am duty bound to protect the nation against any acts of
rebellion,” he said, “and any threats to our continued existence as a nation. We are
approaching a Katanga situation.”39
Gowon’s allusion to Katanga and Moise Tshombe’s attempted secession from the
Congo had a specific meaning to Africans and Western foreign policymakers alike.40 For
Africans, it implied the threat of balkanization and Western meddling. For the Western
world, it meant political chaos. Yoruba leader Obafemi Awolowo complicated matters by
Lloyd Garrison, “Lagos is Warned by East Nigeria: Region Says it will Secede if
Attacked or Blockaded,” 14 March 1967, New York Times, 11; For the whole press
conference, see, “Ojukwu’s Press Conference , 13 March 1967, in Kirk-Greene, ed.,
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promising that the Western Region would secede if the East withdrew from the
federation.41 To lessen the tension and regain the initiative, Gowon offered Ojukwu a
carrot and a stick. He tightened the economic blockade on Eastern Nigeria and at the
same time asked Ojukwu to join him in a last ditch conference for détente. Ojukwu said
that the East would be willing to meet, but only if Gowon removed northern troops from
Lagos and agreed to discontinue “the economic strangulation of the East.” 42 On May 20,
Gowon agreed to these terms and eased the blockade. Yet at the last moment the eastern
delegation balked, citing a lack of faith in Gowon’s ability to deliver on his promises.
Eastern secession seemed closer than ever.
Part of the explanation for Ojukwu’s decision not to try one last talk with Gowon
in May 1967 was that many easterners did not trust Gowon. The supreme commander
had previously dragged his feet on implementing the Aburi Accords, and when he did
finally commit to applying them he did so half-heartedly. Distrust was not the only
reason Ojukwu’s failure to negotiate. More to the point, many easterners had looked to
secession as the only way to protect their security because of

Gowon’s refusal to

implement all of the Aburi Accords. Simply put, many easterners wanted secession. On
May 9, 1967, the Nigerian Outlook, a daily newspaper based in Enugu, published a
cartoon of the bearded Ojukwu as a lion guarding the East and preparing to pounce on a
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triumvirate of vultures—Gowon, Katsina, and a Muslim emir.43 A little over a fortnight
later the Nigerian Spokesman, a paper published at Onitsha, declared the “Republic of
Nigeria ‘Buried’ in Onitsha.” The paper reported that thousands of easterners took to the
streets with placards reading, “Gowon is a failure”; “It’s Nigeria’s funeral today”; and
“Nigeria is Dead—Biafra Go Ahead.”44
The name Biafra was taken from the Bight of Biafra, the bend on the West
African coast that bordered Eastern Nigeria.45 Easterners began to talk about Biafra as a
progressive oasis that would stand in stark contrast to the reactionary Nigeria run by
conservative northern Muslims.46 This sanctuary was not to be a refuge for easterners
only, and many in the East still held out hope that an alliance would materialize between
the southern regions against the North. Ojukwu made this clear at an important speech
given to a group of intellectuals and traditional eastern rulers on May 28, 1967. Ojukwu
explained that the Nigerian crisis was “a struggle against all forms of injustice, and for
the natural rights of every citizen to have and enjoy life and property in an atmosphere
and under environments free from fear and molestation.” Nevertheless, Ojukwu said that
the easterners were prepared to move without the help of other regions. The events of the
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past year and a half in Nigeria have made it so that “our people are now demanding
sovereignty,” Ojukwu proclaimed. Going further, he said that Eastern Nigeria could back
up that claim to sovereignty. There was “no power in this country, or Black Africa,” that
could “subdue us by force.”47 That same night the assembly announced that Ojukwu, by
rights, had the authority “to declare at the earliest practicable date Eastern Nigeria a free,
sovereign and independent state by the name and title of the Republic of Biafra.”48
The Eastern Assembly’s decision was no doubt motivated by Gowon’s May 27,
1967, decision to divide the nation into twelve states. Minority groups had been
clamoring for more states since colonial rule, but Gowon’s action was precipitated by
eastern threats of secession. While the Northern Region was the hardest hit by the carving
up of Nigeria—there were six states now where there previously had been one—the
creation of three new states out of the Eastern Region created trouble for Ojukwu. First,
the majority of Igbo would be located in the East-Central State, which land-locked the
Igbo and cut off Ojukwu from the oil fields along the coast. Second, the twelve-state
structure offered minorities more representation in Nigeria than in Biafra. If Ojukwu
could not get the other two states to join with an independent Eastern Region, then he
would not be able to easily obtain military supplies for an army and food to feed his
people. In short, the creation of new states was a masterstroke by Gowon that put the ball
in Ojukwu’s court. Gowon had isolated the most aggrieved party of the September
Massacres, the Igbo, by taking the legs out of any new state emerging out of the entire
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Eastern Region. From here, it did not take long for Ojukwu to announce Eastern
secession. On May 30, 1967, having already gained the support of the Eastern Region’s
traditional leaders and intellectuals, Ojukwu announced eastern secession from the
Nigerian federation. With a red, black, and green horizontally striped banner with half of
a yellow sun emerging from the center, the Republic of Biafra was born.
So began the Nigerian Civil War.
THE NIGERIAN CIVIL WAR
The Federal Military Government took immediate diplomatic action to forestall any
recognition of “Biafra” by foreign governments and to warn against outside involvement
in the war.49 Gowon sent messages to all governments stating that any interference with
Nigeria’s internal affairs would be met with harsh repercussions. Gowon demanded that
outside powers “refrain from doing anything that will impair the corporate existence,
sovereignty, and integrity of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.” He then threatened that
“any attempt at recognition of the so-called Republic of Biafra as a sovereign state will
amount to interference in the internal affairs of my country and will be regarded as an
unfriendly act.”50
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Gowon’s warning was not surprising. Having been under colonial rule for
decades, Nigeria, like all former colonies, had fought for the creation of a sovereign,
inviolable state. Upon achieving independence, newly decolonized nations sought
equality with their former colonizers as nation-states through international organizations,
such as the United Nations, that upheld state sovereignty and the borders of states as they
had been under colonial rule. At the 1955 Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung, Indonesia,
developing nations had made state sovereignty one of the most pressing issues, adopting
a ten-point “Declaration on Promotion of World Peace and Cooperation.” Out of these
ten points, three dealt specifically with “respect of the sovereignty and territorial integrity
of all nations” and three others mentioned the UN specifically in regards to territorial
integrity. 51 The Charter of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), an institution
formed at the behest of Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie in May 1963 to bring together
the ideologically opposed Monrovia and Casablanca camps, explicitly said that OAU
members must “respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of each state and its
inalienable right to independent existence.”52 With international law on his side, Gowon
called for other countries to stay out of Nigeria’s internal affairs and allow him to “crush”
this “act of rebellion.”53
Gowon was in a bind. On the one hand, he wanted outside powers to stay out of
the war. On the other, Gowon knew that Nigeria was reliant on arms sales from Great
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Britain. Grudgingly, he turned to the United States and the United Kingdom for weapons.
From the beginning of the Nigerian crisis in 1966, these two allies had maintained a
united front toward the situation. O.G. Forster, Harold Wilson’s Private Secretary, wrote
to British Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart in November 1966 that the prime minster
was “satisfied that there is no divergence whatsoever between U.S. policy toward Nigeria
and our own.” 54 In early 1967, Robert J. Barnard, American consul at Enugu, went
further by telling a high-ranking Igbo in Eastern Nigeria that “in few other countries are
US and UK interests and commitments so parallel or even identical as in Nigeria.”55 Even
as the Nigerian crisis unfolded and the United States stepped back from Nigerian affairs,
American and British officials met daily to evaluate the Nigerian situation and offer
parallel guidance to their home countries.56 The United States and Great Britain shared
the goal of maintaining a united Nigeria, but inside the White House there was no
discussion of the Johnson administration taking any unilateral moves toward the Nigerian
Civil War. 57 Indeed, shortly after the war began Secretary of State Dean Rusk told
American Senator J. William Fulbright that the United States “has not intervened in
Nigeria because Nigeria is considered to be the primary responsibility of Great Britain.”58
A quick end to the conflict best served British and American interests, but neither
country had a favorable view on Nigeria’s ability to win the war. Before Biafran
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secession, the Igbo had dominated the upper echelons of the Nigerian military command,
and that trend had intensified during Major-General Johnson Aguiyi-Ironsi’s 200 days in
office.59 The Federal Military Government did have an advantage in numbers, but even
then the difference between the Nigerian and Biafran armies was not as striking as one
might think. Despite leading a nation of over thirty-five million people, Gowon
commanded an army of roughly 9,000 troops at the beginning of the war. In comparison,
Ojukwu had 7,000 men in his Biafran military, and eastern soldiers tended to have had
better training and were fighting from a defensive position. 60 Just days after Biafran
secession the Foreign and Commonwealth Office reported that the federal army was
“incapable of carrying through a successful invasion of the East.” 61 Officials in the
American government were no more optimistic about Nigeria’s chances of a military
victory. The United States Agency for International Development, the organization that
had to plan how development projects would continue during the war, was working under
the assumption that “the Eastern Region’s secession will be sustained and recognized and
Biafra will proceed in the future as a fully independent sovereign state.”62
The United Kingdom and the United States shared policy goals toward the
Nigerian Civil War, and they also shared a pessimistic appraisal of Nigeria’s chances of
succeeding against Biafra. However, each country’s response to the Nigerian arms
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request revealed deep differences over the Nigerian Civil War. Gowon sent identical
wires to President Johnson and Prime Minister Wilson that asked them to sell the
Nigerian military 12 jet aircraft, 6 patrol boats, and 24 anti-aircraft guns.63 Alongside the
request, Gowon warned that if the Federal Military Government could not obtain
weapons from Washington or London, then it would have to acquire them from other
sources, which American policymakers understood to be “an obvious reference to the
Soviets and/or Eastern Europeans.” 64 The specter of communist influence in Nigeria
through arms sales, however, was not enough to pull the United States into the conflict.
“We should stay out of this,” one American official wrote, and “urge the UK to provide
assistance and not try to restrict FMG acquisition of arms elsewhere.”65
Edward Hamilton, a senior staff member of the National Security Council,
determined “that the prospect of Communists arms sales to the FMG [Nigeria] . . . is not
so forbidding as to make it worth our feeding the flames by selling arms to the FMG.” 66
Moreover, Nigerians repeatedly told the Americans that the purchase of arms was simply
a transaction and did not represent an ideological shift by the Federal Military
Government.67 Hamilton would later explain that the combination of agitation over the
Vietnam War, mixed with the controversy over sending troops to the Congo in order to
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root out the white mercenaries in 1967, made any sort of intervention—even the selling
of arms for cash—in Africa generally, the developing world more broadly, and Nigerian
Civil War particularly, impossible for the United States because of domestic backlash.68
Still, Nigerians were confused about the American refusal and wondered why the United
States had made “its objective to preserve the territorial integrity of Congo” while not
doing the same for Nigeria. “The Americans apparently have one rule for Congo and
another for Nigeria,” said Allison Akene Ayida, Nigeria’s Minister for Economic
Development.69
The Nigerian request for arms from Great Britain was accompanied by the news
that the Federal Military Government was extending its economic blockade of Biafra to
British oil tankers.70 The extension of the oil blockade came at an inopportune time for
Harold Wilson’s government. Before the war began, Whitehall officials had envisaged a
much broader role for Nigerian oil in the British economy. London policymakers pointed
to the obvious facts that Nigerian oil was located outside of the turbulent Middle East and
inside the sterling areas as reasons for the increased importation of Nigerian petroleum.71
While the Nigerian government had promised that the blockade it had instituted over
68
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Eastern Nigeria since April 1967 would not expand to British oil tankers—West Africa
described the blockade as “Nigeria’s Economic Warfare”—Britain had still been
concerned about the affect it would have on a British economy struggling with a balance
of payment problem precipitated by a major loss of its sterling reserves in May 1967.72 In
addition to the sterling issue, the Six Day War, which began one week after Biafran
secession, the concomitant oil embargo by Arab nations, and the closure of the Suez
Canal placed further strains on the oil supply in Britain. The problem for the UK
domestic economy was easy to see. “The British government is faced with the possibility
of having to ration petrol and oil in peacetime,” one official wrote, “a possibility which is
made more likely because of the stoppage of Nigerian oil. This could be a difficult
political situation.”73
The numbers explain the precarious situation the Nigerian oil blockade placed on
the British economy and, by extension, Wilson’s government. Before the war, Shell/B.P.
dominated the Nigerian oil trade, accounting for 83.4 percent of the total Nigerian oil
production. 74 In May 1967, just before secession, Shell/B.P. extracted on average
486,000 barrels of oil a day. For perspective, the entire Nigerian oil industry produced an
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average of 578,000 barrels per day in June. 75 In July, that number dropped nearly 75
percent to 148,000 barrels per day; production plummeted another 75 percent to 52,000
barrels a day in August. As American Ambassador to Nigeria Elbert Mathews noted in
December 1967, “the timing of the Nigerian Civil War was doubly unfortunate from the
point of view of the oil industry. Crude oil production certainly would have topped
600,000 barrels a day in June 1967, just as the onset of the Middle East crisis and closure
of the Suez Canal.” 76 With over £250 million in oil investments in Nigeria, Harold
Wilson’s government sought to protect its economic interests in the country and relieve
the pressure on his administration by Britons at home over oil.77 As David Hunt wrote to
the Commonwealth Office, the oil situation at home “has had serious effects both on
relations between Britain and Nigeria and even, thanks to the Middle East war, on the
British motorist contemplating a summer holiday.”78
British domestic politics did not concern Gowon, and he explained that his
government imposed a blockade on British oil tankers in order “to protect the sovereignty
of the Federal Military Government.”79 Historians have explained the British decision to
sell arms for a variety of reasons, but the most important justifications were to preserve
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Nigerian unity, to protect a fellow member of the Commonwealth in its hour of need, and
to prevent the further balkanization of Africa. To be sure, these objectives were present in
the early months of the war, and they gained a much larger significance as the Nigerian
Civil War dragged on. But it would be a mistake to see these reasons, which are all
arguments for the upholding of Nigerian sovereignty, as the primary objective of British
foreign policy at the outset of the conflict. Rather, Harold Wilson’s primary objective at
this point early in the war was not the preservation of Nigerian sovereignty and unity but
the continued export of Nigerian oil to Britain’s domestic market.
Wilson was not eager to become further involved in the Nigerian crisis through
selling arms. Indeed, Britain was wary of selling arms to Nigeria for political and
economic reasons. “Would it really help Gowon if it became clear that he had only
vanquished the East through British help?” one report asked.80 When discussing the sale
of patrol boats, which would be used by Nigerian forces to further implement its
Anaconda Plan on the East, one British official noted that Wilson could sell them, but
“we should be very reluctant to do this because it might be used to enforce a blockade
against British shipping and even Shell/B.P. tankers.” 81 With freeing up the oil from
Eastern Nigeria in mind, Harold Wilson instructed Minister of State for Commonwealth
Affairs George Thomas, who was scheduled to discuss the request for arms with Gowon
in early July, to see if the Nigerian government might lift the embargo in exchange for
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PREM 13/1662, UKNA.
81
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weapons. “If Gowon is helpful on oil,” Wilson instructed Thomas, then “offer a sale of
anti-aircraft guns.”82
If weapons were the bargaining chip, then Harold Wilson’s government was
playing out of position with a bad hand. First, Nigeria was paying with cash and was not
looking for a loan to buy military equipment. The Federal Military Government was not,
in other words, looking for favors but for business partners. Second, Eastern European
arms manufacturers were willing to sell all types of weapons and machinery to the
Nigerian government without conditions. Realizing his precarious situation—Britain
needed Nigerian oil but Nigeria could procure arms from other sources with no strings
attached—Wilson agreed not only to sell anti-aircraft guns to Nigeria but also to allow
“normal arms orders” to go through without having the Federal Military Government end
the blockade over Eastern ports. 83 By opening up the British arms market to Nigeria,
Wilson hoped that the Federal Military Government would become more sympathetic to
the relationship between the oil blockade and the difficult economic situation Nigeria’s
oil blockade placed on its former colonial master. In a meeting with Anthony Enahoro,
the Nigerian minister for Information and Labour, the prime minister made the case for
ending the blockade of Eastern ports for British oil tankers in dramatic fashion. After
saying that he and his government wanted to preserve Nigerian unity, Wilson remarked
“it was very difficult for us to supply equipment that was specifically intended to
strengthen the oil blockade at a time when we badly needed Nigerian oil.”
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Enahoro, who had been a staunch agitator for Nigerian independence under
British colonial rule, rose to Wilson’s challenge. “The best way to get the oil flowing
again was for Britain to help end the rebellion. Surely the Prime Minister could make the
clear to the House of Commons,” Enahoro responded.
The conversation took a brief detour but soon returned to petroleum.
“Our concern was to obtain oil,” Wilson said matter of fact.
“The quickest way of doing this was to bring down Colonel Ojukwu,” Enahoro
repeated.84
THE FIGHTING BEGINS
The message was clear: the sooner Ojukwu was gone the sooner the oil blockade would
end. The fight to take down Biafra began on July 6, 1967, when Nigerian forces invaded
Biafra’s northern border. Gowon promised that the battle for Nigerian unity would not
last long. The Nigerian leader went so far as to describe the conflict as “a surgical police
action and not civil war.”85 On July 15, federal forces captured Nsukka, which was home
to the University of Nsukka, a hotbed of Igbo radicalism before the war. At the southern
front, Nigerian forces captured Bonny Island off the coast of Biafra on July 25. By
seizing Bonny, Gowon was able to clamp down on the blockade and put the Nigerian
military within 40 miles of Port Harcourt, home to the key oil facility and Biafra’s major
airport. As the Nigerian army took territory with seeming ease, Igbo civilians vanished
from sight and retreated further into the Biafran enclave for fear of being massacred by
84
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the Nigerian army. 86 It seemed easy going for the well-equipped Nigerian troops.
“Victory shall be ours,” Gowon declared in the early days of the war. “Victory shall be
for one Nigeria. So help us God to preserve our nation united and prosperous!”87 With the
Nigerian armed forces pushing forward and capturing huge chunks of Biafran territory, it
looked as if Gowon’s police action might indeed end soon with Ojukwu deposed and the
East reintegrated into the Nigerian federation.
Despite the Nigerian Army’s early success, there were signs that this police action
was not as surgical as Gowon might have liked. In late July 1967, John Parker of the
British Independent Television News network reported heavy civilian casualties in Biafra
due to indiscriminate mortar fire from the Nigerian army. “Many villages were ‘dead’,”
Parker said.88 In August 1967, Yoruba poet and future Nobel Prize winner Wole Soyinka
described the war as a “disastrous, inglorious civil war” that would not end in joyous
reunification but pointless bloodshed with no guarantee of Igbo reconciliation. Gowon’s
“swift surgical operation is being conducted with blunt, unsterile scalpels,” Soyinka
wrote in a scathing piece published in Nigerian newspapers. 89 Many Yoruba in the
Western Region shared Soyinka’s view and Nigerian Col. Olusegun Obasanjo remarked
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that the Yoruba had trouble relating to the civil war and saw the conflict as a “purely
Hausa-Ibo affair.”90
Ojukwu was no doubt aware of the troubles in the Western Region, and he had
hoped that the West would follow the East in seceding from Nigeria and form a southern
alliance against the North.91 In a radio broadcast in early August, Ojukwu declared that
the Biafran army “apart from fighting to maintain our sovereignty,” was “prepared to
help liberate any part of Nigeria from the domination of the North.”92 With these twin
goals in mind, Biafra launched a surprise invasion of the Mid-West on August 9, 1967.93
Yoruba Brigadier Banjo commanded the Biafran army, rebranded as the “National
Liberation Forces,” into the Mid-West. Ojukwu no doubt thought that having a Yoruba
lead the invasion would persuade other southerners that this was not an attempt at Igbo
domination. Stopping at Benin, the capital of the Mid-West state, Banjo insisted that the
intrusion into the Mid-West was “not at all an invasion, and it is not intended to promote
the domination of any group of the Nigerian people by any other group.”94 As Biafran
forces approached Lagos, American Thomas Hughes, director of the Bureau of
Intelligence and Research, noted that if the Yoruba should “choose to join Ojukwu in a
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move to oust northerners from southern Nigeria, the rump Nigerian federation would
come apart.” 95 With Biafran forces moving ever closer to its goal of “liberating” the
South, a Yoruba-Igbo southern alliance seemed like a real possibility.
Biafra’s offensive put Wilson in a difficult spot. “The position in Nigeria is still
extremely messy and, if anything, more confused than ever,” Minister of State for
Commonwealth Affairs George Thomas wrote to the prime minister following the
Biafran capture of the Mid-West and advance toward the federal capital.96 Despite initial
British pessimism, Whitehall officials operated under the assumption that the betterequipped and numerically superior Nigerian army would win and that the war for
Nigerian unity would not require further British involvement. The Biafran invasion of the
Mid-West, which caught both Nigeria and Great Britain off guard, was accompanied by a
fresh request from Gowon to Wilson for more military supplies.97 The appeal for more
arms raised two questions for British policymakers. First, could Nigeria even defeat
Biafra? Second, what if Nigeria continues to ask for more? For the first question, British
High Commissioner David Hunt answered in the affirmative, but added “it is clear
however that for the FMG to win it will take longer than originally appreciated.”98 It was
the answer to the second question, though, that concerned British officials the most. “I
am getting rather worried about the danger that these requests will go on escalating,”
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Thomas expressed to the Prime Minister, “and I think we have reached a point where it
has become necessary to review our whole policy toward Nigeria.”99
It had been only a little more than a month since Nigerian forces had invaded
Biafra, but already Thomas saw a fork in the road in Harold Wilson’s foreign policy
toward the Nigerian Civil War. Neither path looked promising. The first option was for
Wilson’s government to continue its support of the Federal Military Government and,
indeed, go further and submit to Gowon’s request for arms. This course of action would
have been a continuation of present British policy. The second option was “to conclude
that we are now faced with the probability of an escalating and increasingly disorderly
war, with both sides shopping for arms and ammunition from any available source . . .
with all the dangers of a Congo situation building up.” For this second option to work,
Thomas remarked, Wilson’s government would immediately have to push for some sort
of peace negotiation between Nigeria and Biafra and end its supply of arms to Nigeria,
which would also end whatever influence it had with Nigeria and possibly affect Britain’s
access to oil. After weighing the two options, Thomas concluded that Britain must opt for
peace and arms embargo. “It seems to be morally right and if it has the effect, which we
ought to try for, of persuading other governments to join our appeal, it may, at the least,
bring nearer the time when some mediation can be made with some hope of success.”100
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Whitehall hoped that the Johnson administration would be helpful on some kind
of peace initiative.101 Johnson, however, wanted nothing to do with the Nigerian crisis,
which had been the de facto position of the United States since the 1966 September
massacres. Deputy National Security Advisor Walt Rostow told Nigerian leaders that the
United States would not get involved because “it was hard for us to be helpful in a family
quarrel.”102 Internally, however, U.S. policymakers understood the Nigerian Civil War as
a conflict where, more simply, “the UK has primary responsibility.” 103 The Johnson
administration publicly explained its reluctance to get involved because it had little
influence over the Nigerian situation. Yet as Ed Hamilton would later clarify, the
American decision not to intervene in any way was based on a calculated decision that
the Johnson administration was unsure which side of the war would win. “We wanted
Nigeria to stay together,” he said, “but we couldn’t bet the house on it. . . . It didn’t make
sense to act on the premise that it would survive as a nation because the odds weren’t
particularly good.”104 Indeed, at the time Hamilton wrote to Rostow that “our hands-off
posture rests in large on a strong suspicion that the feds can’t lick the rebels, and that we
101
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will have to deal with the sovereign state of ‘Biafra’ in the years ahead.” He put the odds
of a federal victory at essentially a coin flip: “it is a 51-49 bet,” in favor of Nigeria, he
wrote.105 This uncertainty, mixed with other commitments across the globe, explains why
Joseph Palmer, assistant secretary of state for African affairs and former ambassador to
Nigeria, privately told the British government that the United States would be of no help
in Nigeria. While noting that he was concerned “by the way in which the war appeared to
be escalating and involving increasing numbers of civilians,” Palmer also said “that in the
U.S. view” the Nigerian Civil War “was essentially a problem for the Commonwealth
and for Nigeria’s neighbours.”106
The British government, then, was going at it alone in Nigeria, and its decision to
either escalate arms sales to Nigeria or to pursue peace with an embargo on military
supplies hinged on its judgment of how to best protect British economic interests in
Nigeria. In a confidential note produced by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
British administrators argued that the type of political association in post-war Nigeria was
not a significant element in British decision-making. “The most important British interest
is that the fighting should stop before further harm is done to the Nigerian economy, and
that a political settlement is achieved which would enable the economy of the whole of
Nigeria to move forward, and that our relations with whatever regime or regimes which
emerge should be good enough to allow the continued development of our commercial
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interests.” 107 Russian involvement in the war complicated matters for Britain as both
sides supplied the Federal Military Government with arms. 108 Even still, British
policymakers in Whitehall argued, “so long as the F.M.G. retains confidence in us, the
Russians may well find it uphill work to establish a position of real influence amongst the
British-trained officers who lead the F.M.G.” 109 The Soviet Union, then, would be a
threat to British interests only if Britain lost its influence over the Nigerian government.
The only practical way for Harold Wilson to retain Nigeria confidence in Britain was by
continuing the supply of arms to the Federal Military Government. That supply would
have limits: Britain would not, for example, sell airplanes to the Federal Military
Government that Eastern European governments offered for sale. Nevertheless, retaining
influence through the selling of military equipment became the bedrock of British foreign
policy for the duration of the Nigerian Civil War.
The repulsion of Biafra from the Western Region also made the continuation of
selling arms an easier decision for Harold Wilson’s government. On August 23, 1967,
Nigerian forces stopped the Biafran advance at Ore, a city in the West approximately 100
miles from Lagos. Less than a fortnight later, Gowon announced that Nigeria was no
107
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longer prosecuting a police action against Biafra but was now engaged in a total war with
its opponents from the former Eastern Region. With only one setback at Onitsha, an
important trading center on eastern bank of the Niger River, the Nigerian army moved
forward into Biafran territory. On October 19, 1967, Nigerian forces captured the
southeastern city of Calabar. The Nigerian military was moving through Biafra at a fast
clip, and Nigeria’s advance led George Thomas, who previously had been dovish toward
the Nigerian conflict in mid-August, to argue that Britain “should be justified in relaxing
our policy on arms supply to allow the [Federal Military Government] to buy from us
items which seem to us to have importance in increasing their ability to achieve a quicker
victory, particularly the quick capture of Port Harcourt.”110 Wilson’s government adopted
the minister of state’s recommendations in a November 23, 1967, Cabinet meeting and
began supplying the Federal Military Government with mortars and sub-machine guns.111
In late 1967, with the war again going Nigeria’s way, British policymakers began
to look forward to postwar Nigeria. George Thomson, secretary of state for
Commonwealth affairs, said that Britain should take this opportunity to establish
“ourselves again as the main supplier of the Nigerian forces after the war. Provided the
war ends reasonably soon, the Nigerian economy ought to be able to recover and start to
expand again, and there should be valuable business to be done.” Going further, Thomson
said Wilson’s arms supply policy was helping to end the war in Nigeria faster, which
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“should help our commercial and political relationship with post-war Nigeria. . . . the
F.M.G.’s decision to come to us at this point may mark a very important stage in our
relationship with them.” 112 With his eyes toward the future, Harold Wilson further
involved his government in defeating Biafra, preserving Nigerian unity, and, most
importantly for his government, getting back to business in the most important state in
West Africa.
Great Britain’s policy of supplying arms to Nigeria was carried out in public and
did not provoke much outcry from British subjects. To the extent that there was a protest
over Harold Wilson’s support for Nigerian unity, Margery Perham, the first woman
fellow of Nuttfield College and biographer of Lord Frederick Lugard, and a handful of
missionaries led the charge. They questioned the arms policy in The Times, but it had
little effect on public opinion.113 Indeed, she asked in early 1968, “Why do we hear little
or nothing about [the Nigerian Civil War] in the press or on the radio? Why do so many
few people seem to care?” 114 The lack of public debate suited Harold Wilson’s
government just fine, but the longer the war lasted the greater the opportunity for the
public to openly question why the British government was supplying weapons for a war
that did not seem to have an end.
A WAR ON TWO FRONTS
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At the turn of the New Year in 1968, Port Harcourt was in the sights of the Nigerian
military. The capture of the coastal city remained the primary objective that both the
British and the Americans believed would end the war in Nigeria’s favor. In late 1967,
American Ambassador Mathews had argued that it would “consider that the rebellion has
been put down when the use of Port Harcourt and its airport is effectively denied to the
rebels.”115 The capture of the key oil facility would leave Biafra cut off from the outside
world and would complete the blockade that the Federal Military Government had
instituted to strangle Biafra into submission. With no food or supplies able to enter the
shrinking enclave, Gowon set a deadline for the end of the war. “I am resolved this crisis
won’t continue for long,” he said during a New Year’s Day broadcast to the nations.
“Let’s put our shoulders to the wheel and end it by 31 March 1968.”
Despite its clear advantages in weaponry against the Biafran army and its
advances into Biafran controlled territory, Nigerian forces were unable to break through
the Biafran defensive position and reach Port Harcourt by Gowon’s self-imposed
deadline. British officials were dumbfounded as to why the Nigerian army could not end
the thing. “The Federal Nigerian soldiers’ capacity to spray the landscape with every type
of ammunition is well nigh inexhaustible,” one annoyed official at the British Ministry of
Defence noted, “and is only equaled by their determination not to advance against any
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form of opposition.” 116 As the war became a stalemate, the Nigerian government
reinforced its position that the war was an internal affair and that outside governments
should not interfere with how it prosecuted the war. Nigeria “does not wish to
internationalize [the war],” UK High Commissioner David Hunt wrote.” 117 Containing
the war within its boundaries, both literally in the sense of the fighting and figuratively by
not having foreign governments discussing it, was an integral part of both Britain’s and
Nigeria’s strategy for winning the civil war.
Containing the Nigerian Civil War was a difficult task for officials in Lagos, as
African leaders pressured Nigeria to have the civil war brought before the Organization
of African Unity. Gowon initially rebuffed the OAU, arguing that interfering with
Nigeria’s internal affairs “would be incompatible with the O.A.U. Charter.” 118 The
Nigerians begrudgingly agreed to have its civil war discussed at the scheduled September
1967, OAU meeting at Kinshasa, but only after having cleared in advance the OAU
resolution that was passed by its members.119 After “solemnly reaffirming their adherence
to the principle of respect of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of its memberStates” and “reiterating their condemnation of secession in any member,” the OAU
resolved to put its “services” at the disposal of the Nigerian government by sending a
consultative mission comprised of four African Heads of State “to assure” Nigeria “of the
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Assembly’s desire for the territorial integrity, unity and peace of Nigeria.” 120 The
consultative mission did nothing of substance to mediate the situation. This failure was
not surprising as the Nigerian government had stipulated that “neither the Mission nor
anyone else should ‘mediate’” in its affairs. It was all part of the Federal Military
Government’s plan to gain African political legitimacy for its war against Biafra without
having other states interfere in the conflict. In the end, the Consultative Mission
“reaffirmed that any solution of the Nigerian crisis must be in the context of preserving
the unity and territorial integrity of Nigeria.”121 The OAU’s declaration was a crucial step
that provided international legitimacy for Nigeria’s prosecution of its civil war.
If Nigeria hoped to contain the war, then Biafra’s strategy was to open the conflict
up to international scrutiny, with the goal of ending the supply of arms to Nigeria,
gaining international legitimacy for its fight for self-determination, and forcing Gowon
into negotiations at the conference table. Ojukwu intended to create a war on two fronts,
one military and one global, that would bring to bear the full brunt of international
pressure on the government in Lagos to negotiate for a peace that would favor Biafra.
After the Nigerian military had repulsed the Biafran attempt to join the South together in
a united alliance against the North, the Biafran strategy became one of forcing a
120
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stalemate. Biafra was playing a slow game in which Ojukwu believed that if he could
stall the Nigerian advance into Biafra, then the perceived internal contradictions of
Nigeria’s political and federal structure, in conjunction with international pressure, would
bring the Gowon government to its knees. Biafra simply had to outlast Nigeria, either by
forcing the Federal Military Government to quit the fratricidal war because Nigerians
were tired of waging it, or through negotiating a peace settlement that was initiated by
outside powers.
It was originally a dual-track process that included plans for African and Western
mediation in the conflict. Before Biafran secession, Ojukwu turned to OAU members “to
discuss terms of association between Nigeria’s regions.”122 At the September 1967, OAU
meeting at Kinshasa, Biafran representatives secretly met with African leaders to
persuade them to mediate the Nigerian Civil War. One pamphlet promulgated at these
meetings compared Biafrans to Jews and drew an historical analogy not only to the
Holocaust but also to the contemporary plight of Jews in Israel. Israelis were fighting for
their “Promised Land” from Arabs “who maintain that the Israelis have no right to exist
and have not in fact existed,” an analogy Biafrans saw in their battle with the largely
Muslim North. 123 It remains unclear why Ojukwu believed that he would find a
sympathetic audience at Kinshasa since secession was a constant threat for African
leaders trying to maintain control of their territories. 124 Nevertheless, after the OAU
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meeting at Kinshasa, Biafra largely turned away from the African organization and
placed its hope on diplomatic intervention by Western powers.125
Attracting international attention to the plight of the Igbo through the Western
media had been Ojukwu’s plan from the beginning. During his first press conference
following the September 1966 massacres, Ojukwu distributed the first volume of The
Nigerian Crisis 1966 Series. The Crisis Series was a set of booklets that laid out Eastern
Nigeria’s case against the Federal Military Government and was intended for
international consumption. The front cover of the first edition, entitled Crisis ’66: The
Eastern Nigeria Viewpoint, featured an Igbo man with a burned face and an eye sewn
shut, presumably because Northerners had ripped it out during the massacres. Crisis ’66
was 69 pages of speeches by Ojukwu and newspaper clippings documenting the
difficulties easterners had in Nigeria.126 Ojukwu described this volume, which was the
first of seven, as a “Curtain Raiser.” “I have decided that if the world does not want to
come to us to find out the truth,” Ojukwu told the foreign correspondents. “We should go
out to them to present our story, our case.” 127 Not content with having the eastern
message spread only through the press, Ojukwu also sent special emissaries to African
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and Western capitals to represent Biafra.128 For example, Kenneth Dike, the first African
to receive a PhD in history and the first vice-chancellor of the University of Ibadan,
travelled to the United States “to explain the East’s position on a personal basis” to
Americans. Dike saw himself as an interpreter for the cause of the East. “The outside
world underestimates the depth of Ibo feeling,” Dike said.129
Biafra’s hiring of public relations firms concerned British policymakers the most
because it had the greatest potential to rally a Western audience around the Biafran cause
and open up Ojukwu’s second front in the civil war. By reaching out to public relations
firms, a concerned David Hunt wrote to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Ojukwu
“spent large sums of money in advertisements in the United States and British Press” in
an attempt to place the Igbo cause in front of world opinion in order “to enlist sympathy
and recognition abroad.”130 If Ojukwu was able to manufacture mass support for Biafra in
the Western world and create legitimacy for his government in the international arena,
there would be an increasing amount of pressure for Britain to stop supplying weapons to
Nigeria. More than Biafra’s claims for recognition, more than Nigeria’s frustrations with
Britain for not selling airplanes, and more than the Russians selling more sophisticated
weapons, a united call in the Western for an arms embargo would be the most difficult
challenge for Harold Wilson to overcome.
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On February 2, 1967, Ojukwu hired Madison Avenue public relations firm Ruder
& Finn to represent the Government of Eastern Nigeria in the United States and
Europe. 131 For $5,500 a month, Ruder & Finn promised to highlight the economic
opportunity of the Eastern Region to the American business community. The Madison
Avenue firm also planned to present “the views of Eastern Nigeria during the current
political crisis in the Federation of Nigeria” through “mass mailings, personal meetings,
and the distribution of pamphlets and background material to the general public,
government officials, members of Congress, press and other media, and influential
business men and private citizens.”132According to the United States Attorney General,
Ruder & Finn “distributed numerous press releases, pamphlets, and letters to
Congressmen” on behalf of the Eastern Region.133 For example, Ruder & Finn took out a
full-page ad in the March 10, 1967 edition of the New York Times that featured a wall of
text outlining the promises not kept by the Nigerian Military Government after the Aburi
agreement and promising that if the agreement was not fully implemented soon, then
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“Nigeria, as we know it, will cease to exist.”134 The CIA noted that public relations was
one of the many ways that Ojukwu attempted “to build sympathy abroad” for the Eastern
Region’s cause.135
If the goal was to gain American sympathy, then the problem was,
communications specialist Morris Davis pointed out, “almost no one in the United States
was listening.”136 No one was listening in Europe either, and the Biafran government,
looking for a more effective messenger, cut ties with Ruder & Finn and hired Robert S.
Goldstein in December 1967. Goldstein was a surprising choice. He had no prior
experience working on behalf of governments and to date had exclusively represented
Hollywood stars. Nevertheless, Goldstein and a team of advisers traveled to Biafra and
agreed to a budget of $400,000, with half going toward the production of the “first
documentary film suitable for theatrical, television and organisational distribution in the
United States.” 137 Registered with the Department of Justice as Robert S. Goldstein
Enterprises, the firm agreed to open offices in Los Angeles, New York, and Washington,
D.C. Its two main objectives were to “aid in bringing about formal recognition of the
Biafran government” and to “induce the U.S. mediating peace between Biafra and
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Nigeria.” 138 Goldstein’s greatest triumph was organizing the first international press
conference in Biafra at Umuahia on January 28, 1968. Arranging it all was a difficult and
expensive task as it involved flying journalists into the Port Harcourt airport, which The
New York Times correspondent Lloyd Garrison, great-grandson of the famed abolitionist
William Lloyd Garrison, described as “the last link between the self-proclaimed republic
and the outside world.” 139 Goldstein envisaged a press blitz that would deliver on his
promise to bring “mass exposure to the Government of the Republic of Biafra.”140
With Nigerian forces closing in on Port Harcourt, Biafra’s window for opening up
the second front in the Nigerian Civil War was closing fast. Despite the efforts and hopes
of Goldstein, massive press exposure never happened in early 1968. Garrison’s story in
The New York Times on Ojukwu’s speech at Umuahia, for example, was buried on page
16. Journalists were actively searching for stories on the Nigerian Civil War. In early
1968, rumors floated in press circles that the Nigerian army was indiscriminately
bombing villages, and some newspaper and magazine editors began talking about
genocide against Biafrans by the Nigerian government. Western nations had been aware
of the bombings, which were performed by Egyptian pilots because Nigerians were not
yet capable of flying the Eastern European aircraft, as early as September 1967. 141
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Reports circulated that Nigeria bombed the clearly marked Mary Slessor Hospital at Itu,
which led to a discussion between British and American officials over the bombings.
They concluded that if news got out that Nigeria was bombing hospitals, then it “could
seriously alienate public opinion abroad.”142 But public opinion failed to take notice of
the bombings, mostly because journalists, like the correspondents from Time, expected to
find genocide in West Africa but instead found that “the present time is not ripe for a
good story in Nigeria.”143
There were, of course, some Americans interested in the Biafran saga. A group of
academics, led by anthropologist Stanley Diamond from The New School for Social
Research, petitioned the State Department to support Biafran right to self-determination.
They argued that Biafrans deserved “protective political sovereignty” through the
creation of a separate Biafran state.144 But petitions like Diamond’s group were few and
far between. The Nigerian Civil War was unsuccessful in registering within the collective
consciousness of world opinion. World opinion could be swayed by the right message,
but what was Biafra’s message? Was Biafra fighting for self-determination from an
oppressive Nigeria? Was Biafra waging a religious war against the Muslim North? Was
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the Nigerian Civil War a clash of modernity in which the more modern and progressive
Igbo were fighting the backward and reactionary Hausa? Or, was it a battle over
decolonization in which the whole concept of the nation-state as bequeathed by the
colonial powers was in question? And how could Biafra market itself as a stable nation
when it continued to lose territory to the encroaching federal army? There were no simple
answers. As a result, the Biafran message was muddled. In addition, there were so many
messengers, often providing contradictory claims, that it confused more than clarified
Biafra’s position. Ruder & Finn, for example, often competed with Agrrey K. Oji, the
official Biafran liaison to the firm who had a space within the agency’s office. While the
pamphlets had the imprimatur of Ruder & Finn, the text, which was a hyperbolic mess
with the most verbose prose ever put in a propaganda piece and often featuring redundant
wording that seemed to go on forever with no end in sight, was clearly not written by an
employee of a Madison Avenue public relations firm.145 With too many messages and too
many messengers, the Biafran public relations push failed to gain a mass audience in the
Western world.
MARKPRESS
H. Wm. Bernhardt offered a solution to Biafra’s message problem. Bernhardt was an old
public relations hand, having represented everything from hotels to cosmetics to, at one
point, the Western Region of Nigeria. In late 1967, a group of Biafrans approached
Morris Davis writes, “Top-flight New York public relations firms to not employ
writers who compose sentences like ‘in the vast Northern territory with no roads or other
means of communication, Lugard was hamstrung with the funds to engage a large
expatriate staff for effective control. He therefore devised the principle of Indirect Rule
which later became the pivot around which much of British Colonial policy in Africa
revolved.’” See, Davis, Interpreters for Nigeria, 49.
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Bernhardt about handling their account. Up to that point Bernhardt had never even heard
of the fledgling country. “I thought ‘Biafra’ was a new kind of toothpaste,” he told
journalist John de St. Jorre.146 H. Wm. Bernhardt Inc. accepted the account in January
1968 and immediately sent Horst Hoeller, one Bernhardt’s most trusted agents, to Biafra
to study the fledgling nation’s public relations problems.
Before Hoeller’s return from the Biafran enclave, however, Bernhardt and his
associates created a 17-page recommendation brief entitled, “The Fight for Survival” that
outlined Bernhardt’s Biafran international publicity campaign. “At the moment the major
newspapers and television stations in Europe do not have sufficient information on the
origin & progress of the war in Biafra,” the report began. Biafra’s lack of a singular
message from a central messenger had resulted in “a loss of interest” by the outside
world. This “allowed the Federals to win the war of propaganda to date,” Bernhardt
argued. That could change under the right management, and Bernhardt made three major
recommendations. First, the reporting must stick strictly to the facts and stay on message.
Bernhardt demanded full editorial control with the hope that the cumbersome and often
confusing messages distributed under Ruder & Finn would be a thing of the past. Second,
Bernhardt recommended that the messages specifically target newspaper editors in
Western Europe and North America, members of parliament in London, and
congressmen in Washington, D.C. Third, and most important, Bernhardt demanded that
Markpress be the sole distributor of Biafran propaganda.147 “News should be distributed
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from a central point,” Bernhardt said, which would create “a bond of trust” between the
central organization and Western news agencies. By gaining the trust of editors and
politicians, Bernhardt contended, Biafra would “have the initiative in the propaganda
war.” 148 Bernhardt suggested that a “Biafran Overseas Press Service” be created in
Geneva that would “establish the authenticity of the news.” Bernhardt recommended that
the name of this “centralized news dissemination network” should be Markpress.149
Markpress’ introduction to the Nigerian Civil War has been seen as a turning
point in the conflict—when Biafra was finally able to open up the second front in the
conflict by putting the Nigerian government on its heels in the international arena. 150
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Chukwumerije, one of the directors of Biafran propaganda, that it was journalists and
visitors to Biafra, not Markpress, that influenced world opinion. As argued later, it must
be noted that it was Markpress that flew in the first group of journalists that brought the
Biafran story back to the West. Perhaps a more even handed stance as taken by Morris
Davis explains the relationship between Markpress and Biafra. While Bernhardt
demanded full editorial control it seems that most of Markpress’ releases were produced
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Indeed, Harold Wilson reluctantly, if not hyperbolically, described Markpress’
performance as a “success unparalleled in the history of communications in modern
societies.”151 Even Markpress’ competitors commented that Bernhardt’s public relations
firm did a masterful job, saying that “the only reason we were taken on was because the
Biafran account was being dealt with so brilliantly.”152 One British official noted that the
Galitzine, Chant, and Russell firm representing Nigeria “seems to have taken only the
most insubstantial leaf out of the Biafran Markpress book and, if the FMG can be said
still to be running in this marathon, it has been lapped several times by its opponents.”153
Markpress’ influence in molding world opinion and opening the second front for
Biafra, however, is not as clear as some have suggested. First, Markpress’ message was
not dramatically different from the propaganda that came before under Ruder & Finn or
Goldstein. All of Markpress’ releases followed a similar pattern that painted a picture of
Biafra’s political power that was still a far cry from the reality on the ground. One of
Markpress’ first releases, for example, covered a speech by former Nigerian President
Nnamdi Azikiwe that had the headline, “Biafra Will Emerge Victorious, Former Nigerian
President Tells Troops.”154 Azikiwe’s speech did not make the news cycle. Second, the
hiring of Markpress had no discernible effect on the number of stories on Nigeria or
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Biafra in the Western press. Between Biafran secession on May 30, 1967, and May 31,
1968, The New York Times produced 214 articles on the Nigerian Civil War, an average
of approximately 18 articles a month. Between February 1968, when Markpress took
over the account, and May 1968 the average dropped to approximately 13. In London,
The Times produced even less: 123 articles from secession through May 31, 1968, and
there was no increase in articles on Nigeria or Biafra following Biafra’s hiring of
Markpress. In terms of printed news in the two major national newspapers in the United
States and United Kingdom, the emergence of Markpress made no difference in the
creation of Biafra’s second front.
To be fair, Markpress would admit that “success” in public relations should not be
judged by the number of articles published in newspapers alone. Despite the Nigerian
army surrounding Biafra and closing in on Port Harcourt, Markpress, with no sense of
urgency, contended that the focus should not be on immediate change in reporting but on
creating “sufficient momentum” in the attitudes of editorial desks in the Western world.
Even if Markpress releases were not published in the press, Bernhardt and his associates
argued that the releases “still have value in keeping editors continuously conscious that
there is an important country in existence called Biafra, and that its struggle for existence
is of world importance.”155 Instead, Markpress judged “success” in the propaganda war
with the Nigerian government as the culmination of a “long prepared strategy” in which
the press focused on “Biafra’s plight” in order “to bridge the credibility gap which has in
the past favoured Lagos.” And according to Markpress, the week of April 21, 1968,
“Fight for Survival: Second Interim Report” 28 February 1968, Info Packet—
Nigeria/Biafra, Box 522, RG 59, RSCR, NARA.
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represented such a turning point in the press coverage of Biafra when newspapers in the
United States and United Kingdom published a number of articles on the Nigerian Civil
War. For Bernhardt and his associates in Geneva, the week of April 21 demonstrated a
“trend” that left “no doubt that the attitude of the world press will be influenced” by the
reporting coming out of Biafra. 156
Despite Markpress’ sanguine predictions, Biafra’s quest for self-determination
seemed to be coming to an end by late spring 1968. Half of its territory had already been
lost, and even recognition by a handful of African countries beginning in April of that
year did little to change what seemed like the inevitable downfall of Biafra. 157 Then it
happened: Nigerian troops captured Port Harcourt on May 19, 1968. The fall of the key
oil facility and port had been predicted to be the last straw for Biafra, and it was clear that
Ojukwu—unable to defeat the Nigerian army on the field and unable to gain the initiative
in the international propaganda battle—was losing on both fronts of the Nigerian Civil
War.
Markpress and Biafra were bypassing traditional channels of diplomacy and
appealing directly to world opinion on the justness of the Biafran cause. This was a
pattern not unlike the Algerians, who used public relations firms to galvanize Western
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support for their fight for independence from France.
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Utilizing the tools of

globalization such as mass media, new forms of instantaneous communication, and
transnational networks, local social and political movements could package their causes
and ship it out to be judged by world opinion—itself a product of globalization—in order
to create legitimacy for their political projects. That was what the Biafrans did, turning to
any and every available avenue and utilizing the tools of globalization to put their case
for self-determination in front of world opinion.
But there were limits to what the Biafrans were able to accomplish. In the late
1950s and early 1960s, self-determination was a legitimizing tool of political expression
in the developing world. Biafra’s difficulty in garnering international support for its cause
and its inability to open up a second front in late 1967 and early 1968 illustrated the
limits of self-determination as an organizing concept in international relations following
decolonization. While newly independent states could still rally around selfdetermination as a legitimizing framework in certain places of the world like Southern
Africa, Palestine, and Vietnam, in places where sovereignty had already been established
by post-colonial regimes, claims to self-determination by minority groups could no
longer create legitimacy for political projects. Fearing balkanization of their own states,
postcolonial nations sought to protect their own sovereignty and to preserve colonial
boundaries. Following independence, the highly moralistic tones and language that were
important parts of the anti-colonial message gave way to African leaders that now warned
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against encroaching in internal affairs and violating territorial integrity.159 The developed
world was no more sympathetic to claims to self-determination, having washed its hands
of self-determination following decolonization. Self-determination, in other words, had
become anathema in a post-colonial world dominated by sovereign nation-states. The
largest difference between Algeria and Biafra in early 1968 was not the message or the
tools for delivering the message, but the timing and context of the message. Except for a
few pockets scattered in parts of the world, self-determination as a political project had
lost its legitimacy by 1968. For minority groups in the developing world, gaining selfdetermination after self-determination was a difficult, if not impossible task.
Yet at the same time that Nigerian troops surrounded Port Harcourt, a group of
journalists sent by Markpress were searching for a story on Biafra. To date, Markpress
had failed to make a difference, and the journalists in Biafra, despite having access to
Ojukwu and the ability to travel freely to and from the frontlines, were not finding much
to report. Alan Hart of the International Television Network recalled that his visit to
Biafra had been a “complete waste of time. We saw nothing worth seeing.” As he was
about to board a plane back to Lisbon frustrated, exhausted, and probably a bit hungry, an
Irish-Catholic priest named Kevin Doheny pulled the reporter aside and whispered into
his ear. “You haven’t seen anything,” the Father said. “There is a tremendous human
tragedy happening out there. Please stay. Please come with me.” Hart followed Doheny
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into the bush and found the story that everyone had been looking for. “It was through the
Holy Ghost Fathers that I was introduced to the reality and the horror and the nightmare
of Biafra.”160
It was a macabre scene: children with matchstick legs, swollen stomachs, and
hollowed out eyes staring out into the sky; women holding little more than fleshly
skeletons suckling their deflated breasts. The name for the disease was kwashiorkor.
Cicely Williams had given a name to the disease while working in the Gold Coast as the
first woman medical officer in the British Empire in the early 1930. She had discovered
that the swollen stomach that characterized kwashiorkor was caused by edema. Williams
also noted that kwashiorkor’s victims suffered from severe joint pain and sometimes a
reddish discoloration of hair. Without proper treatment, which meant without an adequate
supply of protein, kwashiorkor leads to death. Second-born children were especially
prone to the deadly disease, and the name itself recognizes that fact. In the Ga language
kwashiorkor means “disease of the deposed child.”161
CONCLUSION
“End of Nigerian War in Sight?” the Christian Science Monitor asked following the fall
of Port Harcourt.162 British officials certainly felt so, calling the port city “the key to the
situation” a little over a week before its final capture by Nigerian troops. 163 In truth, the
war was just beginning; the unprecedented humanitarian disaster in Biafra became frontSee the British Broadcasting Corporation’s documentary, Nigeria’s War Against
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page news in newspapers across the world, made the nightly news broadcasts in Western
Europe and North America, and sparked an outcry across the globe that Biafra was a
moral imperative that governments could not ignore. In Britain, nongovernmental and
voluntary organizations sprouted to life to protest Harold Wilson and to call for the
immediate end of his government’s arms sales to Nigeria. They accused Wilson of
backing an authoritarian regime and said that Britain “was a partner in genocide.” 164 In
the United States, more than 200 nongovernmental and voluntary organizations formed in
response to the human suffering in Biafra and called for the United States to send
humanitarian relief directly into the enclave. Some even used genocide as the basis for
pressuring the United States to recognize Biafra’s right to self-determination. After
attempting for so long to gain legitimacy for its fight for self-determination, Biafra found
that being a victim of mass slaughter was one of the only ways to justify secession in a
post-colonial world filled with sovereign nation-states.165 After a year of trying, Biafra
finally opened up its second front: an effective international propaganda war against
Nigeria.
The Johnson administration had wanted to stay out of the war, but political
pressure at home was going to force him to confront the humanitarian crisis in Biafra.
Great Britain wanted the United States to stay out, seeing a humanitarian push by the
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Johnson administration as a threat to its own foreign policy. The two fundamental
assumptions that had guided Prime Minister Wilson’s policy toward the Nigerian Civil
War were that the war would end fairly quickly and that the war could be contained
within Nigeria’s borders. By the early summer of 1968, neither of those assumptions
held. With the Western world condemning mass starvation in Biafra, the fledgling nation
finally had an issue that would wake world opinion and provide legitimacy to its call for
self-determination. Whereas before a typical Biafran propaganda ad might feature a wall
of text going over grievances and constitutional differences between Biafra and the
Nigerian government, now it needed only one item: an image of a starving child. That
image and that image alone defined Biafra and simplified its movement for the rest of the
world. The images of starving children also allowed Biafra to connect the September
Massacres, which Biafrans had described as a pogrom, to its present plight, which they
now described as genocide. The images provided a history, albeit a brief history robbed
of context and nuance, and a pattern of Nigerian brutality against the Igbo that, while
perhaps not true, was easy to understand. To those who saw the images the two questions
that immediately came to mind were why is that child starving? And what can I do to
help? The answer to the first question was that the Nigerian government was starving
them. Pressuring their government to intervene was the answer to the second. Many
Americans also hoped that humanitarian intervention would lead the United States
toward a new moral path in its international affairs.
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Chapter 4
The Moral Package
The Nigerian Civil War often created strange bedfellows, and on January 11, 1969, the
North American Coalition for Biafran Relief brought together what was perhaps the oddest
alliance of them all when Lord Archibald Fenner Brockway and Congressman Donald E.
“Buz” Lukens shared the stage at a conference called “Perspectives: Biafra.”1 Born in 1888,
Brockway was, according to The Times, the definition of “anti-Establishmentism” in the
United Kingdom.2 A pacifist who was arrested numerous times for opposing the British
involvement in the First World War, Brockway’s entire life, which spanned nearly a
century, was dedicated to furthering socialism and ending colonialism.3 Lukens, on the
other hand, was the definition of the American political establishment. The New York Times
described the young Ohioan as “a militant conservative” who rose to prominence as one of
Barry Goldwater’s most vociferous supporters in 1964.4 In 1966, running on a conservative
platform that included absolute support for the American war in Vietnam, Lukens won a
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seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. It would be difficult to find two people who
were as polar opposites in ideology and politics than Brockway and Lukens.
Despite their differences, the humanitarian situation in Biafra brought them
together. Both Brockway and Lukens had travelled to Biafra and had concluded that the
serious malnutrition problem in the enclave required an international solution.5 “A massive
effort is needed now,” Brockway said, “such as has never yet been planned.” Brockway
wanted to work through the United Nations, but Lukens argued that the United States had
a moral obligation to take the lead on humanitarianism in Biafra. Lukens urged the
Americans in the audience to pressure their congressmen to act on their “conscience” and
ask them to support humanitarian intervention. “Anything you people can do,” Lukens said
to the packed conference room, “will be a blessing to mankind.”
Some members of the audience, fully aware of the congressman’s support for the
American war in Vietnam, questioned the representative’s moral compass. “What is
Lukens’ obligation as a U.S. congressman to the suffering people in the southern U.S. and
Vietnam, as opposed to Biafra?” one participant asked.
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“You ask me how I reconcile the view of American foreign policy in South Vietnam
with my own personal views regarding the Nigeria-Biafra crisis,” Lukens responded. “I
can tell you this: I am not here as a representative of the U.S. Government; I am here as an
individual congressman. The Biafra situation has caused me to reexamine my heretofore
hawkish views regarding South Vietnam, and I withdraw my support of my government’s
policy in Vietnam.”6
The question to Lukens and the congressman’s response reflected an understanding
that the larger social and political issues of the 1960s were connected in complex ways.
Yet, to many in the audience Biafra and Vietnam were connected by visions of morality.
For those questioning the morality of American intervention in Vietnam and nonintervention in the Nigerian Civil War, the 1960s was a period when the United States
government was not living up to its own self-professed values. This chapter explores how
many activists came to question American politics and foreign policy on moral grounds
during the 1960s. First, it offers brief snapshots of three different social movements—the
campaign to eradicate nuclear weapons, the civil rights movement, and dissent against
Vietnam—and shows how many activists framed the problems as stemming from a moral
paralysis created by the pursuit of winning the Cold War. Second, it looks at the moral
challenge of Biafra and analyzes how Americans placed the Nigerian Civil War within a
broader moral package of dissent during the 1960s.
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A VISION OF BETTER THINGS
The atomic bomb was a triumph for the Allied war effort, but even more so it was a grand
achievement for the United States that brought the absolute victory that President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt had promised the American people following the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor. Now, as the sun set on the Second World War and at the dawn of the nuclear
age, American leaders asserted that their nation and their ideals would reign supreme
globally.7 Harry S. Truman, Roosevelt’s successor as president and the man who twice
made the decision to unleash the atomic bomb on Japan, radiated that confidence when
announcing the terms of Japan’s unconditional surrender. “We face the future and all of its
dangers with great confidence and hope,” Truman told a relieved audience over the radio.
The American military, Truman said, had conquered its adversaries on three continents;
the American people had transformed their once struggling nation into an economic
juggernaut; and American scientists had led the project that split the atom. At this point in
history, who could possibly challenge the supremacy of the United States? “A free people
with free Allies, who can develop an atomic bomb, can use the same skill and energy and
determination to overcome all the difficulties ahead,” Truman boasted. The United States,
backed by the atomic bomb, would remake the international political system to fit
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American ideals and interests and would “move toward a new era of security at home,” the
president said.8
Not everyone shared Truman’s sense of security. Norman Cousins had penned his
first anti-nuclear dissent while the embers of Hiroshima still smoldered, and his epic article
“Modern Man is Obsolete,” argued that the nuclear age had brought the frightening
prospect of the widespread annihilation of mankind. The only solution to this apocalyptic
turn, he argued, was the “transformation or adjustment from national man to world man.”
By that Cousins meant humanity must abolish atavism and nationalism and adopt some
form of world government.9 As historian Mark Mazower has recently shown, eradicating
the atomic bomb was the cause célébre of proponents of world government during the
1940s. But despite the support from many prominent Americans for the cessation of
nuclear testing, the long shadow of the international Cold War and domestic anticommunism loomed over the anti-nuclear struggle.10 The fundamental problem facing the
anti-nuclear movement during the 1940s and early 1950s, however, was that the issue was
largely framed as a justification for world government and not as an end in and of itself.
By positioning the debate over nuclear weapons as a political referendum on global
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governance, disarmament activists played into the hands of anti-communist crusaders by
allowing fervent cold warriors to paint proponents of nuclear abolition as communist
sympathizers. The specter of communism, as historian Lawrence Wittner described it,
stayed with those who hoped to rid the world of nuclear weapons, and the anti-nuclear
movement in the United States would not be able to challenge the foreign policy of nuclear
powers until it could, in fact, transcend the Cold War and offer an alternative justification
for eradicating nuclear weapons.
Norman Cousins understood this problem as well as anyone. As long as the nuclear
debate remained a question of politics, specifically on the question of global federation, the
anti-nuclear movement would remain a fringe group of intellectuals who could not gain
mass domestic support. “The issue of nuclear tests should be taken out of the context of
political polarization into which it has unfortunately been publicly viewed, since it is an
issue of the greatest importance to mankind, and not just a political issue in America,” he
said to a group of like-minded intellectuals in late spring 1957. “It must be pointed up as a
moral issue. . . . The scientific facts and the important moral value at issue in the tests needs
to be brought into the consciousness of all American and people of other lands.” In the
deliberations that led to the creation of the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy,
or SANE, the organizers declared that they must frame their movement in such a way that
would offer a clear moral alternative to the Cold War. “We felt that the minimum moral
demand to our government should be for the cessation of tests,” the organizers decided.
“Such an unadulterated moral demand by a committee of national stature would speak to
174

the deep concern of the people in this nation and give hope to millions in Europe, Asia, and
Africa that the real America is at last emerging into its hoped-for place of moral power to
match its material power.”11 SANE was arguing that the Cold War had led the United States
astray from its core values. Nuclear abolition, they said, was not political, but instead an
anti-political vision of the future that transcended politics and would reclaim America’s
moral stature at home and abroad. In 1961, Norman Cousins explained how SANE was
trying to create a better future. “If there is a moral factor, the people will respond. People
are starved for leadership, which is not only to define the dangers but present a vision of
better things.”12
Cousins presented the anti-nuclear issue as a moral referendum on the values of the
Cold War. “We are Facing a Danger Unlike Any Danger that Has Ever Existed,” was the
November 15, 1957, headline in The New York Times that announced the birth of the
National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy. Originally titled “Is America Living Half
a Life?” the advertisement announced that “a deep uneasiness exists inside Americans as
we look out in the world,” which was an analysis of anxiety in American society and
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politics that predated The Port Huron Statement by nearly four years.13 “The uneasiness
that exists inside Americans has to do with the fact that we are not living up to our moral
capacity in the world,” SANE leaders wrote. “We have been living half a life. We have
been developing our appetites, but we have been starving our purposes.” Americans had
been concerned with themselves and “not with the big ideas on which our lives and
freedoms depend.” SANE called for American leaders to abide by a different moral
standard that was not tied to parochial national interest and sought to change the barometer
for measuring a nation’s strength and influence within the world. “The test of a nation’s
right to survive today is measured not by the size of its bombs or the range of its missiles,
but by the size and range of its concern for the human community as a whole.” The United
States could continue on its present path, developing more bombs and, indeed, producing
explosives so powerful that one day American weapons could wipe the Soviet Union off
the map many times over. But a shield of larger and stronger nuclear weapons would not
provide sanctuary or peace to the American people. “There can be no true security for
America unless we can establish and keep vital connections with the world’s people, unless
there is some moral grandeur to our purposes, unless what we do is directed to the cause
of human life and the free man,” SANE leaders wrote. Through the Cold War, “there is
much that America has said to the world. But the world is still waiting for us to say and do
the things that will in deed and in truth represent our greatest strength,” which they saw as
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being the moral strength of the United States. By appealing to all to stop nuclear testing,
the United States, SANE said in the advertisement, would become refreshed and the
American people would then be able to “re-direct our energies, re-discover our moral
strength, re-define our purposes.”14 Eradicating the bomb would, in short, reinvigorate a
nation mired in moral paralysis.
SANE became the largest and most influential anti-nuclear organization in the
United States, and Cousins was perhaps the most important figure outside of government
who influenced President John F. Kennedy on nuclear weapons.15 After the signing of the
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 1963, some members of the National Committee for a Sane
Nuclear Policy discussed disbanding the organization. Had SANE not achieved its most
important goal? This question was not new, as there had been deep divides within the group
over expanding SANE’s scope before the testing agreement.16 Was SANE simply an antinuclear committee lobbying for an end to testing? Or was it concerned with broader issues
of freedom, justice, and peace? In mid-1961, the organization made the official decision to
focus solely on issues surrounding disarmament, but SANE gradually began to use its
moral capital from the anti-nuclear campaign to appeal on behalf of other causes searching
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for social justice, especially African-American civil rights. “The National Committee for a
Sane Nuclear Policy considers the struggle for freedom—whether among Negroes in
Mississippi, artists in Moscow, or villagers in Angola—inseparable from the efforts to
attain a world without war,” its leaders maintained. “Both hatred and H-bombs can destroy
humanity; both peace and freedom are necessary if man is to live and flourish on this
earth.”17 It was not much of a stretch, then, for SANE to move toward agitating for civil
rights in the United States. After all, they were both searching for the same goal:
overturning an unjust status quo and creating a more humane and moral environment in
which all of humanity could enjoy security and freedom. The connection between civil
rights and the anti-nuclear movement was clear to Harry Belafonte, an African-American
performer and civil rights activist. “The struggle for racial equality in America, Africa, or
anywhere else in the world is part and parcel of the same kind of humanity that drives
people to seek nuclear disarmament,” he concluded.18 Nuclear disarmament and civil rights
were, for him and others, part of a moral package that was wrapped by a humanitarian
vision of morality.
Belafonte, sitting where he was after the majority of African nations had already
gained independence, placed anti-nuclear agitation and racial equality within a broad,
international moral package in November 1963, but most African-Americans saw their
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struggle for rights and citizenship in the United States much differently before the Second
World War and decolonization. For them, the fight for equality was a programmatic and
contested political battle over national citizenship that could be won in American courts,
through federal laws, and, perhaps most promising, on international battlefields. By taking
up arms alongside whites in the cause of freedom across the globe, African-Americans
believed that they could earn their own liberty and rights as American citizens at home.
During the Second World War, for example, African-American newspapers created the
Double-V Campaign, which stood for victory against the Axis powers in Europe and Asia
and victory over racial discrimination in the United States. Editors at The Pittsburgh
Courier told their readers that “it is our duty to submit the injustices and hypocrisies of this
nation to the conscience of the Republic. We will remember Pearl Harbor and we will aid
in avenging it, but we are not forgetting ourselves.”19 African-Americans did help to
avenge Pearl Harbor, but the second victory of full citizenship and rights alluded blacks
following the Second World War. Black veterans returning from the frontlines of fascism
in Europe were confronted by a Jim Crow system that was fully fortified in the American
South. At the same time that American litigators prosecuted German criminals at
Nuremburg in 1946, the Truman administration’s Justice Department did nothing to bring
justice to blacks being persecuted and lynched by white mobs in the South. The ironic
tragedy was not lost on Walter White, a leader in the National Association for the
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Advancement of Colored People. “Negro veterans,” he wrote to Eleanor Roosevelt, “have
been done to death or mutilated to savagery equaled only at Buchenwald.”20 One of the
great lessons of twentieth-century African-American history was that fighting for justice
abroad did not, in fact, lead to justice at home.
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s non-violent strategy for combating segregation, however,
changed the tenor of the civil rights movement. Through his reading of Henry David
Thoreau, King came to two conclusions. First, nonviolence was the only moral path for
minority groups to confront injustice. If an immoral system was to be overturned, violence
could not be the answer because it obscured the moral issues at the heart of the conflict.
The second conclusion was that “noncooperation with evil is as much a moral obligation
as is cooperation with good.”21 Much like Norman Cousins of the National Committee for
a Sane Nuclear Policy, who decided on a deliberate strategy of anti-politics in order to
avoid political polarization, King proposed civil disobedience precisely because it allowed
the morality of the political system of the Jim Crow system to be placed on trial before the
entire country. Martin Luther King gambled that civil rights would become a mass
movement in the United States once it was transformed from a political and legal struggle
to a broader movement that highlighted the moral crisis in American society.
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King’s first attempt at non-violent protest challenged the segregated bussing system
in Montgomery, Alabama. The boycott—King preferred the term noncooperation—began
four days after Rosa Parks’ arrest on December 5, 1955. King marveled from his doorstep
as African-Americans in Montgomery marched past his home toward work at the cradle of
the confederacy with their heads held high. “There is nothing more majestic than the
determined courage of individuals willing to suffer and sacrifice for their freedom and
dignity,” he said.22 Yet it was after Birmingham in April 1963 that the nation awoke to the
moral challenge of the civil rights movement. And it was King’s “Letter from a
Birmingham Jail,”—one of the seminal texts in American history—that reframed the moral
questions of the day. Drawing from St. Augustine, King said there were two types of laws,
just and unjust, and citizens of states had different ethical responsibilities to each. “One has
not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey just laws,” argued King. “Conversely,
one has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust laws.” The segregation laws in the South
were unjust because they were acts that did not apply to all citizens equally. Unjust laws
were morally reprehensible because they were “difference made legal.” To those who
claimed that King was an outsider fomenting divisiveness and violence, he responded that
his actions brought injustice to the surface for all to see. African-Americans in Birmingham
had lived under the weight of immoral laws and had waited for justice for too long. “Now
is the time to make real the promise of democracy and transform our pending national elegy
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into a creative psalm of brotherhood,” King said. “Now is the time to lift our national policy
from the quicksand of racial injustice to the solid rock of human dignity.”23
More to the point, the civil rights movement challenged white Americans to live up
to the moral standard for justice that the United States had set for itself. On June 13, 1968,
two days after Alabama Governor George Wallace stood defiantly at the footsteps of Foster
Auditorium at the University of Alabama to prohibit two African-American students from
enrolling in the university, Kennedy went on national television to discuss race and
American society. “Today we are committed to a worldwide struggle to promote and
protect the rights of all who wish to be free,” Kennedy said, drawing a link between civil
rights and the Cold War.24 But he went further in describing what the struggle for AfricanAmerican equality in the United States was all about, and it was as if King himself had
written the address. “We are confronted primarily with a moral issue. It is as old as the
scriptures and is as clear as the American Constitution.” Mimicking King, who had argued
that justice knew no frontiers and that an “injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere,” Kennedy said that the United States “was founded on the principle that all
men are created equal, and that the rights of every man are diminished when the rights of
one man are threatened.” For too long, African-Americans had been told to wait. The
United States could wait no longer to guarantee African-American civil rights, the
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president argued, because “this nation, for all its hopes and all its boasts, will not be fully
free until all its citizens are free.” Kennedy was arguing that “the time has come for this
Nation to fulfill its promise,” a promise that had both political and moral implications. To
meet that promise, Kennedy proposed comprehensive civil rights legislation that would
make segregation illegal throughout the country. Kennedy would not live to see the passage
of the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964, or the Voting Rights Act of 1965. It would be a
stretch to suggest that Kennedy, the quintessential cold warrior, was persuaded to change
his entire outlook on American politics. The point, however, is that King framing of civil
rights in the United States as an anti-political issue allowed him to bring the quest for social
justice into the current of moral revision that flowed during the 1960s and to highlight the
larger moral crisis within American society.
King came to view the American war in Vietnam as a moral crisis, too, and he
argued that his opposition to the war was a logical progression from the fight for civil right
in the United States. “There is at the outset a very obvious and almost facile connection
between the war in Vietnam and the struggle I and others have been waging in America,”
King said. On April 4, 1967, at Riverside Church in New York City, King declared his
opposition to the war and explained how Vietnam had come “into the field of my moral
vision.” King called for a “revolution of values” in the United States that broke away from
“comfort, complacency, a morbid fear of communism, and our proneness to adjust to
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injustice.” Only then would the United States break through the impasse of the Cold War
and overcome moral paralysis.25
King was not the only one to view Vietnam in this way. As one historian has posited
when looking at the debate over the conflict, “the central contention of those Americans
who first decried participation in the Vietnam war was that it was immoral.”26 This view
of the war mirrored the analysis of organizations founded on American college campuses
like the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). In its landmark manifesto The Port
Huron Statement, the SDS argued that the political utopias of the present, as represented
by the dichotomy of the United States and the Soviet Union, had collapsed and needed to
be replaced. “Making values explicit,” Port Huron authors stated, was the “initial task in
establishing alternatives” to the political status quo. It is telling that the first chapter of Port
Huron was a meditation on the moral values of cold war American society. Tom Hayden,
one of the principle authors of the tract, said the section on values was moved to the front
“on the grounds that our politics stemmed from our morals.”27 And in that section the
authors noted that the largest failure of the political status quo was a lack of moral clarity
by U.S. leaders. “The conventional moral terms of the age, the politician moralities—‘free
world’, ‘people’s democracies’—reflect realities poorly, if at all, and seem to function
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more as ruling myths than as descriptive principles,” the writers said. By laying out their
“central values,” SDS sought to provide a moral alternative to the status quo and to
transform ethically the economic, political, and social institutions of the United States in
order to ensure that they were “generally organized with the well-being and dignity of man
as the essential measure of success.”28 In the end, SDS leaders were searching for the
“authentic,” which was bound around the idea of the “moral individual” who worked with
other like-minded citizens to remake the United States into a more open, just, and moral
society.29
On November 27, 1965, Carl Oglesby, president of SDS, spoke at the March on
Washington for Peace in Vietnam, an event organized by SANE. The Vietnam War was
not an aberration, Oglesby argued, but a consequence of the corporate liberalism that had
overtaken the American state. Yet if corporate liberalism was the underlying base,
American leaders had created a Cold War superstructure that pursued illiberal and immoral
actions on behalf of winning the war against communism. The Vietnam War was the
ultimate consequence, or perhaps fulfillment, of this American Cold War foreign policy
and its moral vision. The Cold War allowed American policymakers “to make kind and
moral what is neither, to perform some alchemy with language that will make this injustice
seem a most magnanimous gift,” Oglesby said. The SDS president did not believe these
were bad men. “They are not moral monsters,” he remarked. Instead, they were trapped by
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the moral paralysis of the Cold War, which divided them from “their compassion.”
Oglesby, thus, had a reactionary message that called for a retreat to the values that had
guided the founding of the Republic. The United States must look beyond the Cold War
and end the Vietnam War in order to remake American society “in the name of simple
human decency and democracy and the vision that wise and brave men saw in the time of
our Revolution.”30
Yet it was how the United States fought the war in Vietnam that turned the conflict
into a moral question for many Americans. Napalm was at the center of that question. In
January 1967, Ramparts, Ladies Home Journal, and Redbook—with a combined
circulation of nearly 12 million—ran stories on the American use of napalm in Vietnam.
More than that, the periodicals also featured color photographs of napalm’s devastating
effect on Vietnamese children. Writing for Ladies Home Journal, war correspondent
Martha Gellhorn made a comparison that many American women were sure to understand
instantly. “Before I went to Saigon, I had heard and read that napalm melts the flesh, and I
thought that’s non-sense, because I can put a roast in the oven and the fat will melt but the
meat stays there,” she wrote. “Well, I went and saw these burned children and it is
absolutely true.”31 Famously, it was after seeing the images of burned Vietnamese children
that turned King against the Vietnam War. “This business of burning human beings with
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napalm,” he said during his speech at Riverside Church, “cannot be reconciled with
wisdom, justice, and love.”32 As historian Robert M. Neer has argued, napalm became
instantly identified with the Vietnam War and the perceived immorality of the American
war effort. “The use of napalm is bringing shame upon our nation throughout the world,”
historian Howard Zinn wrote in a 1967 pamphlet entitled Dow Shalt Not Kill. “Its use is
wholly unworthy of the ideals for which this nations stands.”33
It would be a mistake to view every social movement simply as a moral cause. Antinuclear crusaders, proponents of civil rights, and dissenters against the Vietnam War all
drew from a variety of sources to express their discontent with American foreign policy.
But for many Americans these movements, and no doubt others, represented a moral crisis
in American foreign policy. They believed the United States was mired in moral paralysis
and American leaders needed to approach foreign affairs through a new framework that
was not tied to the Cold War. This was the context for how many Americans understood
their role in the world, and how they came to view the humanitarian situation in Biafra as
a moral challenge for the United States to overcome.
THE MORAL CHALLENGE OF BIAFRA
The news of Biafran starvation first appeared on the front page of The New York Times on
June 30, 1968. “Blockaded Biafra Facing Starvation,” the headline read, and the article
warned that a conservative estimate of “hundreds of thousands” of Biafrans might soon die
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of slow, creeping starvation. This was a troubling prediction that must have lost much of
its bite when placed below the fold and surrounded by text.34 Still, it was enough to get the
State Department’s attention. Officials at Foggy Bottom noted “with concern the mounting
volume of distorted news stories in the world press planted by Biafra alluding to the
possibility of millions of Ibos facing death from starvation.”35 They were referring, of
course, to the Biafran propaganda machine, led by the Geneva-based outfit Markpress, that
had been attempting to open a second international front in the Nigerian Civil War. While
expressing concern—not for the starvation but for the fact that that there was an increasing
number of stories about famine in Biafra—the State Department did not feel any direct
pressure to change policies toward the conflict in Biafra.
On July 3, 1968, Biafran starvation again made it to the front page of The New York
Times. This time, however, the article was accompanied by a picture of a screaming,
famine-stricken child with a bloated stomach and an expression of pure agony. The images
continued on the third page: two lifeless girls lay in a hospital bed wearing clothes that
were no more than scraps; black skin clutched so close to their bones that it seemed
stretched to its absolute limit. A third photograph was of a shirtless man holding his crying
daughter who, too, suffered from malnutrition. The family stared at the camera, saying
more with their eyes than the description of the photo could. Yet the words underneath
made it clear that all of these people, so close to death, were in fact the lucky ones in Biafra
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because they were receiving medical treatment and food. The headline on page 3 said,
“Problems of Transport and Sovereignty Snarl Aid to Millions Starving in Biafra.” The
implications were clear to many Americans who saw the images. If transport and
sovereignty were the obstacles to feeding these children, then they simply needed to be
overcome in order to feed Biafran children.
The reaction was immediate as a panoply of groups across the United States
emerged in response to the humanitarian crisis in Biafra. The records of these organizations
are woefully incomplete, and as a result not much is known about many of these groups
other than the fact that they at one point existed. These committees tended to be hyper
local—often just a small group of high school students pooling together resources to send
to the International Committee of the Red Cross. A common act for these groups was to
hold dinners where the participants donated money to eat a simple meal of rice and tea, or,
perhaps out of solidarity with the starving Biafrans, to eat nothing at all.36 The
organizations had little coordination with each other, and in most cases it is unclear who
founded the groups, how long they lasted, or what sort of influence they had in their
communities. Support for Biafran relief cut across party lines in the United States, and
many of the organizations had a religious affiliation. Women played important roles in staff
positions in these groups, although men tended to hold the higher positions of leadership.
The committees appear to have been dominated by white Americans, although in some
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places African-Americans created their own organizations. In Kansas, for example,
Geraldine Smith founded Black American Aid to African Starvation. Leonard Garrett, the
chairman of the committee, said there was one purpose for the group, “and that is to show
that the Black America is truly concerned with the mass murder of these peoples, and that
we must, as in no previous time, band together as Black people to be heard.”37
Enough information is available to discern some patterns within the organizations.
First, very few committees were like the Columbus Friends of Biafra Association, a group
from Ohio that sought the recognition of Biafra as a sovereign state.38 The great majority
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of the organizations were more concerned with relief than politics and professed neutrality
toward the conflict. Second, American humanitarian organizations wanted to separate the
politics of the Nigerian Civil War from the morality of the relief effort. “Where are the
parents and the humanitarians in the United Nations?” the Bay Area Committee to Save
Biafran Children asked.39 The question, like the image of a starving child staring out from
their flyer, was meant to signify that nations needed to focus more on finding ways to feed
children than debating the political reasons why they could not get relief into Biafra. Third,
these organizations had a cosmopolitan view of themselves in relation to the Nigerian Civil
War that made starvation in Biafra a moral imperative for Americans thousands of miles
away. Joan Kennedy, chair of the New York-based Committee to Implement NigeriaBiafra Aid, asked “Why Biafra?” She responded, “In a world as small as ours, African
problems are, in reality, American problems. . . . Biafra is the embodiment of a kind of
suffering that we can alleviate if we simply care enough to act.” 40 For these groups, there
was no local sense of identity but a shared conception of humanity that compelled them to
help starving children everywhere. Finally, while these organizations had a cosmopolitan
view that placed an importance on global and universal values, these groups believed that
the United States government needed to take the lead in facilitating humanitarian relief. A
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representative from Operation Impact, an organization from Texas, said that “as a friend
of humanity, I step forward and demand that American act as the world’s conscience in
this matter of life and death for millions.”41 Indeed, these organizations protested locally
in order to create change globally and realign the global aims of American grand strategy
to include humanitarianism. Specifically for the Nigerian Civil War, they shared the same
three basic demands as the Seattle Committee to Keep Biafra Alive: an arms embargo, a
cease fire, and a massive relief operation directly into Biafra. In order to achieve those
objectives, the group encouraged Seattleites to take an active part in pressuring American
politicians to become further involved in Biafra. “We must, with a flood of letters and
telegrams, persuade other legislators and the President that they must act now to prevent
the annihilation of the Biafra people.”42
Activists compared Biafra to other major international issues of moral importance,
most significantly Vietnam. “Because the Biafran food problem is killing far more people
far faster than the Vietnam War, and because the United States governments has the power
to alleviate it, this problem merits the understanding and consideration of all Americans,”
members of a high school human rights club in New York City wrote. 43 Many Americans
feared, however, that concern for Vietnam in the United States was overshadowing the
problems in Biafra. After explaining the depleting food situation inside the Biafran enclave,
the New England Committee for Nonviolent Action warned against complacency over
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Biafra. “For various reasons we have done little or nothing: we have been too busy with
other concerns, such as Vietnam and the draft; we have become hardened to human
suffering and death so we no longer feel urgent.”44 In truth, they saw Vietnam and Biafra
as connected and argued that American foreign policy toward both conflicts stemmed from
the same moral paralysis that was not concerned with promoting human dignity. In a leaflet
distributed during a march on Washington, one organization juxtaposed a picture of
Vietnam protest and an image of starving Biafran children. “Vietnam is important! Latin
America is important! South Africa is important! So are the people of Biafra!” the caption
read. The broadside made it clear that anyone concerned with ending the Vietnam War,
stopping future conflicts in Latin America, or defeating apartheid in South Africa must take
action regarding Biafra because all of these events were connected. To these activists,
fighting for humanitarian intervention in the Nigerian Civil War, like ending the war in
Vietnam, was not a political act. It was a moral obligation for every citizen. “Remember,
starvation knows no politics, no race or religion or nationality,” they argued.45
Indeed, it was morality, not politics, that connected Biafra, Vietnam, and other
social movements of the 1960s. When viewing these conflict together, the American
Friends Service Committee argued in a full page New York Times advertisement on April
26, 1969, that it was like “Looking Through a Hole into Hell.” The advertisement featured
two separate letters on the bombing of civilians, one written by a Mennonite doctor in
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Biafra and another penned by a Quaker relief worker in Vietnam. “This is the suffering we
are trying to relieve,” the summary toward the bottom read. “Its dimensions are appalling;
its tragedy beyond politics.”46
What banded these organizations together, then, was a shared humanitarian vision
of morality—a moral conception of international politics that was separate from political,
ideological, or economic considerations. Proponents of this humanitarian vision hoped that
nations would support and promote human dignity across the world, regardless of
sovereignty and citizenship. “Let no man mistake compassion for political interest,” the
North American Coalition for Biafran Relief declared. “Let no government feel political
obligation above humanitarian concern.”47 These were lofty goals, but the committees did
not have any real plans for how governments should carry out humanitarian relief
indicatives, which meant that the organizations produced statements with idealistic goals
without real political recommendations. “Let men of good will come together through this
commitment to give humanity a purposeful scope, and let there rise in this land just and
noble outrage to demand the end of senseless death, inhuman suffering, and the gross
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injustice of widespread human tragedy.”48 How that would work in practice was never
clearly defined.
THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE TO KEEP BIAFRA ALIVE
There was one group that meshed the humanitarian vision of morality with a clearly
defined agenda for creating change in American foreign policy. The American Committee
to Keep Biafra Alive was created in July 1968 by a group of Peace Corps volunteers who
had recently returned from Nigeria and college students. For Susan Durr, one of the original
members of the committee, the Peace Corps experience was instrumental in her
development as an activist. Durr did not consider herself political by nature, although she
later recalled that she admired from afar African-Americans in the South who had bravely
challenged Jim Crow through civil disobedience. They were “making the United States
conform to its ideals,” she remembered. Durr said that joining the Peace Corps was the first
political act of her life, and she, like so many young Americans in the 1960s, was inspired
by the élan of John F. Kennedy and his vision for the Peace Corps.49 “We were all Kennedy
kids,” she remembered. “We were highly idealistic. . . .We were college kids and excited
about living abroad. Kennedy started the Peace Corps and the idealism was contagious.”
Durr left for Nigeria in 1965 and was stationed at Okija, a tiny village in the Eastern Region
just south of major trading town Onithsa. When asked why she helped to create the
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American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive upon returning from Nigeria, she responded
that the answer was simple: Peace Corps volunteers stationed in the Eastern Region
“developed strong friendships and identified as Igbo. So why did we help? Because we saw
ourselves as Igbo.”50 Peace Corps ideals infused the American Committee’s mission. The
committee, its leaders said, was “committed to the third goal of the Peace Corps which is
to bring back to the American people insights into our international obligations and to
educate citizens to undertake purposeful action.”51 For many within the organization, the
Peace Corps played an integral role in shaping how they viewed America’s role in the
world. For Durr, who believed that she had missed out on the civil rights movement,
pressuring the United States government to send relief into Biafra was her way of making
the United States conform to its self-professed ideals.
Like Susan Durr, Paul Connett never considered himself to be very ideological.
“My attitude is both the right and the left screw people,” he later said. But he nevertheless
found his political calling during the 1960s while a graduate student in chemistry at Cornell
University. Connett was from England and not a member of the Peace Corps, but he
volunteered for Eugene McCarthy’s 1968 presidential campaign. It was through Connett’s
work on McCarthy’s bid for the presidency that he met Allard Lowenstein, a one-term
Congressman for New York’s Fifth District. Lowenstein had seen the horrific images of
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starving Biafrans on the news and wondered what he could do to relieve their suffering. In
the back of a limousine that was carrying both Connett and Lowenstein to a political
planning session for McCarthy, the congressman broached the subject of Biafran
starvation. Lowenstein was concerned that the starvation issue would not make it past one
week in the American news cycle unless someone took action, so he asked Connett to go
out and raise money for the relief agencies struggling to get food into Biafra. “With your
English accent,” Lowenstein told Connett, “you can do something really important.”52
Connett and his colleagues sought to do just that. The American Committee to Keep
Biafra Alive adopted the language of other activist groups during the 1960s of participatory
democracy and argued that starvation in Biafra was a test case of the values of governments
and international organizations. Earlier in the decade the Students for a Democratic Society
had made it clear that the institutions of governance must be transformed to better reflect
the needs of mankind and human dignity, and the American Committee argued that
American policy toward the relief situation during the Nigerian Civil War was a betrayal
of the wellbeing of man.53 As a result, the committee said, “we the children of our
institutions put our institutions on trial. If they purport to carry out our intentions, they must
not mistake what our intentions are.”54 The intention was to get the United States moving
toward “establishing a formal channel of humanitarian aid which would act independent of
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political, social, or economic considerations to insure personal and group security.”55
Stopping genocide and saving Biafran lives was the American Committee’s most important
task. “We believe if we fail the whole world will share the guilt,” the committee declared.
Governments must act, they said. “Our intention is not to tell them how this should be done
but to make it overwhelmingly clear that this is what they must do.”56
Concern about genocide and genocide prevention were key components of the
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive’s insistence on humanitarian intervention. By
labeling the Federal Military Government’s strategy during the Nigerian Civil War as
genocide, the American Committee joined a chorus of ad hoc organizations across the
nation and the world that accused the Nigerian government of attempting to exterminate
the Igbo. Student Mobilization for Biafra, an organization founded by New York City’s
high school students, argued in a broadside that by the end of 1970 “we will have been
witness to one of the greatest crimes ever committed: the genocidal murder of millions of
innocent people.”57 The Committee of Returned Volunteers, an American organization
established by former members of governmental and nongovernmental organizations, said
that “genocide” was the key factor separating the Nigerian Civil War from other conflicts
taking place in the 1960s.58 The Britain-Biafra Association, one of the three major groups
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operating in Britain, published pamphlets explaining that the reports from “unbiased
observers” made it “frighteningly clear that Nigerian policy toward Biafra is nothing short
of genocide.”59 And in France, the Comité International de Lutte contre le Génocide au
Biafra, whose name alone explicitly stated that the organization was fighting against
genocide in Biafra, passed out a cartoon flyer comparing Biafran starvation to the
Holocaust.60 The French group, founded by Bernard Kouchner, said that the twentiethcentury alphabet must be updated to recognize the fact that A now stands for Auschwitz
and B should represent Biafra.61
It was one thing to claim genocide in Biafra, but how did the American Committee
actually know that the Nigerian Federal Military Government was committing genocide in
Biafra? After all, genocide is difficult to discern in an international propaganda war where
both sides employed public relations firms that provided one-sided and slanted reports of
events in Biafra.62 Committee members leaned on statements made by Nigerian military
leaders to bolster their claim that the Nigerian government was pursuing a policy of
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genocide in the war. In the organization’s official newsletter Biafran Lifeline, the
committee quoted Nigerian Colonel Benjamin Adekunle who said that he wanted “to see
no Red Cross, no Caritas, no World Council of Churches, no Pope, no missionary and no
UN delegation. I want to prevent even one Ibo from having even one piece to eat before
their capitulation.” More important than these statements, the images of starving children
made the case for genocide for committee members. They argued that any further
discussion on whether or not Nigeria was committing genocide was simply academic and
got in the way of action that could allay the suffering in Biafra. With these forces working
together, the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive declared that everyone should
“Protest Genocide” in Biafra. As if to quell any further discussion on the merits of their
genocidal assertion, the Committee asked, “If this is not genocide, what is?”63
The American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive was ad hoc in every sense of the
word—even the name came together at the last minute and was controversial within the
group.64 Still, committee members were following Lowenstein’s charge to do something
important on Biafra and were too busy for inter-organizational squabbling. The American
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Committee did face many obstacles, with the biggest hurdle by far being financial. The
committee was run out of a seedy storefront at Hotel Hadson on Broadway in Midtown,
New York City, where the rent was the property’s only saving grace. “It was really cheap,”
Ellen Langley, the group’s secretary, recalled, “and there was a reason for that.” 65 If the
committee kept official membership records, then the exact numbers have been lost. In
truth, the committee was probably never fully aware of the precise number of volunteers
because the American Committee was not so much a club you joined as it was a movement
that you worked for. The committee depended on donations for funding, whether from
money collected during demonstrations, direct donations from Americans reading their
advertisements in newspapers, or from the numerous satellite committees that formed
across the country. There are no precise numbers on the group’s budget, although at one
point in 1969 Paul Connett claimed that the committee was spending between $1,000 and
$2,000 a week. It is almost certainly the case that the committee’s resources fluctuated
greatly, and the group often benefited from large donations from wealthy donors such as
Harvard Professor Martin Peretz.66 Sizable contributions from affluent supporters like
Peretz were probably few and far between, and the committee, like so many other ad hoc
organizations during the sixties, scraped by to make ends meet.
Founded as a non-political humanitarian organization that focused solely on raising
public awareness of the Biafran situation—Langley said their job was to make “noise”—
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the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive did not initially seek the creation of a
separate Biafran state.67 In fact, they claimed that their movement was above politics. In
its original charter, the committee explained “we are political only in the sense that we aim
our efforts at both governments and at international organizations calling for them to rise
above the diplomatic problems and reach out and stop this crime against humanity and save
the starving victims of this tragedy—NOW.”68 This was an anti-political message, one in
which the moral challenge of Biafra took precedence over any of the political
considerations facing governments. Philip Nix, a former Peace Corps volunteer and
founding member of the committee, made this clear at the organization’s first public
demonstration on August 8, 1968. Some 2,400 people came to this event in New York City,
which the committee called “Lifeline.” Outside the United Nations building in Dag
Hammasköld Plaza, surrounded by signs that read “Stop Man’s Inhumanity” and large
photographs of starving Biafran children, Nix told a journalist from The New Yorker,
“We’re disgusted with the use of the word ‘politics’ in connection with this famine. . . .
We aren’t taking sides politically.”69 As Nix later explained, the committee’s activism was
aimed at dedicating “ourselves to the higher purposes of government.” 70 Volunteers saw
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no higher purpose for the United States than saving the lives of starving people, which was
why he and the committee wanted to focus American foreign policy toward living up to its
ideals through humanitarianism. “Are we willing to sit around while a whole people is
destroyed?” he asked.71
There were fissures within the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive. Susan
McNeill, a co-chairman of the organization, said in an interview with The Village Voice
that the committee was “less concerned with food and more concerned with political
action.”72 This was not the committee’s official position in August 1968, but McNeill’s
stance spoke less to the policies of the group and more toward the ad-hoc nature of 1960s
activism where an organization might have many, often competing, voices within a group.
More troublesome was the tactical direction of the group. Paul Connett favored highly
public, not to mention expensive, spectacles that would grab the attention of the American
public. Connett believed that these events would create citizens who would, in turn,
pressure their representatives in Washington to support an American-led relief effort.
Things came to a head within the group very early when the committee ran an
advertisement with an image of Adolf Hitler under the banner, “Welcome Back.” 73 Nix
said he “was sick over the Hitler ad. Our notion was that we needed to get food to them,”
and he thought that the Hitler ad and Paul’s lofty statements got in the way of the real issues
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of the war. Where Connett was an idealist, Nix was more of a pragmatist. “I can speak the
high level stuff, but you can’t get it done on the ground,” he said. “It’s only as good as I
can make happen. Being the martyr means that it can’t happen.”74 It was this tension over
tactics that led Nix, along with Susan Durr, to leave the American Committee to Keep
Biafra Alive in late 1968 and to create the Clearing House for Nigeria/Biafra Information.75
Before Durr left the organization, she and a group of committee volunteers picketed
the American Embassy at the United Nations. On September 12, 1968, the American
Committee presented the embassy with a petition asking the United States to bring the
relief situation in Biafra before the United Nations General Assembly. 76 Four days later,
eleven committee members staged a sit-in at the ambassador’s reception room until they
received a response from the ambassador. Despite being “orderly” and showing “genuine
concern that something be done,” committee members never heard from Ambassador
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Ball.77 However, United Nations Secretary General U Thant did provide an answer to the
question of how the UN would respond to the humanitarian crisis in Biafra from Algiers,
Algeria where the Organization of African Unity was currently discussing the Nigerian
Civil War.78 Recalling the Kinshasa meeting of the OAU where African leaders deemed
the Nigerian Civil War an internal matter and that Nigeria had the right to control the affairs
within its territorial boundaries, Thant declared that the United Nations would not take up
the Nigerian Civil War. “I believe the OAU should be the most appropriate instrument for
the promotion of peace in Nigeria,” Thant said.79 For Durr, the energetic newcomer who
knew little to nothing about international politics before her involvement in the Nigerian
Civil War, the experience was eye opening. Durr said she learned “that the UN is about
nations. It’s not about splinter groups within nations. It’s not about solving internal affairs.
It’s about zero interest in anything about Biafra.”80
Down but not out, Durr traveled to Washington to put the committee’s case for an
American-led humanitarian initiative directly to U.S. officials in the nation’s capital. For
two days, beginning on September 23, 1968, committee volunteers met with a host of
legislative aides on the Hill, foreign service officers at Foggy Bottom, and national security
staff members from the White House. Making it clear that they were “opposed to
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secession,” Durr and fellow committee member Robert Jackson demanded that the Johnson
administration bring the Biafran situation to the United Nations General Assembly and that
the United States, if necessary, lead “a ‘humanitarian intervention’ of some sort in Biafra
in order to save countless lives.”81 Most of the American bureaucrats were noncommittal
to the committee’s suggestions, although they were certain that the American Committee
to Keep Biafra Alive should change its name.82 To augment their call for humanitarian
intervention, Durr and Jackson provided a legal brief written by two Yale Law School
professors, Michael Reisman and Myres S. McDougal. Claiming that the Biafran
“circumstances clearly call for employment of the exceptional legal institution of
humanitarian intervention,” the lengthy brief argued that violating sovereignty for
humanitarianism had a long history in international politics and a well-established legal
tradition that could be invoked in the case of the Nigerian Civil War. In summation, the
legal counselors offered not a legal justification for humanitarian intervention but a moral
one: “If we cannot perfect, as a minimum, a system of humanitarian intervention, we have
lost our humanity. If we sit passively by while the Ibos suffer genocide, we have forfeited
our right to regain it.”83
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Within the American bureaucracy, Reisman and McDougal’s memorandum was
largely met with indifference, but it did begin a conversation about the legality of
humanitarian intervention in international law. Lawrence Hargrove, a legal adviser to the
United States Mission in New York, examined the document and determined that the UN
could, in theory, act in the name of humanitarian intervention “consistently with its Charter
and its practice under the Charter.” Having the United States promote such an act was
unadvisable, Hargrove concluded. “To invoke a supposed right of ‘humanitarian
intervention’ as described . . . would be wrong on the law as it exists, harmful to the future
integrity of the Charter, and politically unhelpful to the cause of getting quick and effective
action to relieve the Ibos.” In particular, Hargrove stated that the brief provided by the
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive would violate Article 2(4) of the United Nations
Charter, which stated that all members of the UN must abstain from the threat or use of
force against the sovereignty or independence of any state. There were two practical
reasons for judging Article 2(4) in this way. First, the majority of states in the United
Nations agreed with this position. Second, it would set a precedent for any state to legally
involve itself in another state’s affairs in the name of “humanitarian intervention”—a vague
phrase that could be interpreted in many ways. After all, Hargrove noted, in 1968 had the
Soviet Union not argued for intervention in Czechoslovakia in the name of maintaining
international peace and humanitarianism? “One requires no Calvinist predilections to see
that governments are not essentially good enough to be trusted with a rule which allows
them to exercise force against another country when they believe it would serve the ends
207

of human rights to do so,” Hargrove wrote, “or would otherwise be consistent with one of
the vaguely formulate purposes stated in Article 1 of the Charter,” which was to maintain
international peace and security.84 The United States, in other words, was not going to push
for humanitarian intervention in the UN and was certainly not going to take the lead in
unilaterally violating Nigeria’s sovereignty.
These were major defeats for American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive, but the
fledgling organization still sought to broaden its reach, betting that if its reach went beyond
the five boroughs of New York City the whole nation would soon advocate for
humanitarian intervention in Biafra. The committee looked across the United States and
saw a humanitarian landscape of individual, local organizations and committees that did
not have any sort of central organization. “So far activities have been localized, by and
large the coverage hasn’t been national,” the committee recognized.85 Committee members
saw this as a problem for the humanitarian cause in Biafra. In order to bring more attention
to Biafra, the American Committee sent out instructions to American college students for
setting up their own branch of the group that would coordinate with the central organization
in New York City. The guide included a list of local organizations that the campus
committee could work with, sample literature to be reproduced and sold, and strategies to
quickly bring numbers to the group. The New York office recommended a candlelight
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vigil, which was wildly successful in earlier protests at the United Nations, as a way “to
bring the student body’s attention to the critical situation in Biafra and the existence of
your group.”86 Creating satellite branches of the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive
on college campus would bring more, hopefully younger and more energetic, people to
supporting humanitarian relief in Biafra.
In addition to forming branches on college campuses, the American Committee to
Keep Biafra had an even bigger goal: bring attention to the starvation caused by the
Nigerian Civil War through a nationally coordinated Lifeline demonstration on October
25, 1968. Across the country, the committee asked local organizations to hold a 24-hour
vigil at a place of prominence to the community, perhaps a city hall or a church. “People
should carry pictures of starving children during the daylight and candles during the night,”
and as a “focal point” for the Lifeline the committee recommended “a large blown up
picture of the children.” There was room for local interpretation, but the committee
recommended that the event be “simple, beautiful, and photogenic.” Clean photos were
important, as the goal of Lifeline was to engender “maximum local coverage” that would
be processed by the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive into national coverage. The
committee advised the organizations to reach out to radio, television, and newspapers
outlets to cover their Lifeline. In doing so, the American Committee predicted, the world
would know that the “people throughout the U.S. are deeply concerned about the inhuman
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treatment of the people of Biafra.”87 It would also lead to more people pressuring their
representatives in Congress to fight for an American-led humanitarian intervention in
Biafra.
In their official newspaper, also titled “Lifeline,” the American Committee to Keep
Biafra Alive declared the national event a roaring success. In Washington, D.C., the first
candle was lit at the eternal flame on John F. Kennedy’s grave—linking the president’s
legacy to humanitarianism—and by nightfall over 1,000 people congregated at the
reflecting pool on the National Mall, which gave an eerie fluorescent glow to the peaceful
water; in Union City, Tennessee, a small town in the northwest corner of the Volunteer
State, 100 people held a candlelight vigil for the children of Biafra; and at Eugene, Oregon,
a small, yet vocal crowd stood watch through the night, holding candles that illuminated
signs that read “Love Thy Neighbor: Aid Biafra.”88 This was the humanitarian morality in
practice, a cosmopolitan view of empathy that made Biafran starvation a moral challenge
to Americans living half a world away.
CONCLUSION
Sending humanitarian relief to Biafra represented much more than simply filling the
bloated bellies of children. Indeed, for activists it was a chance for the United States to
overcome moral paralysis on a national level while reclaiming the moral legitimacy and
global leadership that had been lost as a result of the Cold War. This was a common story
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during the 1960s, as many activists made connections between differing social movements
and placed them within a broader moral package. By viewing the problems of the 1960s as
moral issues, many Americans were attempting to side step the broader political
implications of dissent and present their causes as being beyond petty political squabbling.
Of course, not everyone practiced this form of anti-politics during the 1960s. Still, many
believed that politics and morality were separable, and the best way of effecting longlasting political change was to transcend politics altogether and appeal to moral values.
That was the initial goal of the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive. The
committee framed the Nigerian Civil War as a moral issue and separated the politics of the
war from the relief. The Johnson administration shared this perception. Joseph Palmer,
assistant secretary of state for African Affairs and former ambassador to Nigeria,
articulated this view to a Senate subcommittee on Africa on September 16, 1968. While
Palmer noted that the starvation in Biafra was a “legitimate cause for concern not only for
Africa but for the entire world,” he also said that the United States “should draw a
distinction—to the extent that one is possible—between the political and the humanitarian
aspects of the problem.”89 Some committee members, however, grew frustrated that their
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activism was not pushing the Johnson administration to move faster on relief. For months,
the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive’s effort to start a bold, U.S.-led
humanitarian relief initiative floundered because of the politics of the Nigerian Civil War.
After the Lifeline demonstrations, committee members began to wonder if it was even
possible to separate the politics of the war from the relief effort. If the politics of relief was
tied tightly to the question of Nigerian sovereignty, then maybe the American Committee
to Keep Biafra Alive needed to change its position on politics to get the American
government to become seriously involved with humanitarian intervention in Biafra. Maybe
the only way to prevent genocide in Biafra was to help Biafrans create their own nationstate.
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Chapter 5
The Boiling Point
The bright lights in Alumnae Hall at Brown University warmed Undersecretary of State
Nicholas Katzenbach on a cold December day in Providence, Rhode Island. Katzenbach
had first entered into public service as a Kennedy appointee in the Justice Department, back
when the message was that the role of the United States in the world had virtually no limits.
No price was too big to pay in preserving liberty, Kennedy said during his inaugural; no
burden too much to bear for the United States to demonstrate its global commitment to
human rights. Now, in 1968—nearly eight years since that address—Katzenbach was fully
convinced that there were definite limits to what the United States could achieve in the
world.
There certainly were many topics that Katzenbach could have discussed to prove
the point, but the topic that night, in a speech entitled, “Foreign Affairs: Challenges and
Opportunities,” was the current relief impasse in Biafra. Many of the students and faculty
inside the auditorium—and, presumably, outside Alumnae Hall protesting Katzenbach’s
talk—were members of the Brown-Pembroke Committee to Help Save the Refugees of the
Biafran-Nigerian War.1 They wanted the Johnson administration to change its policy of
non-involvement in the civil war and to intervene in the conflict in the name of
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humanitarianism. Katzenbach understood their grievances, but he said that the United
States was hamstrung and could do little to change the situation. “The real difficulty is that
the humanitarian aspects of the problem are hopelessly tied to the political aspects,” he
said. The fundamental political problem facing humanitarian intervention in Nigeria was
sovereignty, principally getting relief into a territory that two governments claimed
political sovereignty over. There were few good options, Katzenbach told the audience at
Brown, but the course of action most in the room preferred, direct humanitarian
intervention, was not a policy that the Johnson administration planned to carry out. “Some
persons, faced with this heartbreaking panorama of slaughter and starvation, would have
us take direct action,” said the under secretary. “They would have use slice through the
Gordian Knot which twists together a thousand political and humanitarian strands in an
attempt to separate them.” This was an internal matter, Katzenbach insisted, and the United
States would not violate sovereignty for humanitarian relief in Nigeria. There were limits
to what the United States could do in Nigeria.
Before making the speech at Brown, Katzenbach told Secretary of State Dean Rusk
that his talk probably would not change any minds, but he hoped that it would “do a little
educating to those who still cry for simple answers.”2 The under secretary’s prophecy
proved correct. While he and his State Department colleagues viewed humanitarian issues
during the Nigerian Civil War as a political problem best avoided, proponents of
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humanitarian intervention saw the lack of compassion by the Johnson administration
toward the suffering in Biafra as part of a larger moral crisis in American foreign policy. It
was imperative that the Johnson administration support humanitarian efforts because it
offered a clear space for the United States to reclaim its moral leadership in international
affairs. Katzenbach warned against this type of thinking. “What seems clearly moral and
clearly imperative to most of us is now what seems either clear, moral, or imperative to the
people who have it in their power to end the conflict,” he said. But the domestic pressure
inside the United States was forcing the Johnson administration to question its policy
toward the war and rethink many of their fundamental assumptions. Suddenly, the
previously unthinkable alternative emerged as the only option available: American
humanitarian intervention.
THE POLITICS OF RELIEF
Oftentimes the most important distinctions are the subtle ones, and during the Nigerian
Civil War none was as fine as the difference between non-involvement and neutrality. The
Johnson administration “does not consider itself neutral in a conflict between two
sovereign states,” Rusk had written earlier in the civil wawr. Instead, it had “chosen not to
become involved . . . in an internal conflict within territory of the only sovereign entity
which it recognizes,” which was the Federal Military Government.3 By the summer of
1968, American non-involvement, like Nigeria’s claim to sovereignty, had become more
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problematic and difficult to maintain when organizations like the American Committee to
Keep Biafra Alive began “making noise” about starvation in Biafra. In some ways, officials
in Foggy Bottom should have seen the calamity coming. As early as October 1967, there
were warnings within the American government about an impending humanitarian
catastrophe. Steve Tripp, disaster relief coordinator for the United States Agency for
International Development, told Samuel Krakow, director of international relations for the
American Red Cross, that the humanitarian problem in Biafra was “staggering” with at
least 100,000 Nigerians in dire need of relief.4 Despite these early indications of a
humanitarian catastrophe, the U.S. government was taken aback by both the scale of and
the response by its citizens to the Biafran situation. Across the country, Americans called
for the Johnson administration to take action and violate Nigeria’s sovereignty in the name
of humanitarian relief. “No cause, whether it be the sovereignty of a nation or the unity of
a federation, is so noble that it should be bought with the lives of millions of innocent
people,” the North American Coalition for Biafra Relief wrote in its Statement of Purpose.5
It was the moral challenge of Biafra that made American citizens demand government
involvement in the Biafran crisis.
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For Secretary of State Dean Rusk, this was a troubling prospect because it ran
counter to the American position toward the civil war in Nigeria. Rusk said the high interest
in the human catastrophe in Biafra, first reported by national newspapers like The New
York Times in late June 1968 and taken up by the panoply of voluntary humanitarian
organizations, was “likely to increase public focus on,” the American policy of noninvolvement. Rusk feared that Americans would especially push for “the use of US aircraft
to fly relief supplies to Biafran-held areas.”6 The Johnson administration, wanting to
remain aloof from all aspects of the Nigerian Civil War, had already rebuffed an earlier
request from the International Committee of the Red Cross for a C-130 aircraft, a military
transport plane that would have added 20-30 tons of relief carrying capacity per flight for
the humanitarian organization.7
American officials blamed the increasing attention to the Nigerian Civil War on
Biafra’s international propaganda campaign. “Biafra’s publicity campaign is paying
dividends” Secretary Rusk noted.8 The White House recognized the “increasing press
attention here and abroad,” and Undersecretary of State Katzenbach urged President
Johnson to make a statement on the humanitarian crisis in Biafra in order to avert the calls
for the United States to do more. “We are likely to come in for some serious press criticism
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unless we have established a clear record of support for relief efforts,” Katzenbach warned
the president.9 On July 11, 1968, Johnson made his first statement on relief. The United
States would not involve itself in Nigeria’s internal affairs, the president said, but “we do
not believe innocent persons should be made the victims of political maneuvering.” It was
a generally innocuous and noncommittal speech and did not provide any roadmap for future
American involvement in the Nigerian Civil War. In the end, Johnson “urgently” appealed
to both side of the Nigerian Civil War to separate politics from relief and allow
humanitarian aid to flow unmolested to the starving Biafrans.10
The American government did not just have to contend with pressure from
voluntary organizations: politicians on Capitol Hill saw the Nigerian Civil War as an
important issue during an election year. On July 25, 1968, Senator Eugene McCarthy, the
Democratic presidential nominee, demanded that the Johnson administration go before the
United Nations “with a resolution calling for a mandatory relief force to rush food to Biafra
by every means possible.” The United States should, McCarthy said, provide the airplanes,
supplies, and personnel to get the food into the Biafran enclave. This idea seemed a
nonstarter, as United Nations Secretary General U Thant had made it clear that the UN
would not take up the Nigerian Civil War because it was an internal matter. Another
country could bring it before the Security Council, but the Nigerian delegation believed
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that the General Assembly, filled with ex-colonial states that voraciously protected their
own sovereignty, would not want to set a precedent of interfering with the internal affairs
of another sovereign state.11 If the United Nations would not go forward with the plan,
then McCarthy said that the United States should unilaterally intervene in the Nigerian
Civil War in order to provide humanitarian aid.12 McCarthy was echoing a number of
humanitarian organizations that wanted the United States to stand on the side of morality
and justice by supporting humanitarianism. Still, his position on the Nigerian Civil War—
the senator also confided that he supported a temporary division of Nigeria until the United
Nations or the Organization of African Unity could hammer out a workable settlement
plan—sent shockwaves through the State Department. Benjamin Read, special assistant to
Dean Rusk, wrote to Walt Rostow that McCarthy was complicating American relations
with Nigeria.13 His statement will “fuel pro-Biafra propagandists,” Read wrote, adding “it
is also contrary to our policy of support for the Federal Military Government’s efforts to
preserve the territorial integrity of Nigeria.”14 Not to be outdone by McCarthy, a bipartisan
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group of senators passed a resolution on the Nigerian Civil War on August 2, 1968, that
urged the Johnson administration “to offer assistance through the United Nations or
voluntary religious and humanitarian organizations to enable them to deal with the food
shortage that has resulted from this conflict.”15 This was a head a steam that threatened to
boil over if the Johnson administration did not do more to assist the relief effort.
The American consensus was gravitating toward the Johnson administration
becoming further involved in relief effort in Biafra, but domestic politics was not the only
factor weighing on American decision-making on relief. Harold Wilson’s government in
Britain, too, was facing increasing criticism over its policy of supplying arms to the
Nigerian military. It had been official American policy since the beginning of the conflict
to allow Great Britain to assume the burden of all aspects of the Nigerian Civil War, but
now, thanks to the same type of nongovernmental protest that pressured the United States
to support humanitarian aid in Biafra, activists in Britain called into question the policy of
selling arms to the Federal Military Government of Nigeria.16 As a result of its arms policy,
Britain had “been reduced to second-class status among nations,” Oxford Professor H.G.
Hanbury wrote in a pamphlet that was distributed by the Britain-Biafra Association, an adhoc organization that from its inception fought for Biafran sovereignty.17 The whole
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Biafran issue was a “challenge to the conscience of Britain,” Hanbury claimed and brought
to the surface questions over the values of Harold Wilson’s government.18 The crux of his
argument, as well as those of more radical groups like the Save Biafra Campaign, was that
British arms were complicit in genocide.19 One British official was troubled by the
criticisms. “There have been for example many suggestions in letters that since by
supplying arms to Lagos we are contributing to ‘the genocide of 14 million Ibos’ we are
worse than Hitler, who only killed 6,000,000!” he wrote.20 Despite the inaccurate
comparisons, these critics agreed that Harold Wilson should unilaterally stop the sale of
arms to Nigeria without any preconditions.21
One thing was sure: the Johnson administration did not want the British to stop their
flow of arms to Nigeria. “Among other undesirable results,” Katzenbach wrote to
American Ambassador to Britain David Bruce, “is that this would leave the Soviet Union
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as the sole major supplier” of weapons to the Federal Military Government.22 The Johnson
administration was not concerned about a Soviet takeover of Nigeria; but if Harold Wilson
was forced to stop selling arms, then it did seem likely to American officials that hardliners
within the Nigerian government would open the country up further to the Soviet Union. A
cessation of arms from Britain, then, would not indelibly change the outcome of the war,
but it would, Secretary Rusk said, “undoubtedly wreck the UK position in Nigeria, do
consequent damage to ours and lead to retaliation against US and UK nationals and
commercial interests.” The “only change would be a loss of UK and US position and an
enhancement of the USSR,” Rusk concluded.23 With American policy toward the Nigerian
Civil War in lockstep with Britain’s, the Johnson administration had to walk a delicate
balancing act of advocating humanitarian relief for its domestic citizens while also
supporting Britain’s arms dealing with the Nigerian military.
France’s military support for Biafra during the Nigerian Civil War was undoubtedly
more troublesome for both the United States and Great Britain. Officials from both
countries agreed that the greatest obstacle to humanitarianism was the war itself and that a
quick end to the fighting would open the door for large scale relief. In late July 1968, France
complicated matters when its Council of Ministers declared that the Nigerian Civil War
“should be settled on the basis of the rights of peoples to self-determination and should
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entail the putting into action of the appropriate international procedures.”24 France stopped
just short of recognizing Biafra, which would have been a dramatic turn in the war. The
Council of Minister’s statement, however, fit within what American and British officials
had viewed as a long pattern of French meddling in the Nigerian conflict. The officials
pinpointed Jacques Foccart, secretary general of African Affairs and Malagasy, as the man
behind a small number of African states recognizing Biafra in late spring 1968 and the
large amount of French arms being funneled to Biafra through France’s African clients.
Foccart’s outsized role in Africa stemmed from the delegation of power in the French
foreign policy system. While the Quai d’Orsay, the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
controlled France’s relations with the rest of the world, the President’s office, or the Élysée,
had complete control over African affairs.25 Sir Frederick Everson, economic minister for
the British high commission in Paris, noted that France’s statement on Biafra came from
“hostile impulses of those concerned with Africa at the Élysée who would like to see that
Federation break up.”26 More to the point, the Anglo-American consensus was that French
support, much like pro-Biafra propaganda, emboldened the Biafran government by
stiffening its resistance and allowing the Biafrans to delay relief negotiations. If Biafra
could win support internationally, Ojukwu would not have a reason to compromise on
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daylight flights or a land corridor, which all contemporaries saw as the only way to meet
the demand for food in Biafra. As one Whitehall official in the West Africa Department
suggested, France’s call for Biafran self-determination increased “the likelihood of a fight
to the finish.”27
The politics of relief for the United States was made difficult by domestic and
international factors, but by far the most complicating issue was the problematic
relationship between the Nigerian government and relief organizations. The International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) was the only humanitarian organization officially
sanctioned by the Federal Military Government to provide relief during the Nigerian Civil
War.28 There were practical reasons for the ICRC’s role. While the International Red Cross
was stretched thin during the Cold War and suffered from a lack of funding and manpower,
it was still by far the leading international humanitarian body and could call upon a wealth
of resources from National Red Cross societies for financial and material help.29 More
importantly for Nigeria, the Red Cross worked only at the behest of governments and
deferred to the sovereignty of states.30 The ICRC, officials in Lagos understood, was not
going to challenge Nigerian sovereignty when providing humanitarian assistance.
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The Red Cross had been operating in Nigeria since the beginning of the war, but its
support had been limited to providing medical supplies to both sides of the conflict. 31 It
was dangerous work, and as the military situation on the ground changed so did the ICRC’s
ability to provide humanitarian relief to the civilian victims of the Nigerian Civil War. In
February, 1968, for example, as federal troops marched toward Port Harcourt, the Nigerian
government denied the Red Cross the use of the airport and harbor in the city. Citing safety
concerns for international humanitarian workers, Lagos officials said “it would be inhuman
for the Federal Military Government to allow it to be used.”32 On April 9, 1968, the Red
Cross negotiated a deal with the Nigerian government that provided the ICRC tacit
approval to fly directly into Biafra with the understanding that the Red Cross flew its supply
into the territory at its own risk. The Nigerian Air Force promised to do its best to
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differentiate arms runners from alms givers, but it did not guarantee that relief planes would
not be shot down.33
After the capture of Port Harcourt on May 19, 1968, the nature of the humanitarian
problem in Biafra changed from treating people with pharmaceuticals to feeding the
victims of famine. Four days later, the Red Cross sent out a “SOS” on the humanitarian
situation. “Thousands of women, children and old people starving and on the verge of
exhaustion are moving toward the centre of the territory, fleeing combat zones,” the report
read. The Swiss organization declared that it needed a minimum of 200 tons of food a day
to meet the demand of the starving Biafrans who were slowly marching toward the heart
of the enclave. “Time is running short,” the ICRC warned, “and the Red Cross cannot
remain indifferent to such human misery.”34
The two most efficient ways for the Red Cross to bring relief into Biafra were by
water and over land. Bringing aid by water into Biafran-controlled territory became
impossible once Biafra became a land-locked enclave following the Nigerian military’s
capture of Port Harcourt. With aid by sea no longer an option, the next most economical
way of bringing massive humanitarian aid into Biafra was over land, and the Nigerian
government repeatedly said that it welcomed any and all organizations that wished to
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transport relief through Nigeria and then into Biafra.35 The Federal Military Government
had always been concerned that military weapons were being disguised as humanitarian
aid. By allowing relief aid to travel through federally held territory, Nigerian officials could
inspect the cargo and ensure that the shipment was meant for aiding the people in Eastern
Nigeria but not abetting the secession. Fundamentally, however, it was not the Federal
Military Government’s humanitarian concern that drove its demand for relief to travel
through Nigerian territory. Instead, respect for Nigerian sovereignty was the driving force
behind its demand. Speaking on relief, Gowon made it clear that he resented “external
attempts to run operations in Nigeria without full regard for Nigeria sovereignty” and
concluded that Europeans would “never treat another European country in this way.”36
Humanitarian aid for Biafra through Nigeria was not just the most economical way of
delivering relief; it would also provide the Federal Military Government with sovereign
control over the relief effort.
If sovereign control was a reason for the Federal Military Government to support a
land corridor for humanitarian aid, then it was also a reason for Biafra to reject it. The
Biafran government prohibited any overland relief initiative through Nigeria for three
reasons, all more or less related to sovereignty. First, Ojukwu’s administration claimed
that the Nigerian government would poison the food in order to exterminate the Biafrans—
an accusation often levied by Biafran officials, frequently repeated by Biafran
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sympathizers, and consistently denied by the Federal Military Government.37 The second
reason was that Biafra feared a humanitarian Trojan Horse in which the Nigerian military
would exploit any overland route to invade Biafra on the back of a relief caravan. The third
and most important reason was that the Biafran government did not believe that it had to
depend on Nigeria’s blessings for humanitarian aid. Biafran leaders said that Biafra was a
sovereign and independent state, and Ojukwu argued that his country did not have to rely
on approval from Nigeria for international relief. Biafrans were not, according to a
correspondent from the Financial Times, “prepared to subject themselves to Federal
authority in any way.”38 For both Nigeria and Biafra, claiming sovereignty over
humanitarian aid was in many ways more important than the relief itself. While this perhaps
made for good domestic politics, it was often disastrous for the starving victims of the
Nigerian Civil War.
There was only one option left: sending relief through the air directly into Biafran
controlled territory. Air lifted humanitarian assistance was the most expensive, the least
efficient, and the most dangerous way of delivering humanitarian assistance into Biafra.
Humanitarianism by air was also complicated by political and military considerations
because it allowed humanitarian organizations to ignore Nigerian claims of sovereignty
over Biafra. At a minimum, the Nigerian government wanted the Red Cross to fly during
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the day so it could more easily identify relief aid from armaments. However, Ojukwu
accepted relief flights only at night, which made landing at the rickety, makeshift Uli
airstrip in the heart of the Biafran enclave even more hazardous for pilots delivering the
precious cargo. The official Biafran explanation for only accepting nighttime flights was
that the Nigerian Air Force, piloted by a crew of Egyptian mercenaries, would bomb the
airstrip to rubble in order completely cut off Biafra from external assistance.39 While this
explanation was a distinct possibility, in reality darkness provided cover to gunrunners like
American Hank Wharton who flew in arms from various parts of Europe.40 But like the
Nigerian government, Biafran representatives wanted full, sovereign control over
humanitarian aid. Direct airlifted assistance provided Biafra the appearance of total
sovereignty.
Both sides of the conflict sought sovereignty over humanitarian relief, but the
Nigerian government stuck to its agreement that gave the Red Cross tacit approval to
operate its air based humanitarian assistance network out of Fernando Po, a Spanish colony
approximately 200 miles from the Uli airstrip.41 With only one plane in operation, the
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ICRC, on a good night, could make 2 or 3 round trips from Fernando Po to Biafra while
carrying approximately 20 tons of food a flight. The numbers are difficult to pinpoint
exactly, but the Red Cross estimated that between September 1968 and February 1969 it
sent an average of 2,500 tons of food a month into the enclave, which correlated to
providing one full daily protein ration to approximately 665,000 people a day.42 This was
a massive relief effort, but it was also a far cry from the 200 tons a day that the ICRC
believed was needed to adequately feed the estimated 5 million people under duress in
Biafra. The Red Cross made great strides in providing relief to Biafrans, but it fell
hopelessly short of meeting the estimated demand.43
Then there was the heavy handed tactics used by the Red Cross that stressed their
relationship with the Nigerian government. On the same day that the ICRC sent out its
“SOS” concerning Biafra, Nigerian and Biafran officials met at Kampala, Uganda, for a
new set of peace talks.44 The meeting was already not going well—both sides of the
conflict, as they were wont to do, were talking past each about past grievances rather than
negotiating new ways to end the civil war—when the Red Cross sent a representative to
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the conference demanding that the Federal Military Government lift its blockade on
Biafra.45 Anthony Enahoro, Nigerian minister for information and labor, said the “timing
and place of the ICRC approach suggested that it was part of a concerted campaign to
pressurize the FMG into agreeing to an unconditional ceasefire.”46 While Red Cross
officials on the ground in Lagos attempted to reassure the Nigerian government that the
ICRC was not calling for a cease-fire and only wanted a guarantee that the Nigerian Air
Force would not interfere with its humanitarian airlift, Nigerian officials nevertheless
believed that the Red Cross demand was a sign that the Swiss organization supported Biafra
and was becoming “politically partisan.”47 Citing strategic necessity, Nigeria rejected the
demarche, but it offered to allow the ICRC unbridled access to airports under Nigerian
control to bring supplies into Biafra by road.48 Red Cross officials in Lagos agreed that
Nigeria’s proposal of a land corridor was the only practical way to get relief into Biafra,
but the Biafran government, citing its own strategic needs, rejected the offer.49 For David
Hunt, the British high commissioner at Lagos, it was “clear that Ojukwu prefers to deprive
Biafran of relief rather than admit that his insistence that no supplies may come through an
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area controlled by FMG is geographically impossible.”50 While Hunt’s statement might be
going too far, it was clear that both sides wanted to claim sovereignty over relief.
Part of the trouble between the Red Cross and the Nigerian government stemmed
from the unprecedented nature of the disaster itself. The Red Cross used poor diplomacy
for sure, but the Geneva-based ICRC was over its head and looking for any possible avenue
for delivering relief into Biafra despite the complex political battle over sovereignty in
Eastern Nigeria. Still, there was a major disconnect between ICRC officials in Geneva and
Red Cross officials operating on the ground in Nigeria over who was to blame for the
famine. In Geneva, ICRC bureaucrats faulted Gowon’s blockade while Red Cross officials
in Nigeria argued that Ojukwu’s refusal to allow aid to travel over Nigerian territory was
the reason for famine in Biafra. The United States and Great Britain were more inclined to
agree with the latter analysis. “We still think they [the ICRC] are barking up the wrong tree
in trying to secure a temporary lifting of the blockade from the FMG as this will make the
Biafrans less interested in the better route,” a Foreign Office official wrote to Geneva in
June 1968.51 Despite the ICRC’s poor diplomacy and the political roadblocks it had
encountered in trying to provide relief, the British and Americans still wanted the Red
Cross to find a way to work with the Federal Military Government of Nigeria.52 “There is
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no real alternative to the ICRC,” one British diplomat in Lagos wrote to Donald Tebbitt of
the West Africa Department.53
In actuality, there was at least one alternative to the Red Cross. Religious
organizations representing Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish groups in Western Europe and
North America sought to fill in the relief gap left by the Red Cross. Beginning as a farrago
of religious humanitarian organizations, these groups organized under the name Joint
Church Aid (JCA) in November 1968.54 JCA—the pilots called it Jesus Christ Airlines—
initially wanted to join forces with the Red Cross to form a massive relief operation based
out of Fernando Po, which was also the preference of the Johnson administration.55 Joint
Church Aid was guided by a universal vision of Judeo-Christian humanitarian compassion
that respected no borders and called them to provide relief to those in need. Concerned
more about salvation than sovereignty, Joint Church Aid disregarded Nigeria’s complaints
that they did not respect territorial integrity. Speaking before the Senate Sub-Committee
on Africa in October 1968, Edward M. Kinney, assistant to the executive director of
Catholic Relief Services, said that the strict adherence to international law, in this case the
principle of non-interference in a state’s internal affairs, can “harbor injustice. The apparent
inability, under the guise of the sanctity of international law, of powerful nations to utilize
their resources to prevent children from needlessly starving is a classic example.” In saying
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this, Kinney was following a long tradition of Christian thinkers, most recently Martin
Luther King, Jr., who made a distinction between just and unjust laws.56 Kinney described
religious sponsored voluntary organizations as “bootleggers of mercy,” which was both a
commendation of Christian ecumenical charity and a condemnation of governments that
stood by while innocent women and children starved.57 As a result of Joint Church Aid’s
lack of respect for sovereignty, the Red Cross refused to work with the religious
organization.58 Unencumbered by the need to abide by international law, the Joint Church
Aid airlift dwarfed the ICRC’s effort during the Nigerian Civil War. Where the Red Cross
flew on average 20 tons a night into Biafra, Joint Church Aid averaged 100 tons from its
base in Sao Tome, a Portuguese colony approximately 300 miles from Uli.59 The joint
effort of the ICRC and JCA by no means met the demand for relief in Biafra, but it did help
relieve at least some of the suffering.
Not surprisingly, the Nigerian government declared the Joint Church Aid airlift
illegal. Gowon said the flights originating from Sao Tome came from “hostile territory,”
and he gave the Nigerian Air Force explicit instructions to shoot down any relief plane that
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was not cleared by the Federal Military Government.60 U.S. officials were, of course,
concerned about the effect that such an action would have on world opinion, an amorphous
and evanescent concept that was acutely important in an international propaganda war.
Still, American officials remained concerned about the threat of a Nigerian reprisal against
relief planes.61 This was true for the British as well. “Obviously there is a real danger that
sooner or later a relief aircraft not authorised by the FMG will get shot down,” Sir David
Hunt, British High Commissioner at Lagos, wrote to the Foreign Office.62 The politics of
relief in the Nigerian Civil War, already difficult to penetrate and confusing for concerned
citizens and policymakers alike, threatened to become even more problematic for the
Johnson administration if Nigeria retaliated against a relief organization.
One seemingly obvious solution for the Johnson administration was to provide the
ICRC with enough airplanes to satisfy their relief mission. That would have allowed the
slowly trickling aid to flood the Biafran enclave and, in all likelihood, would have forced
Joint Church Aid to join forces with the Red Cross. But that apparent answer was not so
simple. Even if the Johnson administration wanted only to placate its citizens by fully
supporting humanitarian aid, its decision would potentially frustrate the policies of its allies
Great Britain and Nigeria. Moreover, as long as Biafra refused to allow relief to travel
through Nigerian soil, or at least to authorize daylight flights, humanitarian aid would
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remain stockpiled in warehouses waiting transport to Biafra. While massive humanitarian
aid to Biafra might allow Americans to carry a clean conscience and fulfill a perceived
duty to help the whole of humanity, it certainly would not have immediately filled the
stomachs of starving Biafrans. It was clear, however, that domestic pressure would prevent
the Johnson administration from staying non-involved in all aspects of the Nigerian Civil
War, including taking a stronger position on relief.
WINNING THE WAR
The Johnson administration held fast to its position that the politics of relief could be
separated from the politics of war. Yet while staying out of politics and focusing on relief
the Johnson administration still did precious little to actually change the situation on the
ground in Biafra. The pressure from the American public weighed heavily on the shoulders
of American officials. “The public pressure here mounts daily,” Edward Hamilton, a
National Security Council staff member, wrote to Walt Rostow in mid-August 1968. For
weeks, he said, “Biafran starvation has been front page news,” which was making
American public opinion “heavily pro-Biafran.”63 Inside the White House, Hamilton was
in the charge of the entirety of sub-Saharan Africa, and he advised Johnson on where the
wind was blowing on the continent. In terms of relief in Biafra, the wind was more of a
gush than a breeze, and there was no telling what would happen next. The one certainty for
American officials was that Ojukwu’s obstinacy was the largest impediment to relief. “A
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change in the rebel position is the key to progress on both peace and relief,” Hamilton
wrote to the president.64 Indeed, Secretary Rusk wondered out loud whether Ojukwu was
“as interested in feeding his own people as we are.”65
Rehabilitating the Federal Military Government’s international image was the
Johnson administration’s first priority. Seemingly the whole world placed the blame of
Biafran starvation on the Federal Military Government’s blockade, and the State
Department said the time was right for the Nigerian government “to set the record straight”
in order “to halt or reverse the trend” of discontent with Nigeria in North America and
Western Europe.66 Biafran supporters were effectively using newspaper advertisements to
make the case for the breakaway republic, but a two-page, text heavy ad on Ojukwu’s
recalcitrance placed in The New York Times by the Federal Military Government did little
to change Nigeria’s global position.67 Even Secretary Rusk, a man fully committed to
Nigerian unity, said the advertisement was a “lengthy tendentious account of events since
January 15, 1966 which was likely to be of interest to or read by only historians.”68 Set
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next to the images of starving children, Nigeria’s wall-of-text advertisements did little to
sway international opinion.
The Johnson administration wanted the Nigerian government to pair propaganda
initiatives with actual solutions for feeding famine victims in order to place the
international pressure on Biafra to accept relief proposals. A neutral land corridor under
the complete control of the Red Cross was a promising plan. By ceding a piece of its
sovereignty to the ICRC, Nigeria’s action would, American officials hoped, have a large
“effect on world opinion.” Biafra had ruled out such overland routes in the past, and the
State Department was well aware that Biafra would probably reject this offer, too. But that
was in many ways the point: a Biafran rejection of a highly publicized Nigerian relief
corridor offer would show the world “which side is in fact responsible for starving
Biafrans.”69 Creating a neutral land corridor might force Ojukwu to open up Biafra to
humanitarian aid, but Washington was much more concerned about changing the
international debate over the propaganda war in order to cool down the heat on the Johnson
administration. Either way, the Johnson administration would consider it a win for
Nigeria’s international image.
The Nigerian government was well aware of its problems in the international
propaganda war, but it was difficult for the Federal Military Government to rehabilitate its
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image when relief remained at a standstill.70 In early August, 1968, the ICRC suspended
its air operations because of increased Nigerian anti-aircraft fire and in hopes of securing
a land corridor.71 Joint Church Aid had stopped its flights, too. American gunrunner Hank
Wharton controlled all of the relief flights out of Sao Tome, and he was the only person
who had access to the security code that allowed planes to land safely at Uli airstrip. The
relief situation infuriated American Ambassador to the UN George Ball. A dyed-in-thewool realist who had little time for “moralistic mush” in foreign affairs, Ball had argued
that the United States needed to do all that it could to support the ICRC against this
“situation that is an affront to all of mankind.” Domestic concerns weighed the heaviest on
the UN ambassador. The Johnson administration, he said, “must be able to answer an
aroused public opinion which has already built a dangerously emotional head of steam”
over Biafra. Ball’s “concern” was that while the United States must “make a defensible
public record of doing all we can,” to date that record was woefully thin.72 While the
Nigerian government mulled over its decision to offer a neutralized air strip to the Red
Cross, Dr. August Lindt, the ICRC commissioner general for the Nigerian-Biafran
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Operation, announced on August 14, 1968, that Biafra had agreed to allow the Red Cross
to create a neutralized air corridor on the outer edges of Biafran-controlled territory. This
was exactly the type of humanitarian gesture that American officials wanted Nigeria to
accept, believing it would persuade world opinion that the Nigerian government was
serious about relief. One day after Lindt’s announcement, President Johnson, at the behest
of the ICRC, wrote Gowon a personal note urging him to accept the air corridor.73 “The
conscience of the world has been deeply moved by reports of starvation in Nigeria,”
Johnson said. “The world will not easily understand any failure on the part of those most
concerned to agree to effective, international, humanitarian arrangements to alleviate this
suffering.”74
Gowon rejected the offer. The first reason was the ICRC’s clumsy diplomacy.
While Lindt had secretly discussed the arrangements with Biafran representatives for over
two months, he publicly announced the agreement before discussing the specifics of the
proposal with the Nigerian government. Nigerian viewed this as a fait accompli.75 More
important, the stretch of land that Ojukwu was offering, near Okigwi, was currently being
shelled by the Nigerian military and would soon be overtaken by Nigerian forces.
American officials noted that Gowon was “convinced Ojukwu had offered this strip for
strategic reasons to impede the FMG advance on Umuahia,” the Biafran capital. When
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American Ambassador to Nigerian Elbert Mathews pointed out to Gowon that a negative
response by the Nigerian government to the Red Cross air corridor proposal would create
an adverse reaction in the United States, the Nigerian commander-in-chief replied “that it
seemed to make no difference what the FMG did as it was always blamed for unhappy
developments in the Nigerian situation.” Gowon told the ambassador that no one brought
pressure on Ojukwu to accept the land corridor through Nigeria that the federal government
had offered.76 In his reply to Johnson, Gowon said “world opinion” enabled Ojukwu by
allowing him to refuse any humanitarian initiative unless it was on terms favorable to
Biafra. The blame for starvation in the enclave, Gowon concluded, would always be placed
on the Nigerian government.77
Whether or not world opinion enabled Ojukwu is up for debate, but there is little
doubt that the Biafran leader’s maneuver was a brilliant political stroke that placed the
Federal Military Government in a difficult spot internationally. Two possible scenarios
emerged following Ojukwu’s offer, both favorable to the Biafran government. The first
was that Nigeria would agree to the air corridor and a massive amount of relief would feed
Biafran citizens. With the territory effectively neutral, Nigeria would have to work around
the corridor in order to continue its push into Biafra. If it was taken over by the Nigerian
military, which happened a few weeks later, then Ojukwu could again refuse the
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humanitarian aid and claim that relief starting from Nigerian territory was poisoned. The
second option was a Nigerian refusal, which would place the spotlight of world opinion of
alleged genocide back on the Federal Military Government. Ojukwu could again blame
Gowon for the starvation in Biafra. In truth, Gowon had no favorable political options,
which was why his government refused the ICRC’s proposal. As Edward Hamilton wrote
to Johnson’s Press Secretary George Christian, the entire relief situation was a prime
example of the “Nigerian and Biafran governments getting in the way of their own people
despite the best efforts from the rest of us short of direct interference in the war.”78
The relief impasse was broken after Swedish Count Carl von Rosen heroically flew
a plane full of relief from Sao Tome to the Uli airstrip at an altitude of 180 feet, too low to
be detected by Nigerian radar or fired upon by anti-aircraft guns.79 Still, the Johnson
administration was incensed over the Nigerian decision on the air corridor, and Secretary
Rusk said that it would “inevitably provoke a strong adverse reaction” in the United States.
He warned Gowon that the “humanitarian pressure in the US” was “becoming so strong
that, as a democracy, we may be faced with a situation in which we will be forced to
reappraise the policies we have been following.”80 The Biafran famine was everywhere in
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the United States. On August 19, 1968, the State Department received 2,273 clippings from
a recent advertisement in The New York Times that featured a starving child, and Time put
Ojukwu on its front cover on August 23, 1968.81 These factors created a climate within the
United States that policymakers could not ignore. Rusk gave specific instructions to
Ambassador Mathews to inform Gowon “that every time he takes a hard position, such as
that on the air corridor, he weakens his own international position, undermines his friends,
and strengthens his enemies.”82 For officials in the Johnson administration, the message
was clear: with domestic pressure reaching the boiling point, Nigeria needed to become
more cooperative on humanitarian relief if it wanted continued American support.
The Johnson administration turned to the British for help. Harold Wilson’s
government had continually justified its position of selling weapons to the Federal Military
Government on the grounds that it bought Great Britain influence in Lagos. The Johnson
administration wanted to see this influence in action and approached British officials about
a joint Anglo-American demarche to pressure Gowon to accept the Red Cross controlled
corridor. Harold Wilson’s government was less than sanguine about the proposal.83 To be
sure, Britain wanted Nigeria “to adopt a moderate and conciliatory attitude” toward relief.84
Yet, while agreeing that Nigeria’s decision not to allow the air corridor “will make life
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uncomfortable for both the United States Government and ourselves,” British officials
were “doubtful” whether pressuring Gowon to accept the proposal would lead to any
meaningful change in federal relief policy. Moreover, Whitehall officials said, the ICRC’s
“publicity” of the airlift had “unjustly given the impression that the FMG were the
obstructing party to relief operations.”85 Ambassador Mathews had other concerns about a
joint US-UK initiative. Whereas the United States believed that the ICRC air corridor had
“no political connotation which derogates in any way from Nigerian sovereignty,” the
Federal Military Government saw the plan differently. Mathews warned officials at Foggy
Bottom that Western pressure on Nigeria to facilitate relief was growing stale in Lagos,
with Nigerians considering direct influence by the United States and Great Britain as a
“clear case of foreign intervention” in the civil war.86 For Gowon it was yet another
example of Western leaders giving into Ojukwu’s demands while ignoring the more
practical solution of a land corridor through Nigerian territory. Unlike American leaders,
who believed that relief could by separated from the politics of the war, Nigerian officials
argued that relief was inextricably tied to the political question of sovereignty. Until those
political problems were resolved, especially the Biafran refusal to accept aid through
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Nigeria, it was unclear to them whether massive relief would ever reach the starving in
Biafra.87
If Nigeria interpreted the Anglo-American plan as a sign of unwelcome Western
interference in its internal affairs, the United States proposed that the Ethiopian government
act as an African intermediary to pressure Nigeria to be more open to relief plans. During
the August 1968 peace negotiations in Addis Ababa, Tesfaye Dinka, a high-ranking official
in the Ethiopian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, worked closely with the United States to
convince the Nigerian delegation to separate politics from relief. Ethiopian Emperor Halie
Selassie presented his own very specific proposal to the Nigerians and Biafrans at Addis
Ababa where ICRC airplanes would fly from either Sao Tome or Fernando Po to an
internationally controlled airstrip in federally controlled Enugu. Then, after meeting the
requirements of the Nigerian authorities, go on to another internationally controlled air
corridor in Biafra. This plan, in effect, allowed both parties to claim some form of
sovereignty over relief, and Tesfaye said the proposal offered Nigeria an “escape from its
present disastrous public relations positions” and would “relieve pressure from public
world opinion on humanitarian issues.”88
The emperor’s proposal, much like the conference itself, went nowhere, but the
Johnson administration still hoped to use the Ethiopian government as an intermediary for
its new relief proposal. The new plan from the United States had six points, including an
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international ceasefire with a stop to all importation of military weapons, the reintegration
of all Igbo under one Nigeria, and for all governments to support the Red Cross in a massive
humanitarian push through land, sea, and air.89 It was unclear how the Johnson
administration would enforce the proposal, but American officials first had to convince
Harold Wilson to go along. The British had recently doubled down on Nigeria’s ability to
win the war, although they knew that that victory might come later rather than sooner.
Unlike the Americans who were changing its policy toward the Nigerian Civil War based
on domestic pressure, the British were determined not to “be manoeuvered by pressure of
opinion inspired by Ojukwu’s publicity into abandoning at this late stage all the advantages
which our policy so far seemed likely to bring us.”90 The biggest sticking point of criticism
in Britain was the proposed arms embargo. When British officials were first made aware
of the American plan, they demanded assurances from the Johnson administration that
“British hands would not be tied” while the Soviet Union and France “were free to ignore
or circumvent a public call for an arms embargo.”91 British officials politely agreed to
explore the proposal with the Americans, but privately they wrote off the plan. “The State
Department’s proposals seem to us not very well thought out, and could produce a situation
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in which we were faced with having to change our policy toward the Federal Government
with no assurance that any of the rest of the Emperor’s suggested appeal would be
effective.”92
Edward Tomkins, a minister in the British Embassy at Washington, D.C., detailed
British fears to Undersecretary of State Katzenbach in a meeting on September 4, 1968.
Tomkins noted “the possibility of serious embarrassment to UK-FMG relations should the
proposal not succeed after the British ended its arms supply.” Katzenbach admitted that the
demarche might not work, but “the risk of taking no initiative might be greater.” The under
secretary predicted that the humanitarian situation in Biafra would more than likely
deteriorate before it got better, and arms suppliers like Great Britain might be pushed to
stop selling weapons “under much more difficult circumstances.” It was best that Harold
Wilson try to create a ceasefire now on his terms before he was forced into an arms
embargo later.93 When Wilson read a report of the conversation, he wrote with his green
felt pen that he hoped “the U.S. will not go ahead with this. If it were to be made public, it
would be a very unfriendly act, amounting virtually to an intervention in a very
controversial issue in domestic British policy.”94 Never mind that the American and British
were intervening in a controversial issue in Nigerian domestic politics, the British offered
the services of Malcolm MacDonald, the British official who had miraculously brought
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Gowon and Ojukwu together at Aburi, to discuss the plan with the emperor. While the
British publicly told the Americans they supported the plan, privately Whitehall officials
gave MacDonald specific instructions not to push too hard for the American proposal with
the Ethiopians since it would be “highly prejudicial to our own policy and interests.”95
Like so many American efforts, the US-UK demarche to Nigeria through the
emperor never got off the ground. These were major blows to an administration that was
trying desperately to convince its citizens that it was effectively handling the relief crisis.
Despite the Johnson administration’s efforts, the domestic criticism continued. On
September 10, 1968, Richard Nixon, the Republican nominee for president, deplored
Johnson’s backchannel handling of the relief situation crisis. “This is not the time to stand
on ceremony or go through channels or to observe the diplomatic niceties,” Nixon said.
“The destruction of an entire people is an immoral objective, even in the most moral of
wars.” He continued, “Genocide is what is taking place right now, and starvation is the
grim reaper.”96 Genocide awareness was one of the key components of the American
Committee to Keep Biafra Alive’s activism, and there can be little doubt that that group
and the array of others were beginning to have a direct effect on how Americans viewed
the Nigerian Civil War. On September 23, 1968, members of the American Committee to
Keep Biafra Alive met with Senator Edward Kennedy’s legislative assistant and laid out
their ideas for an American-led relief plan, which included placing the Nigerian Civil War
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on the agenda at the United Nations.97 Later that day on the Senate floor, Kennedy echoed
the committee’s relief proposals and moral arguments for American intervention. The
Johnson administration had provided some aid, Kennedy admitted, but “like so much of
our moral and humanitarian leadership in recent years” it was “without a sense of urgency,
creativity and deep compassion for those in dire need.” The senator from Massachusetts
called for a more involved American foreign policy toward the Nigerian Civil War. For too
long the United States “has satisfied itself with a few sanctimonious words of regret,”
Kennedy said.98 With the International Committee of the Red Cross reporting that a
staggering 6,000 people were dying a day inside the Biafran enclave, Kennedy argued that
now was the time for action and American involvement in the Nigerian Civil War.99
With the politics of relief stymying the Johnson administration’s effort to win the
propaganda war, the White House sought alternative approaches to alleviate the starvation
in Biafra. At a National Security Council meeting two days following Kennedy’s speech,
UN Ambassador Ball recommended that Johnson appoint an American relief coordinator
whose sole job would be to focus on breaking the diplomatic logjams and get relief into
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Biafra.100 Johnson made no decision on a relief coordinator, but Secretary Rusk did send
Undersecretary of State Joseph Palmer and a team of advisers to Nigeria “to take a fresh
look at the rapidly-moving situation in the civil war, and to make sure the international
relief effort is geared for what may be a long haul.”101 Before arriving at Lagos for his
heavily publicized trip, Palmer met with Whitehall officials in London where he expressed
his frustration and skepticism about what his trip to Nigeria would accomplish. In the end,
Palmer felt that it was close to nothing, and in a moment of surprising frankness he
confessed to the British that “it was largely domestic pressure which had made his visit
necessary at this time, particularly Mr. Edward Kennedy’s recent speech.”102
Ambassador Mathews was also concerned about the efficacy of Palmer’s trip.
When Mathews learned about Palmer’s trip, the ambassador immediately sent a cable
aimed at persuading his superiors not to send the team. “If the publicized USG team comes
to Nigeria at this time to survey the international and Nigerian relief activities it will
discomfit the FMG,” he wrote. It would “Intensify suspicion and hostility toward the
outside world among Nigerians, offend the ICRC, and, however politely they react, dismay
the British.”103
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Undersecretary Katzenbach fired back. Nigeria’s “discomfiture does not impress
me nearly as much as that of the 6,000 estimated by the ICRC to be dying every day in
Biafra alone,” he said. The Nigerian government “must be made to realize that the USG as
a democracy cannot justify to its own people a posture of sitting idly by while this is
happening. Nor am I personally willing that we should do so irrespective of any domestic
public opinion.”104
In his reply, Mathews admitted that “discomfiture was an ill-chosen word,” but he
still clung to the belief that the American initiative might the Nigerian Military
Government, which would further hinder relief efforts. The ambassador said that Gowon
had been “kept under continuing pressure by white foreigners to do things which very many
Nigerians, mistakenly but sincerely believe to be inspired by sinister motives and contrary
to Nigerian interests, FMG must either harden its position or lose popular support.” From
where Mathews sat in Lagos, Gowon was a moderate who genuinely wanted to cooperate
with relief but was facing pressure from hawks within his administration and from a
domestic audience that believed that the Western-led relief effort was prolonging the war.
There was a danger that Gowon might be overthrown. Gowon might not be perfect,
Mathews warned, but “any successor would be much worse.”105
THE IMPERIALISM OF HUMANITARIAN AID
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The Johnson administration’s strategy was to assist Nigeria in winning the propaganda war
in the United States in the hope that it would relieve the domestic criticism over its policy
of non-involvement toward the Nigerian Civil War. But if the goal was to win that war by
pressuring the Nigerian government to become more open to the Red Cross relief effort,
then that policy was performing poorly. In fact, the American policy was having the
opposite effect by hardening attitudes within the federal republic toward humanitarian
relief. Gowon relayed these concerns to British High Commissioner David Hunt. “What
rankles is the unfairness,” Gowon said, “of being expected to make concessions prejudicial
to Nigerian interests.”106 In London, Whitehall officials explained to American
Ambassador David Bruce that Nigerians were becoming “resentful” over the intervention
of the foreign governments and nongovernmental organizations in their civil war.107 The
of American policy failed to persuade the Nigerian government to be more cooperative on
humanitarian relief and demonstrated the growing disconnect between the United States
and Nigeria. The Johnson administration was trying to win an international propaganda
war; Nigeria was trying to win a civil war.
Nigeria aimed its most acute criticism at humanitarian organizations. Lord
Shepherd, minister of state for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, had recently
returned from Nigeria in late September, 1968, and said that he saw “storm clouds building
up” in the relationship between the Lagos and the ICRC. He warned that “Red Cross was
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getting extremely bad press in Lagos and, in the present atmosphere, public opinion would
probably acclaim Gowon if he kicked the ICRC out of Nigeria.”108 That was the last thing
American and British officials wanted as they believed it was crucial that the Nigerian
government and the Red Cross be “kept in step.”109 Maintaining a workable relationship
between Nigeria and the ICRC was increasingly difficult when Nigerian public opinion
blamed international relief agencies for prolonging the civil war. Gowon did little to calm
those fears, as fanning the flames of discontent toward humanitarian organizations shored
up public support for his policies and took pressure off of the Nigerian army for failing to
win the war. Over the radio, Gowon lambasted the humanitarian impulse in the Western
world. “Mischievous claims of humanitarianism have been used to justify foreign
interference,” he said.110 Gowon went further than condemning external meddling: he
argued that humanitarians were no different than the imperialists of the past who had come
to Africa on an ostensibly peaceful civilizing mission and had, in the process, colonized
the continent while proclaiming the inferiority of Africans to Europeans. Modern day
imperialists claimed to be guided by the gospel of humanitarianism, but Nigerians saw this
as old wine poured into a new wineskin. If humanitarians aided Ojukwu’s rebellion and
helped it succeed, Nigerian Col. Benjamin Adekunle maintained that “Africa would
disintegrate; for the door would thereby be thrown open for interlopers to revive the lost
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struggle for Africa under the guise of humanitarianism, or a new form of ‘White Man’s
Burden.’”111
By condemning Western humanitarian intervention, Nigerians were ideologically
transforming their civil war from a local conflict to a larger pan-African struggle against
the old remnants of colonialism. Decolonization was supposed to have afforded the
formerly colonized world the opportunity to govern themselves without outside
interference, but Nigerians argued that the Western world was again attempting to
dominate Africa through the imperialism of humanitarian aid. The balkanization—the
phrase “biafranization” was used as well—of Nigeria would mean nothing but “continuous
war, insecurity of life and property and much greater sufferings than we have yet
experienced,” Gowon said. “The degradation of Nigerians and black men everywhere
would follow. Then the ignominy of re-colonisation”112 Nothing less than the legacy of
decolonization and the sanctity of the African nation-state were at stake in the Nigerian
Civil War.
U.S. officials in Lagos had previously observed this phenomenon in certain
Nigerian circles, which they described as a “‘Black Power’ reaction” to pressure from
Western governments for increased humanitarian aid in Biafran-controlled territory. The
Americans noted that “the average educated Nigerian suspects that the humanitarian outcry
about the Nigerian situation cloaks sinister ‘neo-colonial’ maneuvers” that sought to
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delegitimize the Nigerian state and balkanize the whole of Africa.113 These ideas were now
widespread throughout the country thanks to the radio. “All along, it has been obvious that
the imperialists are behind Ojukwu’s rebellion and that they are sponsors of the so-called
humanitarian organizations,” Nigerian broadcaster Akpan Upot said. Indeed, Upot claimed
that Nigeria was now at the forefront of a new post-colonial struggle against imperial forces
operating under the guise of humanitarianism. “Nigeria is today the standard bearer of the
rights of the new and small countries of the world for a place under the sun,” he said, “and
the imperialists’ conspiracy against this country has been recognized as another phase of
the plot to frustrate the people of Africa and Asia and stand in the way of all progressive
forces.”114
Nigerians, then, did not just see their war as a limited civil war against a group of
rebel secessionists: it was a broader struggle against a cabal of foreign forces that wanted
to see Nigeria, and eventually the whole of Africa, fall apart. “Certain foreign
humanitarians would rather see Africa become a mosaic of little warring states than become
strong and united,” an editor from the Lagos-based Daily Times wrote. Therefore, it was
imperative to win the war irrespective of “world opinion.”115 This included, of course, the
United States. Many Nigerians believed the Johnson administration was using their civil
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war to play both sides in order to gain access to the oil resources in the Eastern Region if
Biafra was successful in seceding from Nigeria.116 But Nigerian ire was especially aimed
at American humanitarian organizations like the American Committee to Keep Biafra that
were making noise about starvation in the United States. Nigerians did not see a distinction
between pressure groups within the United States and the policies of the American
government.117 As a result, Nigerians argued that groups like the American Committee to
Keep Biafra represented the real views of the Johnson administration. The “slogan ‘Keep
Biafra Alive’ is not intended to prevent deaths but to keep political Biafra alive to break up
this country,” an editor from the New Nigerian, a nationalist newspaper in Kano, wrote on
October 1, 1968. The American Committee represented the real force “behind the rebels,”
the editor said, “the agents of imperialism and colonialism.”118
In early October 1968, the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive was not, in
fact, calling for the creation of a separate Biafran state. But the American policy of noninvolvement, which had hardened attitudes in Nigeria toward Western interference, was
also alienating members of the American Committee. Unable to successfully pressure the
United States government on relief, many committee members began to question and
reevaluate some of their fundamental positions toward the Nigerian Civil War. Like the
American government, the committee had separated the politics of relief from the politics
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of the war. Now, following the humanitarian-focused Lifeline demonstrations, the
American Committee made a volte-face on relief by arguing that the politics of Biafran
self-determination was tied to the humanitarian question of relief. Until the American
government treated humanitarian relief as a political problem, the committee declared that
humanitarian aid would continue to be blocked by political considerations. If the United
States and United Nations refused to take the lead in relief efforts out of concern for
violating Nigerian sovereignty, then the committee planned to openly advocate for Biafran
self-determination. In the face of genocide, the American Committee believed Biafra had
a right to an independent and inviolable nation-state. Providing Biafra with a path to
sovereignty and citizenship within a separate nation-state, the committee now believed,
was the only solution to the long-term struggle for Nigerian unity and the short-term relief
impasse.
The American Committee’s linking of politics and humanitarianism was a direct
challenge to U.S. foreign policy goals for the Nigerian Civil War. When Secretary Rusk
discovered the change, he said it represented a “certain taking off of the gloves.”119 But
with no humanitarian arrangements forthcoming, the committee declared that “in Biafra’s
case, humanitarian and political goals are inseparable,” and the group resolved that the only
way to end genocide in Eastern Nigeria was for Biafrans to protect themselves by being in
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control of their own sovereign state.120 In a pamphlet on the relief problem, committee
member Miriam M. Reik said the group had “been naïve in our purely humanitarian
approach and our hoping for a solution in a relief operation.” If governments would not
intervene and violate Nigerian sovereignty to stop genocide, then the American Committee
to Keep Biafra Alive determined “that there is no viable solution short of the establishment
of a sovereign political entity, a Biafra which can safeguard its own national interests
without foreign intervention and protect its own people from the hostility of neighboring
populations.”121 The American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive now advocated the Biafran
right to protective political sovereignty and for the recognition of Biafra as an independent
state to end the genocide.
Becoming outwardly political and supporting Biafran self-determination cost the
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive support, both internally and externally. By
pushing for a Biafran state, “you will help prolong the war, increase the number of war
casualties, and abet the starvation among the children,” one member wrote to committee
President Paul Connett when disassociating himself from the organization.122 Those who
turned away from the committee believed that the group’s initial humanitarian goals were
pure and would be contaminated by taking a political stand for Biafra. When justifying to
one supporter the committee’s decision to change its position on the political recognition
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of Biafra, Connett argued that the reality of genocide made it imperative that the American
Committee adjust its course.
If we, as individuals, continue to feed Biafrans yet fail to speak out against the
continuing slaughter, then we are acting out a humanitarian ritual for our own sakes,
not for theirs. If relief cannot go hand in hand with vocal demands for a political
solution, then we negate our own efforts. For relief is only a short-run holding
action. If relief continues, increases, indeed inundates the country with protein and
carbohydrates, yet the bombing and shooting continue, then we prolong the war
with our studied silence, while we mitigate the suffering only slightly with our
money.123
Connett was making the broader point that relief might allay the suffering but it would not
actually fix the genocide facing the Igbo in Nigeria. Those that only supported
humanitarian action refused “to distinguish between cause and effect,” he said. “It’s almost
as if having become aware of Hitler’s attempt with the gas chambers, we had decided to
send the Jews gas masks. There comes a point when to ignore the cause is to become
accomplices to the crime.”124
The cause, as Connett diagnosed it, was not a lack of food but a political problem
in which the Igbo would be perpetually denied fundamental human rights within a united
Nigeria. For Connett, “the Biafran situation was where human rights converged with local,
national, and supra-national matters.” By advocating Biafran human rights through
sovereignty, Connett was harkening back to an older liberal vision of human rights, or
perhaps the rights of man, that tied the liberation of mankind to the aspirations of
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sovereignty through the nation-state.125 “Who are we to feed these people and serenely
ignore the resolute vision of sovereignty for which they starve?” Connett asked. 126 The
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive, then, wanted Americans to “stop saying ‘These
people should be fed’ and have the courage to say ‘These people do not deserve to die!’
This is the point where sympathy changes to empathy, and charity to justice.”127
The committee’s political shift provided a moral alternative to Johnson’s policy of
non-involvement. In fact, its greatest attraction to Americans was that it favored action
over paralysis, doing something over seemingly doing nothing. This was a cause of concern
for the Johnson administration. If the United States did not do something more dramatic
on relief, then there was the potential for more Americans to seek alternatives—including
the political recognition of Biafra—as a solution to the humanitarian catastrophe in Eastern
Nigeria.
Assistant Secretary Palmer’s highly publicized trip to Lagos was meant to
demonstrate American action and concern. Palmer was charged with discussing the relief
issue with Nigerian leaders, explaining the American position, and, in the parlance of
American foreign policy, “strengthening those areas of cooperation in which we can
reasonably insist on FMG cooperation” on humanitarian aid.128 Palmer found a hardened
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attitude toward relief and world opinion within the federal government, which was
emboldened by the Nigerian military’s somewhat improved situation on the ground and
Nigeria’s elevated position among other African nations. The “central fact that emerges
from all of this is that Nigeria has become a focus of power in Africa with substantial
support from the rest of the continent,” Palmer said, and this “substantial degree of
continental solidarity,” must become “a basic factor in our relationship not only with
Nigerian but with the rest of the continent.” Push Nigeria too far on relief, the assistant
secretary warned, and it might cause “far-reaching damage to our position in Nigeria and
the rest of Africa.” Palmer saw two options for the United States: recognize Nigerian
sovereignty and provide aid on a piecemeal basis as the Federal Military Government
reclaimed its territory, or send humanitarian aid directly into Biafra and disregard Nigerian
sovereignty. Palmer recommended the first strategy, saying “our national interest” dictated
that the United States “support the viewpoint of a continent regarding its own problems as
contrasted with that of a tribal minority” vying for secession.129
While not saying as much, Palmer was advocating a major break in U.S. thinking
about the relief situation in Biafra. It had been American policy to separate the politics of
relief from the politics of the war—Palmer had said as much a few weeks earlier during his
September 16, 1968, Senate sub-committee hearing. Now the assistant secretary was
admitting that they were, in fact, linked and arguing that not recognizing that fact would
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have ramifications for American policy on the African continent. With domestic pressure
mounting, not taking a firmer stance on relief was a difficult pill for the Johnson
administration to swallow. First, Palmer’s policy suggestion would have required patience
on the part of the United States and faith that the Nigerian military would be able to win
the war quickly against an entrenched Biafran army. Time was something that the Johnson
administration simply did not have, especially with policymakers at the White House and
Foggy Bottom “concerned over the thought of Lyndon Johnson leaving the White House
with this kind of seemingly preventable disaster at its height.”130 Second, the continuing
pressure from humanitarian organizations and congressmen made it imperative that the
Johnson administration do something “to counter the domestic critics with the facts on our
major role in the relief effort.”131 The nagging problem for the Johnson administration was
that it still did not have a policy that would, on the one hand, placate domestic critics and,
on other, not totally disrupt its desire to maintain a united Nigeria. Something had to give.
To date, the Johnson administration’s major policy initiative for assuaging public
opinion was cash donations to the Red Cross. On November 8, 1968, the president
announced that he was contributing another $2.5 million to the Swiss organization, which
brought the total U.S. commitment to $12.5 million.132 For Johnson’s critics, Senator
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Edward Kennedy being the most vocal and influential on the Hill, sending American cash
was not enough. In a letter to the president, Kennedy fully embraced the humanitarian
moral vision of international politics, one that asked American leaders to live up to a
different set of ideals that were not tied to politics but to a broad concern for human dignity.
For proponents of this humanitarian moral vision, a policy of humanitarian intervention
was not a radical break from past precedent but a culmination of the historical role of the
United States in the world. The suffering in Biafra, Kennedy said, “should tax the
conscience of mankind—especially that of our own Nation, whose tradition and ideals call
for a maximum effort in the service of people and the welfare of humanity.” The senator
from Massachusetts continued to call for the United States to push for an international
ceasefire on both sides of the war, increase its contributions to the relief effort, and support
humanitarian intervention. Kennedy also wanted an American special representative on
relief who would “galvanize” domestic and international support behind a broader relief
effort in the Nigerian Civil War. Kennedy cited the humanitarian work of two Herberts,
Hoover and Lehman, as models for the United States to follow. In the end, Kennedy
reflected the humanitarian moral framework that sought to use American power to enforce
moral and ethical imperatives in international politics. “The United States has always found
a way to make its weight felt in the affairs of others when our political self-interest and
national security have been at stake,” he wrote to the president. “In the historic tradition of
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our Nation, I would also hope that we can still exert our powerful influence when great
human tragedy strikes our fellow man.”133
If Kennedy was presenting a humanitarian vision of international politics, one in
which sovereignty was irrelevant and the United States would put its power behind
upholding a global moral value system that was separate from politics, then officials in the
Johnson administration argued that the senator did not fully understand the changing
dynamic of decolonization in the international system and the primacy of sovereignty
among governments in the Global South. “Here I think we have to remind him once more
that black post-colonial Nigeria is not white post-war Europe,” Roger Morris, a national
security staff member, wrote to Larry Eagleburger about Kennedy’s letter. “Gowon and
Ojukwu regard the Hoovers and Lehmans as unwanted alien intruders, rather than angels
of mercy.” If carried out, Nigerians would view these actions as examples of the
imperialism of humanitarian aid and of the United States fully supporting Biafran
secession. Given these complications, Morris recommended two policy changes, neither of
which would commit the United States to becoming more involved in the politics of the
civil war. The first was for the Johnson administration to become more involved in peace
talks by working through African leaders. Morris wanted to again work with Emperor Haile
Selassie and the Ethiopian government. Second, Morris proposed that the United States
pledge more funds for relief “to rest the charge that we are holding back” being levied by
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domestic critics. Either of these two options, Morris thought, would demonstrate an
American commitment to humanitarianism and would hopefully appease Senator
Kennedy, the most “formidable domestic gadfly” on humanitarian relief.134
PLANES
There was one other being considered in American foreign policy circles that Morris did
not mention: selling airplanes to relief organizations in order to boost humanitarian aid into
Biafra. In late October 1968, House Speaker John William McCormack forwarded to the
president an appeal from Bishop Edward Swarnstrom, executive director of Catholic Relief
Services, for two Hercules C-130 transport airplanes. The Catholic humanitarian
organization operated under the umbrella of Joint Church Aid, the Christian conglomerate
that took no umbrage in violating Nigerian sovereignty for humanitarian purposes. The
Nigerian government still deemed the Joint Church Aid operation illegal, and the April 9,
1968, deal brokered between Nigeria and the Red Cross that provided “tacit approval” for
the ICRC relief effort had never been extended to JCA.135 Undersecretary of State Nicholas
Katzenbach was opposed to the sale to the religious organization, arguing that “it would
involve us directly in the complex political dispute underlying the war.” Instead, he
recommended that the United States pay for the charter of a few aircraft for humanitarian
relief under the condition that Joint Church Aid operated through the Red Cross. If Joint
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Church Aid worked with the ICRC and the Nigerian government, Katzenbach said, the
amount of humanitarian relief getting into Biafra would increase without earning the ire of
the Federal Military Government of Nigeria. This would of course feed more Biafrans, but
most important to the Johnson administration it would relieve “some of the political
pressure here at home for us to do more.”136
Katzenbach also feared that American-sold relief planes would be shot down by the
Nigerian Air Force, which might compel the United States to become further involved in
the politics of the war. Whether or not the Egyptian pilots flying for the Nigerian Air Force
had the skill or capability to shoot down a plane remained to be seen. Still, the Federal
Military Government continually threatened the Sao Tome-based church operation by
saying that the Joint Church Aid mission “would not be safe.”137 American officials, who
were concerned above all about how Americans viewed the Nigerian government, said that
the effect of a humanitarian aircraft being shot down would be “far reaching and grave”
and that “no explanation of sovereign air space or of the need to prevent arms from reaching
rebels could likely avoid seriously damaging FMG in the eyes of world opinion and most
Western governments.”138
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The threat of shooting down relief planes was mostly a strategy by the Federal
Military Government to force humanitarian organizations to band together as one operation
and to switch exclusively to daylight flights.139 Religious groups did discuss amalgamating
their operations under the Red Cross umbrella if an agreement could be reached on daylight
flights.140 Ojukwu continually rejected the idea of daylight flights, and Ambassador
Mathews repeatedly told Gowon that the “FMG should frequently and publicly reiterate its
willingness to permit relief flights” directly into Uli during the day in order to put the
international pressure fully on the Biafran government. This offer would place the Nigerian
government in a positive light internationally, he said to Gowon, but its “silence was
depriving it of the benefits it should gain from this stand.” More concerned with Nigerian
public opinion, Gowon continued to threaten to shoot down unauthorized relief planes
because his rhetoric galvanized a war weary Nigerian domestic audience.141 In any case,
Joint Church Aid refused the merger, citing operational costs, a lack of autonomy, and the
unavailability of daylight flights.
In December 1968, the Johnson administration seemed nearly out of options.
Humanitarian organizations were unable to coordinate, both Biafra and Nigeria were
largely uncooperative on relief, and domestic pressure—the most important factor on U.S.
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policy toward the Nigerian Civil War—was again picking up steam as organizations such
as the American Committee to Keep Biafra used Thanksgiving and Christmas to push
forward a conversation about American non-involvement in addressing starvation in
Biafra.142 Indeed, the general assumption was that starvation in Biafra was “getting worse,”
which was the December 20, 1968, title of a Life editorial. The result of the seeming
paralysis of the United States to do anything, the editors said, was leading to “angry
puzzlement and deep moral frustration” in the United States. The Johnson administration
must “have the courage” to live up to America’s “instinctly humanitarian convictions,”
they argued, by intervening in the Nigerian Civil War.143 As Norman Cousins suggested in
his own Saturday Review editorial, it was not acceptable for the Johnson administration to
write off humanitarian intervention because the United States should not interfere in the
internal affairs of other states.
The United States has repeatedly intervened—in Lebanon, the Dominican
Republic, Guatemala, Laos, Vietnam, and elsewhere. It has intervened in behalf of
its national interests. The issue, therefore, is how we define national interest. Why
is it in the national interest to intervene for the purpose of installing or supporting
a government friendly to us, but not in the national interest to help spare millions
of people from deliberate starvation? Why is the national interest so often
associated with power plays and not with those great thrusts of the moral
imagination that in the end determine a people’s place in history? 144
What Cousins and others wanted, then, was a reconceptualization of what constituted
American national interest in a rapidly changing global context. Standing idly by in the
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face of a slaughter of a people was not a choice for the United States if it wanted to
overcome moral paralysis. The Johnson administration needed to become more involved
in humanitarian relief to break through the impasse and live up to its ideals.
It was in this environment that the Johnson administration began to consider selling
airplanes to relief organizations. Roger Morris led the initiative. Born in Kansas City,
Missouri in 1937, Morris had dreamed of being a foreign service officer since he was in
the sixth grade. After receiving his PhD in government from Harvard University, he was
sworn in as a FSO on April 1, 1966. The American Embassy at Belgrade was his first
scheduled assignment, but the Yugoslav government denied Morris agrément because of
his previous studies at Moscow. While awaiting his next appointment with the State
Department, Dean Acheson, who had been recalled by Johnson in 1966 to advise him on
Vietnam, announced that he needed two officers for his staff, one senior and one junior.
The senior would advise the elder statesman, and the junior would carry his briefcase.
Among Acheson’s many stipulations for the junior officer, the most important for the
former secretary of state was that the junior officer must have a PhD. Larry Eagleburger
was appointed the senior officer; Morris got the briefcase.
After fulfilling his duties for Acheson, Johnson’s Special Assistant Walt Rostow
hired Morris to fill a position as an African specialist in the National Security Council.
Morris had virtually no knowledge of Africa, but that did not concern Rostow. “You’ll
learn fast, don’t worry,” he told the young staff member.145 And learn Morris did. He was
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immediately placed on a special Nigerian task force to advise the president on the civil
war. It was Morris who told Undersecretary of State Katzenbach that President Johnson
“couldn’t afford to let this go on any longer.”146
For weeks Morris had been working a new relief proposal through the American
bureaucracy. Morris found it difficult to get the risk adverse State Department to support
any sort of American humanitarian intervention in the civil war. “Any discussion on relief
was like dragging a big fat cat across the carpet,” he later recalled.147 On December 1,
1968, however, the Morris-led Nigerian task force recommended to Johnson that, in his
waning days in office, he must quickly move forward on relief. “We are convinced that the
magnitude of the tragedy gathering in Biafra justifies taking risks,” the group concluded.148
On Christmas Eve, 1968, Morris explained the new plan for American involvement in
humanitarian relief to Rostow. The United States planned to sell eight Globemaster C-97
airplanes, four to the International Committee of the Red Cross and four to Joint Church
Aid, at rock bottom prices in order to kick start the relief effort.149 Morris recognized that
the Nigerian government would object to the plan “because they regard the voluntary
agencies as pro-Biafra and sometime gun runners.” Nevertheless, the opinion of the
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Nigerian government mattered less than assuaging American domestic opinion. “It is much
easier to justify Globemasters to the Feds than to explain the refusal to Kennedy,
McCormack et al,” Morris said.150 Nicholas Katzenbach was originally against the plan to
sell airplanes to relief organizations, but in a letter to Johnson about the proposal the under
secretary got to the root of the matter: “It will save lives, cost us next to nothing, and
decrease Congressional heat here at home.” As for the reaction in Nigeria, Katzenbach
admitted that it would difficult. “The Federal Government is likely to object,” he said, “but
we think that’s manageable.”151
The reaction in Nigeria to the American decision to sell airplanes to relief
organizations was immediate as Nigerians took to the streets to protest what they perceived
to be the latest example of the imperialism of humanitarian aid—the Western interference
in the internal affairs of their country in the name of humanitarian values. More than 1,000
Lagosians marched toward the American embassy carrying placards that read “We
Nigerians are not tired of the war,” and “To hell with imperialist humanism.”152 The
protestors were no doubt influenced by Nigerian writers. An editor for the Daily Times
wrote that the sale “unveils a long policy of secret aggression against Nigeria” and
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represented “a turning point” in the international politics of the Nigerian Civil War.153 For
many Nigerians, the move by the United States offered a new barometer for telling friend
from foe. Nigeria would not abide neutrals in the conflict. As one Nigerian reporter stated,
“any country, black or white, which does not and cannot openly identify with us and
support us in this war is against us.”154 Not to be outdone, the New Nigerian said that these
“foreign do-gooder organizations,” egged on by the United States, were attempting to carve
out a piece of Nigeria for themselves to rule. “We have reached the point where the ICRC
and foreign kindred organizations are being collectively regarded as another government
of Nigeria.” The New Nigerian conclusion was that “the ICRC and sister organizations are
new agents of imperialism. They must be thrown out.”155
The State Department saw this interpretation of the sale coming and gave
Ambassador Mathews explicit instructions to explain to Nigerian leaders that the sale of
airplanes was not a political act and represented only a genuine “concern for all of
mankind.”156 Not surprisingly, Nigerian officials interpreted the move as a major shift in
U.S. foreign policy toward the war that portended a move toward politics and the
interference in their internal affairs.157 But most of the ire from Nigerians—the
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aforementioned New Nigerian article notwithstanding—was based on the decision to sell
airplanes to church organizations. In Lagos, Minister of Information and Labor Anthony
Enahoro expressed surprise and shock that the United States “was planning to assist an
‘illegal operation’ from unfriendly territory.”158 Gowon conveyed a similar concern,
although unlike Enahoro, who still held at hope that the church groups would organize
under the ICRC umbrella, the supreme commander began to question the entire Westernled relief operation. Gowon said that he “had about concluded that the FMG was wasting
its time trying to court world opinion” and remarked that “it might be necessary in the near
future to tell foreign relief groups to wind up.” Gowon was contemplating placing all
humanitarian assistance under the auspices of the Nigerian Rehabilitation Commission and
stepping up plans to shoot down all planes violating Nigerian air space. The Nigerian relief
committee had neither the funding nor the personnel to deal with the humanitarian disaster
within its own borders, and many wondered if it could successfully meet the need inside
Biafra, too.
If the Federal Military Government put this new policy into action, it might not
have affected the church organizations that was already disregarded Nigerian sovereignty.
But certainly it would have placed the Red Cross in a difficult position where it would have
had to choose between ending its humanitarian operation in Biafra or disregarding Nigerian
sovereignty and breaking with its century-old position of deferring to the wishes of
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governments. In the process of mollifying domestic criticism over its policy of noninvolvement toward the Nigerian Civil War, the Johnson administration might have put in
jeopardy the entire relief operation by becoming more involved in the humanitarian
questions of the Nigerian Civil War.
CONCLUSION
Edward Hamilton was in a reflective mood in late November 1968, when he wrote a note
to Walt Rostow about the Nigerian Civil War. Like everyone in the White House, he was
frustrated at the lack of change in the conflict. “The savage bitterness and fear” remained,
he said, and “the desperate spending of lives and treasures on both sides” continued. There
was one new issue, however, that was having a large impact on American foreign policy:
the starvation in the Biafran enclave. “Slowly but surely the prospect of these deaths are
changing the historic character of the war and our involvement in it,” Hamilton wrote.
“With a million or more people now in the scales, it seems clear to us that every aspect of
policy, every assumption however firm, every sop to consistency and routine have to be
measured anew.” Although he did not know the form it would take, Hamilton was
predicting that the disinterested American foreign policy toward the Nigerian Civil War
was going to have to change due to domestic pressure over starvation in Biafra. “In short,”
Hamilton wrote, “the slate is being wiped clean.”159
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A month later the Johnson administration sold eight airplanes to relief
organizations, marking the first step toward the United States changing its policy of noninvolvement in the Nigerian Civil War. Despite assurances from the United States that the
sales were only a humanitarian gesture, Nigerian officials interpreted the act as “evidence
of a growing pro-rebel trend” in U.S. policy.160 Regardless, the American policy of noninvolvement was finished. The question remained whether the sales of airplanes was the
final step. Now that the United States had stepped its foot in the door, would it walk further
in to ensure that humanitarian aid got to the right people? What did this change mean for
Great Britain, a nation that had planned on American non-involvement in the war? What
would Harold Wilson do if the United States attempted to pressure his government into a
ceasefire? And would the United States tarnish its relationship with Nigeria, to date its
most important ally in West Africa, in order to placate domestic public opinion? Luckily
for Johnson, he would not have to answer these questions because newly elected President
Richard Nixon was entering the White House and inheriting the Nigerian Civil War.
During his campaign Nixon had called the Federal Military Government’s policy a
genocide, and Gowon was apprehensive about how Nixon would approach the war. Indeed,
Gowon was concerned that “the incoming administration would go even further in moves
that would, whatever their intent, help the rebels.”161 Whatever the outcome, all parties
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agreed that the position of the United States would now play a decisive role in the Nigerian
Civil War.
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Chapter 6
A Double Game
David Hunt was furious. Hunt had arrived in Lagos as High Commissioner of the United
Kingdom in February 1967 just as the country was falling apart, and his tenure in Nigeria
was defined by the civil war. Yet amidst the turmoil in Nigeria, the firm commitment from
the United States was one of the few sources of stability that the high commissioner could
rely upon. The feeling was mutual. In a letter that illustrates not only the close ties between
the United States and Great Britain in Lagos but also Africa’s low priority at Foggy
Bottom, American Ambassador to Nigeria Elbert Mathews complained to the Bureau of
African Affairs that he received “almost nothing from the Department which would make
us at least partially aware of the factors influencing thinking in Washington.” With the
paucity of instructions arriving from the State Department, Mathews was dependent upon
his stalwart ally David Hunt for shifts in American decision making. “Our principal sources
of information are reports from the British Embassy in Washington, made available from
our British colleagues,” Mathews said.1 It was because of this special relationship between
American and British administrators in Lagos that Hunt fumed over the American decision
to sell eight relief planes to humanitarian organizations. Perhaps the high commissioner
was irritated because he was blindsided by the choice; more than likely, Hunt was frustrated
because he understood that there would be blowback from the Nigerian government against
Great Britain. “When they are under fire we are inevitably involved also, since the belief
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in the existence of a common Anglo-American policy . . . is almost universal and taken for
granted,” Hunt said. He concluded that the “US Government action which the FMG regard
as hostile to their interests will therefore rebound on our heads also.”2
Sitting in Lagos, Hunt might not have been aware of the intensity of public pressure
on Harold Wilson’s government because of the Nigerian Civil War. In London and
throughout the United Kingdom, Britons called for Wilson to disengage from the Nigerian
crisis. Wilson’s own party was near open revolt. At their annual conference in October
1968, Labour Party members from across the British Isles attacked Wilson’s decision to
continue selling weapons to the ineffectual Nigerian military and passed a resolution
demanding that the prime minister put an end to the arms sales. Wilson claimed that selling
weapons to the Federal Military Government allowed him to play a moderating voice in
Lagos; yet a Labour Party member from Knutsford replied he saw no evidence of British
leverage over the Nigerians. “We have absolutely no indication whatsoever of the
effectiveness of this influence which the Government claims it has in Lagos,” he said. This
policy, which many in Britain believed to be abetting genocide, “is utterly illogical, it is
immoral and this surely is the most damning thing of all.”3 Peter Draper, a Labourite from
London and Chairman of the British Humanist Association, echoed the demand for an end
to arms shipments. Draper did not see Biafra in a vacuum but instead viewed it as part of a
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larger moral paralysis of British foreign policy toward Africa. “It seems vital,” he said,
“that British policy in relation to Rhodesia and Nigeria/Biafra in particular be changed in
such a way that the World can see that Britain treats Africans as people, not as subhumans.”4
The criticism came not just from the left. The “Biafra Lobby,” as it was known
within the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, was comprised of a wide swath of British
public opinion.5 Indeed, Harold Wilson himself admitted that the opposition “cuts right
across the normal political or party divisions in this country.”6 Auberon Waugh, son of the
English novelist Evelyn Waugh, was Wilson’s most vocal conservative critic. “While the
present policy continues,” he wrote, “I do not see how any Englishman who knows about
it can allow himself to do nothing without being implicated in the mass murder committed
in our name.”7 Waugh shared a humanitarian vision of morality with many of his
colleagues on the left, and he joined progressive British journalist Suzanna Cronjé to write
an acerbic critique of Wilson’s Nigerian policy called Biafra: Britain’s Shame.8 The effect
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of this bi-partisan activism was reflected in opinion polls. In a national survey that asked
British subjects whether Wilson’s government was justified in continuing to sell arms to
arms to Nigeria, 53 percent responded that it was not. This compared to a paltry 25 percent
of Britons who agreed that the prime minister was correct in supplying Nigeria with
weapons.9 At home, Harold Wilson was on the ropes.
“90% of the pressure we were under at home came from people who were
concerned not about the political rights and wrong but about the figures of starvation and
civilian suffering,” Lord Malcolm Shepherd, minister of state at the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, explained to General Gowon during a mid-December 1968, trip to
Nigeria.10 Shepherd’s figure was likely made up from whole cloth, but it nevertheless
reflected official Whitehall thinking on the origins and catalyst for British dissent toward
the Nigerian Civil War. Wilson’s government was mired in an international propaganda
war, one in which it was certain to lose as long as the images of starving children remained
a commonplace on the evening news and in the pages of national newspapers. Yet the
humanitarian situation offered both an obstacle and an opportunity for the prime minister.

emotion and invective that his chapters give a rather different impression [than Cronjé]. He
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Whitehall officials argued that the real reason for the humanitarian catastrophe in the
Biafran enclave was neither the Nigerian blockade nor the British supply of arms but the
recalcitrance and obstinacy of the Ojukwu regime that refused to allow either daylight
flights for relief organizations or a surface corridor to carry humanitarian aid overland. If
the humanitarian question could be turned on Biafra in the international arena, public
pressure would turn its critical eye away from Wilson and Nigeria and toward the Biafran
government.
This was a dangerous game for the prime minister to play, but he had a partner of
sorts in newly-elected American President Richard M. Nixon. Like Wilson, Nixon faced a
groundswell of domestic dissent at home over the Nigerian crisis. In the United States,
however, Americans wanted Nixon to take a stronger stance toward the civil war by
supporting humanitarianism in Biafra. While the president was sympathetic to that effort,
he was also wary of becoming ensnared in the politics of the Nigerian Civil War. For
Nixon, humanitarianism in Biafra was in actuality a domestic issue, and his policy was
carefully crafted to win support at home by aiding humanitarianism without supporting the
creation of a separate Biafran state. While Nixon surely hoped that he could break through
the impasse and provide relief to the starving Biafrans, in the end his policy was a more
conservative approach geared toward quieting opposition at home.
For the United States and Great Britain, then, support for humanitarian aid offered
an opportunity to reverse the trend of domestic dissent while not giving up on an overall
strategy of supporting Nigerian unity. For this policy to work, all they needed was an
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agreement from the Nigerian government to allow new humanitarian initiatives.
Policymakers from the United States and Great Britain explained to Lagos officials that
victory in their war at home was tied to the propaganda war being fought abroad and that
the international effort to send humanitarian aid into Biafra would in fact help Nigeria to
defeat the Ojukwu regime. The Nigerian government had its own domestic constituency to
worry about, however, one that was becoming increasingly hostile to foreign humanitarian
intervention in its civil war. Gaining Nigerian approval for humanitarianism, Western
policymakers would soon find, was more difficult than they could have imagined. Not
gaining it, they would also discover, would have disastrous consequences.
CRISIS OF THE UTMOST GRAVITY
On December 12, 1968, the House of Commons was scheduled to hold a foreign policy
debate that would assuredly involve Britain’s role in supplying weapons to the Nigerian
government. The prime minister did not want a repeat of the discussion in Parliament that
had taken place in late August 1968. During that meeting, Wilson’s Nigerian policy had
been attacked by all sides, and a potentially devastating division within his own party was
avoided only after Under-Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs William Whitlock
filibustered the debate, which ended the session before a vote on the cessation of arms
could take place. Some members of Wilson’s cabinet were pleased with the results. George
Thomson, secretary of state for Commonwealth Affairs, noted as a matter of fact that
Whitlock’s filibuster had “stonewalled very effectively” the prime minister’s opposition.11
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The perception from outside of Wilson’s inner circle was much different. “Shame!
Shame!” members of parliament cried as they petitioned the Speaker for a vote on ending
the weapon sales to Nigeria. They were denied.12
The prime minister’s policy toward Nigeria had barely escaped in August, and the
domestic pressure on his Nigerian policy grew markedly throughout the fall of 1968. In
anticipation of the mid-December debate, Wilson called for a series of high-level Cabinet
meetings to discuss the Nigerian Civil War. On December 5, Lord Malcolm Shepherd,
minister of state at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, explained the fundamental
tension in Wilson’s current policy toward the conflict in Nigeria. While the government
had been able to sell weapons to the Nigerian army with nary a complaint at the beginning
of the war, the humanitarian disaster in Biafra made the arms sales the most pressing
question in British foreign policy. When Shepherd spoke of the “right” policy, he was
certainly aware that the word had multiple possible meanings. British policymakers
consistently noted that Wilson’s policy toward the civil war must be explained as being
right not only in that it was the correct judgment that promoted long-term political stability
in the Commonwealth and beyond, but also right in the moral sense. Shepherd
wholeheartedly believed that the present policy was morally and politically justified, but
the minister of state recognized that ordinary Britons were more concerned “that some way
should be found of preventing the large-scale starvation that was in prospect in Biafra.”
Indeed, Shepherd continued, “responsible opinion in this country and elsewhere was
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increasingly unwilling to accept that our policy was right.” Previously, the only group
Wilson’s government had deemed “responsible” were those who agreed with his
administration’s Nigerian policy. The fact that the prime minister was losing his own
supporters within the Labour Party placed him in a precarious domestic position. If Wilson
wanted to continue on his present path, he would have to find a way to win back his
traditional supporters—those previously presumed responsible—in pursuit of Nigerian
unity.13
With that goal in mind, Prime Minister Wilson requested that Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs Michael Stewart create a fresh memorandum on the
Nigerian Civil War that outlined alternative policy options. Stewart produced the report on
December 9, 1968, and, not surprisingly, he advised the prime minister to stay the course
and support the Federal Military Government. “To change our policy now would have a
catastrophic effect on our relations with the Federal Government and put our interests in
Nigeria in jeopardy,” the foreign secretary concluded. The interests Stewart alluded to were
Britain’s large economic investments in Nigeria. Shell/BP, which was state-owned at the
time, had invested over £250 million in Nigeria. The recent tumult in the Middle East made
protecting Britain’s access to Nigerian oil an important factor for British policymakers. In
addition to its petroleum stake, the British government had £150 million invested in other
sectors of Nigerian industry. Inside the confines of Whitehall the economic justification
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was reason enough for supporting Nigerian unity, but the humanitarian situation in Eastern
Nigeria was such that the British government could not use an economic argument when
justifying its support. The prime minister “cannot say publicly that these interests,
immensely important to us as they are, are a primary concern in our policy without
suggesting that we are callous about suffering in Biafra,” Stewart said.14 The British needed
to find another way to publicly justify its policy.
Further complicating this effort, British officials consistently had to explain what
they were not doing in Nigeria rather than what they were actually trying to accomplish by
supporting Nigerian unity. British talking points tended to be negative refutations of
accusations instead of positive reinforcements of Wilson’s policy toward the war. British
Ambassador to the United States Sir Patrick Dean wrote to Whitehall that the fundamental
problem with explaining Wilson’s policy toward the civil war was “the decidedly negative
nature of the case for the defence” of a united Nigeria.15 British policymakers were
flummoxed over how to respond to pro-Biafran Labour members like Joan Mellors who
asked in a provocative article in the Tribune “What about Their Human Rights, Mr.
Wilson?”16 The problem, as British Ambassador Peter Garran wrote from The Hague, was
that Biafra’s supporters at home and abroad believed that Wilson was abetting genocide.
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The images of “the starving children of Biafra [who were] surrounded by the Nigerian
army to whom Britain is supplying arms” evoked a sense of moral repulsion against Harold
Wilson.17 “As long as the pitiful photographs continue to appear in the press of Europe and
on the television screens showing emaciated starving children,” the British News
Department commented unhappily, “it is going to be difficult to get understanding for our
actions.”18 Explaining Wilson’s position as being “right” was a tricky thing do when the
British had to first explain why their policy was not wrong.
Wilson was seeking a bridge that would allow him to overcome the divide between
his government’s support for Nigerian unity and the concern for Biafran suffering by
activists at home. The best solution would be a Nigerian military victory, but the prime
minister had lost hope that Nigerian forces would be able to overrun the entrenched Biafran
army any time soon. Critics of Wilson’s Nigerian policy were interested in the moral aspect
of saving starving Biafran children. They blamed the starvation not just on the Federal
Military Government but also on the British government that openly supported Gowon’s
regime. If the problem, then, was the humanitarian crisis, Wilson’s government began
looking for a way to rid the humanitarian aspect from the equation and rob activists of the
one issue that galvanized them against the prime minister. From this, Stewart proposed two
avenues for new British initiatives toward the Nigerian Civil War: leading a negotiated
peace settlement and fully supporting humanitarian aid. British officials did not foresee
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either option producing an outcome wholly favorable to their interests. But if either proved
successful, the domestic heat could be taken off Harold Wilson and allow to continue
supporting Nigerian unity by supplying arms to the Federal Military Government.19
The Cabinet assembled at 10 Downing St. the following day to discuss Stewart’s
proposals. The foreign secretary opened the meeting by repeating many of the talking
points in the paper: that altering British policy would not change the humanitarian situation
in Biafra and that British interests demanded that the flow of arms to Nigeria continue.
Wilson listened to Stewart intently, but when the prime minister began to speak he
explained what was at stake for his government in the upcoming foreign affairs debate.
“The Nigerian question had aroused a profound feeling the country, in Parliament, and
indeed in the Cabinet itself,” Wilson said.
It could give rise to a political and Parliamentary crisis of the utmost gravity. The
Government might be defeated in the House, largely by the votes of its own
supporters and perhaps even on a vote of confidence, with incalculable
repercussions on sterling, on our whole economic situation, and on the future of the
Government itself. Even if the Government survived a crisis of this kind, to be
forced to change direction on a major issue of foreign policy like this would reduce
the credibility of the Government in every sphere—not least the economic one, in
which vital decisions must shortly be taken. The Nigerian situation and the foreign
affairs debate had to be seen against this background.
Whether it were a British backed peace plan, or a new commitment to humanitarianism,
Wilson argued that “some major initiative was necessary to regain the moral support of
youth and progressive opinion and to counteract the propaganda successes of the supporters
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of the Biafran point of view.” The prime minister understood that he had little chance of
courting the conservative opposition in Britain, but by changing the perception of his
government from arms dealer to alms giver Wilson believed that he could win back support
from his domestic base by untangling the interlinked moral and humanitarian questions
from the Nigerian Civil War.20
This is not to suggest that Wilson’s government foresaw Britain having any sort of
tangible effect on the relief situation in Biafra. To be sure, perhaps a few more tons of aid
might be airlifted each night into the breakaway state, but given the mercurial nature of the
Federal Military Government and the recalcitrant attitude of Biafra there was no guarantee
that the relief would reach the starving people. Moreover, the added amount of relief would
hardly be enough to allay the chronic starvation problems within the Biafran enclave.
August Lindt, West African coordinator for the Red Cross, estimated that in December
1968 the total air-lifted relief effort would provide 4,000 tons a month, which was well
below the estimated need inside the Biafran enclave.21 Above all, Wilson wanted his
domestic audience to believe that his government was doing all it could to facilitate relief.
Perception was much more important to British policymakers than reality. If Great Britain
could be perceived to be doing all that it could to change the humanitarian situation in
Biafra, then British policymakers argued that the tide in the domestic propaganda battle
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could be turned in Wilson’s favor, which would bring reluctant progressives back into the
fold of supporting Nigerian unity. During the debate, the prime minister sought nothing
less than a major reframing of his role in the Nigerian Civil War in order to demonstrate
his government’s commitment to ending the war humanely and with a Nigerian victory.
Before he could reveal his plans to the House of Commons, Wilson had to wait for
reports from two emissaries—Maurice Foley and Lord Shepherd—who had been sent to
Africa to lay the groundwork for new British initiatives in the Nigerian Civil War. Foley,
parliamentary under secretary of state, was sent to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, to discuss peace
with Emperor Halie Selassie. Like the Americans, the British hoped that the emperor would
use his role as chair of the Consultative Committee at the Organization of African Unity to
put an African face in front of British initiatives. Selassie backed the British plan, saying
“we should try to make progress by means of co-operation between Britain and the
OAU.”22 Most important, Selassie agreed that he would use his position within the OAU
to seek peace within the framework of a united Nigeria. The Organization of African Unity,
the Emperor told Foley, “could not possibly condone secession.”23 A peace deal brokered
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through other African states that guaranteed Nigerian unity was precisely the type of high
impact policy that Wilson wanted.
Foley’s visit with the Emperor raised expectations in Whitehall, but British
optimism was in many ways unwarranted. The Biafran government was rightfully
suspicious of British maneuvers and equally skeptical about the Organization of African
Unity. News of Foley’s trip leaked to the press, and the Biafran propaganda machine went
into full motion to discredit the under secretary’s mission. Ifegwu Eke, Biafra’s
information commissioner, announced over a Voice of Biafra broadcast that Biafran
sovereignty was non-negotiable. “Anyone interested in peace moves should recognise
Biafra is a separate independent nation,” he said. Indeed, Eke argued that the lives of 14
million Biafrans depended on the safety and security guaranteed from a Biafran state. “We
should have lived and died in vain if we agreed to become part of that defunct federation,”
Eke continued. “We cannot forget that we were chased out of that defunct federation which
we had done so much to build. 30,000 of us were killed,” referencing the 1966 September
massacres that began the Nigerian crisis. Peace talks must begin with the recognition of
Biafran sovereignty, Eke said. Until then, Biafra would not enter into negotiations with
Nigeria because it was clear that “Britain’s peace moves lack sincerity.”24
Lord Shepherd’s trip to Lagos promised better results. Whereas Foley had the
unenviable—if not impossible—task of bringing Biafran and Nigerian representatives to
the negotiating table to talk peace, Shepherd, who was sent to Nigeria to discuss the
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possibility of opening new channels for relief, only had to obtain the acquiescence of the
Federal Military Government to score a propaganda victory for Harold Wilson’s
government. The British government highest priority was obtaining a federal agreement
for a land corridor to transport relief aid through Nigeria. Government officials were
convinced that the new year would bring additional stories of starvation from within the
Biafran enclave and a fresh onslaught from the international press would ignite passions at
home for a cessation of Wilson’s policy of supplying weapons to the Federal Military
Government. Foreign Secretary Stewart instructed Shepherd to tell the Nigerian officials
that it was “important that the Federal Government should be seen to be as reasonable as
possible” when it came to humanitarian aid so that the Nigerian government was not be
blamed by the international community for obstructing the relief efforts.25
Shepherd said as much during his meeting with Gowon. The minister of state asked
Gowon to reaffirm his commitment to an internationally supervised land corridor that
would transport relief from Nigeria into Biafra. Yes, that would entail sacrificing Nigerian
sovereignty, but such a gesture, Shepherd said, “should be helpful to their position
internationally and, if Ojukwu refused, would put the responsibility fairly and squarely on
him for the continued starvation” in the Biafran enclave. Whether or not Biafra agreed was
largely irrelevant; what was important was that Nigeria supported the plan so that the
Federal Military Government could boast internationally that it championed humanitarian
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relief and that Ojukwu “was responsible for the continued suffering of his people.”26 For
Shepherd, this was a commonsense approach to the relief issue that had the potential to
change the international debate over the Nigerian crisis.
There was one additional proposal that Shepherd made: approval for a Christmas
visit by Harold Wilson to Nigeria. The trip would offer the prime minister the opportunity
to demonstrate his concern for the humanitarian situation before an international audience
and to discuss peace initiatives with Gowon.27 Wilson planned to announce his trip during
the December 12, 1968, debate, a surprise move that British officials believed would “not
only reinforce the government during the debate but should enable them thereafter to
continue to hold the policy which we believe to be right.”28
Time was of the essence. Shepherd had only arrived in Nigeria on December 10,
and Wilson needed an answer from the Nigerian government by 3:30 in the afternoon on
December 12, when the foreign affairs debate was scheduled to begin. During Shepherd’s
first meeting with Gowon, the Nigerian leader had only promised to give the proposals
“most careful consideration,” but as time went on the British became anxious over the
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decision.29 From the British perspective, this would be an easy propaganda victory for the
Nigerians. Foreign Secretary Stewart, who understood that Wilson’s policy of supplying
arms to Nigeria required that the Federal Military Government “continue to play their part”
on relief for an international audience, did not understand why the response from the
Nigerians was not an automatic yes.”30 Letters on the Nigerian position flew back and forth
from London and Lagos, but the typically loose-lipped Nigerians did not reveal their
position until mid-morning on the day of the scheduled debate. Things did not look good
for Wilson. Anthony Enahoro, federal minister for Information and Labor, announced that
the Biafrans had proven themselves unwilling to negotiate fairly with the federal
government. Indeed, the night before Ojukwu had withdrawn earlier offers of a potential
economic association between Nigeria and Biafra. Now, because of Biafra’s recalcitrance,
Enahoro said “there would be no point in the Prime Minister coming to Lagos.”31 This was
the first blow.
The second was Gowon’s refusal to restate his commitment to a land corridor. This
placed Wilson in a difficult position for a House of Commons debate that was just a few
hours away. The prime minister desperately needed a propaganda victory and wanted
nothing more than to announce before his peers that it was Nigeria that supported
humanitarian relief. After hearing the news out of Nigeria, Stewart immediately wrote to
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Shepherd that Nigeria’s refusal to cooperate would have serious ramification for the federal
government. “The fact of Ojukwu’s intransigence is, however, likely to increase pressure
on the British Government at least to call an arms embargo,” Stewart wrote. The foreign
minister asked High Commissioner Hunt to communicate to the Nigerians that their
recalcitrant attitude toward basic demands for relief would jeopardize Britain’s ability to
support the federal government. “If through any failure of understanding or co-operation
between the FMG and the British Government the latter were obliged to accept the demand
for such an embargo,” he said, “this would be bound in the end to be more disadvantageous
to the FMG than to Ojukwu.” Stewart was unsure how the afternoon’s debate would end,
but he was confident that Nigeria’s non-cooperation on relief did not help matters for
Wilson at home. “The problem facing the British Government today is that of being able
to hold their present policy,” Stewart concluded. Wilson wanted to avoid a situation where
his government would be compelled to stop supplying arms to Nigeria, “but they need the
help from the FMG to do so.”32
British government officials came to the foreign affairs debate with no new ideas
or proposals for the Nigerian Civil War. Foreign Secretary Stewart spoke at length about
humanitarianism—the prime minister had previously advised him “to lay strong emphasis
on the relief aspect of our initiative”—but many members of parliament were skeptical
about the government’s role in the war.33 Winnie Ewing, a member of the Scottish
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Nationalist Party, was incensed at the duplicity of Stewart’s speech. “I submit that the
supply of arms is wrong in itself,” she said, “it is immoral. One cannot supply arms on the
one hand, and aid on the other.” To the government’s surprise, the opposition to supplying
arms had lessened remarkably since the previous debate on Nigeria. Hugh Delargy was
one of the many Members of Parliament who cried “Shame! Shame!” in August 1968.
Now the Labour Party member for Thurrock came to the prime minister’s defense. “Until
recently I was . . . strongly opposed . . . to the policy of the Government in Nigeria,”
Delargy said. “I do not see it quite like that now.” In the end, the fears of a division over
Biafra never came to fruition and the vote to end the sale of to the Nigerian government
never happened. Nevertheless, this was far from a clear cut victory for Harold Wilson’s
government. John Wilson, head of the West African Department, noted that all things
considered the “debate went pretty well.” Still, there was much left to do if the prime
minister wanted to maintain his policy, including getting the Nigerian government onboard.
“Above all,” Wilson concluded, “we have won time.”34
The largest obstacle facing Wilson was the lack of cooperation from the Federal
Military Government. During a frank exchange with Gowon the day after the House of
Commons debate, Shepherd told the Nigerian general that the prime minister needed
Nigeria’s cooperation if it wanted continued military support from Great Britain. While the
Nigerian government might not be concerned with world opinion, Harold Wilson could not
afford the same luxury. Shepherd explained that he was sent to Lagos “to help the Federal
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Government by seeking ways and means which would put their case in better light in
Britain and thus make it easier for the British Government to sustain support for their
Nigerian policy.”35 Gowon’s refusal to cooperate before the House of Commons debate
made this difficult.
The Nigerian government was in a “touchy frame of mind” over pressure to
cooperate with humanitarianism, Shepherd commented.36 The Federal Military
Government’s frustration stemmed from what it perceived to be the imperialism of
humanitarian aid that Nigerians had been fighting against since the beginning of the
humanitarian crisis in the summer of 1968. Those calling for Britain to support unlimited
flights into Biafra ignored any and all arguments based on Nigeria’s right to sovereignty.
No wonder Nigeria questioned the intentions of humanitarian organizations, one Whitehall
official wrote, since the nearly all white “Biafra Lobby” in Britain assumed that “we still
have the right to intervene in Nigeria’s internal affairs.”37 The Nigerian government
“clearly resents being told by people with white faces how they should settle their civil war
and how they should feed their own people.”38 It was unclear, however, how Britain would
overcome these difficulties with its alleged ally.
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These were political blows for Wilson, one that left him questioning the basic
assumptions of his strategy toward the Nigerian Civil War. The prime minister had
previously assumed that arms sales provided him with direct influence over policymakers
in Lagos. After Nigeria’s refusal to approve his visit and its reluctance to confirm its
support for humanitarian relief, he was no longer sure if that was the case. Wilson truly
believed that Gowon was one of the few doves in the federal aviary, but Gowon’s hardline
stance toward humanitarianism in Biafra—especially his refusal to recommit to policies
that he had previously supported—signaled to the prime minister that the hawks in Lagos
were beginning to take flight. If that were the case, the new leaders in Nigeria would be
less sympathetic to humanitarian relief and less interested in working with the prime
minister to safeguard British interests in Nigeria. Gowon’s refusal to cooperate on
humanitarian relief, the prime minister concluded, “increased my doubts about Gowon and
our so-called influence over him.”39 The fact of the matter was that Wilson had little
leverage over Gowon to ensure that the federal government toed the British line in the
future.
The situation presented a “grave dilemma” for the prime minister, Shepherd wrote.
The war had no end in sight, the food shortages in Biafra were sure to continue, and British
backed peace moves “have little or no future at all in Lagos.” The minister of state was
nevertheless optimistic that the British government could change the circumstances for its
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advantage. The Biafran government had masterfully manipulated world opinion into
supporting humanitarian relief in the Biafran enclave, and as a result of that sympathy many
people and organizations had begun to openly support the creation of a separate Biafran
state as a way to end the suffering. Shepherd believed this humanitarian pity had a short
shelf life and, if employed correctly, could be used against Ojukwu. The Biafran leader
“has got himself into the position of arousing such international sympathy for the starving
in Biafra that he ought to be more vulnerable to world pressure, as the food shortage
increases, for relief supplies to reach them on an adequate scale,” Shepherd wrote. The
problem, as Shepherd knew, was not the amount of relief at hand but getting that relief into
the Biafran enclave. At present, world opinion placed the majority of the blame for the
starvation on the Nigerian blockade. If Biafra could be seen as the obstinate party, the
blame for starvation would shift toward Ojukwu.
“It is against Ojukwu that the pressure now must be directed,” Shepherd wrote,
“and formidable as are the difficulties, I do not despair of our being able to achieve
something in that direction.” That policy was already bearing fruit. On December 13, 1968,
Gowon announced that he would support the opening of a land-based relief corridor into
Biafra. A surface corridor was the first step in rehabilitating the international humanitarian
reputation of the Nigerian government. “We should mount a major public relations effort
at home and abroad to harness opinion in favour of a land route as the only way of averting
the threatened further starvation,” he recommended. Of course, Shepherd wished that the
announcement of a land corridor would spur Biafra into accepting the plan so that the
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starving people would be fed. But feeding starving Biafrans was not the land route’s
principle design.
The object is to get a route opened and thereby help to remove from the war—and
from criticisms of our policy—the terrible humanitarian element of civilian
suffering. Even if a route is not agreed because of Ojukwu’s obstinacy we shall be
seen to have tried our utmost. And the pressure will, we hope, be directed to Ojukwu
rather than to the Federal Government with whom we should still co-ordinate (but
avoid having to impose on them) any further moves we make.
Once a land corridor was publicly announced and put into motion the intent was to force
the Biafran government to say no to relief. If that were to happen, Shepherd believed world
opinion would turn on Biafra.40
There it was: a changing of emphasis of British foreign policy toward the Nigerian
Civil War that sought to reverse the trend and use international humanitarian pressure
against Biafra. Indeed, Donald Maitland of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office said
“the object of our diplomacy” was to “create the situation in which Ojukwu was seen to be
totally intransigent and the F.M.G. totally reasonable.”41 This was not necessarily a new
policy—the Nigerians and the British had agreed since the beginning of the humanitarian
crisis that world pressure should be brought to bear on Ojukwu—but whereas before
London had placed a higher priority on ending the war through a military victory, Whitehall
officials now viewed the war as a stalemate that was unlikely to end soon.42 Wilson still
supported a quick and efficient Nigerian military victory, but the prime minister simply
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had little confidence that the Nigerians could end the conflict on their own in the near
future. It was precisely because of the uncertainty of the military situation that the British
required full Nigerian cooperation on the relief front in order to remove humanitarianism
from the politics of the civil war. If the progress of the war continued at its present pace
with no changes in the humanitarian situation, the prime minister warned Chief Obafemi
Awolowo, “the British Government and the F.M.G would both face a very difficult
situation.” At that point, Wilson explained to Awolowo that he might be forced to
reappraise British support for Nigeria.43 Turning the tables on Ojukwu, which required full
Nigerian cooperation, could turn world pressure on the Biafrans, British officials believed,
and forestall domestic pressure on Wilson’s government.
A crucial aspect of the British strategy was to work closely with other countries that
were concerned with the humanitarian situation in Biafra but reluctant to become involved
in the politics of the conflict.44 No nation was as important in this regard as the United
States, which explains why policymakers in London were not as disturbed by Lyndon
Johnson’s decision to sell airplanes to relief organizations as High Commissioner David
Hunt. Because of its arms policy with the Federal Military Government, Great Britain
seemingly had little credibility on humanitarian relief. The United States, however, could
fill that humanitarian void. Influencing the United States to take the lead on humanitarian
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issues offered a unique opportunity to a British government seeking to use humanitarianism
to shift world opinion against Biafra. Working closely with the United States on relief
became a new priority for British officials in Whitehall since support for humanitarian
relief became the avenue for winning the political war for Nigeria.
“Under President Johnson’s administration,” Donald Tebbit of the West African
Department wrote following the president’s exit from office, “American policy on Nigeria
was politically in line with ours and we saw eye to eye with them on all important aspects
of the conflict, the only difference being that we were supplying arms and they were not.”45
The problem facing Tebbit and other policymakers in Whitehall was that their stalwart ally
Johnson would no longer be occupying the White House. Johnson did not “want to go out
of office as the man who let ‘millions’ die of hunger,” one White House staff member told
Alan Urwick, an officer at the British embassy in the United States. 46 Disgraced by
Vietnam and unable to life the poor out of their misery by establishing a great society in
the United States, Johnson had also failed in his goal of finding a way to resolve the relief
impasse in Nigeria. Now American foreign policy would be in the hands of a secretive new
president, Richard M. Nixon, and his more affable national security adviser, Henry
Kissinger. Together they vowed to question the assumptions behind every foreign policy
decision. British officials feared that this might lead to a change in policy toward Nigeria.
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Nixon was no stranger to the Nigerian Civil War. During the 1968 presidential
campaign, Nixon had spent a considerable amount time on Nigeria, even describing the
federal blockade as “genocide.” Nixon’s wife, Pat, was sympathetic to Biafran starvation,
too. After the election she, took part in a highly publicized memorial for starving Biafran
children. Bob Moore, an American official at the West Africa desk in the State Department,
admitted that Mrs. Nixon’s visit “would probably be regarded as an unfriendly act in Lagos
which might lead to the F.M.G. to fear a change of administration policy.”47 Above all, it
was the uncertainty that frightened the British. Would the new president carve out a new
path toward the conflict? Would it be detrimental to British interests? “We do not
unfortunately know what the policy of the Nixon administration will be,” Tebbit said one
week before the Republican’s inauguration. “It is likely that American policy may not
change much; but I am not sure that it may not raise as many questions as it solves.”48
NSSM 11
Richard Nixon had no real plan for the Nigerian Civil War. As a candidate, Nixon had
demanded that Johnson find a way to break the relief impasse, which put aligned with
unlikely liberal allies like Senator Edward Kennedy and Democratic nominee Hubert
Humphrey. For Nixon this was no easy feat, but he nevertheless used the same type of
moral arguments to jusify some kind of American intervention in the Nigerian Civil War.
If the United States “is not the world’s policeman,” Nixon had said, “let us at least act as
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the world’s conscience in this matter of life and death for millions.” America had enormous
material, political, and moral power in the world, he continued, and “there is no better cause
in which we might invest that power in sparing the lives of innocent men and women and
children who otherwise are doomed.” Even still, he never explained how the United States
could harness that power to solve the relief impasse.49 Much like his fabled “secret plan”
for bringing peace to Vietnam, Nixon used a contentious foreign policy issue to further his
campaign hopes.
Other Americans did have concrete ideas for facilitating relief. In December 1968,
Congressman Allard Lowenstein, the man who had asked Paul Connett to create the
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive, crisscrossed the African continent in pursuit
of a relief proposal that became known internally as the Obilago Plan. It called for relief
organizations to fly solely during the day and land at an airstrip at Obilago, which was
controlled by the Federal Military Government. From there, the cargo would be taken into
Biafra through an internationally supervised land corridor. Lowenstein was optimistic
about the proposal, but the British were even more enthusiastic because the congressman
promised to go public if either side refused to cooperate with the creation of the relief
corridor.50 The Nigerian government agreed to the plan in full, but the Biafrans were
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noncommittal. Despite Lowenstein’s assurances that he would go public upon a Biafran
refusal, he never brought forward any accusations against Ojukwu.51 With the possibility
of crucifying Biafra before the world, the British government pressed the representative
from New York to continue along with the plan. Eventually Lowenstein resigned himself
to the fact there was little he could do. The Biafrans “would never accept the idea of a
corridor,” he concluded.52
Lowenstein was but one of many congressmen concerned about the Nigerian Civil
War. On January 21, 1969, one day after Nixon’s inauguration, a group of unlikely
senatorial allies spoke on the suffering in Biafra. Senator Robert Byrd begged the president
to do more. “On the diplomatic level, nothing less than a full frontal assault on the Biafran
problem will fulfill our humanitarian obligation to try to stem this tragic wave of death by
starvation,” the senator from West Virginia said.53 Republican Senator Charles Goodell,
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father of future National Football League Commissioner Roger Goodell, wanted the United
States to stay out of the political conflict and demonstrate its commitment to global
humanitarianism by supporting relief in Nigeria. “We cannot permit this tragedy to occur,
with millions of people starving, without doing what we can to bring food to prevent
starvation in Biafra and Nigeria,” he said. The day after the speeches, a majority in the
Senate passed a concurrent resolution asking Nixon to send more aid to Biafra and to
provide aircraft to humanitarian organizations. Upon hearing the news, Nixon wrote to
Kissinger that he wanted to make a move on Biafra. “I want a program for Biafran relief—
to hell with State’s approval. Put one of your experts to work on it and give me a report in
one week, or sooner if possible.”54
That expert was Roger Morris, the man who had been the driving force within the
NSC during the Johnson years to get more relief into Biafra. Morris had retained his job
working on African affairs in the National Security Council through Larry Eagleburger’s
recommendation to Henry Kissinger, and William Watts, a NSC staff secretary, told Morris
that he was to be “responsible for the unwashed world” in the Nixon White House. No one
on the National Security Council was jealous of Morris’s assignment. “Black Africa was
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mine,” Morris remembered. “The one area that no one cared about. And the United
Nations. I had the worst of all worlds.”55
Morris shared little in common with many of his colleagues in Nixon’s NSC.
Politically, Morris leaned to the left and believed Africa was an important player on the
international scene. Despite these differences, there were similarities. The first and most
important was a complete distrust of the foreign service and the Department of State. He
saw it first hand through his dealings with the assistant secretary of state for African
Affairs. “Joseph Palmer was a complete gentleman,” Morris later recalled, “and I would
follow that by saying that he was the absolute stinking worst of the foreign service. He
knew very little about Africa behind chancellery knowledge: bureaucratic and cliché. His
understanding of what was going on in Nigeria was appalling.” To Morris, Palmer was but
a representation of a larger problem within the American foreign policy establishment.
“This is the tragedy of American foreign policy: very often perfectly decent, good,
honorable, honest, intelligent men could be lacking in sensitivity in the non-European
world,” he said.56
More specific to the Nigerian Civil War, Morris thought that the president should
be presented with a full range of policy options, which included putting in place
contingency plans in case of a potential Biafran military victory. Morris had a personal
belief that Biafra stood a strong chance of surviving the war, although he was never in
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favor of Biafran independence. “Everybody thought I was the Biafran representative in the
U.S. government,” Morris remembered. “My brief was to make sure that the president and
the NSC got to consider all of the potential options, everything from military aid and
alliance of some sort to Nigeria and the same for the rebels.”57 Morris’s faith in Biafra
stemmed in part from his confidence that the boundaries passed down to African nations
following independence and solidified through the Organization of African Unity in 1963
were unsustainable. When Morris met with Susan Durr of the American Committee to
Keep Biafra Alive in September 1968, he was one of the few t who would openly discuss
the possibility of a Biafran victory. While he did not think that an independent Biafra was
viable at the present moment, he did tell Durr that “Biafra is possible 10 years from now.”58
With that being said, Morris believed that the old Nigeria that the State Department wanted
to preserve would prove to be an anachronism because of the war. “Biafra is going to make
it one way or another,” he told Kissinger, and the Nixon administration must be prepared
to deal with that possibility.59 A distrust of the federal bureaucracy and a belief that the
prospect of a Biafran victory informed Morris’s analysis toward the Nigerian Civil War.
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Morris had little input on the creation of policy during the Johnson years, but he
was now in a prime position to mold the thinking on humanitarianism and the Nigerian
Civil War at the highest levels of power inside the Nixon White House. Morris believed
the incoming administration had the opportunity to start afresh and do something important
in Biafra. There would be substantial costs regardless of the path it chose. Following one
route, Nixon could offer all out support to the Federal Military Government while placing
the burden of rejecting humanitarian aid on Biafra. That would have certainly appealed to
both Britain and Nigeria, but it would do little to placate the many Americans who called
for the president to live up to his vision of the United States acting as a moral beacon for
the rest of the world to follow. The Nixon administration could also go the direction of
strict neutrality toward both sides of the civil war and send humanitarian aid directly to the
Biafrans. Nixon could then explain to Nigeria that he was not taking sides in a civil war
but acting only in the name of humanitarianism. While this path might relieve domestic
opinion and quite a few Biafrans, Morris did not think that the Nigerian government would
be able “to appreciate the nuance” of such a policy. It would certainly lead to a break with
the Nigeria, he warned, “with none of the benefits of all-out support for Biafra.” There
were no easy answers, Morris declared, but Nixon, “for moral reasons let alone domestic
politics,” had to do more on relief. With the present policy of low involvement a political
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non-starter, the question was how far Nixon was willing to sacrifice politically in order to
send relief to the starving Biafrans.60
Morris delivered his report a few days before the president’s proposed one-week
deadline. The situation looked bleak. Morris’s sources predicted that more than a million
people in Biafra were in danger of dying from starvation within the next two to three
months. If this was anything other than a civil war, then the United States would seemingly
have little trouble sending relief. “The heart of our dilemma, however, is that our instinctive
moral concern and involvement with his tragedy cannot be separated from the political
tangle—either in the eyes of the two sides, or in the real impact of relief on the course of
the war and its broader consequences for Nigeria and Africa,” Morris wrote. This was the
same Gordian knot that Katzenbach had alluded to during his speech at Brown University
in December 1968, and indeed it was the politics of relief that made it incredibly difficult
for any new humanitarian proposal to succeed. While the Federal Military Government
believed that food kept the rebellion alive, the “rebels know well there’s political profit in
going hungry” because of the growing international coalition of people that wanted relief
to get to the hungry. Perhaps, that was the real problem facing the Nixon administration:
trying to get food into a place where neither side wanted it. Regardless, doing nothing was
not an acceptable option for Nixon. “The pressure has been intense,” Morris warned, and
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“it is bound to grow.”61 For the president’s own domestic legitimacy, the United States
needed to take a leading role on relief.
After receiving Morris’s report, Nixon authorized a further study of the Biafran
relief issue, which became the basis for National Security Study Memorandum 11. NSSMs
were the backbone of Nixon’s newly revamped National Security Council, which was
organizationally designed to place all foreign policy decision-making under the authority
of the White House and away from the State Department. A meeting of the
Interdepartmental Group was the first step in the process of creating a NSSM, and a special
group of representatives met in Assistant Secretary Joseph Palmer’s office on the sixth
floor of the State Department to hash out the policy options. Officials from the State
Department, United States Agency for International Development, and the Central
Intelligence Agency, to name but a few, were all present. Morris spoke for the National
Security Council. These American bureaucrats were tasked with first assessing the
technical aspects of a potential new U.S. approach toward the Nigerian Civil War and then
laying out policy options and their political implications. On the first day, February 4, 1969,
the discussion on humanitarian aid programs went smoothly as there was wide agreement
within the group that the Nixon administration should expand relief and appoint some kind
of special representative to work alongside the humanitarian organizations in order to help
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coordinate the relief effort.62 The second day, when the group sought to outline the actual
policy options for the president, did not go as well. There was one particular option, the
final one on the Nixon administration potentially recognizing Biafra as an independent
nation, that raised the most disagreement within the group. It was Roger Morris versus
Joseph Palmer. “We fought each other tooth and nail on giving the president all the
options,” Morris remembered.63 At the time, Morris wrote to Kissinger that he had “spent
nine hours in unrelieved IG negotiations with Assistant Secretary Palmer just to get the
minimally fair statement we now have on the merits of Option 6—recognizing Biafra.”64
NSSMs were designed to reflect a consensus among the various governmental agencies
that helped to prepare the paper. The option of recognizing and supporting Biafra made it
to the final draft of NSSM 11, but not everyone within the group was happy about it.65
“The very admission of an option that acknowledged the rebellion and took its side was
anathema to Palmer and the bureaucrats,” Morris recalled later.
NSSM 11 provided six options to the president that swung like a pendulum from
one extreme to the other. Firmly backing the Federal Military Government and leaving
Biafra to its own plight was on one end of the swing; on the other was the sixth option that
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Palmer worked so hard to prevent from even making the document: recognizing Biafra. In
the end, the subtleties in the options were not as important as the assumptions behind them,
and authors of NSSM 11 assumed that Nixon had little choice but to support the Federal
Military Government of Nigeria. Moving toward Biafra would only happen if Nigeria
proved uncooperative on relief. Yet even within the options of supporting Nigeria, only the
first two were taken seriously. The first was a continuation of the policy of limited
involvement that had begun during the Johnson years. “Our present policy is to avoid direct
involvement in politics or relief, yet get in as much food as possible,” NSSM 11 said. “This
means formal, legal (and limited) support for the Federal side as against de facto (and
critical) support for Biafra through relief.”66 The contradiction in that policy promised few
favorable outcomes for Nixon: it did nothing to ensure a federal victory (Morris said it had
Nigeria “literally on the verge of breaking with us”), it did not provide enough relief to
meet the demand in Biafra, and it left “us under severe criticism at home.”67 The second
option, expanding relief through negotiations and gaining the approval from at least one
side in the conflict for relief accommodations, proved more promising. This policy option
sought cooperation from the Nigerian government on relief in exchange for greater
American political support. Of course, American officials would seek Biafran cooperation.
However, the Nixon administration believed that the Biafran government was the real
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reason for the relief impasse; as such, the second option was “designed to confront Biafra
with the moral and political opprobrium of refusing to accept food.”68 While the authors of
NSSM 11 had no way of knowing it, they were recommending to the president the same
policy being pursued by Harold Wilson’s government in Britain.69
If the range of options in NSSM 11 reflected a pendulum, then Roger Morris wanted
to ensure that the president’s final decision rested somewhere near the equilibrium point of
strict neutrality toward each side. As quickly as NSSM 11 was promulgated through the
White House, Morris sought to steer Kissinger toward his own preferred interpretation of
the second option. Morris argued that Nixon’s policy should had principle two aims: to
answer domestic pressure by demonstrating that the suffering in Biafra was a top priority
for him and to make “a credible try to get in more food without greater political
involvement on either side.” Morris advocated a modified version of the second option.
The Nixon administration would still see a Nigerian victory as the best outcome for
American foreign policy, but the president would provide no additional political support to
the government in Lagos. At the same time, Nixon would announce a broad-based relief
initiative with the promise of publicly threatening either side for obstructing humanitarian
operations. This option would commit the president to virtually nothing and would not tie
his hands to one side or another. If either side impeded relief, then, Morris advised that
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Nixon could move toward the other side, or, alternatively, “brand the obstructer and
disengage, continuing present levels of relief with a clean conscience.” Even if his modified
approach were to fail—and Morris was not sanguine about its chances—it “would still let
us say we honestly did all we could on relief short of choosing sides in a civil war that’s
none of our business—a position which would find vocal allies in Senators Brooke,
Fulbright, and others.”70
Yet many Americans did believe that the Nigerian Civil War was their business.
The failure of the United States to intervene represented a stain on American global ideals.
They had a different conception of America’s role in the world, one in which the United
States would take the lead in eschewing petty political considerations and placing a vision
of humanitarian morality at the center of international politics. Members of the American
Committee to Keep Biafra Alive took Nixon at his word that the United States should act
as the “conscience of the world” by supporting humanitarianism in Biafra. For the
committee, the logical extension of that feeling was that Nixon should recognize Biafra. 71
Still for others, continuing to push for ostensibly anti-political humanitarianism—even if
both sides refused—was the only solution. This was not just because it could potentially
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save Biafran lives. Humanitarianism during the Nigerian Civil War would begin to purify
America’s role in the world by providing a way to wash away the sins of the past and point
U.S. international affairs in another direction that was separate from cold war power
politics. Once submerged in the clear waters of humanitarian aid, activists hoped the United
States would reemerge a different nation guided by an ostensibly pure and humane foreign
policy.
NIXON AND NIGERIA
The National Security Council assembled in the White House on Valentine’s Day, 1969,
to hammer out Nixon’s foreign policy toward the Nigerian Civil War. Most of the men in
the room were probably wondering why they were even there. Yes, they had seen the
images of starving women and children on the front page of newspapers and believed them
to be heartbreaking. But to them there appeared to be little that Nixon could do, and they
wondered why Nixon even bothered with an issue that seemed to them to be solely a cause
of the left wing in the United States. The Biafra Lobby in the United States was as “an
amalgam in part of genuine concern and left-wing guilt feeling over Vietnam,” Kissinger
had previously told the president. “The same people who picket on our ‘interference’ in
Asia also demand we force-feed the starving Nigerians.”72 Nevertheless, all of the heavy
hitters were present in the Cabinet Room. CIA Director Richard Helms, Secretary of State
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William Rogers, and National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger were all present.
Kissinger’s Military Assistant Alexander Haig was there, too, no doubt performing his preAfrican policy discussion ritual of widely grinning while wildly banging his hands on the
table as if it was a drum.73 If there was any consensus in the room, it surely was that there
were more important issues to discuss.
Nixon began the discussion. He was concerned about the effect any new policy
initiative would have on other African states. African leaders, fearful of potential
secessions along ethnic lines in their own countries, had overwhelmingly rejected the
Biafran rebellion. Nixon was neither overly troubled by Nigerian opinion nor distressed
about the potential of the breakup of the country. “Nigeria is not an entity,” he said.
“Federal Nigeria can’t compare to a national entity.”
While perhaps not sharing Nixon’s views on Africa, CIA Director Helms agreed
that that the attitude of Africa should guide American foreign policy. “They don’t want us
to help Biafra. Certainly this is a war, not a humanitarian crusade.”
Whatever Helms’s perception of the international dynamics of the war, the
president understood the conflict in Nigeria as a humanitarian crusade within the United
States. The president wanted his policy to reflect genuine American moral leadership
toward a humanitarian crisis. The United States could not rely on other organizations to
assume the burden of humanitarian relief. Religious groups were doing an admirable job,
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but these poorly funded and uncoordinated groups could not do it alone. Nixon certainly
did not think that the Swiss-based humanitarian organization would solve the problem.
“The Red Cross is gutless,” he said to the cabinet.
Still there was a fundamental tension between what the United States ought to do
and what it was capable of doing in Nigeria. “How do we express our concern in a practical
sense?” Nixon asked his advisers. This was a tricky question, one that had certainly vexed
the previous administration. Nixon was looking for a way to demonstrate to the American
people that he was doing his best to get relief in without getting the United States further
involved in the politics of the Nigerian Civil War. They had no answers. So Nixon asked,
“How about a relief coordinator?” The idea of a relief coordinator had been proposed by
the Johnson administration, pursued later by Senator Kennedy, and then brought up again
by Roger Morris as a way to reflect American concern for the relief situation. 74 Nixon
wanted the relief coordinator to be someone outside of the State Department because of his
distrust of that bureaucracy and so that he could personally reap the domestic benefits of
the coordinator’s potential success. Secretary Rogers, perhaps not realizing why Nixon
wanted the coordinator outside his chain of command, was emphatic about the possibility.
“Lord yes!” the secretary of state said to a proposed relief coordinator.
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The sticky problem of the rest of Africa remained. “Looking at Africa would we
want a quick Nigerian victory?” Nixon asked.
“Yes, the quicker the better,” Rogers replied.
After a quick back and forth, Nixon’s response was emphatic: “My sentiments are
with the rebels. But in terms of U.S. interests Nigeria must win.” Nixon then outlined his
policy toward the civil war.
“Here we play a double game,” Nixon said. He demanded that the United States
“must appear to do as much as we can but do the minimum” so that it was not accused of
aiding an African rebellion. On relief, Nixon wanted to appoint “some distinguished
person” as a relief coordinator. He was not recommending an open-ended commitment by
the United States for humanitarian relief. In doing so, he told his advisers to work closely
with Senators Kennedy and Goodell on relief in order to “show our heart.” But wanting a
Nigerian victory in the civil war, Nixon believed, was guided by his head. However, Nixon
was not committing the United States to helping Nigeria succeed in the conflict. The
Federal Military Government would have to win on its own. Nixon’s policy was one of
strict neutrality, not non-involvement, toward the Nigerian Civil War while promoting
relief.75
THE COORDINATOR, PART I

All quotations are from Alexander Haig’s notes of the 2/14/69 NSC Meeting, 14
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Later that afternoon, Richard F. Pedersen, a career State Department bureaucrat, notified
Joseph Palmer of Nixon’s decision. Defining it as a “two track policy line toward the
Biafran situation,” Pedersen told the assistant secretary that Nixon continued “to regard an
ultimate Nigerian victory as best suited to the United States interests.” This was sure to
please Palmer, although he probably wished that the United States would come out and
fully back the Federal Military Government in its struggle to preserve Nigerian unity. The
second track was on relief. The United States would be “taking a high public impact actions
designed to reflect our concern for the humanitarian plight of Biafra, including
consideration of the designation of a Relief Coordinator of distinguished stature who is not
closely associated with the U.S. Government.” Exactly who would be filling this important
position was as of yet unknown, but Palmer was now aware that relief was a high priority
for the president.76
The relief coordinator would be charged with negotiating all facets of humanitarian
aid in Biafra and determining many of the basic facts that had to date eluded everyone in
government, including the number of starving people inside the enclave. Despite its best
efforts to determine the population, the United States government simply had no way to
refute any of the figures thrown out by relief organizations, advocacy groups, or, perhaps
more troubling, its own congressmen.77 Senator Goodell had just recently returned from
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Biafra with horrifying stories of out of control starvation and excesses by the Nigeria Air
Force.78 Speaking with an unkempt beard—the senator said he wore the facial hair in part
as a “symbol of the thousands of Biafrans who have died and who will die if something
isn’t done”— before the National Press Club on February 19, 1969, Goodell told the
gathering of national correspondents that Biafrans needed, at a minimum, 10,000 tons of
food a week to prevent widespread starvation.79 Even worse from the perspective of the
Washington foreign policy establishment, Goodell linked the ostensibly apolitical
humanitarian relief effort to the politics of the Nigerian Civil War. “There can be no
acceptable solution to this massive human tragedy without a political solution,” he said.80
That was not what the White House wanted to hear. By appointing a coordinator as the
governmental spokesperson on relief, the Nixon administration would be able to control
all information on humanitarian aid and speak with one voice on relief matters during the
Nigerian Civil War.
The U.S. government was not the only one concerned with Goodell’s trip and
announcement. “Nigeria is particularly sensitive right now to the white-dominated relief
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operation and the white visitors, like Goodell, who tell them how their civil war should
come out,” Roger Morris wrote to Kissinger.81 The Nigerian press openly mocked his trip.
The Daily Post, a Lagos-based newspaper, alerted its readers that Goodell’s team, which
included French-American nutritionist Jean Mayer, had arrived “amidst strong speculation
that they had come in furtherance of their campaign to break up Nigeria.”82 This made for
good local politics in Nigeria by galvanizing Nigerians behind the war effort, but the British
government was much more concerned about the effect Goodell would have on changing
American foreign policy toward the civil war. The British were unaware of the direction
of Nixon’s policy toward the Nigerian Civil War and were desperate to ensure that the
United States government remained in lock step with them. On Nigeria, Foreign Secretary
Michael Stewart feared that Goodell’s report to Nixon would endorse the “extreme and
alarmist elements of the food and relief situation” since it was “based on an exaggerated
estimate of the population [in Biafra].” Stewart openly wondered if the British Embassy in
Washington should coordinate its efforts with the State Department to discuss the issue
with the senator “in an effort to steer him towards moderation before he finalises and
publishes his report.”83 The British ambassador advised against that plan. Nevertheless,
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Goodell’s opinions on the war were emblematic of the wider problem facing the Nixon
administration in orchestrating one coherent, centrally located humanitarian aid policy
toward the Nigerian Civil War.
On February 22, 1969, Nixon appointed Clarence Clyde Ferguson Jr. as special
coordinator on relief to civilian victims of the Nigerian Civil War. Ferguson was in many
ways a surprise choice. His name was not on any of the initial lists of potential coordinators
floating around the State Department.84 Morris believed that he came at the
recommendation of Assistant Secretary of State Palmer.85 A professor at Rutgers Law
School and former dean at the Howard University School of Law, Ferguson had no
experience with humanitarian issues and certainly had little familiarity with Nigeria.86 In
all likelihood, Ferguson’s greatest asset was that he was an African-American Republican
who could potentially appease the growing number of African-Americans concerned with
the Nigerian Civil War.87 “The conscience of the world” had been had awoken to the
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devastating images emanating from Biafra, Nixon said when announcing Ferguson’s
appointment. While many believed that the relief situation in Biafra was tied tightly to the
politics of the Nigerian Civil War, the president made it clear that newly selected special
coordinator would not entangle the United States in politics. For Nixon politics and relief
were separable. Ferguson “will not seek and will accept a charge to negotiate issues other
than those directly relevant to relief,” Nixon made clear.88
“He thought he was going to be taking over and taking charge of American policy
toward the Nigerian Civil War,” Morris remembered, and Ferguson had some reason to
believe that to be true. For the past year the humanitarian effort in Biafra had remained in
a deadlock. No one in the Washington foreign policy establishment had as of yet been able
to break through the impasse, but now Ferguson believed that the president had entrusted
him to fly across the world and personally negotiate on his behalf. What Ferguson might
not have realized was that he inhabited a bureaucratic no man’s land. While the president
wanted Ferguson to be independent of the Department of State, he was officially part of
the State Department with an office located on the first floor of the Main State Building at
Foggy Bottom. Even so, the Foreign Service kept Ferguson at a distance, seeing him as
Nixon’s man and not one of their own. This is not to suggest that the president saw
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Ferguson as a game changer on relief: he was a vessel for international negotiation and
domestic legitimacy and would inform policy, not dictate it.89 Indeed, at the time Morris
noted that the Ferguson “appointment is the main ingredient in what is little more than a
high public impact policy.”90 As a special coordinator, Ferguson was not going to lead the
U.S. policy toward the Nigerian Civil War.
BRITAIN AND THE BOMBINGS
Above all, the appointment of a special coordinator for relief bought the Nixon
administration time to wait and see what Ferguson could uncover on humanitarian aid. The
British, however, were not in the mood to wait to find out what the Americans were up to.
The normal sources of intelligence for the British, Assistant Secretary of State Joseph
Palmer and American Ambassador to Nigeria Elbert Mathews, were unable to provide
information on a timely basis on the new administration.91 “We have naturally been
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worried lest, under pressure from the Churches, relief groups, Members of Congress and
others who have been exposed to Biafran propaganda, the new administration might be
tempted to strike out on a new course,” Donald Tebbit of the West African Department
wrote. The British welcomed, indeed encouraged, Nixon do more on relief, but British
policymakers were concerned that American humanitarian sympathy for the starving
Biafran people might lead to political lobbying in the United States on behalf of the Biafran
state. “We are anxious to do all we can to help keep influential American opinion on the
rails,” Tebbit concluded.92 An upcoming visit to the United States by Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State Maurice Foley was the perfect opportunity to influence important
American leaders, especially members of Congress, to do no more than support
humanitarian aid. Foley could, Foreign Secretary Stewart recommended, “counteract
Biafran propaganda and the issues involved in the Nigerian Civil War, including our own
policy, into perspective” in the United States.93 John Freeman, British ambassador to the
United States, warned Stewart that Foley would have to tread lightly in the United States,
for fear of “a British minister were seen to be lobbying on the Hill.”94 Foley made his trip,
meeting with policymakers and congressmen alike and making sure that the Americans did
all they could on relief while steering clear of the politics of the Nigerian Civil War.95
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The Foley visit was emblematic of the wider double game the British were playing
with the United States in Nigeria. Outside of the French government that was clandestinely
providing arms to the Biafrans, the largest threat to British interests in the Nigerian Civil
War was the United States.96 If the Nixon administration became involved politically in
the conflict and began advocating an international cease fire and arms embargo, then the
British would be in the precarious situation of either turning on its closest ally in the Cold
War, or giving up on its more proximate, but nevertheless significant, economic interests
in Nigeria. Encouraging the United States to take the lead in humanitarian affairs was part
of the larger strategy that Wilson’s government began to cultivate in late December 1968.
The prime minister was at first anxious about Nixon’s policy toward the Nigerian crisis,
but once the president assured the prime minster that he was not interested in the politics
of the civil war, Whitehall determined that it was finally “possible for the Prime Minister
to welcome the President’s humane but robust approach to the Nigerian problem.” 97 By
guiding and then encouraging the United States toward taking a leading role in
humanitarianism the British hoped for a clash between the Nixon administration and the
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Biafran government. Indeed, the goal was for the United States and Biafra to be in open
conflict over humanitarian relief.
For the plan to work, the British once again needed the full cooperation of the
Nigerian government on humanitarian relief. The Federal Military Government’s attitude
toward relief had been consistently erratic—Nigerian officials often agreed wholeheartedly
to relief proposals one day and then pulled back from those agreements the next. In late
February, however, the Nigerian government seemed to be coming closer to the British
position that supporting humanitarian relief in Biafra served Nigerian interests. Upon
hearing the news of Ferguson’s appointment, Gowon at once set up a meeting with
Ambassador Mathews to tell him that he was especially keen for the special coordinator to
begin implementing the Obilago plan, the proposal first brought forward by Congressman
Lowenstein and agreed to in principle by the Nigerian government. Biafra was likely to
reject the proposal out of hand, which Nigeria hoped would bring it an important, but to
this date illusory, international propaganda victory.98 Going one step further, Nigeria
announced a two day truce to begin on February 25, 1969, out of respect for the Muslim
festival Eid al-Adha, which is a celebration honoring Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice
his son, Ishmael, and submit to the will of God.99 The truce itself was also a sacrifice by
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the Nigerian military: it agreed to stop its offensive into Biafra even though Biafran forces
never recognized it. Nevertheless, the British must have seen these gestures by the Federal
Military Government and hoped that they indicated a new cooperative approach by Nigeria
toward humanitarian relief.
Abraham, we are told, was justified by his willingness to carry out his sacrifice for
God. The same could not be said for the Nigerian military. On February 26, 1969, the
second day of the truce and the same day Ferguson was sworn as special coordinator for
relief, the Nigerian Air Force bombed a tiny market at Ozu-Abam in Biafra. One hundred
twenty civilians died in the attack. Father Raymond Maher, a missionary from Dublin,
Ireland, was one of the first on the scene. The market, which previously had been bustling
with life as women shopped and children played, was so ravaged that “it was impossible
to walk around, much less count the dead,” Maher said.100 Winston S. Churchill, grandson
of the iconic former British prime minister, reported on the indiscriminate bombings by the
Egyptian-piloted Nigerian Air Force for The Times in London. Based on his own eyewitness account of the bombing of civilian villages, Churchill described the scene to his
readers. “What I saw when I arrived on the scene today some four hours after the bombing
is a sight I shall never forget,” he wrote. “On every side lay the charred bodies of women
and children. . . . Not far away was the headless body of a pregnant woman who was
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identified by the community nurse from the maternity clinic as the local midwife.”101 Karl
Jaggi, a representative for the ICRC stationed in Biafra, told his superiors in Geneva that
the Nigerian attacks against marketplaces, hospitals, and villages, “must be condemned
vigorously and protested against.”102 For a government trying to rehabilitate its
international reputation, Nigeria could not afford this kind of press.
It was inevitable that criticism of the bombing would fall back on Harold Wilson
and his government’s supply of arms to the Nigerian government. Even before the
bombings, Whitehall officials had been discussing the difficulty of the British position in
Nigeria. “Like it or not we are now involved, almost entirely to our disadvantage, in the
Nigerian war,” John Wilson, head of the West African Department, wrote to the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office following a trip to Nigeria.103 The fact was that Prime Minister
Wilson had little credibility at home on Nigeria and certainly had no influence over the
Biafrans. The only leverage Wilson had was with the Nigerians, and the hardening attitude
within the Federal Military Government toward Wilson’s overtures, let alone the bombings
themselves, were proof that the prime minister’s sway over Gowon was fleeting.
Nevertheless and despite the political pressure at home and abroad, Wilson refused to alter
his policy toward Nigeria. “There was no case for a unilateral abandonment by the British
Government of their policy of supplying arms to the Federal Government,” Wilson
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remarked, “and there was nothing to be gained either domestically or in the field of foreign
relations by a change of direction.”104 With the outcome of the war still in doubt, Wilson
tied his own political future to hope that the Nigerian government could win the war.
The bombing of villages, however, reawakened cries within Britain for the end of
the Wilson’s supply of weapons to Nigeria and revealed just how deep into the quagmire
the prime minister really was. “For a British Government to supply arms to forces
committing these deliberate acts of terror and slaughter must damage and has damaged the
moral standing of Britain in the world,” an editor from The Times wrote.105 David Winnick,
Labour MP for Croydon, South, held a similar opinion. “If the reports on the bombing are
confirmed by the British Government,” he said, “then it seems to me there would be a
strong case to end these arms supplies.”106 On the eve of a March 13, 1969, House of
Commons debate, Wilson’s cabinet concluded that “the bombing of civilians by the Federal
forces had created a situation . . . in which we could not evade the moral responsibilities
which are attached to us in virtue of our relationship with the Federal Government.”107
Indeed, the bombings placed the morality of British foreign policy on trial. Stewart
attempted to deflect the conversation away from moral questions. The Nigerian Civil War
“cannot be represented as an argument between the humane and the moral on the one hand
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and the hard-hearted realpolitiker on the other,” he said. Yet many Members of Parliament
from both sides agreed with Liberal Party Jeremy Thorpe that the arms sales to Nigeria
were “morally wrong.”
The situation Harold Wilson found himself in following the bombings was much
like the previous December when his government was challenged by its own party over
Nigeria. But in some ways this situation was worse. Relief remained at an impasse, and
despite Gowon reassuring the prime minister that he did not approved of the bombing of
Biafran villages, Wilson nevertheless wondered who was really in charge in Lagos. Could
Gowon control his own troops?108 Or, perhaps even worse for the prime minister, what if
the Nigerian government continued to ignore his advice on humanitarian aid, further
antagonized world opinion, and kicked the British out of Nigeria?
The Wilson administration had repeatedly warned the Nigerian government that it
was waging a war on two fronts, one international and one domestic, and that the outcome
of the war at home was in many ways tied to the propaganda war abroad. The British again
explained the situation to the Nigerians. Any “further evidence of indiscriminate bombings
would create ‘grave difficulties’ both for the British Government and for the FMG in the
eyes of world opinion,” Foreign Secretary Stewart told Nigerian High Commissioner to
London Babafemi Ogundipe. The high commissioner responded that Churchill’s articles
were inflammatory and untrue. “Criticism of federal bombing policy was part of a
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‘conspiracy’ to force the UK to stop arms delivery to Lagos,” Ogundipe said. 109 This was
not an uncommon belief in many Nigerian circles. On March 5, 1969, a New Nigerian
editorial entitled “A Useless Exercise” excoriated those within the Federal Military
Government who apologized for the bombing and promised to investigate them. The
nationalist editors at the New Nigerian declared that the “mood in his country is neither
placatory nor apologetic” and that the “Nigerian public knows that it is not obliged to
placate any country.”110
It was clear to the British that many Nigerians still did not understand the federal
government’s precarious situation. On March 11, 1969, Permanent Under-Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs Sir Dennis Greenhill met with Gowon to set the supreme
commander straight. Ojukwu was currently waging an international propaganda war that
the Nigerian government was losing badly, Greenhill told Gowon. Ojukwu could not win
the war outright through military victory, the British interlocutor explained, so the Biafran
leader instead was practicing a military strategy not unlike the tactics practiced by George
Washington during the Revolutionary War. This Fabian strategy called for the weaker force
to bide its time through a defensive position and wage war of attrition against an invading
army with the hope of attracting a more powerful foreign ally to join the war.111 This was
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both a blessing a curse for Ojukwu. On the one hand, there was a real chance that his people
would starve to death. On the other, it was these same starving people who provided the
Biafran leader with international sympathy. If Biafra could hold out long enough, then
perhaps that sympathy would transform to political help. Of course, the young American
republic eventually won the support of France, which helped to turn the balance of the
Revolutionary War. Greenhill made it clear to Gowon that if the Federal Military
Government did not change its tactics a comparable France could fundamentally change
the course of the Nigerian Civil War. As the war progressed with no end in sight, Ojukwu
would “use the time gained to inflame international public opinion against the FMG. This
would lead to international pressure for a ceasefire under conditions tantamount to a
recognition of his independence,” Greenhill warned. Public opinion might indeed force
Wilson to stop diplomatically supporting the Nigerian government and he said, “other
Western countries would certain follow suit.” Nigeria would then become an international
pariah, unable to garner any support from its traditional allies. The attacks against civilian
areas, which seemed to provide Nigeria with no military benefit and only served to enflame
international opinion against the Federal Military Government, needed to stop.112
As if Greenhill’s warnings were not enough, the permanent under-secretary
resuscitated a proposal that the Nigerian government had rejected in December 1968: a
visit from Prime Minister Harold Wilson to Nigeria. Wilson had previously warned
Nigerian officials in January 1969 that if the Nigerian army did not end the war soon he
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would be forced by British public opinion to reappraise his strategy toward the civil war.113
No one in government was sure what that reappraisal would entail, but now, after the
Nigerian bombing of civilian targets in Biafra, Wilson wanted to talk with Gowon
personally to head off any further domestic criticism and to solidify British support for one
Nigeria. The prime minister had no intention of changing his policy toward Nigeria. The
trip to Lagos, which would be heavily covered by the international press, would “provide
the FMG with an opportunity to put over its case the world more effectively than hitherto.”
Wilson respected the fact that Nigeria had already made great strides to placate
international opinion, but “a comprehensive statement in the dramatic context of a prime
ministerial visit would have a much greater effect.” With the bright lights of BBC cameras
covering Wilson’s trip, the hope was that Nigeria would win over many of the Britons who
were skeptical of the Federal Military Government’s actions during the war. 114 The day
following Greenhill’s visit Gowon agreed to the visit from the prime minister.115
Harold Wilson arrived in Lagos on March 27, 1969, and the prime minister
travelled widely throughout Nigeria to gauge the situation for himself. The meeting
between Wilson and Gowon on March 30 was the highpoint of the trip, and overall the
prime minister received assurances from the Federal Military Government that he had
wanted. Gowon pledged that the Nigerian military would refrain from any action that
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would give the federal government “a bad name internationally” and promised Wilson that
any offenders of the policy would be “severely dealt with.” General Gowon also guaranteed
that his government would work with relief organizations to get relief into Biafra. Wilson
was glad to hear this, although he pushed Gowon to move onto the next step from relieving
starving Biafrans to rehabilitating the Nigerian state. Such a move, Wilson hoped, would
force those concerned with the situation in Nigeria to begin thinking about aid within the
context of Nigerian unity rather than singularly focusing on starving Biafrans. Working
solely on relief, as the Americans were doing through the work of special coordinator
Clarence Ferguson, was not in Nigeria’s best interest. “In this respect,” Wilson said,
“Professor Ferguson’s proposals were misdirected.” On nearly every topic the British and
Nigerian officials were in total agreement.
There was one issue that made Gowon apprehensive: a plan for Wilson to meet
with Ojukwu. The Nigerians were skeptical about such a meeting. Gowon was concerned
about the implications of such a visit because he believed that “Ojukwu’s meeting with
Heads of State conferred upon him a degree of international status.” Gowon “was certain
that Ojukwu would make strong propaganda use of a meeting with the Prime Minister and
he was unwilling to risk falling into that particular trap.”
Wilson had his own plan for ensnaring Ojukwu that was based on the British policy
of turning the humanitarian situation against the Biafran government. Wilson said he would
question Ojukwu on the Obilago Plan. He would then ask Ojukwu for a “yes” or a “no” to
whether there was starvation in the area he controlled. “The answer would have to be ‘no’,”
335

Wilson remarked, “for if it were ‘yes’ the next question would be ‘then why not agree to
the use of Obilago?’.” The goal was to trap Ojukwu in his game and to publicize his
response before an international audience so the world would no longer blame the
Nigerians for the mass starvation in Biafra. “But if the reply were ‘no’,” Wilson said, “the
result would be to remove the basis of Ojukwu’s hitherto effective propaganda on
starvation.”116 Once again, the British were attempting to use humanitarian outrage to its
advantage and overcoming the damage created by the bombing of civilian targets in Biafra.
This was a dangerous game for Wilson to play. The British were enthused about
Wilson’s visit, believing it had “renewed confidence” by the Nigerians in British
intentions.117 Still, Ojukwu already had shown himself adept at international public
relations before. Perhaps most troubling of the prime minister, the Nigerians were not
known for toeing the line when it came to assuaging international opinion. Moreover, while
the British were keen on moving beyond relief and toward rehabilitation, the reality was
that there were people in dire need of relief inside the Biafran enclave. It was also still
unclear whether Gowon, despite his assurances that there would be no more excesses, could
control the behavior of the Nigerian military. The worst case scenario would be an attack
by the Nigerian Air Force on a relief plane. The humanitarian operation was “fragile,” the
British realized. Any interruption to the relief effort would certainly rekindle the
humanitarian conflagration inside of Biafra, which would itself reinvigorate calls for
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Britain to pull out of its involvement in the war. “If one aircraft were to be shot down the
whole operation would collapse,” the British were warned.118
THE COORDINATOR, PART II
Wilson’s visit to Nigeria was precipitated by the Nigerian Air Force’s bombing of Biafran
civilians, but Great Britain was not the only nation concerned about the effect that the
bombings would have on the Federal Military Government’s international reputation. On
March 8, 1969, Nigerian Federal Commission for Information and Labour Anthony
Enahoro met Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs Joseph Palmer in Washington
to discuss the bombings. After Palmer impressed upon Enahoro that the bombings had
damaged the federal government’s international reputation, the Nigerian minister evaded
the topic by questioning the accuracy of the reporting and openly wondering why Biafrans
were in the markets if there was allegedly no food inside the enclave. Palmer cut him off.
“Speaking as a friend,” the assistant secretary said, “these explanations and doubts were
not credible in light of the accumulating evidence. The bombing of civilians had to be
stopped.”119 Palmer, like so many officials in the United States and Great Britain, was
concerned that Gowon could not control his troops and that eventually the Nigerian Air
Force would bomb a plane carrying humanitarian aid. 120 It was imperative that this not
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happen, Palmer warned. “Attacks on relief aircraft, no matter how justified by the intermix
of arms flights at Uli, would hurt the FMG,” at home and abroad, he warned.121
Palmer then offered Enahoro one more piece of advice if he wanted to reverse the
international trend: the Nigerian government should afford “full cooperation” to Special
Coordinator Clarence Ferguson. After a brief meeting with Nixon on March 6, 1969, which
Kissinger arranged for the president, saying “it simply makes good sense on policy and
public relations grounds if you feel you can spare the time,” Ferguson left for Europe,
where he discussed relief options with members of the Red Cross and religious
organizations.122 While in Geneva, Ferguson announced that the United States was
donating another $6 million to the Red Cross for relief in Nigeria. This brought the total
U.S. contribution for humanitarian aid to over $31 million, making it the largest donor
nation by far.123
The real work began on March 15, 1969, when Ferguson arrived in Lagos for
negotiations with Gowon. The Nigerians restated their commitment to unlimited daylight
flights into the Obilago airstrip and to the creation of a surface corridor.124 Daylight flights
and the surface corridor were the standard Nigerian lines on relief, but the question always
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was what the Biafrans would accept. When Ferguson arrived in Biafra on March 21,
however, he found that Ojukwu was more interested in talking about politics than relief.
For example, Ojukwu, wearing full, albeit ill-fitting, military regalia, took Ferguson to
review the Biafran troops in what the British described as “best Sandhurst style.”125
Ojukwu had never attended Sandhurst, but the special coordinator was nevertheless taken
aback the presentation. Ojukwu’s constant tugging of his uniform left the American
coordinator unimpressed. “A man with those problems should not need to worry about
whether his jacket was covering his rump properly,” Ferguson said. Having never met
Ojukwu, he assumed that the Biafran leader’s first priority would be finding new and
innovative ways for getting relief to his people. Ferguson left convinced that Ojukwu was
more concerned with demonstrating his appearance as a general in complete command of
his armed forces than humanitarian affairs.126
Ferguson and Ojukwu finally held extensive talks on relief in the afternoon of
March 23, 1969. Earlier that day Ferguson had received instructions to bundle unrestricted
daylight flights into the Uli and Obilago airstrips as a package. The hope was that in the
negotiation process the Biafrans would find at least one of the airstrips acceptable. The
proposal called for the Red Cross to have full control of the Obilago airstrip, with mediators
working through the Organization of African Unity providing security. The Nigerians
would be able to inspect the cargo at Obilago before the Red Cross transported it over a
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four mile wide relief corridor into Biafra. At the same time, Ferguson proposed a surface
corridor that would carry relief up the Cross River to Ikot Okporo, which was a few miles
west of Biafra’s eastern border. Here, again, the ICRC would transport the relief cargo into
Biafra through an internationally controlled corridor. The hope was that after sixty days
the surface corridor would supplant the more costly, inefficient air operation and all
humanitarian aid would arrive via the Cross River route.127 By providing Nigeria with
sovereignty over the relief effort and guaranteeing the Biafrans that the federal government
could not tamper with the supplies, the plan was designed to meet the concerns of both
parties. Ojukwu, however, rejected most of the proposal. Citing “security reasons,” which
surely meant that he was unprepared to lose cover for his nightly arms flights, Ojukwu said
Biafra could not afford to use Uli for relief during the day. As for Obilago, Ojukwu declared
it was unacceptable for relief day or night. Ojukwu did see merit in a surface corridor and
was not against sending a representative for secret meetings with Nigerian officials on the
Cross River corridor.128 While Ferguson hoped that Biafra would be more forthcoming,
this was a promising start.
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Ojukwu asked for the talks between Nigerian and Biafran representatives to take
place in Washington, but Ferguson replied that was unacceptable to the United States.129
British officials saw surreptitious intentions behind Ojukwu’s selection. Ojukwu preferred
Washington “in the hope that talks on relief might shade into political talks under U.S.
auspices,” Maurice Foley said, and they were no doubt correct in their analysis.130 The
United States was the most fertile ground for a change in public policy, and Ojukwu’s game
was to turn humanitarian sympathy in the Western world into political action on behalf of
Biafra. While the Nixon administration continued to profess neutrality toward the conflict,
the danger of American political involvement was always on the minds of policymakers in
Whitehall. The problem for the British was that they simply did not have a good read on
what Ferguson was doing in Nigeria. Ferguson was scheduled to leave Nigeria on March
26, 1969, which meant that he would miss Prime Minister Wilson’s visit by one day.
Foreign Secretary Stewart proposed that the British Embassy in Washington find a way to
delay Ferguson’s departure so that Wilson could personally discuss American relief policy,
no doubt hoping to influence the special coordinator. While the prime minister privately
described Ferguson’s work as “misdirected,” his Foreign Secretary was “anxious that there
would be the fullest possible co-ordination and consultation between ourselves and the
Americans on relief matters.”131 As long as the Nixon administration remained devoted to
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relief, then, the hope was that he United States would remain neutral toward the politics of
the civil war in Nigeria.
When the British finally met Ferguson on April 21, 1969, they were “impressed”
by his devotion, work ethic, and knowledge on the relief situation in Biafra. Even still, they
were not convinced that he would achieve much. To them, Ferguson seemed “to underrate
the political difficulties of securing agreement on the various projects which he is
promoting and he may have over-committed himself to providing resources for
implementing plans on which agreement may not well be reached.”132 The surface corridor,
for example, offered the most effective avenue for sending relief, but the changing military
situation in Nigeria complicated the acceptance of the Cross River route by either side.133
American officials were no more hopeful than their British counterparts, but then again the
American definition of success was markedly different. While acknowledging that the
nighttime relief flights did just enough “to avert a major disaster” in Biafra, Kissinger noted
“the Ferguson appointment seems to have satisfied amply its public relations role here at
home. The Congressional critics and public lobbies on Biafran relief have been tolerably
quiet for the first time in months.”134 Ferguson, in other words, was doing exactly what
Nixon had envisioned, which was to appear to do much on humanitarian relief while, in
fact, achieving very little.
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There was a slight turn against the Biafrans because of Ojukwu’s rejection of
Ferguson’s proposals. The Washington Post remarked that it was now obvious that Biafra’s
leadership, “which appears to put a lower priority on its people’s welfare than outsiders do,
is poorly placed to solicit international sympathy.”135 This was exactly the type of press
the British government had hoped for in its international propaganda war against Biafra.
Whitehall officials described the editorial as “an excellent brief exposition of the case
against Biafra” that would be “useful in rebutting allegation that the suffering in Biafra is
in some way our fault.”136 Despite this wave of resentment, the United States government
was not willing to publicly pressure Ojukwu over daylight flights.137 Such pressure was
premature and might injure Ferguson’s efforts to start the Cross River route, which became
the major focus of the special coordinator’s time in mid-April 1969.138 American officials
estimated that Biafra needed 30,000 tons of food a month to sustain its population, and they
projected that Cross River route could bring in at least that amount.139 If Ferguson could
get the Cross River route operational, then there was a chance that the starvation in Biafra
would be history.
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While daylight flights into Biafra seemed to be a dead proposal for the near future,
nighttime flights by the Red Cross and church organizations continued into Biafra. April
1969, was a record month for humanitarian aid. Relief groups averaged 25 flights per night
during April, which brought in approximately 277 tons of supplies a night. The eight C-97
planes that the Johnson administration sold to the Red Cross and Joint Church Aid
accounted for one-third of that total. This was still well short of the estimated need inside
Biafra, but it nevertheless made a rather large dent.140 The Nigerian government continued
its policy of tacitly approving the flights from the Red Cross while steadfastly condemning
the church organization’s operation out of Sao Tome. There was always the threat that the
Nigerian Air Force and its free-wheeling Egyptian pilots might target one of these
humanitarian planes, but Nigeria’s recent track record of cooperating with relief efforts
made this possibility seem unlikely.
The beginning of May, 1969, proved just how delicate the relief airlift into Biafra
was. On May 7, a Red Cross plane crashed on its way to the Uli airstrip, destroying the
plane and killing four ICRC crewmen. Two days later, one of the four C-97 airplanes Joint
Church Aid had purchased from the United States crashed at the Uli airstrip. The pilot, the
crew, and the relief cargo survived, but the plane was unsalvageable.141 Even before these
accidents, representatives from Joint Church Aid had begun pressing the State Department
to furnish two more C-97 aircraft in order to bolster the relief effort. This request placed
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the U.S. government in a difficult position because the Nigerian government made it clear
that it would have a “sharp reaction” if the United States provided planes to religious
groups it believed to be illegally providing succor to the Biafrans. When discussing the
matter with Ferguson, Joe Iyalla, Nigerian ambassador to the United States, offered a carrot
and a stick to the Americans. He told the special coordinator that the “highest councils” of
the Federal Military Government had decided that it should “cooperate as fully as possible
with Mr. Ferguson.” If daylight flights were not on the table, then the Nigerian government
would work with Ferguson to get the surface corridor opened at the Cross River. However,
American officials recorded, Iyalla “made it increasingly clear throughout the conversation
that favorable progress on the Cross River route would depend on how we [the United
States] handled the C-97s.”142 On May 15, 1969, the U.S. government decided to replace
one aircraft that had crashed but refused to provide the other two to Joint Church Aid.143
This was done in complete secrecy to keep the Nigerian government from losing face at
home.144 Humanitarian relief, which had seemed to be getting easier in April, 1969, was
becoming more complicated in May.
Still, from Ferguson’s vantage point real progress was being made. There was no
agreement on the surface corridor yet, but it was still on the table. A surface corridor
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remained the most efficient form of facilitating relief and provided the best starting point
for negotiations between the Nigerians and Biafrans. Once the surface corridor was
established, Ferguson thought that the Red Cross and Joint Church Aid would finally have
a reason to unite and join under one umbrella organization to use the Cross River route to
send relief. There would also no longer be a need for the relief flights, which meant that
Ojukwu could no longer hide his nightly arms shipments behind the relief flights. With
Ojukwu fully exposed, the Nigerian government could end this brutal and fratricidal war
sooner than later. On May 23, 1969, Ferguson left for Nigeria hoping this was the last
round of negotiations before the surface corridor was established. Ferguson believed he
held the roadmap for ending the Nigerian Civil War.
THE COUNT OF BIAFRA
Ferguson was probably gathering the last of his belongings for his transatlantic trip on May
22, 1969, when another flight took off toward Nigeria. Around midday, a Swedish count
named Carl Gustaf von Rosen led a group of Miniature Counter-Insurgency airplanes, or
Minicons, toward Port Harcourt at tree top level. The count had flown like this into Nigeria
before. In August 1968, he was the one who had single-handedly broken the humanitarian
impasse and reopened up Biafra to nighttime relief flights. Now, instead of bringing relief
to feed Biafrans, von Rosen carried rockets to fire against the Nigerian state. The first run
destroyed an oil installation and at least one Russian MiG fighter.145 Two subsequent raids
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by von Rosen’s “Biafran Babies” squadron took out more of the Nigerian Air Force and
badly damaged a power installation in Benin. The Swedish count was doing something that
Biafrans had not been able to do since August 1967: take the fight to the Nigerians.
Von Rosen had been skeptical of the Biafran political cause. It had “no political
meaning to me,” he said. He became completely devoted to Biafra following multiple visits
to the enclave in 1968. During a conference sponsored by a group called Operation
Outrage—the same conference where Congressman Lukens denounced his support for the
American war in Vietnam because of the Nigerian Civil War—von Rosen said “any man
who has been to Biafra and who is a normal man cannot avoid getting involved.” The moral
challenge of Biafra drove the count to action and a universal, moral conception of himself
in relation to people suffering half a world away. “As a world citizen,” he said, “this grave
injustice is not a thing I can accept.”146 Von Rosen toured the world in an attempt to drum
up support for Biafran humanitarian relief. But the count soon had an epiphany; much like
the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive, he believed that humanitarian aid was tied
tightly to the political aspects of the Nigerian Civil War. “I also began to understand that
the international political situation was really mean, meaner than I had ever dreamed it to
be,” he said. “So, slowly, I slid into the political side of the war.”147 For von Rosen,
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bombing Nigeria was a way for him to help those Biafran children who could not help
themselves.
It is unclear what von Rosen expected to happen as a result of his bombing raid. A
part of him might have thought that his campaign would be the start of a fresh Biafran
offensive that would lead them to victory. Or maybe this was a way for him to clear his
own conscience. Regardless, the response in Nigeria to the air raid was swift, and near
universal Nigerian opinion saw humanitarianism as the problem. “Uli Must be Destroyed,”
an editor in the Morning Post, a paper wholly owned by the federal government, wrote on
May 26, 1969 about Biafra’s last remaining link to the outside world.148 Not surprisingly,
the fiercely nationalist New Nigerian, too, went after the humanitarians. “Humanitarianism
has become something of a Trojan horse,” the editors at the New Nigerian concluded. It
was “naïve and facile to think that there is room in this country for uncontrolled foreign
humanitarian activities.”149 Throughout Nigeria, the count’s actions brought to the surface
the deeply held conviction that foreign humanitarian relief organizations prolonged the war
by feeding Biafrans and impeded the Nigerian military’s advance into the enclave. There
was a great amount of public pressure within Nigeria asking the Federal Military
Government “to counter” von Rosen’s attacks.150
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Federal authorities did not separate von Rosen’s actions from Joint Church Aid or
the more benign Red Cross. In fact, one Nigerian official remarked, the ICRC “had to share
responsibility for von Rosen’s activities.”151 On May 28, 1969, Nigerian authorities
arrested Dr. August Lindt, the West African coordinator for the Red Cross, on the charge
of disobeying a ban on all non-scheduled flights.152 He was soon thereafter expelled from
the country and declared persona non grata by the Nigerian government.153 Before leaving
the country, Lindt declared that von Rosen did more to hurt the Biafrans than help them.
The Swedish count was “helping no one and making the relief problem much more
difficult,” Lindt said154
More than banishing an ICRC official from Nigeria, the great fear at Washington
and Whitehall was that the Federal Military Government would retaliate against relief
airplanes flying into Biafra. Roger Morris was concerned that Gowon, who had previously
leaned toward placating international allies rather than hawks at home who wanted to end
the relief effort, would no longer be able to fend off growing discontent at home against
humanitarianism. “Gowon,” Morris warned, “needs a dramatic gesture now.” Morris
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declared that “feelings have come to a flash point” within Nigeria following the count’s
raid and that the humanitarian airlift had become the “vulnerable scapegoat of Federal
frustration.” Before von Rosen’s attack the Nigerian government had consented to the
humanitarian operation without fully accepting it. But now Gowon, with domestic pressure
mounting against foreign humanitarianism, might order an attack against the relief planes.
Even if that did not happen, Morris said, there was a good chance “some jittery Federal
pilot could take on a Red Cross or church transport.” If that were to happen, Morris warned,
the Biafran lobby in the United States that the Ferguson appointment had so delicately
quieted would swell again into a clamorous chorus calling for further presidential
intervention in the Nigerian Civil War. The United States might be forced, then, to either
go along with a complete relief blockade or openly defy the wishes of the Federal Military
Government. The bombing of a relief airplane, in other words, would wreck Nixon’s
current policy and bring an end to any conception of strict American neutrality toward the
Nigerian Civil War.155
In order to head off this possibility, Undersecretary of State Eliot Richardson
ordered Ferguson, who was currently in Nigeria, to discuss the situation with Gowon and
urge him “not to interdict relief flights.”156 When Ferguson asked Gowon if there was a
new policy prohibiting relief flights, the supreme commander told the relief coordinator
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that the security of the Nigerian state was “paramount,” adding that all night flights into
Biafra remained “illegal” and flew at their own risk. However, he confirmed to Ferguson
“that there had been no change in policy and volunteered that should there be a change he
would give appropriate notice to all concerned.”157 The special coordinator left the meeting
satisfied with Gowon’s reply, no doubt content that the Nigerian government, which had
been making great strides rehabilitating its international image, would not risk attacking an
airplane carrying humanitarian aid to the starving people inside the Biafran enclave.
The following day, the Nigerian Air Force based in Port Harcourt received orders
to intercept a “specific flight” that was thought to be carrying weapons into Biafra. Ares
Klooduig, a South African mercenary pilot, and Mike Thomsett, an English mercenary
pilot, took off to meet the plane. Klooduig was flying a Soviet built MiG-17 while Thomset
flew a twin-engine, Italian built Piaggio. The two mercenaries met the intruding plane
around seven o’clock in the evening. It was raining. Thomsett held back while Klooduig
signaled the plane to follow him to a nearby landing strip for inspection. Instead of
complying with the South African, the aircraft attempted to outmaneuver the MiG by flying
in and out of the clouds. Klooduig fired a warning shot that clipped the wing of the evasive
airplane. After the aircraft continued to elude Klooduig, he fired another round that hit the
plane’s number one engine, causing it to catch fire. The aircraft carried on for another
minute or so, helplessly floundering in the wind. It then went into a dive and exploded
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approximately 400 feet over Eket, a small village about 115 kilometers from Port Harcourt.
It was now too dark to survey the wreckage, so Thomsett and Klooduig flew back to Port
Harcourt with the goal of returning the following morning to inspect the plane.
The large, crimson-colored cross on the plane’s tail was the first thing Thomsett
saw upon reaching the aircraft around noon on June 6, 1969. The Federal Military
Government would later remove the insignia from the plane and told the two mercenaries
“to forget ever seeing it.” When Thomsett questioned Nigerian Air Force Major Johnson
Kola Falope about the reconnaissance that claimed the plane carried arms, Falope
responded that Thomsett’s job was to obey orders. “You better shoot them all down or get
out,” Falope said. Thomsett told American officials that he was now concerned about the
future of relief operations in Biafra because of hardening attitudes within the Federal
Military Government. The American embassy in Lagos was troubled by the news. At the
minimum, Ambassador Mathews advised, “all ICRC and JCA night flights should be
stopped until the situation could be clarified” with the Nigerian government.158
The American and Swedish governments immediately denounced the attack—it is
both ironic and tragic that the DC-9 shot down by the Nigerian Air Force was part of the
Swedish Red Cross fleet—and called for the Federal Military Government to be more open
to humanitarian relief.159 The Nigerian government responded with a condemnation of their
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own, saying the statements from Western governments “clearly reveal the double standards
and hypocrisy of both foreign governments over the Nigerian crisis and the clandestine
support which the so-called humanitarian organizations give to sustain the rebellion and
weaken Nigeria.”160 The federal government’s statement was a reflection of Nigerian
public opinion writ large. According to one Yoruba academic, the shoot-down of the Red
Cross plane galvanized Nigerians behind the Federal Military Government and against the
Western-led humanitarian initiative. “Most Nigerians were convinced that outsiders were
exploiting the Nigerian situation for their own ends,” he said. It was the double standard
that rankled the most, he complained, how world opinion continued to “applaud the
resourcefulness of von Rosen on rebel bombings and condemn the callous disregard for
life of FMG bombings.” The “weight of blame” for the prolongation of the civil war in
Nigeria, which he said had previously been placed on the uncoordinated Nigerian army,
was “now shifting to the humanitarians.”161
Indeed, the Federal Military Government tightened the screws on humanitarian
organizations, ordering that all relief in federal territory should be under the control of the
Federal Commission for Relief and Rehabilitation and that relief could not enter Biafra
without first touching down in Nigeria.162 Gowon warned “all foreign government to
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respect Nigeria’s sovereignty over its entire territory, to desist from organizing or
conniving at flights operated without the express and specific approval of the Federal
Military Government and any further violation of Nigerian air space.”163 For this, Gowon
was sure that he would be widely condemned by Western government. He simply did not
care. The Nigerian leader told the new British High Commissioner Leslie Glass that he
“was prepared to wear any resulting manifestation of ‘so-called world opinion’,” since it
was easily “biased, manipulated and far from representing the world generally.”164 Gowon
was through playing their games.
CONCLUSION
“It is ironic that this unhappy prospect arises from the fact that the United States
government and the Federal Military Government face a similar problem,” Ambassador
Mathews wrote following the attack on the Red Cross plane. “Both must strike a balance
between internal pressures and external political realities.”165 The decisions made by both
governments as a result of those pressures were bringing them to the breaking point. Over
the course of six months, beginning with the December 1968 decision by the Johnson
administration to sell eight airplanes to humanitarian organizations, the relationship
between Nigeria and the United States had slowly deteriorated. First Johnson and then
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Nixon claimed that their policies were apolitical and reflected nothing more than genuine
compassion for the suffering of humanity. That lofty ideal ran smack into the practical
reality that the people the United States government wanted to feed were in open rebellion
against the Nigerian government. Whatever pretentions American policymakers had about
the separability of politics and relief, the incident with the Red Cross plane proved that for
the Nigerian government they clearly were not separable.166 Politics and relief were tied
tightly into a knot. If the United States wanted to continue to have an effect on the Nigerian
Civil War, and the outcry from the American public guaranteed that it would, the Nixon
administration and Clyde Ferguson were going to have to find a way to untie the Gordian
Knot.
The first matter of business for Ferguson, however, was finding a way to reconcile
the differences between the Nigerian government and the International Committee of the
Red Cross. This was incredibly difficult for myriad reasons, none more important than
growing Nigerian suspicious of American humanitarian motives. The New Nigerian noted
that Nixon was “not a humanitarian in attitude toward Vietnam or black ghetto dwellers”
and was therefore singling out Nigeria because it was in Africa. The editors then warned
Ferguson that he could be kicked out of Nigeria, too, if he allowed “himself to play the role
of the white man’s nigger.”167 With the Federal Military Government having effectively
banned the Red Cross from operating in Nigeria, it was unclear whether the ICRC, given
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its mandate to work for both sides of a conflict, could legally operate in Biafra. The Swiss
organization certainly was not going to fly until it received a statement from the Federal
Military Government that there would be no more shooting at relief aircrafts. The Red
Cross was also going to press Ojukwu for daylight flights. “Ojukwu has been playing
games with us and Ferguson,” acting ICRC President Jacques Freymond said. “He should
accept these if he wishes the world to continue humanitarian help; otherwise he should take
full responsibility for the death of millions of his own people.”168
Ferguson, for his part, was still optimistic that he could find a solution for bringing
the Cross River route into operation. In order for this plan to work, the special coordinator
needed the Red Cross on board. This was easier said than done. American representatives
that toured inside Biafra reported that von Rosen’s attack, coupled with the international
pressure against Nigeria because of the downed relief aircraft, produced a feeling of
“cockeyness” within Ojukwu’s government. The new Biafran arrogance, however, was
“built on a foundation of mud” that would crumble if relief flights were to stop
completely.169 There was no indication that the Federal Military Government was willing
to allow those flight to continue. Nigeria and the Red Cross were on a “collision course,”
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British Foreign Secretary Stewart said.170 With all the uncertainty surrounding the civil
war, no one was quite sure how any of this was going to end.
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Chapter 7
Untying the Gordian Knot
“You should be aware that the Feds have all but kicked out the Red Cross and imposed a
de facto embargo on relief flights into Biafra,” National Security staff member Roger
Morris wrote to Henry Kissinger in July 1969.1 Morris had seen this coming. Relations
between the Federal Military Government and the ICRC had teetered back and forth
between tolerable and hostile since the humanitarian crisis began in the early summer of
1968 and tensions had reached a breaking point in May 1969, when Swedish Count Carl
von Rosen, whom Nigerian representatives accused of being an “ICRC official,” led his
motley crew of minicon fighters on a surprise attack against Nigeria. 2 Shortly thereafter,
the Nigerian government expelled the Red Cross. The door was left open for the ICRC to
return, but if the relief organization wished to renew its humanitarian work during the
Nigerian Civil War, it would have to be on terms dictated by the government in Lagos.
This meant that the Red Cross would have to agree to fly exclusively during daylight hours
and to allow the Nigerian representatives to inspect all humanitarian aid shipments on
territory controlled by the Federal Military Government. The Nigerians wanted sovereign
control over the relief effort. The other major relief organization, Joint Church Aid,
continued to disregard Nigeria’s claims to sovereignty. The religious organization flew
missions exclusively at night and did not want its cargo held hostage by the whims of the
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Nigerian government, which deemed its operation as illegal. The future of the humanitarian
mission in Biafra was in jeopardy.
With domestic pressure mounting in the United States for more humanitarian
assistance to Biafra, the Nigerian expulsion of the Red Cross placed the Nixon
administration in a difficult spot. While not everyone in the White House agreed with the
formulation, Nixon’s policy toward the Nigerian Civil War rested on the assumption that
the politics of the conflict could be separated from humanitarianism. Nixon’s appointment
of Clarence Ferguson as special coordinator for relief embodied that approach. Ferguson
believed the two were “separable,” and his role in the conflict was to ensure that the
president steered clear of politics while pursuing humanitarian objectives.3 But the
Nigerian Air Force’s strike against the Red Cross relief plane on June 6, 1969, proved just
how securely tied relief and politics were in the Nigerian Civil War. As the United States
pulled on the humanitarian strand and asked the Federal Military Government to be more
flexible on relief, the knot drew tighter; and as the hitch tightened, the more recalcitrant
the Nigerian government became over its sovereign control of humanitarian aid. One thing
was clear to Morris: the Nixon administration needed to rethink its assumption on the
Nigerian Civil War if it wanted to make a meaningful impact on humanitarianism. “I’m
afraid Clyde Ferguson, and the policy he represents, is at a deadend,” he wrote.4
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For Morris, the answer was simple: the Nixon administration needed to become
involved in the politics of the Nigerian Civil War and find a diplomatic solution to end the
conflict. “So long as the war goes on,” he said to Kissinger, “people will starve and our
political interests are damaged or destroyed on both sides.”5 This is not to suggest that
Morris advocated for a Biafran victory—he told Kissinger that the Nigerian government
“must clearly be our choice” in the war. Still, Morris warned, that the Federal Military
Government’s expulsion of the Red Cross placed the Nixon administration in an impossible
position at home where it had to simultaneously back the unity of Nigeria through the
Federal Military Government and the Red Cross relief operation. “The problem is that they
are caught in a way which is heading right now toward a disastrous result for both of us,”
Morris said. Nixon, out of political necessity at home, must attempt to untie what former
Under Secretary Nicholas Katzenbach had called the Gordian Knot of the Nigerian Civil
War by pulling on both the political and humanitarian strands.6
For the Nixon administration, the humanitarian issue was above all a domestic
problem. Morris described the domestic coalition that demanded the United States play a
larger role in the relief effort as part of “a strange political sociology” that brought together
unlikely allies from the left and the right. “That domestic alliance was formidable even
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while relief was going in. It has never been tested by a real embargo.”7 And that embargo
was sure to awaken the domestic Biafra Lobby that had remained dormant while Ferguson
pursued his non-political approach of negotiating new avenues for relief. There were
already signs that the lobby was awakening from its slumber. In a July 2, 1969, Washington
Post editorial simply entitled, “Genocide,” the editors claimed that genocide was an “ugly
and extreme” that “fits Nigeria’s decision to stop the International Committee of the Red
Cross, and other foreign relief agencies, from flying in food to Biafra.” While
acknowledging that the Nigerian government had the sovereign right under international
law to end the Red Cross humanitarian effort, editors at the Post argued that the
international community needed to morally ostracize Nigeria for its decision to prioritize
its military operations before humanitarian aid. Indeed, they argued the Nixon
administration must take moral leadership toward the humanitarian crisis and intervene to
feed the starving Biafrans. If the president chose not to act, the United States would become
“an accomplice to official genocide.” These were bold words, but the editors at the
Washington Post were convinced that the Nixon administration should live up to higher
moral ideals than acquiesce to power politics. “There are no diplomatic or political
considerations so overwhelming that the United States must stand quietly by while another
government murders a million or more souls,” the editors concluded.8
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A domestic audience that prioritized morality over sovereignty was precisely the
larger challenge the Nixon administration faced during the Nigerian Civil War. These
activists not only wanted to feed the Biafrans, but they also wanted to overhaul the priorities
of American foreign policy. The politics of the day were insignificant, even irrelevant, to
a few much broader questions: what was America’s role in the world? Should the American
foreign policy serve humanitarianism or power politics? Activists during the Nigerian Civil
War wanted the United States to take a firm stand for humanitarian principles. This
explains why Ferguson’s slow-paced, back channel diplomacy for relief, which was
beginning to bear some fruit before von Rosen’s attack, was ultimately not viable. Roger
Morris understood that better than anyone. American humanitarian activists wanted a new,
bold approach to the Nigerian Civil War that demonstrated American moral leadership
abroad by quickly feeding the starving Biafrans. The Nixon administration could not
simply wash its hands of the conflict—at least not until the president had exhausted all of
his options. Whether it was the politics of the conflict or “the inescapable moral question
of starvation,” Morris said, the United States could not “disengage from this mess until we
have seriously tried to bring the two sides to their senses.” Once the president had
committed himself to humanitarian intervention, the next step, regardless of the obstacles,
had to be finding new ways to bring in more relief. Otherwise, Morris warned, the
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“administration is heading for trouble in Nigeria—both domestically and in the long-run
fortunes of African policy.”9
But how far would the Nixon administration go to untie the knot? Which strand
should the United States pull on first? And could Nixon even have an effect on the Nigerian
Civil War? How American policymakers and citizens alike answered those questions was
largely determined by how they viewed America’s role in the world. By the time the war
formally ended on January 15, 1970—the fourth anniversary of the first coup of 1966 that
began the conflict—the future of U.S. foreign policy was still undetermined. What was
clear, however, was that the civil war in Nigeria was a referendum on two differing visions
of international politics.
GRASP THE NETTLE
Kissinger laid the groundwork for a new American approach toward the Nigerian Civil
War. With the war itself being the greatest impediment to relief, he argued that Nixon must
construct a policy that recognized that the politics of the war were tied to humanitarianism
and make “a serious effort to try to stop the fighting as well as resume relief.” He
recommended three initial steps for the president. The first was to inform the Federal
Military Government that the United States could not accept the forced cessation of the
Red Cross relief flights and that accommodations must be made to resume the humanitarian
airlift. The second was to find a way to “guarantee” a relief corridor. The Biafran
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government had been clamoring for a third party guarantee for some time as a way to
prevent the Federal Military Government from using a neutralized humanitarian passage
to either attack the Uli airstrip or attack Biafra. Western observers had long believed that
Biafra wanted a guarantee from an outside party, not for relief, but to drag that third party
into the conflict. The United States was unwilling to offer any guarantees, but Kissinger
did recommend the Organization of African Unity as a potential guaranteeing body.
Kissinger knew that the Biafrans were unlikely to support an OAU guarantee, which was
why his third suggestion was to separate relief initiatives “from any appearance of proFederal bias.” Here, Ferguson could be used again as a direct mediator, but he would report
directly to the president rather than the State Department. That small gesture, Kissinger
believed, would prove to the Biafrans that the United States was truly neutral toward the
conflict. Taken together, these three steps, which Kissinger called “dramatic window
dressing,” would not solve the systemic relief impasse. However, they did promise “to
soften the domestic critics for a while.” Even while pursuing a new policy toward the
Nigerian Civil War, Kissinger’s main goal was to mollify domestic criticism at home.10
Nixon approved Kissinger’s suggestions, but in truth Kissinger’s proposals were a
conservative approach that did not commit the United States to doing anything new.11 An
American guarantee of the inviolability of a relief corridor, for example, would have gone
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a long way toward removing the largest obstacle to the Biafran acceptance of it. But the
Nixon administration was not yet ready to make that type of American political
involvement. Instead, Under Secretary of State Elliot Richardson outlined further steps that
continued the State Department’s current cautious approach to the situation. Richardson
advised the president on a series of public and private steps to take. Publicly, Nixon would
hold a press conference following a meeting with Ferguson on relief problems and then
invite Congressmen like Edward Kennedy and Charles Goodell to the White House for a
special briefing. These moves were designed to help Nixon with his domestic critics.
Privately, Richardson recommended that the president write letters to Gowon and
Houphouet-Boigny, president of the Ivory Coast, and urge them to bring the warring parties
together to discuss humanitarianism. These were not new ideas, but the one new venture
Richardson proposed was a joint U.S.-Ethiopian initiative to send a papal envoy—
preferably an African one— to the Biafrans and a representative from Ethiopia to the
Nigerians “to uncover some common ground” to begin political negotiations “under
African auspices.”12 Morris nicknamed this proposal, which he thought had little chance of
success, the “Black Bishop gambit.”13 Black Bishop was characteristic of the State
Department’s conservative bureaucratic approach toward the relief problem in Biafra.14
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The State Department’s proposal was met with derision in the White House.
Kissinger described Richardson’s plan, which was written by Morris, as “largely palliative
with little chance of improving the situation.”15 Morris was even less enthusiastic, but it
seemed to him that these modest proposals represented last ditch efforts the Nixon
administration had to attempt before the United States became directly involved in some
form of negotiated settlement between Biafra and Nigeria.16 But Nixon wanted something
more radical. The president was influenced by an advertisement in The New York Times by
an organization called Americans for Biafran Relief, whose stated purpose was to assure
that humanitarian assistance to Biafra was “carried out to the fullest and received the
wholehearted support of the American population.”17 Newspaper advertisements in
national newspapers along with radio and television spots featuring non-paid celebrities
like Cliff Robertson, Donald Sutherland, and Michael Caine were the backbone of the
organization’s outreach program.18 While some groups concerned with the suffering in
Biafra like the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive had turned toward politics,
Americans for Biafran Relief held steadfast to its anti-political position. “There is no
political reason for America to interfere,” the organization said in The New York Times
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advertisement. But Nixon had a reason to do everything in his power to use American
might to break through the Biafran relief impasse. That reason, of course, was to use
American international might to feed the starving children inside of Biafra. It would be a
difficult task, but, in the spirit of John F. Kennedy, the Americans for Biafran Relief
claimed those were the only tasks worth doing. Nixon “is the president of the most powerful
country in the world,” they said. “He is the only man there is to turn to.”19
Oftentimes flattery will get you everywhere, and that was the case with Americans
for Biafran Relief. After reading the advertisement, Nixon made up his mind. “Henry, I
agree with this,” the president said to Kissinger. “Moreover, I have decided that I (not
State) should try to do something to conciliate the situation. Haile Selassie agrees. Please
give me a plan.”20 Nixon was referring to a July 8, 1969, meeting with Ethiopian Emperor
Selassie where he confided to Nixon that the United States needed to bring “pressure to
bear on both parties [of the conflict] to get them back to the negotiating table.”21 Selassie’s
approval was an important step for Nixon in justifying an American political intervention
to end the war. “We have to use everything we have to get this over with,” Nixon ordered.22
“I get the message loud and clear that the President wants to become more actively
involved in trying to settle the Nigerian Civil War,” Roger Morris wrote to Kissinger.
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Indeed, Morris had been advocating a more activist U.S. policy toward the conflict for
some time. He had long understood that the politics of the war were tied tightly to the
humanitarian issues and that Nixon must engage with the war’s political problems if he
wanted to make headway on humanitarian relief. Nixon’s approach was a stark contrast to
his predecessor, Johnson, who wanted to avoid the conflict at all costs. Nixon relished the
opportunity that the Nigerian Civil War provided for him to demonstrate his compassion
for the suffering Biafrans. More important, it would allow him to exhibit to critics at home
and abroad that the United States, embroiled in a war in Vietnam, could handle other
situations without resorting to military force. By saving the Biafran babies, perhaps the
United States could save itself.
For all of the enthusiasm resonating from the West Wing for a new, bold approach
to the civil war, Morris was not convinced that the foreign service officers and bureaucrats
at Foggy Bottom were prepared to lead political negotiations. An American-led mediation
of the Nigerian Civil War required an even-handed approach to both sides of the conflict,
and the pro-Nigerian outlook of the African Bureau, which was, according to Morris,
“staunchly wed to the Feds,” made such an approach difficult.23 Moreover, an American
mediation necessitated close bureaucratic coordination between the State Department and
the White House. From the beginning of Nixon’s tenure in office there had been a battle
over the control of foreign policy between William Rogers’ State Department and Henry
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Kissinger’s National Security Council. Specifically in regards to the Nigerian Civil War,
NSC officials argued that the African Bureau was guilty of “foot dragging on the
President’s desire to move on the relief problem.”24 The contretemps between the State
Department and the National Security Council over Nigeria did not get much better when
David Newsom took over the African Bureau from Joseph Palmer on July 17, 1969. Morris
remembered Newsom as being an ambitious man of the foreign policy establishment,
interested above all with his own rise within the State Department and unwilling to go
against the grain of the wise men on the seventh floor. Kissinger’s rocky relationship with
Rogers carried over to Morris’s association with Newsom. “I got on a terrible start on the
assumption that because the two principals were at loggerheads over Vietnam, arms
control, and the Middle East, that Newsom regarded me as an adversary, too,” Morris later
recalled.25 Morris’s lone ally in the State Department on Biafran relief was Under Secretary
of State Elliot Richardson. But Richardson, Morris believed, was deferential to Rogers—
he was Richardson’s superior during the Eisenhower administration as well—and was not
going to defy the secretary of state. This placed Morris in a difficult position. Pull the State
Department too hard and it would be totally unresponsive to the president’s orders; push it
away and the Nixon’s policy toward the Nigerian Civil War was sure to fall apart. “The
awkward truth is that we need to bring along State to carry part of this workload,” Morris
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told Kissinger.26 He was just unsure if the State Department was willing to put forth the
effort to negotiate a political solution to the Nigerian crisis—at least one that carried out
the president’s orders of strict neutrality.
This is not to suggest that Morris had many allies within the White House.
Kissinger, whose knowledge of Biafra and the Nigerian Civil War was largely limited to
what Morris told him, was interested in the geopolitical ramifications of the conflict. “He
had a general and healthy skepticism of Nigeria as a colonial construct,” Morris later
recalled, and the national security adviser was not totally against the idea that a Biafran
victory was antithetical to American interests. Kissinger, like Nixon, wanted to negotiate a
peace settlement but was not willing to pursue a deal if it came at a substantial political
cost.27 In his own way, Nixon was sympathetic to the Biafrans. In mid-May 1969, Nixon
wrote on the top of a memorandum, “I hope the Biafrans survive!”28 At one point he even
instructed Kissinger to “halt all support of the Nigerian Government, they can’t win.”29 But
the president’s attention to the Nigerian Civil War was dependent on the number of papers
that passed across his desk. Nixon and Kissinger were already in the initial stages of
opening China, beginning the process of Vietnamization, and starting peace talks with the
North Vietnamese. With Nixon facing a rising tide of public opposition to his policies in
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Nigeria and elsewhere, the president had to prioritize his time and choose which issues to
confront. Morris realized this fact. The reality, he said, was that the Nigerian Civil War
occurred during “a serious diplomatic moment when a distant war between black people
and starving children was competing for attention in a way that it was never going to be
seen.” The hot then cold responses from the president did not make Morris’s job any easier.
“There were times that I thought I was the loneliest orphan in the town,” Morris
remembered. “I wasn’t operating with a united front. . . . This was a battle that I fought
alone.”30
It was up to Morris to drum up support within the American government to take on
a political mediation of the Nigerian Civil War. Morris saw three key components for a
successful American-led negotiation. First, there must be a small task force comprised of
representatives from the White House and the State Department that was under the
direction of Under Secretary of State Richardson and not Assistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs Newsom. The assistant secretary, Morris believed, would not be evenhanded in his approach and, to the contrary, would only bring proposals to the table that
the Biafrans would reject on sight.31 Second, even with Richardson at the helm, the White
House needed to have a visible and influential role in the peace probe.32 The Biafrans, fully
aware that the State Department was not interested in any outcome besides Nigerian unity,
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would be wary of any State Department plan that did not have Nixon’s stamp of approval.
According to Morris, Biafrans “would not regard a routine diplomatic approach as
credible.” The Nigerians, for their part, would prefer an initiative that had the president’s
full backing, believing that a Biafran refusal to negotiate would bring the president to their
side. Morris warned that this situation had the potential to make an already contentious
bureaucratic situation even worse, and he advised Kissinger to handle the matter with
grace. Certainly, any “presidential order will come as a cold douche” to Newsom and the
rest of the African Bureau, he said.33 Finally, Morris argued that the United States must
move quickly on the initiative. Despite the opinion of the State Department, time was of
the essence and the president wanted an “immediate” probe to end the Nigerian Civil
War.34
Kissinger approved Morris’s plan and passed on his recommendations for a secret
negotiating effort to end the Nigerian Civil War. Without an American intervention,
Kissinger wrote to the president, there were only three possible outcomes: a stalemate that
would create such immense public pressure in the West that Britain would be forced to pull
out; a federal military victory that would lead to “atrocities against the Ibos,” a long period
of guerilla warfare, and “chronic instability” in Nigeria’s future federal arrangement; or a
Biafran victory that “could splinter Nigeria and create a new irredentism analogous to the
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Middle East.” None of these outcomes looked promising for the United States. “Thus,”
Kissinger concluded, “it is clearly in our interests to get this war stopped in a negotiated
settlement.” There were many obstacles to an American political entry into the conflict.
Nigerian and Biafran representatives had proven themselves adept at delaying meetings,
and once they did sit across from one another at the conference table the conversation
tended to revolve around past grievances rather than new ideas for settling their differences.
Kissinger, however, saw two factors that worked in the president’s favor. The first was that
both sides welcomed Nixon as a neutral third party. “Your prestige would probably bring
the parties together in short order,” Kissinger said.35 Second, Special Coordinator Ferguson
was set to resume negotiations on the Cross River route in Geneva on August 25, 1969.
Without betraying his non-political role in the conflict, Ferguson could discover basic
points of agreement from each side for a negotiated settlement.36 The probe committed the
United States to nothing more than showing interest in resolving the conflict. American
prestige was not on the line, and the Nixon administration was not going out on a limb for
either side. Instead, Kissinger was asking the president for a completely neutral approach
to start negotiations. Nixon approved the plan.37 This was precisely the entrance into the
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politics of the Nigerian Civil War that Morris had been looking for as a way to break the
starvation impasse.
In Aesop’s fable “The Boy and the Nettle,” a young child runs home to his mother
after touching a thorn. Sobbing uncontrollably, he tells her that he does not understand why
it hurt so much because he only touched it gently. The mother comforted her son and said
to him softly, “that was why it stung you. The next time you touch a nettle, grasp it boldly,
and it will be soft as silk to your hand, and not in the least hurt you.” The lesson was that
half measures would not do. If you commit yourself to doing something, go all out and do
it to the best of your ability. Aesop’s story was no doubt the inspiration for Hotspur’s
monologue in Act 2, Scene 3 of William Shakespeare’s Henry IV Part 1. “Out of this nettle,
danger, we pluck this flower, safety,” Hotspur said. Roger Morris misquoted Shakespeare
when he wrote to David Newsom about the president’s plan for an American entry in
political negotiations. He recommended that all cable traffic on the plan be kept absolutely
secret and carry the title “Nettle—after the poet’s ‘Grasp the nettle, danger/ Pluck from it
the flower, peace.’”38 Nevertheless, by unintentionally combining Aesop and Shakespeare,
Morris made the larger point that going after peace in Nigeria would require a bold,
concerted effort from the American foreign policy establishment. After wandering
aimlessly for the past year, the United States had finally grasped the nettle. There might be
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some pain, Morris warned, but the Nixon administration believed that it would bring peace
and relief to the Nigerian Civil War.
THE BATTLE OF GENEVA
Successfully negotiating an end to the Nigerian Civil War was the long-term goal of the
United States, and in order to accomplish it the Nixon administration required time and
quiet diplomacy. At home, however, domestic critics were demanding immediate signs that
the United States was providing humanitarian assistance to the Biafrans. Given the
domestic pressure, time and quiet diplomacy were luxuries that the Nixon administration
could not afford. At the same time that American officials began preparing for a negotiated
settlement, they also sought to repair the relations between the Red Cross and the Nigerian
government. While negotiating a peace settlement was the larger prize, the more immediate
problem for the United States was beginning daylight relief flights to show Americans at
home that it was working to get relief into Biafra.
On July 1, 1969, Marcel Naville, a banker from Geneva with high a forehead and
tired eyes, took over as president of the International Committee of the Red Cross. Besides
a brief flirtation with the ICRC following the Second World War, Naville had very little to
do with Swiss organization before he formally joined the Red Cross in 1967. Naville was
infamous for working long hours, and many in Switzerland hoped that he would
reinvigorate the Red Cross by bringing that same work ethic toward reorganizing the ICRC
so it would be able to adapt to the changes to the international system following
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decolonization.39 Naville’s immediate task was finding a solution to the humanitarian crisis
in Biafra. At his introductory press conference on July 1, 1969, the newly appointed ICRC
president left little room for misinterpreting his opinion on the Federal Military
Government’s decision to push the Red Cross out of the civil war. Naville described the
action as a “deliberate insult” against the ICRC.40 Of course, he noted that Nigeria had the
sovereign right to end the relief organization’s role in the conflict. It was nevertheless
“surprising” to Naville that the Nigerian “government could dismiss the whole of a
humanitarian organisation like an unfaithful servant.” People from all across the world
needed to organize and press their governments to advocate a reinstatement of the Red
Cross in Nigeria, Naville said. “Otherwise,” he warned, “hundreds of thousands of children
would die.”41
Naville was not the only official within the Red Cross who was disturbed about the
expulsion. Jacques Freymond told British officials that he was “in a state of great agitation
and indignation” over the Nigerian government’s decision to dismiss the Red Cross.42
Freymond was in many ways Naville’s polar opposite and chief rival within the committee.
Whereas Naville was a financier and a latecomer to the Red Cross, Freymond was an
academic who had been affiliated with the Swiss organization for a number of years before
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becoming its vice president in 1965. When prior commitments prevented Naville from
taking over as president in January 1969, it was the bookish Freymond who served as acting
president until the bookkeeper Naville could assume his new position.43 Freymond was
concerned about the ICRC’s internal structure, believing it to be amateurish and not
capable of meeting the demands of the post-colonial world. With empires crumbling,
Freymond thought the Red Cross would be called upon to provide relief and rehabilitation
to newly independent states.44 The humanitarian crisis in Nigeria was a prime example of
one of those new challenges, and he believed that the changing structure to the international
system following decolonization demanded new approaches toward humanitarian aid.
Freymond warned the British that he “had one or two ideas and surprises in mind if the
FMG continued their present harassment of the ICRC,” which included the cryptically
phrased “freedom of flights” for the Red Cross. Freymond was noncommittal when pressed
if he meant that the ICRC would fly-in relief without the expressed permission of the
Nigerian government—a total disavowal of the relief organization’s commitment to
respecting state sovereignty. However, the vice president of the Red Cross did note “this
was possible in the last analysis.”45
The crisis in Biafra heightened tensions within the Red Cross and revealed a battle
in Geneva between humanitarian hawks and doves that would shape the future of the ICRC.
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Freymond led the kettle of hawks. During a meeting with Ferguson on July 17, 1969,
Freymond told the special coordinator that there was “considerable support” within the
committee for the Red Cross to “become revolutionary humanitarians in the new style of
revolutionary conflict if the ICRC is to survive.” Freymond then explained to Ferguson
that a continued humanitarian stalemate would force him to go before his Red Cross
colleagues and ask for permission to move forward with a “humanitarian blockade
breaking operation” This would have been a radical departure for the ICRC. If he did not
receive full support for a reorganized Red Cross, then Freymond and his like-minded
colleagues were ready “to create a new international organization prepared to conduct
revolutionary humanitarian operations.”
Freymond’s main concern was feeding the starving victims of the Nigerian Civil
War, but he was also anxious about the effect that Red Cross inaction would have on the
relief organization’s “international reputation.”46 He was certainly influenced by Joint
Church Aid, the ecumenical conglomerate that was at the same time the ICRC’s partner
and rival in humanitarianism in the Nigerian Civil War. “The present impasse in
Nigeria/Biafra relief must be broken in the name of humanity,” said Edward M. Kinney,
secretary-Treasurer of JCA-USA, as a justification for Joint Church Aid’s nightly relief
flights that violated Nigerian sovereignty.47 Freymond was embarrassed that the Red Cross,
which he saw as the premier global humanitarian body, stood idly by while JCA was
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committed to providing humanitarian relief at the expense of international law. Without an
agreement from the belligerents on relief, Freymond told Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State for African Affairs Robert Moore that the “situation would then be one in which
church groups were getting relief supplies into Biafra whereas the ICRC would have
committed itself not to enter Nigerian air space without authorization.”48 For Freymond,
having the Red Cross sidelined in the Nigerian Civil War was unconscionable, and his
hawkish position was based on reclaiming the ICRC’s position at the forefront of
international humanitarianism.
Red Cross President Naville led the dole of doves. Naville was just as concerned
about the suffering in Biafra as Freymond, but the ICRC’s president wanted the committee
to “stay within the bounds of legality” and to negotiate a solution with the Nigerian and
Biafran governments for humanitarian assistance.49 While Naville admired the rival
faction’s passion, he thought the humanitarian hawk swarming in Geneva were wrongheaded and naïve—more likely to create trouble for the ICRC in Nigeria and negatively
affect its long-term prospects as an international relief organization in the developing
world. Like Freymond, Naville was especially concerned about the ICRC’s future.50
Naville believed that revolutionary humanitarianism would discredit the Red Cross in the
eyes of newly independent nations where state sovereignty was an overriding concern. If
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European relief organizations wished to play a role in humanitarianism in the Global South,
then they would have to work with, and not against, the governments of the developing
world. Nigerian officials warned relief organizations that if they continued to disregard
Nigerian sovereignty there would be a “war in the skies” and the “consequences would be
grave even outside the continent.”51 Naville did not want a repeat of June 6, 1969, when
the Nigerian Air Force shot down a Red Cross relief plane. Naville, then, was seeking a
negotiated, diplomatic solution to the Biafran humanitarian crisis that would allow the Red
Cross to resume its relief work in Biafra and protect its ability to operate in future
humanitarian operations in the developing world. As long as headed the Red Cross, Naville
vowed that the ICRC would adhere to the Federal Military Government’s blockade of
Biafra. The Red Cross, Naville told an American official in Geneva, had “no romantic
intentions of resuming night flights.”52
The battle over the future of the Red Cross was also influenced by Swiss domestic
politics. Despite being an international organization, the ICRC and its internal aviary of
squabbling hawks and doves were beholden to and felt “mounting pressure” from their
domestic benefactors in Switzerland. Many Swiss wondered “as to why the ICRC is not
getting relief into the enclave while charters are successful in doing so,” Naville said.53
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While Naville did not allow domestic clamoring to influence his position on the
impartiality of the Red Cross, domestic politics was a reason for Freymond to recommend
sweeping changes to the ICRC’s policies regarding humanitarian intervention. “The
ordinary man in Switzerland and elsewhere does not and does not want to understand
legalistic positions,” Freymond told Ferguson. He “wants results” and believes the ICRC
“must feed the starving.” While Freymond the hawk and Naville the dove disagreed over
the future direction of the Red Cross, they both agreed that the transformation of the ICRC
into a revolutionary humanitarian organization would have large implications. It would
“become impossible to turn back,” Naville said.54 A decision would be coming soon.
Nigeria’s stance on humanitarianism remained unchanged: relief organizations
could operate in the country as long it worked under the umbrella of the Nigerian
Rehabilitation Committee. Night flights were banned, and the Federal Military
Government allowed daylight flights into Biafra as long as they first stopped in Nigerian
territory for inspection.55 At the heart of the Federal Military Government’s position on
humanitarian aid was that nation-states, under the terms of the 1949 Geneva Convention,
had the sovereign right to dictate the terms of relief. Naville begrudgingly agreed with this
position but hoped that the ICRC could negotiate a deal with the Nigerian government
establishing a middle ground that would protect both Nigerian sovereignty and assuage
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Biafran security fears.56 Naville believed that such an agreement between Nigeria and the
ICRC would prevent the hawks in Geneva from taking flight and from completely
upending the traditional role of the ICRC as an impartial and neutral humanitarian body
under international humanitarian law.
Neither the British nor the Americans were eager for the ICRC to abandon its
mission and become revolutionary. British Foreign Minister Michael Stewart said this new
policy of “revolutionary humanitarianism” would be seen as a hostile act by the Federal
Military Government. Stewart pleaded with the Red Cross to retain its impartiality in the
conflict, lest it be permanently ousted from any role in the Nigerian Civil War.57 The United
States shared these concerns, urging Red Cross leaders to drop the “revolutionary
concept.”58 There would be a considerable price to pay at home if the Nixon administration
abandoned the relief effort, and the United States might be forced to support other
humanitarian initiatives. This meant supporting Joint Church Aid, and American officials
feared that the Nigerian government would disavow the Nixon administration if it fully
supported the religious organization that continued to violate Nigerian sovereignty and to
fly relief illegally into Biafran controlled territory. Naville had already worked out a
temporary plan for a one-time, emergency daylight flight scheduled for early August 1969,
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but Naville and his Anglo-American allies needed something more permanent to stave off
the hawks in Geneva who wanted to violate Nigerian sovereignty and to appease domestic
proponents of humanitarianism in the United States who were not concerned with the
legality of how relief got delivered to Biafra.59
The most difficult negotiating point by far was the Nigerian government’s
insistence that all relief flights must touch down in federally controlled territory before
being transported into Biafra. Ojukwu had insisted that Biafra would not accept any relief
that flew from Nigeria. British officials warned that the sovereignty issue “may well
become the centre of an inevitable propaganda battle” where Nigeria was blamed for not
allowing humanitarian relief into the Biafran enclave. “We must have our international law
and other arguments on hand,” the British said, in order to help the Nigerian government.60
The real battle was between those who supported the sovereign rights of states and those
who felt that sovereignty got in the way of humanitarian action. Either way, it was
important for Naville to push forward with an agreement with Nigeria. Even if Biafra
refused, Naville felt it would be enough to solidify his position against the hawks in
Geneva. And for the United States and Great Britain, two nations with citizens and subjects
concerned with the suffering in Biafra, an agreement between Nigeria and the Red Cross
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would allow them to “be seen to be doing everything possible to get the flow of relief to
Biafra resumed.”61
Naville cherished the ICRC’s neutrality, which meant that in a conflict like a civil
war the Red Cross saw itself as an impartial body negotiating between two equal parties.
On August 1, 1969, Naville sent a proposal for permanent daylight flights that represented
that impartiality. The ICRC proposed an air corridor for daylight mercy flights into Biafra
that would be under the exclusive use of the Red Cross. In order to stop another attack
against a Red Cross plane, it also called for the ICRC’s “distinctive emblem” to be
“recognized and formally confirmed” by both sides. One of Biafra’s most pressing
concerns was that the Federal Military Government would use a neutral relief corridor to
stage a surprise attack. To head this off, the Red Cross proposed that both parties “refrain
from any intervention” while the ICRC was transporting aid. In exchange for those
guarantees, the Red Cross agreed to provide Nigerian and Biafran representatives a
complete schedule of mercy flights and full access to ICRC facilities at Contonou,
Dahomey and Fernando Po. The ICRC would also allow either side to place an observer
on board the flights. The proposal did not require the relief planes to first touch down on
federally controlled territory.62
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Naville desperately wanted to work out a deal with the Nigerian government. A
Biafran rejection of the plan did not necessarily mean that the ICRC would have to close
up shop in Nigeria, but a federal rejection certainly did. While Naville waited for a reply
from Nigeria and Biafra, Freymond stated that the August 1, 1969 note was as far as the
Red Cross was willing to go, and he began to plan for the ICRC’s eventual departure from
Nigeria.63 Once the Red Cross was completely out of the Biafran humanitarian effort,
Freymond wanted to start the process of transforming the ICRC into a revolutionary
humanitarian organization. Tensions were running high in Geneva, with Assistant Director
of the ICRC Pierre Basset commenting that there was going to be a “major showdown” at
the upcoming August 28, 1969, Executive Committee meeting, which promised to be a
referendum on Biafra.64 Freymond was confident about his position. The “balance is
shifting” in the Red Cross away from its traditional role in humanitarianism because of the
Nigerian Civil War, he said.65 The State Department was “increasingly concerned” that the
ICRC would pull out and transfer its planes and relief operations over to Joint Church
Aid.66 Such an action, American officials warned Naville, would “harden the FMG attitude
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not only toward the ICRC but towards European and other governments” as well.67 Clinton
Olson, a staff member at the American Embassy in Lagos, was well aware of how troubled
the Nigerian government was about the sale of C-97 aircrafts to Joint Church Aid. If the
ICRC closed shop and the transfer went through, Olson warned, “we will need to batten
down the hatches. The FMG will view the transfer as a clearly hostile act and, in our
opinion, likely to lead to serious and long-term deterioration of our relations with
Nigeria.”68 It was in the best interest of the United States that the Red Cross reach an
agreement with the Federal Military Government.
American officials liked Naville’s plan. They said it represented “a sincere effort
to elaborate a reasonable compromise and offers scope for adaptation and elaboration.”
Going further, it would have immeasurable propaganda value because the Nigerian
government “could show the world in a convincing fashion that it is cooperating in seeing
that the needy are fed,” the State Department said. More to the point, it would place
pressure on Biafra. “Biafran authorities would then have to face up to their own
responsibility by giving their agreement or denying relief to suffering people in an area
they control by continuing to refuse daylight flights.”69 The Nigerians, however, were not
as pleased with the new proposal. Nigerian Federal Commissioner for External Affairs
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Okoi Arikpo’s response was emphatic: he saw “no reason to revise” the current federal
policy on relief.70 Still, the official Nigerian response to Naville’s proposal was neither
“yes” nor “no.” Instead, Lagos was buying their time to see what the Red Cross would do
next.71
ICRC officials in Lagos were concerned that Naville had bungled the negotiations
with the Federal Military Government. The first mistake was that Naville seemed to be
dictating terms to, and not negotiating with, the Nigerians. The second was the misguided
decision to publicize the proposal first and then present it to the Nigerians as a fait
accompli.72 The effect was that the Nigerians heard about the plan secondhand, and Arikpo
mentioned this as a point of contention between the Red Cross and the Federal Military
Government.73 Freymond believed Naville’s negotiation was yet another example of the
ICRC’s lack of professionalism within its ranks, but Enrico Bignami, Naville’s special
assistant, explained that the Red Cross president acted hastily because of the mounting
pressure from hawks within the ICRC. “There was an atmosphere of moral crusade in
Geneva,” Bignami said, which created an environment in which the Red Cross president
felt that he needed to find a grand solution on his own. Naville had to be careful, however,
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because in the process of trying to outflank the hawks in Geneva he was potentially ruining
the ICRC’s already tenuous relationship with the Nigerian government. It was one thing to
push hard for relief, Bignami counseled, but “even moral crusaders needed tact and
common sense to achieve their objects.”74
On August 14, 1969, Naville received an answer from the Biafran government that
it agreed “in principle” to the ICRC plan for permanent daylight flights.75 While the
Biafrans replied in the affirmative, Naville was “disappointed” that they had couched their
acceptance with the vague phrase “in principle.” Without a firm agreement from Biafra—
Naville was also certain that the preliminary reaction from Nigeria indicated that the
Federal Military Government would formally reject the offer—Naville decided to bring
forward a new proposal that was more in line with the thinking of the Federal Military
Government. This plan was for an emergency daylight airlift that would only be in effect
for two or three weeks. All flights would originate from Cotonou, Dahomey, and the
Nigerian government would have the sovereign right to call down and inspect any plane
travelling to and from the Uli airstrip in Biafra. The new proposal also stated that
humanitarian assistance would be carried out “without prejudice to military operations by
the Federal Military Government,” which meant that no territory would be set aside as a
relief corridor and that the Nigerian military could attack Uli when not in use by the Red
Cross. Naville instructed Bignami to bring this plan to the Federal Military Government
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first and to “stress” to Nigerian officials that this proposal was “not the same plans as the
August 1 note.” American officials in Geneva understood that this was a turning point in
Naville’s relationship with the Federal Military Government. Before, Naville had been
painstakingly impartial and kowtowed to each side in the conflict; now he was going to
work with Gowon to find a way to start relief flights and force Biafra to either accept or
reject it. According to an American representative in Geneva, this was part of the plan. For
the first time, he said, the Red Cross brought forward a proposal “designed” to place “real
pressure on Ojukwu.”76
The proposal was also designed as a way for ICRC President Naville to take on the
hawks in Geneva. If Naville went into the August 28, 1969, meeting of the Executive
Committee with no agreement with Nigeria for the resumption of humanitarian flights,
Freymond would have the upper hand in the battle for control of the Red Cross. The
pressure doubled when news came that Freymond had negotiated successfully a deal with
the Biafrans over daylight flights, which included the provision that allowed the Nigerians
to call down and inspect any flight going to and from the Uli airstrip. The Biafran
delegation, led by Minister of Special Affairs Dr. S.J.C. Cookey, agreed to the original
August 1 plan that was no longer viewed as valid by Naville or the Federal Military
Government.77 Until the ICRC archives are fully open it is difficult to know if Freymond
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was aware that Naville had axed the plan. Conversely, it is impossible to know if Freymond
was aware but still continued to push for an agreement with the Biafrans.78 With both
competitors looking for any tactical advantage in this bureaucratic battle over the future of
the ICRC, it is not difficult to imagine either scenario. Biafran, acceptance, too, was more
than likely based on the assumption that the seemingly aloof Federal Military Government
would not be able to work out any satisfactory arrangement with the Red Cross on daylight
flights and would continue to reject the relief organization’s proposals. The Biafran
government, for its part, believed it to be better to show itself as cooperative on relief for
international propaganda purposes and let Nigeria be the one to explain to a global audience
why it refused to allow relief to reach the starving people. Regardless, Naville’s future with
the Red Cross was dependent on an agreement with the Federal Military Government.
Gaining acceptance with Gowon, who was battling hawks of his own in Lagos, would not
be simple. The ICRC was wildly unpopular in Nigeria, and Gowon and Nigerian
Information Minister Anthony Enahoro were the only high-ranking officials in the Nigerian
government in favor of restarting relief flights into Biafra. 79 Foreign Minister Michael
Stewart advised British High Commissioner to Nigeria Leslie Glass to explain to Gowon
the international benefit of accepting the proposal. “The I.C.R.C. problem is the most
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important single issue affecting Nigeria’s external posture at the present time,” Stewart
said, and an agreement would mean that “Nigeria’s whole international position would be
strengthened.”80 So, too, would Naville’s position be strengthened within the ICRC,
allowing him an important victory over Freymond in the Battle of Geneva.
But events on Thursday, August 28, 1969—the day of the ICRC Red Cross
Executive Committee meeting—proved that the United States was Naville’s most
important benefactor. That morning it was still unclear whether Nigeria would accept the
proposal, and the Executive Committee demanded an answer by the meeting’s end. Naville
was on an island by himself within the ICRC, but Ferguson met with him in the morning
to find a strategy to delay the decision. Ferguson offered to go directly to Lagos and put
direct pressure on Gowon to consent to the ICRC’s plan. Naville said that would buy him
24 hours, perhaps up to the following Monday, before the committee would announce a
withdrawal. Without a positive response from Nigerian authorities, Naville said his
position within the ICRC would become “untenable.” It is unclear whether or not Red
Cross official Pierre Basset flew with the hawks or the doves on Nigeria, but he did know
that this meeting was a referendum on Naville’s leadership and future in the Red Cross.
With that in mind, Basset told American officials, “I will know by 18:00 local time if
Naville survives.”81
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The United States did everything it could to support Naville’s position against his
rivals in the Executive Meeting. Demonstrating a remarkable degree of bureaucratic
cohesion and sense of mission, American representatives in Geneva immediately relayed
information to Naville that the Federal Military Government was “moving rapidly to
resolve the matter” and that while a decision would not be reached by the end of the day,
the chances were good for a Nigerian approval by the beginning of the following week.82
Naville was buying time by filibustering the meeting and using the information obtained
by the United States to persuade the hawks in the room to wait at least until the following
Monday, September 1, to announce the decision to withdraw. The meeting adjourned at
7:30pm, and Naville seemed to be in firm control over the hawks. In the last estimate, U.S.
officials determined, it was the “‘instant’ communications” between the American
embassies in Geneva and Lagos that “gave Naville the tactical advantage he needed” to
carry the day.83
Freymond predicted that the Federal Military Government would not respond by
Monday, and his prophecy proved true.84 “Why? Why?” Naville repeatedly asked Ferguson
when the special coordinator informed him that the Nigerian government had yet to make
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a decision.85 The delay in Lagos was a result of Nigeria’s domestic politics. Because the
relief issue was such an explosive topic at home, Gowon decided that he could not, despite
his own approval for the proposal, accept the ICRC plan without the full consent of the
Nigerian Executive Council. Moreover, he felt that it would not be politically prudent to
call an emergency meeting for the Red Cross proposal, which he felt would “add to the
drama and uncertainty” to the decision.86 He would bring forward the ICRC plan as a
normal course of business during the already scheduled September 3, Executive Council
meeting. Like Naville, Gowon stood virtually alone in supporting relief inside his kingdom,
and he had few supporters during the meeting.87 Indeed, after a lengthy debate in the
Executive Council Gowon read the tea leaves and decided not to put the decision to a vote.
Instead, he decided to unilaterally accept the Red Cross proposal.88 The imprimatur of the
Executive Council provided the impression that the decision was reached by a consensus
of the principles in Lagos and afforded the ICRC plan a form of domestic legitimacy. If
nothing else it was a bold decision, one that had the potential to backfire on Gowon.
Nevertheless, on September 3, 1969, the Federal Military Government sent word that it
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agreed to the terms of the ICRC plan to begin daylight flights to help feed the starving
victims inside Biafran controlled territory.89
THE TASTE OF VICTORY
This was certainly a win for Naville in the Battle of Geneva. Following the Nigerian
acceptance of Naville’s new plan, the ICRC bureaucracy was no longer divided into two
groups but “splintered” into many factions, which probably meant trouble for the future of
the relief organization but definitely solidified Naville’s position in it for the meantime and
assured that his opponents would not be able to galvanize against his strategy toward the
humanitarian crisis in Biafra.90 Ferguson was just happy that some sort of agreement had
been reached so that relief, even on a temporary basis, would begin to flow to the needy in
Biafra. On September 3, 1969, the same day that Nigeria verbally agreed to the ICRC’s
terms, Ferguson congratulated Biafran Minister of Special Affairs Cookey for coming to
terms with the Federal Military Government and the Red Cross on the three-week
emergency arrangement. Hopefully, he said, it would lead to the establishment of full time
daylight flights. Cookey looked at Ferguson confused. “What’s this about a three week
emergency proposal?” Cookey asked.
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Ferguson was equally shocked, because he was working under the assumption that
the Red Cross had been negotiating the same terms with the Biafrans.91 “What did you
accept?” Ferguson inquired.
They had accepted the original proposal for permanent flights, not this new plan
brought forward in secret between Naville and Nigeria. “This was the first time we had
ever heard of a three week proposal,” Cookey responded. Any new relief plan would
require fresh study and instruction from Ojukwu. Ferguson did not understand how
something like this could happen. He cautioned his colleagues in Washington to lay low
for a while. “This situation has a potential for major disaster,” Ferguson said.92
The feeling in Washington was that Naville had mishandled the plan. Naville might
have saved himself, Ferguson thought, but his heavy-handed and secretive diplomacy had
the potential to ruin the overall relief effort.93 The ICRC, in other words, was no closer to
reviving its relief role than it had before, which was sure to anger Nixon’s critics at home.
“There is a large audience in the United States that is relief oriented, possessing
considerable political muscle,” Ferguson lamented. “Tremendous political pressure would
be exerted on the U.S. government unless some relief goes in.” Ferguson had hoped that
the Cross River route would offer a negotiable alternative to relief flights, but even there
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Ferguson was not sanguine about its prospects. It was neither the inspection of cargo, nor
sponsorship of the relief that was the problem. It was “pure politics,” Ferguson said. “Both
sides are talking about the political act of exercising sovereignty.” 94 The Biafrans did not
deny the fact that they valued security over relief. Luke Obi, the Biafran representative in
Geneva leading the discussions over the Cross River route, said the Biafran government
could not accept the ICRC plan because it “endangered Biafran security” and “this factor,
in the minds of the Biafran leadership, would outweigh the negative reaction of world
opinion.”95 The Biafrans were convinced that the Federal Military Government sought not
just to win the war but to annihilate the Igbo. While relief might offer a temporary respite
from suffering, only political action and the recognition of Biafran sovereignty could offer
the Igbo of Biafra real protection. This was why anti-political humanitarianism was not
enough for the Biafrans and a guarantee from a third party was so important to them. “If
Uli is taken,” Obi warned as a matter of fact to American officials in Geneva, “our only
lifeline, you and others will say, ‘Oh, dear, poor Biafra, what a shame.’ And we’re
destroyed, finished. We’ve seen what moral indignation amounted to in the case of
Czechoslovakia.”96 World opinion mattered much less to the Biafrans than the security of
their state.
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The Biafrans had been the masters of international propaganda. They had initially
presented their case for political self-determination to an international audience with little
effect; but they had manipulated the starvation issue to create a groundswell of support in
Western countries for relief. Perhaps these Western humanitarians did not want to get
involved in the politics of the war, but that was fine with the Biafrans. Even without
supporting the creation of a separate Biafran state, every proponent of humanitarian
intervention and every relief plane that violated Nigerian sovereignty undermined the
legitimacy of the Federal Military Government over the territory and people living in
Biafra. Relief, for the Biafrans, was tied to their claim of sovereignty as a nation-state.
Biafran Commissioner for Information Dr. Ifegwu Eke said as much to Ferguson. “The
reason relief is going in is because there has been a distinct entity called Biafra which has
forced its way into world opinion and has succeeded in having its voice heard.”97 Yet just
like the Federal Military Government, which had decided earlier in the war that winning
the international propaganda war was secondary to the security of the Nigerian state,
Biafrans began arguing that Biafran sovereignty was more important than accruing
international sympathy. The “ICRC flight refusal may turn world opinion against Biafra,”
one representative from Ojukwu’s regime said. “However, the Biafran government was
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prepared to run this risk” in the hope that Biafra would be able to weather the storm and
find security in a nation-state.98
Biafra formally rejected the Red Cross proposal on September 15, 1969, making
seven tidy points.99 American officials were not impressed with the Biafran justifications.
When Biafra protested Article 6.2 of the agreement, which stated that the agreement would
be “without prejudice to military operations by the Federal Military Government,” the
United States countered that “Biafra is demanding the impossible here—that Uli be
designated a privileged sanctuary.”100 A “guarantee” from a third party that Nigeria would
not exploit the relief route for military gains was another one of Biafra’s demands. Pius
Okigbo, a high-ranking official in Ojukwu’s cabinet, had said previously said that a
guarantee did not mean military action from a third party, but, rather, a guarantee of what
he called the “continuity” of relief. Ferguson asked Okigbo what would guarantee a
continuity of relief. Okigbo responded that declaring “material support to the other
carriers,” which meant Joint Church Aid, would be enough.101 To U.S. officials, the
guarantee issue was the most problematic of Biafra’s objections and demonstrated
Ojukwu’s larger, Machiavellian game with humanitarianism. The United States was not
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willing to guarantee the actions of any government, let alone one currently engaged in a
bitter civil war. Once a guarantee was made it would be almost impossible for the United
States to back out. “This is the clearest instance of Biafra’s position of the primacy of
politics over relief,” one American concluded. “The chance to get political involvement of
the large donors is so tempting that Ojukwu will risk holding out for it, knowing full well
it may meant that he, and his starving people, get nothing.” Always believing that the
Federal Military Government would never agree to daylight flights, Ojukwu assured
himself that his night time arms airlift would remain safe. But now federal acceptance of
the Red Cross plan meant that international pressure would mount on Ojukwu. He was
caught in a trap of his own making. This latest obfuscation led the United States to believe
that “the real reason” the Biafra leader could not accept the proposal “appears to be that
Ojukwu simply cannot tolerate daylight flights.”102
Victories in the international propaganda war had been hard to come by for Nigeria,
and the Federal Military Government fully expected the Red Cross to “make clear publicly
where the onus falls” for the failure of a daylight flight proposal.103 The press was already
turning against the Biafran leadership. In the interim period between the Nigerian
acceptance and the Biafran rejection of the ICRC proposal, The Washington Post argued
that Ojukwu was the real impediment to a humanitarian agreement. “The world
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humanitarians, if they are to be fair, ought immediately to turn their appeals from General
Gowon to Colonel Ojukwu.”104 The New York Times was even more critical of Ojukwu
and accused him of putting his pride before his people. “Biafra’s leaders have again shown
the world they are ready to accept mass starvation of their people rather than sacrifice the
minimum of ‘face’ to permit a full-scale resumption of relief flights.” The only winners
were the hawks on both sides, the Times editors warned, and “the cause of peace and
reunification will not be advanced.”105 The Nigerians enjoyed this new positive press
coverage, but they were not going to sit passively and let Western editors frame their
message. Enahoro held a press conference on September 17, 1969, where he explained to
the world press why Ojukwu rejected the plan. “He needs the starving babies,” Enahoro
told the reporters. “He needs the propaganda they provide. If that ends, that would be the
end of world interest in this secession.”106 Enahoro reiterated this message to William
Brubeck, a State Department representative who had been travelling across Africa to find
a way to bring Biafra and Nigeria together at the negotiating table. The “Biafrans would
never agree to daylight flights,” Enahoro told Brubeck. “Their entire appeal to world
sympathy was based on starvation and they weren’t about to give this up.”107
Despite his bungling of the relief negotiations, Naville was genuinely shocked that
the Biafrans refused the deal for daylight flights. Ojukwu, Naville believed, was misplacing
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his priorities by emphasizing abstract threats to the security of the Biafrans state over the
needs of his people. In fact, it seemed to Naville that the Biafran government was
abandoning the message and strategy that had been so successful in galvanizing
international support. In this global age, power in the international arena was not
necessarily dependent on military might or claims over territory. Biafra was certainly a test
case for this changing power dynamic. By every traditional definition of power Biafra was
operating from a position of weakness. But the starving children issue in Biafra was
packaged within a much broader moral movement of citizens seeking to redirect the foreign
policies of Western states. At this pivotal moment in international history, the Biafran drive
for self-determination gained legitimacy not because of its political merits but because it
seemed to many observers to be an anti-political, moral imperative. This was why it was
so odd to Naville that the Biafran government switched gears and put the political threat to
state security over the moral question of starving children. Biafra’s power was not in its
ability to prove to outsiders that it controlled a stretch of territory that was formerly a part
of Nigeria but that it was able to convince Westerners there was no moral alternative
besides supporting Biafran independence. Naville was convinced that the Biafran rejection
of the ICRC proposal would be a turning point in the war, a period when the Biafran
government would lose the international moral backing that it had been garnering since the
summer of 1968. He predicted that Biafra would now lose the war because it could no
longer claim moral legitimacy over the Nigerian government. “Some day,” Naville said
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thinking reflectively, “the Biafrans would realize that relief and world opinion are their real
strength.”108
A BUREAUCRATIC GUERRILLA WAR
Roger Morris watched the Red Cross drama unfold from Washington, and he could not
help but notice what seemed to be the absurdity of it all. Here were two governments, both
claiming sovereignty over a territory in which there were countless malnourished people,
and both sides were more interested in fighting over the political questions of sovereignty
than finding real ways to bring in humanitarian relief. But it was the ineptness of ICRC
diplomacy that was the real culprit. Naville, hoping to save himself and the tradition of the
Red Cross, took what was a workable plan and found a way to make it difficult for both
sides to agree. When it came to relief negotiations, Morris could do little but throw his
hands up in frustration. “The ‘indomitable’ Swiss have finally met their match in the
affinity of Africans for palaver,” he said.109
In trying to get a political solution to the Nigerian Civil War, Morris might have
met his match in the State Department bureaucracy. On August 21, 1969, Assistant
Secretary of State Newsom presented his ideas for an American initiative to end the
Nigerian Civil War. It involved Newsom traveling to Lagos and Paris to press for
negotiations and Ferguson using his position as mediator for the Cross River route talks
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“to explore Federal and Biafran attitudes on peace.”110 The plan had many difficulties. For
one, it would forever change Ferguson’s mandate and force him to begin political
negotiations.111 Newsom’s initiative was also run completely out of the State Department
and lacked a visible White House presence. In order for this American initiative to be
credible to the Biafrans, Morris said, it must not appear “to be another marriage in
Whitehall and Foggy Bottom.” Most important for Morris, though, Newsom’s initiative
had as a key assumption that “our stated objective should be a solution within the
framework of a single Nigeria.”112 Newsom’s plan was clearly not in line with Nixon’s
orders of strict neutrality and not favoring any specific outcome in the war. Morris and
Kissinger agreed that Newsom’s plan needed to be amended before the peace probe was
initiated.113
Newsom began the plan on August 25, 1969, without making any of the
recommended changes. At the time Nixon was holding office at his new sea-side home in
San Clemente, California. When Nixon discovered what the assistant secretary had done,
he ordered Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs Anthony Lake to
telephone Newsom and tell him to halt the plan. By chance, Morris was in Newsom’s office
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when he received the call, and Newsom was visibly agitated by the president’s orders.
Secretary of State Rogers was even more irate, and he informed Newsom that the African
Bureau “should strictly limit consultation with the NSC Staff,” which, in effect, meant only
Morris, “and on no account discuss ‘policy moves or decisions’ which State was making
or planning to make.” Rogers then notified Kissinger that all communication between the
State Department and the NSC must be made between them. The secretary wanted no more
intermediaries—no more Morris meddling in the State Department. As a result, Morris
found that at Foggy Bottom he had “been put in the deep freeze” by many of his former
acquaintances. These foreign service officers now considered him “beyond the pale.”114
The whole affair had a chilling effect on the already cool relations between the State
Department and the White House. If the relationship between Rogers and Kissinger was
not patched up soon, Kissinger warned, “what seems to be an increasing serious sort of
bureaucratic guerilla war may have very serious consequences for the management of our
foreign affairs.”115 For Nixon, who sold himself as a foreign policy president, this kind of
bureaucratic confusion was intolerable and bordered on insubordination. In order to
overcome these differences and take control of the direction of American foreign policy,
the president wrote to Rogers and ordered that “all official communications with policy
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implications must be cleared by the White House.”116 This applied especially to the war in
Nigeria, where Nixon’s policy toward the humanitarian crisis in Biafra had suffered from
a lack of coordination within the bureaucracy. In light of the problems over Biafra, Nixon
“instructed that all policy telegram and major public statement concerning the Nigerian
civil war should receive a White House clearance.”117 This was Nixon’s way of taking
charge of American foreign policy toward the Nigerian Civil War. It certainly was not
going to fix all of the bureaucratic issues between the State Department and the White
House, but he hoped that at the very least the policy being carried out by his foreign service
officers was his.118
In the midst of the bureaucratic infighting over Nixon’s foreign policy, Saturday
Review editor Norman Cousins informed Kissinger that he had a proposal for an American
role in mediating an end to the Nigerian Civil War. Cousins had been interested in the
Biafran crisis for some time and had argued previously for direct American humanitarian
intervention in the conflict.119 Cousins’ interest in the Biafran humanitarian crisis had
brought him on a “non-political” mission to Nigeria and Biafra, and he learned that both
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Gowon and Ojukwu would support an outside political mediation from the United States.120
After talking to the two leaders, Cousins was convinced that neither side was aware that
the other wanted to talk. Therefore, Cousins wrote, “there is an opening for the President
to convey separate, unofficial, and secret word to both sides that he is prepared to urge
negotiations if the leaders think any useful purpose will be served by so doing.” Returning
to Nigeria in just a few weeks, Cousins provided drafts of two letters that could serve as
outlines for Nixon to propose negotiations between Gowon and Ojukwu.121 Cousins’
proposal seemed to offer a perfect opportunity for the White House to take the lead in
pursuing a peace settlement in the Nigerian Civil War.
Morris had his doubts about using Cousins as a representative for the Nixon
administration in peace negotiations. “He probably leans to the Biafran side,” Morris said
on September 2, 1969, “and would be a free-wheeling agent for any U.S. feeler.” Moreover,
at the time the Red Cross was still waiting to hear back about its proposal for daylight
flights. Any new negotiation would have to wait until that saga concluded. Nevertheless,
Morris advised Kissinger to keep Cousins close since he was offering a unique opportunity
to hear from the Biafrans themselves exactly what they would demand from peace
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negotiations.122 Despite sharing many of Morris’s concerns about Cousins, Nixon was
intrigued about the plan. The president told Kissinger to encourage Cousins’ venture to
Nigeria and Biafran, but to ensure that he traveled as a private citizen and not as a
presidential envoy.123 Cousins proved useful. Upon his return to New York, he met with
Morris on September 17, 1969, and explained that Biafran representatives were ready to
explore an American mediation. This was important news for Kissinger. He informed
Nixon that the United States could not afford to lose the momentum on this issue and must
“signal to the Biafrans via Cousins that my staff would be available for a secret informal
session to explore the question” of peace negotiations. Nixon approved the plan, hoping
that the Cousins gamble would pay off.124
The Biafrans also wanted to reopen talks on daylight flights. Biafran officials were
adamant that they were not to blame for the rejection of the ICRC plan and were desperate
to salvage some kind of deal with the Red Cross. “Everybody is talking about the agreement
between the ICRC and Lagos as if they were not aware that there were two documents, not
one,” Biafran representative Pius Okigbo said to Ferguson when justifying his
government’s position.125 Okigbo was correct, but the ICRC’s mishandling of the relief
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negotiations was beside the point. The Biafrans had realized that they needed to be as
forthcoming on humanitarianism as possible if they wished to still curry the favor of the
international community.126 In mid-September, 1969, the Biafrans approached Roger
Morris directly—they would never approach a State Department official—to discover if
Nixon was still willing to act as a broker on humanitarian relief. The Biafrans, Morris wrote
to Kissinger, were looking “for a rhetorical way out of their current opposition to a Red
Cross plan for inspected and inviolable flights.”127 What the Biafrans wanted more than
anything else was a guarantee from the United States on relief. “We are for once asking
other people to take on the responsibility of accepting Nigeria’s professed good intentions,”
Biafran Commissioner for Information Eke told Ferguson. “Instead of Nigeria giving us
assurances over the radio let them give them to you and let us know.”128 American officials
were concerned that the Biafran government was still playing a political game with
guarantees. The Biafrans, one American wrote, were “using relief proposals as devices to
involve strong third countries, or the international community, directly in situations that
imply recognition of Biafran sovereignty.”129 While Morris respected the Biafran guile
when it came to negotiations—especially in comparison to other Africans—he did not
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think that a fear of Biafran entrapment should stop the United States from pressing forward
on relief.130 “I am persuaded that the President has a genuine chance here to break the relief
impasse if we are prepared to seize the initiative when everybody else is drifting and the
Biafrans are still starving,” Morris said. The issue was too dire—and the chances of
breaking through the impasse and gaining domestic political gain to great—for Nixon not
to continue relief negotiations.
“There can be no question—and Ojukwu knows it—of a U.S. ‘guarantee’ or any
implication of our direct involvement in policing the airlift,” Kissinger told Nixon.
Nevertheless, he advised Nixon to take this Biafran offer of a “face-saving device” and
pursue a plan for inviolable daylight flights. Kissinger recommended three courses of
action. First, the president would make a statement that said he believed the Nigerian
promise to not interdict relief flights “to be a solemn and statesmanlike commitment.”
Second, Nixon would work with the Red Cross to ensure that it had the proper equipment
that allowed the Nigerian Air Force to distinguish between the flights of alms bearers and
arms givers. Finally, “to bring Ojukwu around,” the statement would “deposit a diplomatic
warning to the Federals (without specifying our actions) in case they violate the relief
effort.” This would be a guarantee of sorts, one that the United States believed it would not
have to act upon. “I believe the initiative here is worth seizing,” Kissinger wrote in
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conclusion. “The alternative is likely to be mounting starvation in the enclave, a steady
worsening of our relations with the Federals, and complete reliance on the dangerous nighttime airlift of the Church voluntary agencies, whose US-donated planes and American
civilian crews are bound to be shot down by the Federal MIGs sooner or later.” Nixon
approved the proposal. On the bottom of the memorandum, he wrote “Good work!”131
Nixon had authorized two plans, one political and one humanitarian, which he
hoped would solve the two intertwined issues of the Nigerian Civil War. On September 25,
1969, Roger Morris met with Biafran officials at Norman Cousins’ home in New York City
to discuss what the United States could do to mediate an end to the war and to help start
daylight flights. Biafran Foreign Minister Godwin A. Onyegbula began the conversation
by relaying his disappointment with the Nixon administration’s tepid response to the
Biafran revolution. “Biafra signaled a major change in the shape of African politics,”
Onyegbula said, “and that self determination in Africa was a direct reflection of American
ideals.”
Morris responded that he was not interested in discussing the past but in finding a
role for the United States to end the war and renew the ICRC airlift. Prior to this initiative,
Morris noted that the Biafrans had insisted on a recognition of Biafran sovereignty and a
cease-fire before talks began. Would the Biafrans be willing to negotiate without preconditions and without a cease-fire?
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Onyegbula replied that Biafra would be willing to begin preliminary negotiations
without an interruption to hostilities, but “they could not be expected to accept the current
Federal insistence that they acknowledge a one-Nigeria prior to a settlement.” Onyegbula’s
reasoning for this was clear: Biafrans were sure that the Federal Military Government could
not provide security from the types of attacks like the September Massacres of 1966 that
led to the death of at least 30,000 Igbos and the exodus of at least 100,000 Igbo to the
Eastern Region. As a form of negotiation, the Biafran foreign minister said he would not
rule out some kind of confederal solution where Biafra and Nigeria cooperated on
economic matters: forming a common market, sharing oil revenues, and trading freely.
Although Onyegbula did not specify what the boundaries of the Biafran state would be, he
did say that Ojukwu, confident that he had the support of all of the minority ethnic groups
inside of the enclave, was willing to negotiate Biafra’s borders through an internationallysupervised plebiscite. However, Onyegbula was emphatic that Biafra was not willing to
revert back to the political arrangement that existed before the war started. Too much blood
had been spilled for Biafra to simply go back to an unchanged federal Nigeria; too many
lives had been lost too “negotiate as a form of surrender.” Biafra, Onyegbula said, was
“prepared to fight to the death, and to stand alone, rather than deliver their people to the
inevitable fate of a one-sided settlement.”
Morris turned next to humanitarianism. Was there anything that the United States
could do to bring about an arrangement on relief between the Biafran government and the
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Red Cross? Would Ojukwu be willing to reconsider his stance toward the Red Cross
agreement with Nigeria on daylight flights?
To the latter question, Onyegbula asserted that Ojukwu would not consider the plan
already in place. Biafra “had been deceived by the Red Cross, which concluded a
substantially different agreement with the FMG.” The ICRC could, he said, resume nighttime flights—a proposition that everyone in the room knew was a non-starter for the Swiss
organization. The Nixon administration could be useful on relief, however. Onyegbula told
Morris that if the United States “gave Biafra an ‘understanding’ that it would do ‘certain
things’ if the daylight airlift were violated—as it probably would be—by the Federals,”
Biafra would be more inclined to accept an arrangement among itself, the Federal Military
Government, and the Red Cross.”
Morris was not willing to provide Onyegbula with that type of guarantee, but he
did propose a hypothetical scenario. What “if the United States were to (a) declare publicly
the inviolability of the relief airlift, and (b) offer certain technical arrangements to make
that practical?”
Onyegbula replied that the Biafrans were eager for the ICRC to resume its
operations and would welcome an American proposal toward that end. “We would be most
anxious to see the wording of such a public declaration,” he said to Morris.132
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The meeting ended on a cordial note. Morris walked away with the feeling that the
Biafrans had made some serious changes to their negotiating positions on politics and
relief. Onyegbula’s concession on a cease-fire was an important concession as was his
willingness to explore a possible confederal arrangement where Biafra and Nigeria shared
some common services. There was still much work to do, but a shift in the Biafran
negotiating position offered a ray of hope for the future rather than cloud of despair that
currently hovered over of the war’s status quo. “There is no virtue (only some pain) in
letting these things ‘take their course’,” Morris wrote to Ferguson. “The comfort of noninvolvement is illusive when our absence may only mean the war drags on.”133 Morris was
going to work to ensure that the war ended soon.
CONCLUSION
For the first time in months there was optimism in the White House. To date, Nixon’s
approach to the Nigerian Civil War had been markedly conservative. The Nixon
administration had appointed a special coordinator for relief and had fully backed Naville
in his fight to save the Red Cross, but the United States had never put the full brunt of
American political and moral power toward finding a solution to the relief impasse. The
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive was certainly disappointed with the president’s
current policy. The committee’s views matched the Biafrans. “They expected more from
President Nixon than has happened,” Paul Connett said on a television show called Twin
Circle Headline. “And now what they’re seeing is, on the one hand, the relief efforts, which
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are not meeting the basic problem, and on the other hand they see the United States
continuing to support this policy of one Nigeria, which for them means continued struggle
and continued death.”134 Despite supporting Biafran-self-determination himself, Connett
could, in some ways, understand why Nixon did not become politically involved in the
Nigerian Civil War. But he still believed it was unconscionable that Nixon did not do all
he could in response to the relief impasse. To Connett, the only strategy that the president
had was apathy.
But now the Nixon administration firmly held both strands of the Gordian Knot of
the Nigerian Civil War and was taking two bold initiatives toward ending the conflict. This
was precisely what Morris wanted. Politically, the Biafrans delegation had made important
concessions and seemed genuinely interested in negotiating an end to the conflict. On
relief, Morris was inching the United States closer toward offering the Biafrans a guarantee
concerning the humanitarian airlift into the Uli airstrip. There would certainly be no
question of the Nixon administration sending American troops to enforce the guarantee,
but Morris did not think that it would come to that. For these plans to succeed, of course,
Morris would have to work even closer with his colleagues in the State Department and
allow them to hold onto the political and relief strands of the knot. The next few months
would be crucial in determining whether the president would be able to untie the Gordian
Knot.
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Chapter 8
A Washington Story
Postage stamps provide a rich tapestry for telling stories about a country’s past and vision
for its future. For example, in 1969, the United States released a stamp commemorating
Apollo 8’s space mission, the first manned spacecraft to leave earth’s orbit and see it in its
totality from space. The image of the globe at “earthrise” was jarring for Frank Borman,
one of the three astronauts on board Apollo 8. “The view from the moon fascinated me—
a small disk, 240,000 miles away,” he wrote in an early January 1969 Life article. “It was
hard to think that that little thing had so many problems, so many frustrations. Raging
nationalistic interests, famines, wars, pestilence, don’t show from that distance.”1 The
stamp itself was a painting of that extraterrestrial view of earth just as the sun had begun
to illuminate the cloudy blue sphere floating in space. The picture was also filled with
contradictions. While the image does indeed offer a cosmic view of the globe that
illustrated the interconnectedness of the world, it was also a picture of American power
designed to demonstrate a uniquely American triumph. It was a stamp that commemorated
the past triumph of the United States and pointed to America’s future, which was, much
like space, limitless.
Biafra produced stamps too, and its stamps provided an impression of Biafra’s
imagined past, present, and future. The first few stamps commemorated Biafra’s power,
strength, and sovereignty by emblazoning May 30, 1967, the date of Biafran independence,
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immediately above the Biafran red, black, and green flag. As the war progressed, however,
the image on the stamp changed to an orphaned child with the globe as the background. It
was this image of a helpless child that came to represent Biafra, the juxtaposition of the
local suffering child and the larger, global view asking the viewer to find their location in
proximity to the malnourished child. The final stamp Biafra produced was much more
complicated. It had a picture of Pope Paul VI to the left of the African continent reaching
out his hands as if he was blessing Biafra. The symbol of the United Nations floated above
Africa, and the words “human rights” in all capital letters overlaid the stamp. The message
was that if you cared about human rights you must care about Biafra. The stamp was a call
for the people of earth to view the Biafran problem from space and put into practice a
universal, moral vision of international politics to save Biafra.
Paul Connett, president of the American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive,
wondered why human rights claims were absent in discussions about the Nigerian Civil
War. “With the point of human rights,” Connett said on the starvation crisis in Biafra, “I
think we reach the point where international, national, and local matters converge.” Connett
continued, “We feel it is up to every individual on earth to make his position clear on the
following two points. Firstly, how does he define his responsibility with respect to human
rights? And second, how does he relate this definition to what is happening in Biafra?”2
For Norman Cousins, that sense of responsibility brought him to wonder why American
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power could not be used to save millions of starving children. “It seems inconceivable that
the United States, which prides itself both on its vast power and its sense of responsibility,
seems completely bereft of ideas for saving millions of live,” Cousins wrote in 1968. The
same ingenuity that put Americans into space and view the earth from above could be put
to use for humanitarianism. “We can fly food under the American flag,” he said.3
The Nixon administration was not going to go that far. In late September 1969,
however, for the first time there were plans in place for the United States to actively
mediate an end to the war and provide relief to the starving Biafrans. The Nixon
administration had many reasons for wanting the war to be finished through American
mediation. But above all it was to demonstrate to Americans at home that the United States
could rise above political considerations and end suffering in the world. With the United
States entangled in an unwinnable war in Vietnam, the Nixon administration could counter
domestic dissent over Vietnam by supporting humanitarianism in Biafra. Through
humanitarian intervention in the Nigerian Civil War, the United States and its policymakers
in Washington sought to tell a different story about itself and its role in the world to critics
at home.
NETTLE ONE
“We now have a firm go-ahead from the President on both a secret probe of negotiating
possibilities, and an initiative to try the break the daylight flight impasse with a Presidential
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statement and quiet arrangements to implement an inviolable Red Cross airlift,” Morris
wrote to Kissinger a few days after his meeting with Biafran Foreign Minister Godwin A.
Onyegbula. To Morris, the Nixon administration had finally decided to grasp the nettle and
use the full thrust of American political power toward ending the conflict. “The next step
may well be harder than either ending the war or expanding relief,” Morris warned. He was
not referring to Nigeria breaking its promises on humanitarian aid, or Biafra making any
last second changes to its position on finding a workable political solution for rejoining
Nigeria. No, the real difficulty would be “getting State to carry out faithfully the President’s
instructions.” There was a good chance that Under Secretary of State Richardson would
follow Nixon’s lead, but Morris felt that Richardson was too isolated on the seventh floor
and too far away from the minutiae of the sixth floor to carry out the day-to-day duties that
would assuredly go against the instincts of the African Bureau. The president needed the
State Department in order for any relief plan or political mediation to succeed. Still, Morris
said, “we simply cannot underestimate AF’s [The African Bureau’s] capacity for
subverting the 7th floor as well as us.”4 Morris proposed sending out a “Terms of
Reference” as a set of guidelines that would keep the State Department on the track laid
out by the president. On relief, the terms pledged the United States to eliminating “all
reasonable objections” to the Biafran acceptance of a daylight flight plan. On political
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mediation, it said the United States was not committed to any particular outcome and that
its representatives must “be scrupulously even-handed in their approach to both sides.”5
Afraid of making even more enemies at Foggy Bottom, Morris decided to hold off
on sending the Terms of Reference to his colleagues at the State Department.6 Perhaps he
should have, as the bureaucrats at State were reluctant to follow either of the president’s
initiatives. Secretary of State Rogers did not see a role for the United States in peace
negotiations since he deemed them to have little chance of success. Things did not look
any better for humanitarian intervention. “For both sides and for other Africans relief is
clearly secondary to political considerations,” Rogers said.7 If given the option of the two,
which he was not, Rogers sided with pursuing a relief initiative. Slowly, he began to focus
on the humanitarian issues of the civil war, mostly because the Nigerians themselves
wanted the United States to find a way to bring the Red Cross back into the fold. Nigerians
leaders feared that a permanent Red Cross exit from the war would force the Nixon
administration to send all of its support to the illegal airlift sponsored by Joint Church Aid.
Nigerian officials distrusted the Joint Church Aid airlift, believing its biggest supporters
were closet Biafran sympathizers. They were “more Biafran than the Biafrans,” Nigerian
Ambassador to the United State Joe Iyalla told Special Coordinator for Relief Clarence
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Ferguson. The Nigerians would have welcomed Joint Church Aid if it came under Red
Cross umbrella and operated a legal airlift during the day. It was better to have a viable
Red Cross working with the United States than the Americans working with the Red Cross
than JCA. Baba Gana Kingibe, a permanent secretary in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
said as much. It was “very important for negotiations between the rebels and the ICRC to
succeed,” Kingibe said. Sule Kolo, Nigerian ambassador to Switzerland, echoed these
comments. “Everything must be done to strengthen Naville’s hand,” he said.8
It was not just the president’s orders, then, that got the State Department moving
on relief, but that Nigerian representatives supported a reconciliation with the ICRC. On
October 11, 1969, the State Department sent an urgent message to the Biafran delegation
that Nixon wished to have secret talks with Minister of Special Affairs Dr. S.J.C. Cookey.
American intelligence on Biafra’s inner workings was shoddy at best, but its intelligence
officials were convinced that Cookey held full plenipotentiary power on foreign policy
matters.9 The plan was to send Ferguson to meet in secret with Cookey at Libreville, Gabon
and present the same plan that Morris had proposed in his meeting at Norman Cousins’
house on September 25, 1969. In their discussion, the special coordinator was to explain to
Cookey that the Nixon administration was prepared to offer a guarantee of “good faith”
that the Nigerian government would respect the inviolability of ICRC daylight airlifts. The
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clause that had given Biafra the most pause in the agreement between Nigeria and the ICRC
was that the relief effort would be carried out “without prejudice to military operations by
the Federal Military Government.” In order to remove that grievance, Ferguson was
instructed to tell the Biafrans that Nigeria gave assurances to “the USG, as well as the
international community, that during the specified daylight hours of ICRC relief flights
operations no hostile military action will be taken against ICRC relief aircraft.”10 In return,
the Biafrans would have to agree to ban arms flights to the Uli airstrip during the specified
hours devoted to relief. Nixon was not willing to bargain on the text of the agreement, and
the Biafrans were expected to provide either “yes” or “no.” In order to keep absolute
secrecy, the White House ordered that foreign service officers were not to distribute any
information about the Ferguson initiative to other parties.11 The codename for the
operation, no doubt influence by Roger Morris, was Nettle One.12
Ferguson arrived in Libreville on October 18, 1969, to present the proposal to the
Biafrans. Gabonese President Omar Bongo was Ferguson’s host the first day while they
awaited the arrival of the Biafran delegation. While Bongo was by no means a giant in
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terms of African politics, he was one of four African leaders who recognized Biafra as an
independent state, and the Americans believed that he could influence Ojukwu to accept
the relief proposal.13 In talks with American Ambassador to Gabon Richard Funkhouser,
Bongo took the opportunity to press for the United States to become more involved in the
Nigerian Civil War. “Gabon’s priorities were identical to the United States,” Bongo said,
“that is humanitarianism and anti-communist. A Lagos military victory would serve only
the Soviets, Arabs, and erosion of western values in West Africa.” The Arabs, he confided
to Funkhouser, “have no word for negro except slave.”14 A prior commitment kept Cookey
from coming, but in his stead Ojukwu sent Sir Louis Mbanefo. Unlike Bongo, Mbanefo
was a giant in African affairs. Born in 1911 in Onitsha, a large market town in Eastern
Nigeria, Mbanefo studied law at University College London and graduated with Upper
Second Class Honors in 1935. After setting up a successful law practice in Onitsha,
Mbanefo moved on to the Eastern Region Parliament in 1950. He shined as an orator, and
in 1961, Mbanefo was knighted by Queen Elizabeth II. He was the man whom Ojukwu
trusted to handle the latest offer from the United States.
The meeting began promptly at 11:30am, and Ferguson got straight to business by
explaining the offer. Mbanefo was at first taken aback by the American proposal. He then
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asked Ferguson to clarify what exactly the guarantee would entail. He told Ferguson that
the guarantee would be “meaningless without sanctions, particularly military” and that all
of this would be completely unnecessary if the United States simply backed the Joint
Church Aid relief operation flying at night.15
Ferguson was agitated by Mbanefo’s histrionics. Mbanefo “clearly directed the
presentation of their case to Bongo who listened as one with power to cut their cord,”
Ferguson reported after the meeting.16 To date, Ferguson responded to Mbanefo, the United
States had provided nearly three-quarters of all of the humanitarian aid sent into Biafra.
While he could not spell out the exact action the United States would take if the Federal
Military Government disturbed the ICRC humanitarian airlift, Ferguson made it clear that
there would be a response but it would not be a “military action.” This proposal, Ferguson
said, was “designed to meet the continued and fundamental demand for a third party
guarantee and represented an exceptional and far-reaching movement by the US.” Nixon,
he said, would not budge an inch further to meet Biafran demands.
All of the discussion was new to Bongo, who was unaware of the history of the
efforts to restart daylight flights into the Biafran enclave. Nevertheless, he told Ferguson
that he was surprised “that the US would volunteer to stick its head in a noose which was
dependent on Lagos’ good faith.” Bongo then turned to Mbanefo and asked, “What is the
conclusion? Do you accept daylight flights?” The Biafran representative said that on this
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matter he would have to return to Owerri and receive guidance. Ferguson said that was
fine, but he needed an answer by midnight on October 24, 1969.17
The most anxious part of any negotiation is the uncertainty following the
presentation of an offer, and Ferguson knew that the Biafrans would use all four days before
responding to the proposal. He left Libreville that same day for Abidjan where he was
scheduled to meet Felix Houphouet-Boigny, president of the Ivory Coast, on October 21,
1969. Like Bongo, Houphouet-Boigny was one of Biafra’s few supporters in Africa and
was widely believed to have influence over Ojukwu. Ferguson outlined the plan’s details
to the Ivorian president and asked him to explain “to the Biafrans the full import of the US
guarantee formula as well as our inability to go beyond its terms.” Nixon, Ferguson said,
was going to publicize the plan either way, and Biafra was sure to lose even more
international support if it continued to reject basic humanitarian proposals from
disinterested outside powers. Houphouet-Boigny was skeptical that Biafra would accept
the plan but agreed with Ferguson that this was a proposal the Biafrans should accept. He
confided to Ferguson that he would call the Biafrans and “urge their acceptance.”18
Ferguson’s meeting with Houphouet-Boigny was in reality an extension of his offer to the
Biafrans—one in which he was looking for any perceivable way to obtain Biafran
acceptance of Nixon’s guarantee proposal.
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Ferguson was able to drop his guard a bit in a free-ranging conversation with Red
Cross representatives later that night. Edwin H. Spirgi and Cyril E. Schwarzenbach had
extensive experience with the Nigerian Civil War, and they agreed that neither side seemed
eager to find a solution to the relief impasse. But their differences determined their outlook
on the conflict. Spirgi, a young doctor, served as part of a medical team in the heart of
Biafra while Schwarzenbach, an older bureaucrat within the ICRC, represented the Red
Cross in Lagos. To Spirgi, the entire relief situation seemed like a scene out of a Kafka
novel; Schwarzenbach decided Dante was a better comparison. To Spirgi, the Red Cross
needed bold, fresh thinking to break the relief impasse; to Schwarzenbach, the ICRC
needed to stay the course and preserve its neutrality.
Ferguson did not need literary analogies to assess the political situation because
history provided its own example. “The political decision has been made,” he said. The
Biafrans “would rather die than make a concession, and this has meaning only in terms of
19th century Europe. Decisions are being made that consign people to die, as in 19th century
European politics.”
Spirgi agreed, and he argued that the Red Cross needed to update its charter to meet
the demands of the post-colonial twentieth century. Even if Biafra and Nigeria could not
reach an agreement, the ICRC should do whatever was necessary to further its relief
mission. “We are ethically obligated to continue,” he said. Spirgi was a humanitarian hawk
in the spirit of Jacques Freymond, and he was influenced by Joint Church Aid’s thinking
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on the applicability of state sovereignty and international law during humanitarian crises.19
Secretary Treasurer Edward M. Kinney of JCA/USA was a firm proponent of violating
sovereignty in the name of humanitarian relief. At one point, Nigerian Ambassador Kolo
accosted Kinney for his organization’s violation of Nigerian air space. Kinney could do
nothing more than shrug. “If you accept international law as the arbiter among nations and
men,” he said, “his case is a pretty good one.”20 Kinney, of course, did not believe that
humanitarian moral compassion ended at or should be limited to the sovereign borders of
state. This was also Spirgi’s position and why he supported revolutionary humanitarianism.
Spirgi offered Ferguson “a splendid way of getting out the impasse.” He recommended that
a few of the national Red Cross societies organize and form a new body called “United
Red Cross Relief.” This new organization would disregard the opinion of either
government and send relief into Biafra on whatever terms necessary, day or night. This
arrangement might favor the Biafran government politically, but it was the morally correct
position to take and was certainly better than the current arrangement.
Schwarzenbach disliked the idea—hated it, in fact. That plan reflected the thinking
of a Biafran sympathizer, and he playfully called his colleague a “bourbon-drinking Ibo.”
Schwarzenbach was no fan of the Nigerian government, but he believed that the Biafrans
were the largest obstacle to relief. The Biafrans were trying to win a propaganda war and
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they incurred a tremendous blow to that effort when the Federal Military Government
agreed to daylight flights. “The Feds are their black devil,” Schwarzenbach said. “Any
relief that has FMG consent whitewashes their devil” internationally. Given that, the Red
Cross must not change its position on respecting the sovereignty of states. “It must operate
on a bilateral basis to preserve its neutrality and impartiality,” he said. 21
Ferguson, in a separate meeting with Spirgi and Schwarzenbach a few days later,
extolled the official U.S. position that the Red Cross must not become revolutionary. “It
would be tragic if the committee destroyed itself in this action, laudable as it is, when it
has other commitments around the world,” Ferguson said.22 While it was indeed
heartbreaking to see the people starving, there was little that the United States or the
international community could do if the Biafran government placed its security over
humanitarianism. To Ferguson there were two choices: “either operate with the agreement
of the two parties or you operate unilaterally.” If you go it alone, he noted, “ultimately you
have to use force. . . . We are not going to shoot our way in.”23 Moving forward, Ferguson
stated flatly that he did not envisage the United States pursuing any further effort with
American guarantees. “It would become a charade—discussion, discussion, more
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discussion, with nothing really going on. This does not meet the problem.”24 In fact, he
said that the type of guarantees offered by the Nixon administration probably did not
interest the Biafrans. Ojukwu’s ultimate goal was not feeding his people through
humanitarian relief but obtaining a third party guarantee to get a Western power embroiled
in the politics of the Nigerian Civil War. “I have a feeling,” Ferguson concluded about the
Biafrans, “that relief is not so important to them.”25
Ferguson’s next stop was Paris, where he discussed the guarantee plan with officials
at the Quai d’Orsay. The United States had long believed that France, like the Ivory Coast,
could influence decision-making in Biafra. Yet Ferguson was more evasive in asking
Acting Foreign Minister Hervé Alphand to directly pressure Biafra than he had been with
Houphouet-Boigny. Instead, Ferguson practiced a subtle form of diplomacy in which he
constantly brought up the negative impact a rejection of the American plan would have on
Biafra’s international reputation. France recognized that Biafra’s tenuous hold over its
territory was due to its ability to galvanize Western support for humanitarianism. If that
Western sympathy for Biafran relief were to diminish, then so would France’s
humanitarian justification for supporting Biafra through arms.
After Ferguson described the plan to the French, Deputy Director for African
Affairs Claude Lebel asked Ferguson how Mbanefo responded to the proposal. “His first
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reaction,” Ferguson replied, “was legalistic—it’s not a guarantee because it does not
contain sanctions.” Based solely on Mbanefo’s reaction, the American special coordinator
was not optimistic that the Biafrans would accept the plan unless they received a firm
guarantee from the United States for economic or military sanctions against the Federal
Military Government. This was unfortunate, Ferguson noted. “The Biafrans,” he said,
“must recognize that their rejection of the ICRC plan was a severe and damaging blow to
their position,” and if they refused this plan it “might cause international humanitarian
concern to dry up.”
“If their answer is negative, what will the United States do?” asked Alphand.
Ferguson responded that Nixon would publicly explain that Biafra rejected the
relief plan and that the United States would exit relief negotiations because of Ojukwu’s
recalcitrance.
Alphand was shocked by Ferugson’s reply. “You mean you will not try again?”
“I think not,” Ferguson responded. “We have the feeling this is the last decision to
be made. The Feds are not going to budge from their position. They have tasted a
propaganda victory for the first time and they like the flavor.”26
Whitehall officials, with whom Ferguson met next, were concerned about Nixon’s
future plans, especially if the United States might fully support Joint Church Aid. If Biafra
rejected this offer, Sir John Johnson of the Foreign Office believed the only option left for
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the Nixon administration would be to end the fighting. Ferguson agreed, although he
asserted that would require “a lot of hard, detailed work in secrecy.” The British understood
that it would be a herculean task to bring the two sides to the negotiating table. For one
thing, Sir John said, “Gowon is apprehensive about being outsmarted by Ojukwu. They are
smart cookies.” More than that, it seemed clear to everyone in the room that the Biafrans
were prepared to fight to the bloody end rather than negotiate a surrender. Nevertheless,
Ferguson and his British colleagues believed that they must attempt a political negotiation
if Biafra rejected the plan. Regardless of Ojukwu’s obstinacy toward the guarantee
proposal, the domestic political situations in Britain and the United States made it
untenable for them to sit completely on the sidelines.27
On October 24, 1969, the Biafrans sent their reply to Houphouet-Boigny. It was a
no. The Ivorian president could only shake his head in disapproval. The “Biafran distrust
of Nigeria was the root of the problem,” he said.28 The security of the Biafran state was the
prime reason for the rejection. “Biafra,” Ojukwu said in a radio broadcast following the
rebuff, “would like to get relief but this must come in such a way as not to jeopardize her
security.” He went on to accuse the United States of meddling in Biafran internal affairs
and blamed the Nixon administration and its “maneuvers” for the relief problem in Biafra.29
Despite its cocksure stance, the Biafran government understood that refusing Nixon’s
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guarantee proposal would come at a cost. Biafran Special Minister Cookey, Ojukwu’s most
trusted advisor on foreign affairs, explained to American representative Eugene Dewey
that the decision “was simply a trade-off between the propaganda loss and the security of
the state.”
While outsiders might condemn the Biafran government for denying food to its
people, Cookey and other Biafran officials vehemently argued that the choice was between
dying now by giving up its security and having the Nigerian military exterminate them all
or starving to death later. This was an impossible choice, but Biafrans reckoned that at least
the choice of security gave them a fighting chance. Moreover, the Biafrans held onto the
hope that they still had the support of many of the people in the Western world. Maybe
Biafra would still be able to gain recognition from an outside power? The problem with
the Biafran formulation, of course, was that Biafra’s ability to gain support abroad was
dependent upon their ability to present themselves internationally as the victims of a
vicious Nigerian blockade. By rejecting relief, the Biafrans were losing the moral high
ground where they had once stood.
Feeling despondent, Cookey turned the tables on his American interlocutor and
asked Dewey how he “would have decided if he was in his shoes.”
“Frankly,” Dewey said, “the continuity of JCA night flights would have answered
the state security problem, and I would have accepted the proposal so as to realize the
significant propaganda advantage.”
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Cookey paused, then acknowledged that “the future of JCA was a real concern.”
The Joint Church Aid airlift was Biafra’s last viable source for food. If the Federal Military
Government worked out an agreement with the church organization for daylight flights,
then Biafra would be hard pressed for relief. Cookey said that he had heard a rumor that
the Nigerian government was, in fact, pressuring Joint Church Aid into flying during the
day.30 Secretary-Treasurer of the religious organization Edward M. Kinney wanted to find
a legal arrangement with the Nigerian government for daylight flights, too. “I think we will
have to get into the daylight picture and stay there,” he said.31 Without night flights to act
as a cover for arms flights, the Nigerian military would have full confidence that any plane
it attacked at night would be carrying arms. That, Cookey said, was “the real reason the
FMG wanted day flights—ultimately to get everyone legal and daylight.”32
VYING FOR PEACE
The question facing the Nixon administration was how to respond to the Biafran rejection
of the guarantee formula. Undersecretary of State Richardson wanted a strong presidential
statement condemning Biafra’s position, especially in light of Ojukwu’s remarks about
Nixon’s “maneuvers” killing the relief plan. Morris, believing that there were moderate
voices within the Biafran camp that might come around to the idea, argued against a strong
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condemnation from the president.33 Secretary of State Rogers, however, was against any
type of public statement from Nixon since the president would have to “admit failure in
public” and the speech would represent “another step in an undesirable involvement in the
problem.”34 The compromise was a speech on November 12, 1969, that Rogers was loath
to make. The secretary placed the blame squarely on the Biafran government for favoring
its security over feeding its people. Rogers applauded the Federal Military Government for
acting “constructively and in accordance with its humanitarian sensibilities.” The United
States was only concerned with the humanitarian situation, Rogers said, and he implored
the Biafran leadership to allow daylight flights into the enclave. Yet immediate relief would
not solve the long-term humanitarian problems caused by the conflict. “The suffering and
the fights have gone on too long,” the secretary noted. “The ultimate solution to the
problem of relief is an end to the war.”35
Nixon had wanted the United States to be at the forefront of finding that solution,
but the State Department, according to Morris, was pursuing the peace probe in a “low-key
way” that “directly contravenes the President’s instructions to pursue an even-handed and
vigorous initiative.” For example, in Under Secretary of State David Newsom’s
instructions for what a peace probe might look like, he misrepresented the pre-conditions
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that the Nigerians and Biafrans required for talks to take place (he deemed the conditions
“irreconcilable” when they were not), withheld the possibility of the United States being
the mediator (Nixon did not want to rule out an American-led mediation), and insisted that
the Nigerian government approve any further U.S. involvement in seeking peace (in effect
giving the Federal Military Government a veto over any future American action). Morris
argued that this was another example of State Department obfuscation: the foreign service
bureaucracy launching a probe but doing so “in a matter and toward a goal directly opposite
to the President’s intentions.”36 The peace initiative was just one more example where the
State Department and the White House were clearly not on the same page. The lack of
bureaucratic coordination did not wreck the guarantee relief proposals, but it led to serious
delays in carrying out the president’s orders and threatened to have a much larger effect on
any peace probe launched by the Nixon administration. It was not a question of the State
Department and the White House being on two different tracks; it was worse than that:
bureaucrats at the State Department and at the NSC seemed to be on two different modes
of transportation moving in different directions and at different speeds when it came to an
American-led peace probe in the Nigerian Civil War.
Secretary Rogers was always wary of American involvement in a peace probe, and
Richardson’s attempt to galvanize support in London and Paris for a negotiated settlement
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in early November 1969, received a tepid go-ahead from the secretary.37 The responses at
Whitehall and the Quai d’Orsay were not any warmer. The thinking within the State
Department was that Britain and France could pressure their clients, Nigeria and Biafra
respectively, to move toward the negotiating table. Even before Richardson’s visit, British
officials said that it must “be made clear to the Americans that we do not consider this a
profitable line of approach.” The British claimed that their influence over the Federal
Military Government was extremely limited and that it would be difficult to persuade the
Nigerians to come to the negotiating table when they were winning the war.38 The French,
for their part, were non-committal, telling Richardson during a November 12, 1969,
meeting that this was an African problem that needed to be solved by Africans. “We are
prepared to aid the Africans but not as a substitute for them,” French Foreign Minister of
Foreign Affairs Maurice Schumann told the under-secretary.39
Richardson had yet to return from Europe when Rogers decided to oppose any
further role for the United States in settling the war. The secretary had admonished
Newsom for working with the White House on peace initiatives and on relief efforts, and
the career-minded Newsom was not going to push for any policy that would continue to
incur Rogers’ wrath. Richardson, who had represented the president’s case well with the
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British and French, did not see much of a future for a political settlement. “The result,”
Morris wrote to Kissinger, “is that the machinery in State has come to a standstill.” Morris
recommended that Kissinger go directly to Rogers and tell him to bring the State
Department in line with the president’s preferences. By the time that meeting took place,
however, the peace probe initiative had been taken over by events in the war. There was a
moment when some American officials were optimistic that the United States could bring
together both sides of the Nigerian Civil War to negotiate an end to the conflict. With
virtually no one inside of the bureaucracy willing to champion the president’s directives,
the peace probe had little chance of overcoming administrative inertia. The war was going
to have to end though a military solution.
The Nigerian Army had promised victory before. Gowon had, in fact, declared that
the military was on its final offensive at least three times during the war. But now, with
food barely trickling into Biafra, the Nigerians seemed to be making real progress toward
ending the conflict. Much of the credit goes to Colonel Olesegun Obasanjo, who had taken
over the 3rd Marine Commando Division on May 9, 1969, from the zealous Benjamin
Adekunle. Under Obasanjo’s leadership, the division was moving swiftly up Biafra’s
southern flank.40 By mid-November, American intelligence reported that morale within the
Biafran army was deteriorating.41 “The attrition of fatigue, military pressure and
malnutrition continues to weaken the resiliency of Biafra,” Director of the Bureau of
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Intelligence and Research Ray S. Cline wrote to Secretary of State Rogers. The United
States should prepare itself for the end of the conflict, Cline concluded, although he was
still unwilling to fix a definite day for Biafra’s denouement. It was coming, but it might be
soon. “A collapse could come in a week, a month, or the better part of a year,” he said.42 It
was imperative that the United State have a plan for dealing with the post-war relief
problems.
THE WESTERN REPORT
Roger Morris was exhausted by it all. “I was always torn between outrage on the one hand
and constant sadness,” Morris remembered later. “It was depressing dealing with this day
and day out.” He had been at the forefront of two initiatives that fell flat on their faces.
Morris had, in some ways, expected the hardened attitudes toward relief from the Nigerian
and Biafrans governments. After all, they were fighting a war and could legitimately claim
that winning the conflict was more important than proposals from the American president.
What Morris could not tolerate, however, was the war within the bureaucracy and the
failure of the African Bureau to carry out Nixon’s policy. “With Newsom and the
bureaucrats,” Morris later said, “I couldn’t stand to be around these people. There was an
insensibility. It was old fashioned class and race and how Washington saw modern Africa.”
Morris was so discontented with the situation that he began looking for new projects to
work on the side to get his mind off the tragedy unfolding in Biafra. Working on the issues
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surrounding Vietnam—a different kind of tragedy of American diplomacy—became an
escape for Morris. “I welcomed doing other things like Vietnam in late 1969.”43
The real tragedy was the starvation epidemic inside Biafra. Since the summer of
1968 it was the images of Biafran babies with bloated stomachs that had sparked the moral
indignation of American citizens to push their government toward supporting humanitarian
intervention. While their activism did not lead to radical changes within the American
foreign policy establishment, it is not difficult to see the push for humanitarian relief as at
least a moderate success. Certainly more could have been done, but Johnson did sell eight
airplanes to relief organizations that staved off even more suffering, the United States
government provided seventy-five percent of the total relief aid, and the Nixon
administration continually looked for new ways to break through the relief impasse despite
overwhelming odds. But with the current stalemate on relief and negotiations, it was
difficult for policymakers like Morris to see silver linings. If the United States could not
do anything about the present circumstances of the starving Biafrans, then Morris thought
the Nixon administration could at least prepare to help Nigeria coordinate and dispense
lifesaving humanitarian aid after Biafra’s collapse. To accomplish those ends, relief
officials needed to know some basic facts from inside Biafra. When appointing Clarence
Ferguson as special coordinator for relief on February 22, 1969, the president had noted
that “there is widely conflicting information on future food requirements within the
Biafran-controlled area” and that he wanted “a comprehensive, internationally conducted
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survey of food needs in that area.”44 By mid-October, 1969, neither of Nixon’s requests for
statistical data had been carried out and there had yet to be a nutritional survey based on
observations from within Biafra. Without this basic information, it would be difficult for
the United States to plan, coordinate, and aid the Federal Military Government with relief
after the war. Assuming, of course, that Nigeria wanted help.
A young epidemiologist from the National Communicable Disease Center in
Atlanta had recognized these problems early on.45 “Surprisingly few hard facts are known
about the recent nutritional and public health situation in Biafra,” Karl Western, wrote on
May 29, 1969.46 Throughout the war, all of the numbers that had been cited by relief
organizations and governments were based on second-hand reports made by untrained
observers. While these reports were useful in their own way, they were unsatisfactory for
coordinated humanitarian planning. Western had watched events in Nigeria closely, having
worked in the country with the U.S. Army following his graduation from medical school.47
While there had been sporadic reports from the field on the conditions inside Biafra, there
was no scientist on Ferguson’s staff to review and interpret the incomplete data. Western
proposed that he, or perhaps another doctor familiar with Nigeria, be kept as “unofficial
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consultants” to work with the special coordinator if and when new information became
available.48 Western knew, however, that relying on second hand data was not enough.
What was needed was a qualified health physician to travel to Biafra and evaluate the
nutritional levels of the people there. “Without objective data,” Western said to a group of
State Department officials, “it will be virtually impossible for the relief agencies to make
the most efficient use of their resources in the coming months.”49
Yet it was not until mid-September, 1969, in the “wake of public, Congressional
frustration over conflicting reports of the situation in the enclave,” that the State
Department assembled a team of health professionals to survey conditions inside Biafra.
The delay in carrying out the president’s orders was a result of the tenuous, ongoing
negotiations between the Red Cross and the warring parties over relief flights, but
American officials quickly brought together the team on the assumption that public opinion
would demand more action from the United States following the failure of those talks.50
Despite his expertise and familiarity with Nigeria, Karl Western was not one of the original
members selected for the survey mission and was only added to the team two days prior to
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its scheduled departure for Libreville, Gabon.51 Western arrived inside Biafra on October
17, 1969.52
Western quickly discovered that the Biafran authorities were not interested in
allowing him free range to roam throughout the territory. Armed with only a few gallons
of gasoline, a pen and pad, and some cash, Western broke away from his group and found
a Biafran with an automobile willing to transport him to a relief site where he could link
up with local Biafran doctors.53 Between October 17 and 28, Western travelled to thirty six
sample sites where he used cluster sampling (randomly going door to door until he
surveyed at least fifty people) to record age, whether they were a “local” or a “stranger,”
and had signs of edema.54 From this data, Western was able to calculate the rate of
malnutrition in the enclave, identify major medical problems, and determine which towns
needed relief the most. Western was also charged with determining the population of
Biafra, but with limited time inside the territory he was unable to perform a thorough
census. In order to estimate the population, Western used smallpox vaccination figures
provided to him and compared them to the presence of small pox scars from the people he
observed. A total of 2,116,899 doses of smallpox vaccines had been distributed in the
territory currently under Biafran control before he arrived, and Western calculated that the
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scar rate was presently 67.2 percent. By dividing the total number of doses distributed by
.672, Western came to the conclusion that the population of Biafra was approximately 3.24
million.55 The nutritional edema rate within the territory was approximately 31.4 percent,
which meant that over 1 million people in Biafra would soon die if they did not receive an
immediate injection of heavy protein foodstuffs. Not surprisingly, Western found that
children under 4 and the elderly were hit the hardest, with edema rates of 42.2 percent and
52.1 percent respectively. But it was not just malnutrition that was ravaging Biafra:
measles, tuberculosis, and whooping cough were especially damaging to the population.56
Thanks to Western’s medical reporting, the first of its kind, the United States finally had a
scientific understanding of Biafra’s nutritional and health needs that it could present to the
Federal Military Government to coordinate humanitarian relief and stave off an ever larger
disaster.
“Slow, creeping starvation of almost the entire population is the key impression
today in Biafra,” Western wrote as the introductory statement in what would become
known as the Western Report. With the further incursion of the federal army and the
breakdown of the Biafran government, Western predicted that the situation was only going
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to get worse for the starving people. Of those Western surveyed, 382,000 Biafrans, a full
11.8 percent of the population, required immediate daily feeding to survive and 1,663,000
people, 51.3 percent of all Biafrans, needed thrice weekly feedings. To provide these
groups alone with 630 calories a day and 43.5 grams of protein, which would barely sustain
their lives, Western calculated that the Biafrans required 201 tons of food flown in every
night. This amount could be brought in under the current Joint Church Aid airlift, but it
was clear that this was a base amount for feeding only those on the precipice. Those people
needed much more than 630 calories and to feed the entire population properly the entire
airlift needed to bring 6,000 tons a week.
The Western Report revealed not a disaster in the making in Biafra but a
humanitarian catastrophe already taking place. On November 17, 1969, Western sent a
preliminary summary of his findings that to the African Bureau that highlighted the report’s
major findings. Three days passed before Secretary of State Rogers sent Special
Coordinator Ferguson a memorandum with updated population numbers and rates of
edema. It made no mention of the relief estimates.57 By November 26, David Newsom had
the entire report, but he and his colleagues in the State Department were not eager to share
its findings. It was not until December 9, 1969, that Under Secretary of State Eliot
Richardson received an interpretative summary of the report from the African Bureau. The
memorandum made two observations. First, Biafra’s population of 3.2 million was
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“considerably lower” than the numbers being promulgated by relief organizations and
Biafran sympathizers. The second was that “the overall nutritional condition of the people
has deteriorated seriously since June” following the air strike against the Red Cross relief
plane. Knowing this, the State Department was not eager to publish these findings. The
“public release of either of these conclusions will undoubtedly have serious political
repercussions.” Despite these conclusions, the State Department was upbeat about the
chances that the present airlift, which it estimated to be sending in “about 200 tons per
night,” was enough to meet the minimum nutritional demand.
Newsom misrepresented Western’s findings. It does not take a close reading of the
Western Report to recognize that it is a sobering document, one that was skeptical that even
the basic requirements for relief could be met under the current conditions. But the African
Bureau, not wanting to threaten American relations with Nigeria, nevertheless pushed
forward Western’s numbers as a way to protect the status quo. On December 18, 1969, a
full month after the African Bureau received a summary of Western’s report, the State
Department finally forwarded the summary of the medical findings to the American
Embassy at Lagos. The State Department saw its top priority as protecting its relationship
with the Federal Military Government, and a report from an American doctor that called
into question the Nigerian rehabilitation effort and labeled it as inadequate would be
viewed as a threat by policymakers in Lagos. Rather than present the report and possibly
rock the boat with Nigerian officials, the African Bureau wanted to ensure smooth sailing
by holding onto Western’s findings. At the end of the summary, Rogers wrote that the
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“population figures and population distribution were being closely held due to the extreme
political sensitivity of this subject” and were not to be distributed to any outside
government.58 This information, in other words, was not to be shared with the Federal
Military Government.
With the deterioration of material conditions in Biafra confirmed by Western’s
survey and reports of a more organized and efficient federal advance into Biafran territory,
American officials began to plan for the humanitarian crisis that would follow a Nigerian
victory. The first two weeks following a Biafran collapse were deemed to be the most
“crucial to prevent deaths on a horrifying scale from food riots and starvation,” one member
of Ferguson’s staff wrote.59 U.S. policymakers did not believe that the Nigerian Red Cross
was up to this monumental task. Western, unaware that his report was being held hostage,
told Ferguson that the Nigerian government would be incapable of relieving the
humanitarian crisis on its own in the event of a Biafran collapse. Relaying information
from one of his colleagues from the Center for Communicable Diseases who was working
on the Nigerian side of the Biafran border, Western said “the number of relief personnel
on the Federal side is beyond the point of being skeletal, and the situation will be
‘catastrophic’ unless beefed up some way.” Nigerian doctors and relief workers were doing
their best with limited resources, Western noted, but “there is almost no one to take over”
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if Nigeria were suddenly to defeat Biafra.60 Yet the State Department, knowing exactly
what was at stake, refused to present the Western report to the Federal Military
Government.
THE FINAL TRAGEDY
Nixon probably never saw the full Western Report, but he nevertheless understood that the
humanitarian situation in Biafra following a Nigerian victory would be bleak and required
a response from the United States. The end was drawing near for Biafra. On January 9,
1970, Colonel Obasanjo’s 3rd Marine Division had broken through the Biafran defensive
position in the south, which effectively split the territory into two. The following day,
Ojukwu announced that he was leaving Biafra to “explore with our friends” potential peace
proposals that would safeguard Biafran security.61 Ojukwu’s flight was the last to take off
from the Uli airstrip, and he never returned to the enclave.62 Shortly after Ojukwu’s
departure, Nixon called Prime Minister Wilson at 11:30pm (GMT) on January 11, 1970,
to discuss the changing situation in Biafra. Nixon wanted to coordinate activities with the
British in order to “avoid a disaster in Biafra.” The president asked Wilson to ensure that
the Federal Military Government would “co-operate” with American humanitarian actions.
The prime minister, who had only seen a summary of the Western Report but not all of its
findings, said that feeding refugees would not be a problem. “There was plenty of food
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available or in the pipeline,” Wilson assured Nixon. “The main problem was trucks to move
it into the areas of need.” Once that logistical problem was taken care of, which Wilson
thought to be a minor one, Nigeria would be able to begin the process of reconciliation
with the Biafrans.63
Nixon’s call to Wilson came at the behest of Roger Morris, who on January 10,
1970, had urged the president to take a strong stance with the Federal Military Government.
Morris saw a disaster looming if the Nigerians refused any outside help. Over the past two
and half years the Nigerians had not proved themselves particularly adept at logistics and
planning, and they would need more than gentle prodding to move into high gear to relieve
the humanitarian catastrophe. However, Morris was concerned as much about a potential
massacre at the hands of the Nigerian army as he was about humanitarianism. “The
unspoken Federal war aim, in this collapse as in the starvation blockade, remains the
elimination of the Ibos as a tribe,” Morris warned Kissinger. This was not a logistical
problem but a political one, and without having the British push the Nigerian government
“to address the political question of Biafra’s survival” even “the most urgent and dramatic
measure to fly in relief will only be a palliative.” Nixon needed to work with the British to
confront the Federal Military Government and jointly demand that Biafran security is
guaranteed following the end of the war. “Anything short of a strong approach to Lagos,”
Morris concluded, “will be de facto acquiescence in some degree to genocide.”64
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As always, Morris’s advice ran counter to the guidance provided by Secretary of
State Rogers. While Morris argued that the Nixon administration needed to do all it could
to influence the Federal Military Government, Rogers did not believe it was the
responsibility of the United States to pressure the Nigerians on their decision to accept
outside humanitarian assistance. Rather, the United States must limit itself to working with
federal authorities and gently gaining their “consent to an expanded international efforts
under NRC [Nigerian Red Cross] auspices.”65 Going further, Rogers noted that there was
no reason to sound the alarm over the Nigerian relief effort, even after Nigerian forces
captured the Uli airstrip, which cut off the Biafrans from any outside assistance. “Sufficient
supplies are in place, en route, or on order, to meet the anticipated needs of up to two
million refugees,” Rogers confidently remarked. Despite not providing Nigerian officials
in Lagos with the dire estimates of the Western Report, Rogers said that because of
“planning efforts and consultation” between the United States and Nigeria he was “able to
assure” that the Nigerian Red Cross “is alert to the problem and is moving energetically”
toward relieving the situation in Biafra. Nigeria was doing fine on its own, the secretary
told the president, and therefore, contra Morris, “our approaches to the FMG must be lowkey.” The Nigerian government, on the cusp of finally winning its thirty month civil war,
was still “extremely sensitive to what it considers meddling.” To Rogers, it was best to let
the Federal Military Government handle all aspects of the relief situation on its own with
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mild, if any, prodding from the United States to accept aid and supplies from international
supporters.66
The major difference between the State Department and the National Security
Council was the recognition that there was a tragedy in the former Biafran enclave.
American Ambassador William Trueheart, who had replaced Elbert Mathews in early
November 1969, described these two differing visions of the relief situation in Biafra as
one “viewed from here and that as viewed from the outside.” The view from inside mirrored
the interpretation of the Federal Military Government. “Nigerians in Lagos clearly give a
picture of confidence if not complacency and do not yet see a major relief crisis following
the end of the war,” the ambassador remarked. For Lagosians, the rumors of imminent
starvation and worsening conditions in Eastern Nigeria were nothing more than the product
of brainwashing through Ojukwu’s propaganda campaign and the work of outside agitators
who wished “to break-up a black run nation.” The view from the outside, Trueheart
maintained, was “clearly conditioned by the experiences of Ibos and relief workers” and
was “embellished by the highly effective presentation of the Biafran case.” It was yet
unclear to Trueheart which view was correct, but he argued that it was imperative that an
“objective assessment of the situation in the East” be taken so that the United States could
plan its next moves.67
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It is difficult to understand Trueheart’s understanding of the situation for three
reasons. First, he was well aware that Karl Western had already undertaken an impartial
survey of the conditions in Biafra. While it is unclear if Trueheart had read the full Western
report, he did have access to the summary as early as November 20, 1969, and certainly
knew its dire conclusions. Second, it is an unescapable truth that Trueheart’s understanding
of the view from the outside was conditioned by his own view from the inside. Surrounded
by Lagosians who questioned the very validity of the starvation in Biafra, Trueheart
seemed unwilling to consider that there might be widespread starvation and suffering there.
Finally, there was an actuality a third view: an outlook based upon first hand observations
from inside Biafra that came from the Western Report. Even without having access to the
totality of Western’s survey, Trueheart had evidence of mass starvation from Red Cross
doctors in the areas that had recently been overtaken by the Nigerian army. Dr. Georg
Hobbs reported to Trueheart that there was “serious malnutrition” in Orlu, a town
approximately 25 miles from Owerri. He cautioned that a large amount of food, especially
milk and protein-rich items, must be brought to Orlu immediately in order “to save
thousands of lives.”68 By not understanding that there were, in fact, three views of the
situation in Biafra, Trueheart was not fully appreciating the tragedy currently underway in
the secessionist territory.69
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The great hope among American officials was that once the war ended Nigeria
would become more open to offers of humanitarian aid. With the war over and the
sovereignty of the Federal Military Government no longer in question, Americans wanted
Nigeria to be receptive of any and all sources to help feed their fellow Nigerians. At the
stroke of midnight, January 13, 1970, Gowon accepted the Biafran terms of surrender. “We
have arrived at one of the greatest moments of the history in our nation,” Gowon
announced. “We have arrived at the end of a tragic and painful conflict.”70 Rehabilitation
and relief would come next, and Gowon welcomed the former secessionists back into the
federation as brothers. In the process of relief, however, Gowon was unwilling to accept
any outside help from organizations or governments that had either backed Biafra or had
violated Nigerian sovereignty in the name of humanitarianism. The fear of the imperialism
of humanitarian aid was alive and well in Lagos. “Let them keep their blood money,”
Gowon said. “We don’t want their assistance. We don’t want their help. We will do it
ourselves.”71
Nixon heard the speech and was incensed that Gowon would make such a statement
and reject aid from organizations like Joint Church Aid. Yes, they violated Nigerian
sovereignty, but they were also the only entity that kept the people in Eastern Nigeria alive.
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He was curious if that group included the United States. “Does Gowon refer to us as having
blood on our hands?” the president asked Kissinger.
“No, he talks about those voluntary relief organization,” Kissinger responded.
Nixon and Kissinger had been discussing the possibility of sending Secretary
Rogers to discuss relief with Gowon. The president, heeding Morris’s advice, wanted
Rogers “to deal very strongly” with Gowon and tell him that the United States held a deep
concern for the fate of the Biafran people. “They are starving aren’t they?” the president
asked his national security adviser.
“Yes, Mr. President, every week they kill a few tens of thousands of people,”
Kissinger said.
The problem, as Nixon knew, was that the United States could help only if Gowon
agreed to humanitarian assistance on Nigeria’s terms. If domestic pressure mounted in
response to a humanitarian catastrophe and Gowon continued to refuse aid, the Nixon
administration would still be powerless to help the suffering. “The Nigerians have got us
where the hair is short,” Nixon said. “If they don’t let us in we can’t get in.” Kissinger
warned that many in the African Bureau cautioned against pressing Gowon since he might
push the United States away. “We don’t want to interfere with internal affairs,” Nixon said,
but he did want Rogers, or someone from the State Department to go to Nigeria to “indicate
the Presidential concern that we have expressed so deeply.”
Of course, Nixon was concerned about the plight of the Biafrans, but he also
understood that there would be major costs at home if he did not do something. “I do know
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that if we go in and just sort of turn our backs on this think, Henry, we could look awful
bad.” Religious leaders were especially vocal, Kissinger noted, and they wanted more to
be done. Yes, Nixon responded, Rogers should tell the religious leaders that he was going
to Lagos “to exert all the influence” of the United States toward getting more relief into
Biafra. “I think it would be very good internal American politics,” Nixon said.72
Kissinger agreed that domestic politics should be an overriding concern. Even if
relief could not get into Biafra because of federal opposition, Kissinger told the president
that he must lay bare all of the facts of the humanitarian situation and explain to the
Nigerians what they needed to do to relieve the situation. “Whatever the outcome,”
Kissinger said, “your moral position in this tragedy has to be unassailable.”73
The only survey that had actual facts about the suffering in Biafra was the Western
Report, and Morris pleaded with Richardson to get the report to Nigerian relief officials.
“The implications of the report are very serious,” Morris said. The African Bureau argued
that the report was so inflammatory that the Nigerians would, at best, simply discount the
findings or, at worst, completely shut the United States out of relief and break away from
the Nixon administration. That might happen, Morris said, but he foresaw a similar and
more likely scenario where the present policy, which was “designed to preserve our
standing with the Federals,” still led to a breakdown between the United States and Nigeria.
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The president might reach a position where he must choose “between making his own
moral position clear as against observing Federal sensitivities” Nixon would have to speak
out against the government in Lagos, which, he noted, would certainly “poison the well.”
The difference was that here, at least, Nixon would have performed his own moral
obligation to the Biafrans and the American people. The only way to correct the problem
for the president was to persuade Gowon of the seriousness of the relief situation in the
enclave. The first step was to order Assistant Secretary of State Newsom to go to Nigeria
and deliver the full contents of the Western Report to federal relief officials. Morris
recommended that Newsom remain in Lagos until Nigerian authorities understood the
gravity of the report. “We would be striking the pose that Newsom, a senior official
required in Washington, is staying in Lagos nonetheless because of the urgency of the need
outlined in the Western Report and the US expectation that the Federals, true to their word,
will respond if the need is documented.” Morris also wanted Western and other members
of Ferguson’s staff to return to Nigeria and get as close to the relief areas as possible. By
sending the American author of the definitive report of malnutrition in Biafra back to the
source of the humanitarian crisis, Morris said “it would establish a record (as does the
Newsom presence) that we are on top of the situation when we know, from the earlier
Western Report, that the need is likely to be very great.”74 Establish a record for whom?
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Both the Newsom and Western trips would go unpublicized, but the point of sending them
was to protect Nixon from future domestic criticism for not doing enough.
The war officially ended on January 15, 1970, when the terms of surrender were
signed at Dodan Barracks in Lagos. A major milestone for sure, but every passing minute
without an injection of humanitarian relief meant further death from malnutrition and
disease.75 In his triumphant speech following the signing of an armistice, Gowon repeated
that he would not accept outside aid from governments that supported the secession. “They
are thus guilty of the blood of thousands who perished because of the prolongation of the
futile rebel resistance,” Gowon said. With the war officially over, Morris wanted the
American bureaucracy to be prepared to send humanitarian aid at a moment’s notice.76 But
there were those in the bureaucracy who were dragging their feet. Morris accused John A.
Hannah, who would later become head of the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), of “obstructing even what little the African Bureau and Ferguson’s
staff are trying to do.” Hannah had written instructions to the representatives of USAID in
Lagos “to keep quiet about the relief problem and let the Nigerians take their own time.”77
Hannah was far from the only one in the American government who wanted to be cautious
about Nigerian sensibilities over relief. Under Secretary of State Richardson warned
Kissinger that Nixon had “to be careful” about pressing Gowon too hard on humanitarian
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assistance. “He is resentful of too much intrusion. As a practical matter we cannot do
anything he doesn’t want.”78 But Morris drew a distinction between Richardson’s
pragmatic understanding of the politics of humanitarian aid and Hannah’s refusal to
provide the Nigerian government with information that could potentially save thousands
of lives. “This,” Morris noted, “is political folly as well as ignorance of the potential
tragedy.”79
The State Department and the National Security Council were providing conflicting
reports of the suffering in Biafra and both sought to bring Nixon to their view of the relief
situation. While Rogers told the president that the Nigerian relief program was
“progressing reasonably well” and the Federal Military Government was fully capable of
handling the problem, Kissinger explained to Nixon that the situation was much more
critical than State Department officials let on. He stated that American doctors who had
recently left the enclave reported that at least “one million could die in the next three
weeks” unless outside humanitarian relief is brought in.80 Much of the problem stemmed
from the African Bureau and the NSC having wildly different estimates of the need.
Newsom, relying on reports from the British and his own trip to Lagos, said there was
“nothing to substantiate” any of the claims of “mass starvation.” Going further, Newsom
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said that “all of the preliminary reports and assessments had been encouraging and that
there was no basis for ‘exerting pressure’ in the absence of up-to-date facts.”81 Despite
having access to the Western Report since November 26, 1969, Newsom said “we still do
not yet have actual reports of nutritional experts who can determine accurately the actual
degree of starvation.” Moreover, Newsom was skeptical of a new set of tonnage
requirements that Western had calculated for feeding the entire Biafran population
following the end of the war. Newsom’s position was that the United States must sit back
and wait for Nigeria to ask for help rather than pressure Gowon and force his hand.82
Morris immediately fired back against the State Department’s understanding of the
humanitarian problem. On January 19, 1969, he brought Dr. Western and his colleagues to
Washington in order to brief them on the present situation in Eastern Nigeria. After talking
with Western, Morris was convinced that the State Department’s analysis was faulty and
its deference to Nigeria’s sensitivity was costing lives. Western and his team, Morris said,
“are willing to put their professional reputations on the line” that over one million people
in the former Biafran enclave would die if humanitarian assistance was not immediately
made available; thousands have already perished since the Nigerian army overtook the Uli
airstrip; and the State Department and the Nigerian government “have been murderously
low in their planning estimates for the situation.” Western described the situation in Eastern
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Nigeria “as a stampede toward a precipice, in which large numbers of people go over the
edge every day.” Morris pleaded with Kissinger to meet with the doctors so that he could
personally hear them speak about the Western Report. It was “the only scientific survey
made of condition inside of Biafra,” he said, and it needed to be brought to the attention of
Nigerian officials. It had “been available to the bureaucracy for almost six weeks, including
the mission in Lagos,” Morris said. “Every day we delay in pressing for a massive airlift is
knowing acquiescence in thousands of deaths heading toward a possible million to a
million and a half.”83
The Western Report threatened a potential domestic disaster for the president as
well. The survey’s existence was widely known among relief circles, and Kissinger, who
accepted the totality of Western’s findings, feared that the survey would shortly become
public knowledge. Kissinger did not want Americans to blame Nixon and claim that the
president was not “doing its duty on this problem.”84 Morris argued that it was “only a
matter of time until the storm breaks” in the United States over the Nixon administration’s
failure to provide the Nigerians with the Western Report. If the humanitarian crisis
continues to amplify, “blame will fall unjustly but inevitably on the President rather than
on those responsible in the bureaucracy.” Morris begged Kissinger to get the president
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involved so that the Western Report—“the only authoritative survey of famine in Biafra”—
would be sent to Nigerian officials. Not doing so was costing lives and left Nixon
vulnerable to the charge of indifference to mass death by starvation. “The President may
be sitting on a political time-bomb,” Morris warned. “Our only chance to protect him, and
to save a million or more live, is to move decisively and urgently in addressing the
Nigerians.”85
Reports were piling in to the American Embassy in Lagos from American officials
about the starvation situation. Eugene Dewey, who had travelled in Biafra before and after
the war, said on January 21, 1970, that a “disaster of major proportions appears to be
developing here. Reports emanating to date have generally seriously misrepresented the
dimensions of the problem.”86 One of those reports was produced by Lord David Hunt, the
former British High Commissioner to Nigeria, who reported that the Federal Military
Government had the situation in Biafra firmly under its control. The British were
“disturbed at the somewhat alarmist tone and implications of” Dewey’s report and argued
that it “would be damaging to” British and American interests if an outsider “were at this
stage to exaggerate the degree of distress” in Biafra. British Foreign Minister Michael
Stewart hoped that Dewey would suppress his finding and not openly criticize the relief
work of the Nigerian government.87 The British, like the American bureaucracy, were not
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interested in pressuring the Nigerian government over relief. In a meeting with Nixon,
Prime Minister Wilson made this clear. By this time the prime minister had read parts of
the Western Report, and his take away was not that there was a serious humanitarian
problem in Biafra but “that most of the starvation in the enclave antedated the occupation
by the Nigerians.” The blame, therefore, should be placed on Ojukwu rather than Gowon.
Regardless, Wilson said, the “dirty and slushy pictures” did not prove a thing. “If one takes
a panoramic view,” of the situation in Eastern Nigeria, he said, “one recognizes that things
are as well as they could be, and that many of the reports of starvation are self-serving.”88
Nixon had never particularly cared for Wilson. He abhorred the prime minister’s
Labour politics, and Nixon was put off by his flashy style. Wilson’s cocksure presentation
and faulty interpretation of the Western Report infuriated the American president. He told
the prime minister that he was “not concerned with who caused the suffering; I don’t want
to hear ‘who killed John?’ We don’t blame the Federals. The fact is that the suffering
exists.” Nixon wanted to cooperate with the British, but he said, “we should at least agree
on a common factual basis” of the problems.89 For Nixon, the only scientific survey that
established facts on the ground was the Western Report. The British, however, did not fully
agree with its findings and, therefore, did not accept Western’s recommendations. More
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interested in maintaining positive relations with the Federal Military Government and
protecting British interests in Nigeria, Wilson was not willing to pressure Gowon on
humanitarian relief
In the White House there was hope that the Federal Military Government would
openly change its relief policies once it received the Western Report and understood its
conclusions and recommendations. “The key to getting Nigerian acceptance of the higher
feeding goals is the medical survey,” Trueheart wrote on January 21, 1970, more than a
week after the fighting had ended. He was wary of approaching the Nigerians with the
Western Report because of Nigeria’s refusal to accept “outside advice on what they
consider strictly a domestic problem.”90 Following a January 25, 1970 meeting with Dr.
William Foege, one of the doctors who accompanied Western’s team in Biafra and helped
to prepare the nutritional survey, Trueheart finally acknowledged the urgency of the
situation. “I now have a full appreciation of the implications of the Western Report,”
Trueheart wrote to the State Department. It was Foege’s passionate appeal and scientific
certainty that turned Trueheart. “It follows that I am persuaded personally as well as
officially that it is vital to make certain that General Gowon and the FMG are brought to
understand the implications and as quickly as possible.” The ambassador noted that he was
not sure if the Nigerians would accept the Western Report’s findings. The “Nigerian nerve
ends are exceptionally raw,” Trueheart remarked, over what they perceived to be “foreign
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meddlers” telling them how to run their country following a civil war. Wary of the
imperialism of humanitarian aid, the Nigerians did not want outside help. But Trueheart
now felt morally obligated, two months after receiving Western Report and its predictions
of mass death and famine, to give the nutritional survey and its troubling findings to the
Federal Military Government.
On January 26, 1970, Trueheart brought Foege along with him to a tense meeting
with Nigeria’s Minister for Economic Development Allison Akene Ayida. Trueheart gave
Ayida the Western Report and explained its results and predictions and noted that it was
“the only really solid basis available for estimating the potential requirements.” As Ayida
shuffled through the report, Trueheart told Ayida that he “would be derelict in not bringing
the implications of this report to the attention of the FMG.” Trueheart said he needed to
brief Gowon personally about the report, and the American ambassador asked Ayida if he
would help to arrange a meeting with the supreme commander.
Ayida did not speak much during the presentation, only occasionally asking a
question here or requesting for a point to be clarified there. His only specific comment
about the entire Western Report was that the findings were “interesting.” Reading Ayida’s
body language, Trueheart said that the Nigerian seemed “skeptical, regarding the study as
a statistical exercise with perhaps limited relevance to the present situation.” Ayida then
informed Trueheart that the Federal Military Government was already carrying out a plan
that did not require help from foreign governments. The American ambassador pressed the
Nigerian representative, arguing that the Western Report made it clear that the number of
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people suffering from edema was much worse than the Nigerian government had supposed.
Even if the Western Report exaggerated the numbers as Ayida implied, Trueheart said,
then surely, given the grave implications if the Federal Military Government was wrong,
“the only sensible thing was to proceed on this assumption until a fresh survey could be
made to determine the actual conditions at the present time.” Ayida might have privately
agreed with Trueheart’s logic, but his response, which ended the meeting, was
noncommittal.91
Gowon’s answer to a consultation with Trueheart to discuss humanitarian
assistance, however, was a clear no. The CIA reported that Gowon, at a January 28, 1970,
meeting of the Federal Executive Council, “spoke with some heat about the efforts the
American Embassy in Lagos was making in attempting to press its estimates of relief
needs” in the former Biafran enclave. Gowon was reportedly “very angry” about the
American approach, sources inside the meeting told the CIA, because he considered it
foreign meddling in the internal affairs of the Nigerian state. Who was the United States to
tell Nigeria what to do inside its own borders? “The Americans wish to investigate
conditions in parts of our country,” Gowon acidly remarked, “but I do not demand to
investigate conditions in Alabama or in Vietnam.” The supreme commander reiterated that
he would not allow any interference in Nigeria’s internal affairs. The CIA reported that
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Gowon “specifically meant the Americans, as he deeply resented their current tactics.”92
Gowon’s proclamation made one thing clear to a U.S. foreign policy establishment that
was already losing interest in the situation in Biafra: there would be no more American
involvement in the humanitarian issues surrounding the Nigerian Civil War.
CONCLUSION
There was a resigned feeling within the White House in the aftermath of the Nigerian Civil
War, and the struggle with the Western Report was emblematic of the American role in the
Nigerian Civil War since the summer of 1968 when the images of starving women and
children called the consciences of American citizens to press for a change in U.S. foreign
policy. By taking a stand for the starving Biafrans, Americans not only thought they were
aiding malnourished children but also reinvigorating a sense of American national purpose
that allowed the United States to overcome the moral paralysis of the Cold War. But the
anti-political idealism of humanitarian intervention met a worthy competitor in the
pragmatic realism of the American foreign policy establishment. Rather than cutting the
Gordian Knot of the Nigerian Civil War and boldly going down a humanitarian path,
American policymakers instead attempted to untie the hitch. This was an impossible task
that led to a policy that placated domestic criticism that the United States needed to do
something for humanitarianism but was not able to actually save the starving Biafrans.
While at times quite vocal and able to change American foreign policy toward the Nigerian
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Civil War, those that pushed for humanitarian intervention lost their most important battle
in changing American foreign policy with the Western Report. Perhaps the story would
have been exactly the same had Western’s nutritional survey been immediately cabled to
federal relief officials. Regardless, the same justifications in the State Department for
withholding a report about mass starvation from the Nigerian government were used to
explain why the United States could not act boldly on humanitarianism while the war was
still going on. The failure to simply pass on the report on the fear of an accusation of
meddling in Nigeria’s internal affairs was the last tragedy of the Nigerian Civil War. If
there was a victor in the Nigerian Civil War, then certainly it was the concept of state
sovereignty.
Just as there really is no way of knowing how many people died during the war,
there is no way of knowing how many perished once it was over. Morris, one of the few
people who fought until the bitter end for further American humanitarian involvement in
the Nigerian Civil War, could only conclude that it was all but over for the United States.
“There really is nothing more we can do right now,” a resigned Morris told his fellow staff
members at the National Security Council on February 4, 1970.93 The longer the
humanitarian problem stretched on and became further removed from the news cycle, the
less interest it gathered on Capitol Hill and in the public. Once humanitarian intervention
in Biafra stopped becoming a domestic political issue, there was no more reason to expect
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a change in American the involvement in the Nigerian Civil War. The State Department
was elated when this happened. “They all regarded themselves as utterly vindicated,”
Morris recalled vividly. “I remember going to meetings after the fall of Biafra and them
talking in these surreal terms about the relief effort and what was going to happen and I got
up and left one meeting because I literally couldn’t stand it. I told Henry that I didn’t want
to sit with these people for a long time.” Morris did not sit with them for long, as he soon
moved to work full-time on the Vietnam War. For Morris, the greatest villains were neither
the Nigerians, nor the Biafrans. If anything they were victims: victims of a long history of
colonial rule that placed them inside of a construct called Nigeria and forced them to have
a go at constructing a nation-state. No, the villains were the ones he sat across from at the
table from every day: the ones who had no real knowledge of Africans but nevertheless
crafted policy for them; the ones who put abstract principles of state sovereignty and vague
notions of American interest before feeding starving people. “I regarded Newsom as an
amoral figure,” Morris remembered later. “I bet he didn’t kick his dog. I’m sure he was
nice to his family. It’s a Washington story.”94
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Conclusion
Breaking the Impasse
The mood matched the weather that cold December morning when a funeral procession
marched down the streets of New York City. The departed, born in 1948, came to life
following the Second World War and embodied the hopes of a generation that sought to
atone for and avoid the sins of the past. But a near quarter-century of neglect had led to the
death that the congregation was now mourning. As the cavalcade arrived at its destination,
thirty people held a wake where each participant read a short message from a small piece
of paper in remembrance of the deceased and then placed their note inside a black coffin.
The words “Biafra: two million dead,” were emblazoned with white markings on the side—
cutting through the darkness and bringing clarity to the tenebrous casket. Yet the body
count from the secessionist state of Biafra was not the demise that the bereaved onlookers
were lamenting. It was a sorrowful day, for on December 10, 1969, on its twenty-first
birthday, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was pronounced dead by the
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive.
It would be another month before Biafra collapsed. Nevertheless, Paul Connett,
president of the committee, was already beginning to think about Biafra’s place in the
larger understanding of human rights in the world. “The Declaration of Human Rights is a
noble document,” Connett said to his fellow congregants on the chilly morning outside of
the United Nations building:
But two million people have died, and Biafra has not even been discussed by the
United Nations. That the U.N. has not acted diminishes it, diminishes all people,
and diminishes the meaning of the Declaration. The U.N., imperfect as it is,
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remains the only court of appeal for those who are oppressed, discriminated
against, or killed by the governments of the world. United Nations inaction on
Biafra is not only a crime in the present. It is also a license for other governments
in other places to trample on humanity with impunity. . . . We would hope that our
presence here today might make some people angry at the contradiction between
its words and our deeds, angry enough that they will act, that meaning will again
come to the Declaration. That through action we as human beings can regain our
self-respect.
These were powerful words that deeply condemned the international community’s failure
to act in response to the Nigerian Civil War.1
Connett’s eulogy also provided insights into the relationship between human rights,
humanitarianism, and morality in international politics during the 1960s. While historians
have separated the three analytically and have traced their origins to different sources,
Connett bound them all in interesting ways.2 It was Connett’s own humanitarian drive led
him to become interested in the humanitarian question of the Nigerian Civil War, but he
based the international community’s moral obligation to intervene to protect individuals
and groups on the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. Humanitarianism and
human rights were interchangeable languages for activists like Connett and the analytical
distinction between the two was of no matter to him since they represented essentially the
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same thing: a moral vision of the world that was separate from the programmatic political
machinations of governments. Yet, if the wake outside the UN building reflected a sense
of bitter disappointment and moral outrage with the response of Western governments and
international institutions, it also signaled a hope that activists would build upon the
committee’s work on Biafra to create a better future in which the ideals of human rights
would become a permanent fixture in international relations and decisions of governments
were not always bound by political considerations. Connett, in short, was looking forward
to a post-Cold War world.
In a recent roundtable review of Paul Thomas Chamberlin’s book on the Palestine
Liberation Organization, historian Brad Simpson made an observation about the latest
works on international history. “These days,” Simpson writes, “everybody’s struggle
seems to portend the post-Cold War world—Algerian revolutionaries, ANC fighters,
human rights activists and Palestinian radicals.”3 In nearly all of these works, international
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historians have defined the post-Cold War world as a period of transnational and global
interconnectedness when tangential participants in the Cold War—mostly but not
exclusively from the Global South—were able to exploit the tools of globalization to set
the agenda and frame the debate of international importance outside of the confrontation
between the United States and the Soviet Union. As globalization, however defined,
paradoxically created a more united and fragmented world, actors disregarded state
sovereignty and crossed frontiers in order to galvanize support for their causes and
transform the seemingly bi-polar world. By turning their analytical focus away from the
confines of the nation-state and toward a global framework, international historians have
argued that non-state actors especially took advantage of broad fissures and new dynamics
in the international system to force their way onto the global scene and offer alternative
political models to the Cold War.
Seen in this way, the Nigerian Civil War also foreshadowed a post-Cold War era.
Both Biafrans and humanitarian activists utilized the tools of globalization to push forward
their causes and find legitimacy in the international arena. Unable to win the military battle
against the better equipped federal army, the Biafrans instead opened a second international
front by utilizing a targeted propaganda campaign in an attempt to turn the war in their
favor. By sending out roving ambassadors into Western countries and hiring press agencies
and public relations firms to disseminate information about their struggle, Biafrans
positioned themselves to dictate and define their cause on their own terms in a rapidly
changing international environment. Proponents of humanitarian intervention in the United
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States used the same global toolkit to spread their message for increased attention to the
suffering in Biafra in order to change the direction of American foreign policy. A global
framework highlights these processes and aids in our understanding of how Biafra became
synonymous with suffering during the 1960s.
But studying global networks and international dynamics are not enough if we are
to examine the debate over American humanitarian intervention during the Nigerian Civil
War. Global ideas take root only if they can speak to specific domestic concerns and local
contexts, and this dissertation has argued that solely examining the Nigerian Civil War
from an international framework paints an incomplete picture of the American involvement
in the conflict.4 Taking a global approach alone might lead one to conclude that it was
Biafra’s ability to utilize and control the tools of globalization or changes in the
international system that explains Biafra’s success in galvanizing support in the United
States. While these were both integral for understanding how Biafra spread its message, it
was only after Biafra’s message shifted from being a political problem to a moral issue in
the United States that Americans began to pressure their government to intervene in the
Nigerian Civil War and the Biafran cause gained legitimacy among many American
activists. It was, in other words, the message itself that mattered. Once Biafra became
synonymous with humanitarianism, American domestic actors placed Biafra within the
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broader moral package of dissent and argued for a U.S.-led humanitarian intervention as a
way for their government to overcome moral paralysis.
In this dissertation, I have argued that humanitarian intervention gained prominence
in the United States during the Nigerian Civil War because of an overriding crisis of
morality in American foreign policy. During the 1960s, many Americans had finally lost
faith that their leaders would live up to the moral and political standards that they had set
for themselves. With the moral framework of the Cold War collapsing, many Americans
began to look for alternatives to the status quo that would continue to represent American
values and allow the United States to regain moral leadership in foreign affairs.
Humanitarian intervention during the Nigerian Civil War offered an opportunity for the
United States to put into practice a new humanitarian moral vision of international politics.
By offering a closer look at the United States and looking at the global and local histories
of the 1960s, my dissertation demonstrated the close relationship between American
domestic politics, societal crisis, and visions of foreign policy during the sixties.
The post-Cold War world that activists envisioned did not materialize during the
Nigerian Civil War, and détente under the Nixon and Ford administrations represented a
further retrenchment from a humanitarian vision of morality in American foreign policy.5
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A few years after Biafra, however, the Jimmy Carter administration put into a practice a
new, grand moral vision of human rights that many in the United States clung to as an
alternative to the Cold War. During the late 1970s, transnational human rights networks
exploded, with groups like Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch leading the
charge of nongovernmental organizations seeking to create a more moral world.6 Yet
Carter’s commitment to American moral renewal through human rights proved fleeting
due to infighting within his cabinet, the Iran hostage crisis, and the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.7 Carter’s successor, Ronald Reagan, at first eschewed human rights as a
guiding principle for foreign policy. Reagan soon found, however, that human rights was
a useful tool for waging the Cold War. First, it galvanized Americans around a positive
message that the United States wanted to create a more moral world. Second, and more to
the point, it encouraged dissidents behind the Iron Curtain to resist Soviet policy.8 Human
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rights and morality in foreign affairs during the waning years of the Cold War, transformed
from a tool to resist the state and transcend the Cold War to a tool of the state to wage the
Cold War against the Soviet Union.
The fall of the Berlin Wall provided a glimmer of hope for those hoping to create a
post-Cold War world based on morality and human rights. President George H.W. Bush
declared that the end of the Cold War would bring about a “new world order” in which the
United States would work with the United Nations to secure human rights in the world.9
Humanitarian intervention was a part of this vision, and the Bush administration worked
hand-in-hand with the United Nations Security Council to lead a coalition in Somalia to
bring food to the starving multitude in the Horn of Africa. “Our mission is humanitarian,”
the president said, but following the Battle of Mogadishu in October 1993 and the death of
18 Americans, the prospect of the United States taking a leading role in humanitarian
intervention in the developing world was effectively at an end.10 “Multilateralism is dead,”
Senator Mitch McConnell of Kentucky said, “killed . . . in the alleys of Mogadishu.”11 The
American experience in Somalia and the consequent withdrawal from humanitarian
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intervention in Africa likely played a large role in the American decision not to intervene
in the Rwandan genocide of 1994.12
It was after the United States failed to intervene in Rwanda that an odd alliance of
liberal hawks and neo-conservatives came to the conclusion that American military power
should be used in the name of enforcing universal principles in the world. Samantha Power,
the American ambassador to the United Nations in the second Obama administration, led
the cabal of humanitarian hawks.13 She argued that the international community had a
moral obligation to use whatever action necessary to enforce humanitarian principles.
While Clarence Ferguson, the special coordinator for relief for the victims of the Nigerian
Civil War, said “the use of force by the United States is not in the cards” for humanitarian
operations, Power had few scruples about wedding American military might to
humanitarian intervention.14 For Power, the American-led NATO airstrikes in Kosovo in
March 1999, demonstrated the moral utility of armed humanitarian intervention. The
airstrikes, Power said, “saved hundreds of thousands of lives” and, she predicted, if the
United States and the international community “had made genocide prevention a priority,
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they could have saved countless more.”15 The counter-argument, of course, is that the
NATO airstrikes led to even further atrocities against the Kosovar Albanians and did not,
in fact, save hundreds of thousands of lives.16 Nevertheless, that counter argument did not
convince those who believed that the United States could and should use its military to
enforce human rights and humanitarianism in the post-Cold War world.
No event did more to quash the desire to use American force in the world than
Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. Power later admitted, while not accepting any
culpability, that “the Kosovo war helped build support for the invasion of Iraq by
contributing to the false impression that the US military was invincible.”17 Indeed, the U.S.led global War on Terror has led to a great feeling of disillusionment within the United
States over any type foreign intervention. This is not for a lack of monsters in the world,
but Americans are entirely unsure why the United States must go abroad to slay them,
especially when American interests are not at stake.
This is not the first time that American citizens have grown skeptical about military
intervention in the name of universal principles, but history tells us that Americans will
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once again heed the call to intervene in the name of humanity. What remains to be seen is
what those guiding principles will be. Anti-communism was that principle for a while, and
human rights is currently the great moral beacon. But like the anticommunism during the
Cold War, human rights has made many assurances of changing the world for the better
but has yet to live up to its promises. Indeed, human rights holds a privileged position of
unquestioned moral authority that is matched only by the anticommunism of the early Cold
War years. It is quite remarkable, then, how similar the post-Cold War world looks to the
Cold War era. While there have been many changes wrought by globalization and new
actors entering the fold, the fundamental tension remains between local state sovereignty
and universal claims of human rights and humanitarianism that had plagued situations like
the Nigerian Civil War. The debate over humanitarian intervention in Biafra does not
provide any solutions for how to overcome that dichotomy, but it does allow us way to
look back and analyze the paths taken and imagine the alternatives that could have been
pursued. And pursuing new alternatives for organizing the world is the most important
aspect of studying the Nigerian Civil War. Perhaps it is time to begin envisioning new
moral conceptions and ideas for organizing the world beyond human rights that can
overcome the tension between the local and the universal. Only then will we be able to
break the impasse and enter a new phase of morality in international politics.
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